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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation examines how advocates for anatomical medicine in the early 

American republic defended medical training through dissection by framing anatomy as a 

Protestant spiritual and civic initiative. The project draws attention to prominent 

anatomists and anatomy advocates from the 1760s to the 1830s who did not dismiss the 

religious values and rhetoric of the people who rioted against dissections and 

bodysnatching, but instead imaginatively remodeled the Christian principles that had 

been wielded against them. Utilizing the public forums that were afforded to them as 

wealthy white Protestant intellectuals, these figures drew upon the mythologies of the 

new nation as well as the New Testament to defend the practice of dissection and 

persuade a largely Protestant public of the virtues of the dissected corpse. As this project 

will emphasize, they also used evangelical Protestant ideology to justify the pillaging of 

African American cemeteries and almshouse burial grounds for dissection subjects. 

Reinforcing an evangelical Protestant and portrait of nativist American citizenship, their 

rhetoric would ultimately play a powerful role in shaping state intervention in the 

regulation of medical schools and their supply of anatomical subjects.  

This project ultimately aims to reframe our understanding of the discursive 

formation of the dead body as a medical subject in the early republican era, seeking to 

illuminate how dead bodies were talked about—how they were discursively formed—by 

those who opened and examined them: practitioners of practical anatomy who not only 

dissected dead bodies, and likely disinterred them, but also launched public campaigns to 

repurpose them as tools of medical training. Tapping into the era’s evangelical 
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postmillennialist rhetoric of resurrection, these figures petitioned the state and the public 

to draw a line between the respectable white citizens who contributed to civic progress, 

whose bodies would remain undisturbed after burial, and indigent and non-white 

populations, who could be made productive after death. At once religious and medical, 

their rhetoric functioned epistemically to transform medical training into a mode of 

Protestant civic discipleship, and to transform the dead bodies of socially and politically 

burdensome populations into redeemed post-mortem vessels of medical advancement.  

Recognizing the production of medical knowledge in the United States in a wide 

range of genres, authored by writers operating within as well as outside of the fledgling 

orthodox medical establishment, this dissertation analyzes the imaginative writings, both 

positive and critical, of doctors, ministers, satirists, novelists, and legislators, all of whom 

registered and reflected upon the framing of practical anatomy as a conduit of Protestant 

civic initiative. In “Dr. Shippen’s Anatomical Theatre: Defending Dissection in Colonial 

Philadelphia,” I examine an early model of this rhetoric in the writings and orations of 

Dr. William Shippen, Jr., one of the earliest outspoken advocates of anatomical dissection 

in the colonies, demonstrating how Shippen relied on Protestant language and cultural 

norms—and the colonial newspaper—not only to align himself and his anatomy lectures 

with the city’s religious elite, but also to create a spiritual justification for the use of the 

bodies of poor, criminalized, and otherwise subjugated individuals as dissection subjects. 

The chapter closes by tracing how two subsequent texts, a satirical pamphlet poem by 

Francis Hopkinson and a landmark state legislative report in defense of anatomical 

dissection, registered and responded to this rhetoric, and to the collusion of Protestant 

virtue and medical authority as tools of social order.  
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“The Enlightened Gospel of Anatomy on the Atlantic Stage” spotlights 

Presbyterian minister Samuel Stanhope Smith’s 1787 Essay on the Causes of the Variety 

of Complexion and Figure in the Human Species, and Federalist statesman Royall Tyler’s 

1797 novel The Algerine Captive. Situating both texts within transnational debates about 

American degeneracy and the expansion of the American slave economy, I outline how 

each author mounts a defense of American health and character that is grounded in 

anatomical knowledge of the human body as well as a Protestant framework of moral 

virtue. Taken together, the texts bear witness to a growing confidence in doctors—

particularly anatomists—to understand and order human difference, and they demonstrate 

the continuing rhetorical framing of anatomical medicine as a Protestant civic initiative in 

the decades after the American Revolution. 

The dissertation’s final chapter, “ ‘life, strength, and usefulness’: Resurrection and 

Redemption in Sheppard Lee,” examines the ongoing consolidation of Protestant rhetoric 

in support of anatomical medicine in the early nineteenth century, as both American and 

British lawmakers began to take up the case for legislation to regulate and protect 

anatomical training for medical students through dissection. The chapter begins by 

identifying the rhetoric of Philadelphia anatomist John Davidson Godman as a principal 

influence in the development of the first American anatomy legislation, demonstrating 

how Godman utilized the rhetoric of Protestant nativism to strategically position 

anatomical medicine as a beacon of enlightened Christianity in the young republic, while 

also preserving the secrecy of an illicit interstate corpse trafficking network centered in 

1820s Philadelphia. The chapter then considers how a novel written by a physician who 

was trained in Philadelphia’s medical institutions during this period engages with 
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Godman’s rhetoric, and with the various debates and philosophies surrounding anatomy 

legislation in the Anglo-Atlantic world. In Robert Montgomery Bird’s 1836 Sheppard 

Lee: Written by Himself, Bird mimes and critiques the rhetoric of utilitarian anatomy 

advocacy, as well as the Protestant rhetoric of redemptive dissection. Bird generates a 

provocative cultural portrait of institutionalized dissection in the Atlantic world, 

underscoring the political distinctions that ultimately determined which corpses should be 

protected, which should be dissected, and which should be preserved.  

Considering corpses not merely as abstractions or metaphors, but as literal, 

material entities that incited riots, spurred industries, and inspired nativist fantasies, this 

dissertation illuminates the fraught negotiations and acts of power that undergirded what 

is often regarded as a natural or inevitable narrative of modern secularization and 

scientific progress. At its most ambitious, this project aims to embody a new dimension 

of interdisciplinary work in the medical humanities, reshaping our understanding of the 

origins of the medical cadaver and prompting new reflection on the secular morality of 

postmortem medical research. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Among the holdings of the Mütter Museum, a 19th-century-era cabinet museum of 

medical artifacts in downtown Philadelphia, is a collection of anthropodermic bindings: 

books bound in tanned human skin.1 The texts include Dr. Joseph Leidy's personal copy 

of his bestselling textbook, An Elementary Treatise on Human Anatomy (1861), which is 

bound, according to its frontispiece note, in “human skin, from a soldier who died during 

the great Southern Rebellion” (Guelle 88). Other anthropodermic bindings in the 

collection belonged to physician John Stockton Hough, who used the skin of his deceased 

patients at the Philadelphia Hospital and Almshouse for bindings in the 1880s. The 

handwritten note in one of these, Robert Couper’s Speculations on the Mode and 

Appearances of Impregnation in the Human Female (1789), identifies the binding's 

source as “the skin of the thighe of Mary L, affected with encysted trichinae, who died of 

consumption in the Philada. Hospital, 1869. . . . Mary L was irish widow aged 28 yrs” 

(86). The flyleaf note also specifies that Dr. Hough tanned the skin himself, in a hospital 

chamber pot.2  

 
1 The College of Physicians of Philadelphia’s Historical Medical Library possesses five confirmed 

anthropodermic bindings (Gordon 130). The College of Physicians purchased John Stockton Hough’s 

complete library, including his anthropodermic bindings, in 1901 (Rogers and Horrocks 359). Joseph 

Leidy’s human skin-bound textbook was donated to the museum in 1933 by Leidy family members as a 

“cherished possession” they hoped could be displayed for members and visitors to the college (Marvin 

135). 

2 The handwritten note reads “Tanned in a ‘Pot-de-Chambre’ by J. S-H, at the Philada. Hospital January 

1869” (Guelle 86).  
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Books bound in human skin may seem more like props from a gothic story than 

mementos from respected physicians’ bookshelves, but these artifacts are not atypical in 

historical institutions like the Mütter Museum. The museum was established by the 

College of Physicians of Philadelphia in 1863 as a teaching resource for Philadelphia 

medical students and physicians, during a period when it was common for medical 

institutions to maintain their own museums for instruction and research (McLeary 600). It 

was named for Philadelphia surgeon Thomas Dent Mütter, who donated his extensive 

collection of medical curiosities to the College of Physicians in 1858. Doctors like Mütter 

often collected interesting and strange medical memorabilia—originally for the purpose 

of teaching, but also because collecting interesting and strange curios was a sign of 

gentlemanly prestige—and many such collections eventually made their way to the 

Mütter Museum, which routinely accepted “historically oriented” donations (601). By the 

1920s, clinical pathology had eclipsed the use of museum specimens in the training of 

physicians, and many of these museums were dissolved (602). Even with its role in 

medical education diminished, however, the Mütter Museum was preserved and even 

expanded: unlike other medical museums at hospitals and universities, the Mütter was 

sponsored by a private society, and its collection had always been as commemorative and 

historical as it was educational (600). When the anthropodermic bindings are on display 

today, they are exhibited alongside wet specimen jars of amputated limbs and stillborn 

human fetuses, dehydrated diseased organs, and a wall of human skulls, many of which 

were stolen from graves to complete the collection of a renowned nineteenth-century 

anatomist (Worden 102). 
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As both physician’s technical manuals and morbid cultural artifacts, the Mütter 

Museum’s anthropodermic bindings materialize the convergence of two well-established 

cultural narratives of the American nineteenth century: the rise of the American orthodox 

medical establishment, and the growing fascination with—and commodification of—

death and mourning. Before the nineteenth century, medicine was neither fully 

professionalized nor institutionalized in the Anglo-American world. Doctors were diverse 

in their training, beliefs, and methods of practice, and both the university-educated 

“regulars” and the broad spectrum of alternative practitioners were often regarded with 

suspicion by the individuals and communities they tended to (Rothstein 34-37). By the 

turn of the twentieth century, however, medicine in the United States had transformed, in 

public opinion if not entirely in praxis, from a variable and unpredictable trade into a 

respected profession and a science.3 During the eighteenth century, a significant shift in 

Western medical epistemology, from classical ways of knowing rooted in tradition and 

ancient doctrine to more rigorously scientific conceptions of knowledge, spurred the 

embrace of more standardized and experimentally-oriented medical curriculums in 

Europe. By the nineteenth century, this shift had stimulated a tremendous surge in the 

establishment of medical schools in the United States, modeled after European precedents 

(Sappol 48-49).4 Mistrust of medicine and the motives of practitioners certainly 

persisted—and was often warranted—and alternative practitioners positioned themselves 

against the often painful and drastic techniques championed by regular, university-trained 

 
3 Many scholarly accounts of this transformation were published in the latter half of the twentieth century; 

see for example Starr, Rothstein, and Warner, Therapeutic.  

4 See also Huisman and Warner 5, and Porter, The Greatest Benefit. 
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physicians (Rothstein 150). But by the end of the nineteenth century, university-trained 

American doctors had become influential public figures and cultural arbiters, as well as 

representatives of a consolidated national medical establishment (Starr). 

During this same period, a wide-ranging fascination with death and deadness 

came to possess many Anglo-American communities (Laderman). Described by scholars 

as a collective “morbid obsession,” a “cultural necrophilia,” and even a “cult of the 

dead,” the nineteenth-century fascination with death shaped European as well as 

American aesthetic production, and it inspired a wide-ranging archive of morbid, 

sensational, and sentimental literature and cultural artifacts (Laderman 73; Castronovo 

147; Ariès xv). The morbid aesthetic inspired dramatic elegies and tragic paintings, as 

well as gothic storytelling: whether decayed and festering, disinterred and secreted away, 

or summoned to haunt and spellbind the living, dead bodies became objects of intense 

textual fixation and fantasy in the fictions fashioned by writers such as Edgar Allan Poe, 

George Lippard, and Nathaniel Hawthorne. Along with literary imaginings, the 

fascination with death also spurred the transatlantic vogue of mourning, as rural 

cemeteries became pastoral retreats and individuals fetishized and attempted to 

participate in the repose of the dead (Ariès 524). These proclivities stimulated the 

development of new technologies, and, as the commercialization of the post-mortem 

experience advanced, ultimately fueled an entire new industry of funerary production 

(Laderman 166-68). 

The rise of a cultural “cult of the dead” is often framed as a reactionary or inverse 

response to the growing visibility and influence of institutionalized medical authority. In 

his landmark study of death in Western civilization, The Hour of Our Death (1982), for 
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instance, Philippe Ariès suggests that the increasingly macabre fixations in nineteenth 

century art and culture represent an unconscious, inverse response to an increasingly 

regulated and quantified social order: a kind of uncanny double for the rational drive 

toward human progress. For Ariès, the cultural currents of scientific progress and morbid 

obsession correspond to the rational and imaginative capacities of human thought, or the 

conscious and unconscious mind.5 As eighteenth-century scientists and philosophers 

sought to circumscribe nature and the structure and function of the human bodies within 

it, their work was accompanied by what Ariès describes as “great phenomenon of the 

imagination,” entirely oppositional to progress and obsessed with death (Ariès 393).  

According to Ariès, this imaginative outpouring of romantic musings on death 

registered broader anxieties about an increasingly secular social order. While pre-

Enlightenment Westerners understood death as an inevitable and routine part of human 

existence, its meaning circumscribed within religious ritual, the currents of Reformation 

and Enlightenment thought upended previous beliefs about human life and afterlife, 

rendering death as something unknown and fearful. By the twentieth century, the fear of 

death would lead to its consolidation in hospitals and funeral parlors. In the nineteenth 

century, however, uncertainties about death—“what happens to the dead? Are they 

abandoned in their graves? Do they live again, together, in a better world?”—compelled a 

proliferation of diverse responses by artists, poets, and novelists, who, in the absence of 

 
5 In The Hour of Our Death, Ariès culls a broad, thousand-year archive of Western art and thought, which 

he parses via psychoanalytic conceptions of the collective unconscious. In his preface, he describes his 

methodology thus: “The observer scans a chaotic mass of documents and tries to decipher, beyond the 

intentions of the writers or artists, the unconscious expression of the sensibility of the age” (xvii). 
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religious assurances, attempted to make the concept of death itself less threatening and 

fearful (Ariès 438). 

While medical texts bound in human skin might seem to exemplify Ariès’ portrait 

of creative tension between the scientific and imaginative currents of human production, 

these artifacts ultimately complicate his model because they were created and collected 

by physicians. Ariès concludes that the cult of the dead actually worked to reinforce the 

advancement of medical science; 6 however, his account precludes the orthodox medical 

establishment from generating imaginative responses to death and the human corpse. In 

order to examine the “disturbing and morbid” necrobilia of the nineteenth century, Ariès 

declares that we must “leave the world of real facts exemplified by the dissections in the 

anatomist’s laboratory” and “enter the mysterious and convoluted world of the 

imagination” (369). Here Ariès explicitly dissociates scientific medicine from 

imaginative cultural output, establishing a dichotomy between the “real facts” of the 

dissection studio and “the mysterious and convoluted” creative productions of the 

nineteenth century cult of the dead.7  

 
6 For Ariès, the rise of medical authority and the nineteenth-century romantic fascination with death are not 

oppositional, but rather dialectical cultural forces. Despite the fact that many communities questioned and 

challenged the role of physicians in this existentially tumultuous time, Ariès concludes that the collective 

“phenomenon of the imagination” ultimately fostered a new receptivity to innovative conceptions of death 

and the corpse (393). Thus, though practical anatomy was a fundamental centerpiece of institutional 

medical training in Europe by the mid-eighteenth century, anatomical medicine only became widely 

accepted, and even “fashionable,” according to Ariès, as the broader public developed an interest in the 

aesthetics of death (369).  

7 Depicted as a passage between distinct and separate worlds, the perspective shift from “the world of real 

facts” to “the mysterious and convoluted world of the imagination” marks a significant event in Ariès’ 

history of the collective consciousness, as well as in the structure of his text. Throughout The Hour of Our 

Death, Ariès consults an interdisciplinary archive, integrating religious, philosophical, artistic, and literary 

texts, as well as medical works, newspapers, sociological data, and legal documents. Significantly, 

however, when his account moves from the Enlightenment-era “world of real facts” to the nineteenth-

century “world of the imagination” and “cult of the dead,” medicine is no longer a central dynamic, and 

doctors all but disappear from the narrative (369). 
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This portrait of the nineteenth-century culture of death does not seem to have a 

place for Joseph Leidy and John Stockton Hough, who were prominent medical 

authorities as well as fabricators and collectors of necrobilia. These doctors were not 

necessarily fixated on death, but they certainly responded imaginatively to the dead 

bodies of their subjects. In Ariès’ history, doctors are exempt from morbid obsession. 

“Doctors,” he declares, “are the new mediums, the decoders of the psychological 

mysteries of their time” (403). It is doctors who mastered the tangible realities behind the 

disruption of superstition and prior ways of knowing, and who ultimately guided Western 

civilization toward the twentieth-century epoch in which life and death became medical 

categories, not spiritual signifiers (360). By the nineteenth century, Ariès’ account 

implies, doctors had surpassed superstitious fears and uncertainties about death. Medicine 

became the force that decoded and elucidated morbid fixations, leading the collective 

consciousness out of confusion and into the clinical sterility of death consolidated in the 

modern hospital. 

For Ariès, artifacts such as Leidy’s and Hough’s human skin book bindings are 

like Shelley’s “modern Prometheus”: borne of a “confused world, where the subterranean 

springs of the imagination meet the currents of science” (389). Indeed, the more we 

consider the production and context of the anthropodermic bindings, the more they 

confound, unsettling long-held assumptions about orthodox medicine and its role in 

broader epistemic shifts and cultural transformations. However, it is precisely by 

unsettling such assumptions—about modernity, science, secularism, and the rise of the 

orthodox medical profession—that these artifacts work to illuminate important facets of 

the historicization of American medicine. As this dissertation will contend, the world of 
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medical textbooks bound in human skin, of doctors with morbid fascinations and 

imaginative responses to the exchanges that occurred in anatomy studios and surgical 

amphitheaters, is only “confused” and disruptive if we uphold strict boundaries between 

scientific, spiritual, and imaginative discourse—and if we discredit the social and 

political import of spiritual and imaginative ways of knowing. 

* 

This dissertation examines how physicians and intellectuals of the early republic 

talked, wrote, and thought about the use of dead bodies as objects of medical study. 

Though it will not supply an in-depth examination of books bound in human skin, the 

study will seek to shed light on the ways that respected American physicians justified 

their acquisition of dead bodies by whatever means necessary, and their use of dead 

bodies for whatever purposes they saw fit. The project focuses specifically on the efforts 

of early representatives of the orthodox medical establishment, the elite Anglo-American 

men who are commonly credited as “founding fathers” of American medicine, to 

destigmatize anatomical dissection and champion its necessity to the advancement of 

American medical practice.  

As historian Michael Sappol has persuasively demonstrated, the “anatomical 

age,” the period from the 1750s to the 1860s during which medical schools in the United 

States and Europe reoriented their curriculums to focus on human anatomy, constitutes a 

watershed moment in the development of institutionalized medical training.8 During this 

 
8 Sappol’s A Traffic of Dead Bodies provides the most rigorous and comprehensive analysis of the 

anatomical age of American medicine and its impact on nineteenth-century conceptions of self, culture, and 

nation, and it serves as a central critical touchstone for this project. 
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period, a historical epistemology, rooted in tradition and ancient doctrine, was replaced 

with a new emphasis on learning through systematic experimentation and analysis.9 

Practical anatomy, the study of the body’s structure and its parts through dissection, 

exemplified the empiricist values inherent in the push for more “scientific” medicine, and 

it consequently became an essential component in the instruction of physicians.10 The 

scientific methodology of anatomy helped to both legitimate medicine as a profession and 

heighten the social and cultural authority of medical knowledge in the public sphere. At 

the same time, by proffering a new, didactic use for the dead body, the study of anatomy 

catalyzed a widespread suspicion and wariness of medical schools among citizens.  

For centuries, dissection had been used as a form of punishment for executed 

criminals, and most communities regarded it as an act of desecration reserved for the 

corrupt and spiritually condemned. The embrace of instructional dissection in the nation’s 

new medical schools prompted a host of new considerations about the use of the body 

 
9 For more on the epistemological shift in institutionalized medical training see Huisman and Warner, and 

Porter, “Medical Science” 53–87. 

10 In this era, as Sappol emphasizes, the term “science” did not operate in its contemporary denotative 

sense; rather, it functioned more broadly as a signifier of empirically-oriented, hands-on experimentation, 

which university-trained physicians used to legitimize their practice and distance themselves from other 

manners of practitioners. Sappol provides a useful contextualization of the semantic function of the term in 

this era: “in the contest between professional and non-professional healer, the scientific nature of medicine 

was the physician’s trump card. The question then is not whether by our standards late-eighteenth- and 

early-nineteenth-century medicine was ‘scientific,’ but rather how did those who claimed the title of 

‘doctor’ distinguish their cult from other healing sects, traditions, and practices. And the answer is that they 

publicly and privately claimed to be practitioners of a ‘science’—and worked to make good that claim in a 

variety of venues. They formed distinctive knowledge communities and networks, consisting of colleges, 

journals, societies, and informal circles. They set aside special spaces where bodies, living and dead, 

human and animal, could be observed and experimented upon: colleges and hospitals, anatomy rooms, 

clinics, anatomical theaters. . . And they deployed an unstable mixture of rationalist and empiricist rhetoric, 

including a genealogy of scientific progress that linked medicine to anatomy (and chemistry and 

mechanics) and to the science of Bacon, Vesalius, Harvey, Boyle, Newton, and Franklin (the most 

frequently invoked icons). Through all of these activities and claims, the loosely linked corporate body 

denominated ‘medicine’ derived a common professional identity. From the mid-eighteenth century on, to 

be a physician or surgeon was to claim membership in an international healing cult whose character was 

scientific and anatomical” (55-56).  
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after death: To what uses should corpses be put, and by whom? Should dead bodies be 

available to doctors for research and study? Which corpses should be available to them? 

These questions sparked both ideological and literal, physical conflicts between medical 

authorities, religious communities, and urban citizens, which would shape the public 

rhetoric of institutionalized orthodox medicine for decades to come.   

Devoting particular attention to the non-rational, non-scientific modes of appeal 

to which American physicians had access, this dissertation seeks to illuminate a 

dimension of American medical rhetoric that has received minimal critical attention: the 

use of Protestant imagery, ideology, and prophecy to sanctify, and thereby vindicate, the 

use of dead human bodies in the training of physicians. The project draws attention to 

prominent anatomists and anatomy advocates from the 1760s to the 1830s who did not 

dismiss the religious values and rhetoric of the people who rioted against dissections and 

bodysnatching, but instead imaginatively remodeled the Christian principles that had 

been wielded against them, framing the advancement of anatomical medicine as a 

Protestant spiritual and civic initiative 

This dissertation ultimately aims to reframe our understanding of the discursive 

formation of the dead body as a medical subject. Considering corpses not merely as 

abstractions or metaphors, but as literal, material entities that incited riots, spurred 

industries, and inspired nativist fantasies, the project illuminates the fraught negotiations 

and acts of power that undergirded what is often regarded as a natural or inevitable 

narrative of modern secularization and scientific progress. At its most ambitious, this 

reading aims to embody a new dimension of interdisciplinary work in the medical 
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humanities, reshaping our understanding of the origins of the medical cadaver and 

prompting new reflection on the secular morality of postmortem medical research.  

A Pound of Flesh: Anthropodermic Bindings Reconsidered  

Functioning simultaneously as commemorative artifacts of the rise of anatomical 

medicine and as material evidence of the objectification of marginalized patients for the 

benefit of medical advancement, the College of Physicians of Philadelphia’s 

anthropodermic bindings exemplify the uneasy relationship between the commemoration 

of medical history and the violent and oppressive heritage of modern medical progress. 

These artifacts bear witness to a century of transformation in orthodox medical praxis and 

ethics. At the same time, when they are displayed at the Mütter Museum, a popular 

tourist destination whose slogan is “Disturbingly Informative,” these artifacts underscore 

the continuing cultural fascination with—and depoliticizing commercialization of—the 

grotesque, strange, and unsettling practices of early medical practitioners.11 

The evolving curation of these anthropodermic bindings bears witness to this 

tension. As traditional, institutional medical histories have emphasized, university-trained 

doctors in the early nineteenth century were poised at the precipice of a revolutionary 

new way of understanding the human body. In this context, one curator suggested in 2002 

that the Mütter Museum’s anthropodermic bindings should not be seen as the product of 

“some ghoulish eccentric[s],” but rather as objects of “historical medical significance” 

(Guelle 85). For the physicians themselves, the curator suggested, the books may have 

 
11 See Hicks for more on the marketing and public engagement objectives of the Mütter Museum; see 

Redman for historical contextualization of displays of human body parts in American medical history 

museums and their appeal to the public.   
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been objects of reverence, mementos of meaningful relationships or significant moments 

in a professional's career: 

Some of these bindings could be considered tributes in the best possible 

sense of the word. The anthropodermic bindings in the Library's collection 

bear witness to the fact that not all human-skin bindings were the 

consequence of inhumane actions. The tanning work and commission of 

human leather book-bindings by Drs. Hough and Leidy literally preserved 

the memory of those who helped them further anatomical and medical 

research. (89) 

According to this interpretation, the anthropodermic bindings commemorate the 

emergence of anatomical medicine, a new age of technological and scientific 

sophistication that would revolutionize medical theory and praxis. 

A social historian might read these artifacts differently. Though we may not be 

able to access or fully comprehend the motives of Drs. Leidy and Hough, we can discern 

important facts about the patients whose skin became book bindings, and where they 

were when their lives expired. In a 2015 blog post, a curator for the Historical Medical 

Library at the College of Physicians began to address some of these considerations. The 

writer recounted the story of Mary Lynch, the patient whose skin was tanned in a hospital 

chamber pot by John Stockton Hough. Lynch was a widowed Irish immigrant who died 

of consumption at the Philadelphia Almshouse and Hospital in 1869 (Lander).12 After 

filling in the details of her admittance to the almshouse hospital, the ailment—encysted 

trichinosis—that led to her death, her burial in an unmarked pauper’s grave, and the use 

 
12 As Guelle notes, Stockton Hough used the tanned skin of Mary Lynch to cover three texts, each of which 

focused on studies of female anatomy and health. In one of these texts, Stockton Hough inserted his 

autopsy report of Mary Lynch’s death, which had been published in the 1869 volume of the American 

Journal of Medical Sciences. The report indicates that Stockton Hough’s autopsy resulted in the first 

recorded case of “encysted trichinosis,” a parasitic disease caused by eating raw or undercooked pork, 

discovered in Philadelphia (86). 
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of her preserved skin, two decades later, for Hough’s bookbinding, the author poses a 

series of questions underscoring the ethical implications of anthropodermic artifacts: 

The books as objects force us into uncomfortable considerations of the use 

of human skin in bindings: Was Mary memorialized in these books? If so, 

why did Dr. Hough keep her skin for nearly 20 years before using it? . . . 

Does the use of human skin diminish the value of the books as text, and 

render them nothing more than objects of morbid curiosity? (Lander) 

Rather than answer these questions, or explain the College’s stance on the books and 

their role in a medical history collection, the article ends here, leaving such concerns in a 

state of suspended consideration.  

Were the doctors who fabricated and collected books bound in human skin 

striving altruistically for scientific progress and the advancement of medical care? Or 

were they closet collectors of necrobilia, nursing their own private morbid obsessions? 

Or, perhaps, were they demonstrating their power over human bodies, or over their 

patient’s lives? In the last fifty years, scholars and activists have productively modeled 

how to question and critique the triumphant, progressive narratives of medical 

enlightenment that dominated the field of American medical history for over a century.13 

Nevertheless, the legacy of violence that undergirds the early American medical 

establishment continues to be unfamiliar and under-discussed outside of scholarly 

fields—and it continues to be an uneasy topic for professionals in the fields of medicine 

and medical history.14  

 
13 See Warner, Therapeutic and Reverby and Rosner, “Beyond the Great Doctors” and “‘Beyond the Great 

Doctors’ Revisited” for a synopsis and analysis of the revisionist historiographical movement. 

14 How, for instance, do we distinguish the anthropodermic bindings of nineteenth-century American 

physicians from the samples of human tissue collected by Hermann Stieve, a German nationalist and an 

anatomy professor at the Charité University hospital in Berlin, who collaborated with the Nazis to receive 

and dissect the bodies of 184 individuals executed for political resistance in the 1940s? (“Berlin”). In 2016, 
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Regardless of the intentions of Drs. Joseph Leidy and John Stockton Hough, the 

fact remains that their access to particular dead bodies, their ability to remove and 

manipulate specific pieces of skin, was determined by the marginalization of those bodies 

in life. When Leidy describes the binding of his anatomy textbook as “human skin, from 

a soldier who died during the great Southern Rebellion,” it is probable he refers to one of 

the patients he tended at Philadelphia’s Satterlee Hospital during the Civil War (Marvin 

135). The Civil War marked a tremendous surge in the development and expansion of 

American medicine, due to increasing public respect for military field doctors, the 

discovery and development of bacteriology, and the increasing refinement and public 

acceptance of anatomical dissection.15 An advocate of anatomical medicine and of the 

wartime medical program, Leidy actively sought a military hospital assignment, which 

would allow him to expand his understanding of human anatomy and bodily injury 

(Devine 62). At Satterlee, Leidy presided over all of the postmortem dissections that were 

eventually reported in The Medical and Surgical History of the War, a massive multi-

volume report of wartime medical case studies released by the federal government. 

Though the individual whose skin Leidy preserved for a bookbinding remains unnamed, 

it is likely that this patient was one of the countless thousands of soldiers who found 

themselves wounded and dying in wartime, far from their homes and families.  

 
300 microscope slides of human tissue were given to Charité hospital, who worked with the German 

Resistance Memorial Center to research the identities of the murdered prisoners. The tissue slides were 

buried among the remains of other Nazi victims in May 2019 (“Berlin”). 

15 As Shauna Devine explains, the “wartime medical program” ultimately aimed “to reorganize American 

medicine so that it was more unified, to orient it to scientific guidelines, and to create a network of 

knowledge that linked American physicians with each other and international physicians” (60). See also 

Rothstein and Laderman 82-96.  
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John Stockton Hough bound books from the skin of his patients at Philadelphia 

Hospital and Almshouse, a facility that provided sustenance and medical treatment for 

the poverty-stricken. In 1859, the Philadelphia Daily News described the condition of 

Philadelphia Hospital as a “deplorable and humiliating… spectacle”: patients and wards 

had been reduced to starvation, and “everything there seems to be anarchy and 

confusion” (qtd. in Charles Lawrence 247). An 1861 article alleged, furthermore, that “a 

brisk business is done during the terms of the college lectures in the corpses of those who 

die at the Almshouse and whose bodies are not claimed by friends” (qtd. in Lawrence 

252). The 1861 records of the Almshouse board confirmed “foul air in the wards” and a 

“deficiency of food”—as well as money laundering by board members, underpaid 

hospital staff, and “the robbing of the graveyard of the bodies deposited there” (qtd. in 

Lawrence 260, 317).16 Along with the impoverished widow Mary Lynch, another of 

Hough’s patients whose skin would be tanned for a book binding also died at 

Philadelphia Hospital in 1869. This subject would go unnamed, but his skin would retain 

an imprint suggestive of his identity and station in the world. On the flyleaf for his copy 

of a 1686 theological text, the Protestant divine Charles Delincourt’s De Conception 

Adversaria, Hough identifies “tattooed skin from around the wrist of a man who died in 

the Philada. Hospital 1869.” It is likely this skin would have come from a sailor. For 

nineteenth century seafarers, tattoos were a medium of self-expression, providing a 

counterpoint to the ravages of injury, disease, and malnourishment that marked sailors’ 

bodies (Newman 112-15). Most sailors lived and worked on the constant brink of 

 
16 Members of the hospital staff gained the moniker of “buzzards,” and they reportedly profited by selling 

the bodies of the dead to the city’s medical students until at least the 1880s, when Pennsylvania legislation 

legalized medical school access to almshouse burial grounds (Lawrence 137, 252-53, 317). 
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poverty, and when in need of medical care, had little in the way of resources or 

connections (Sappol 116). When sailors died in the almshouse hospital, it was unlikely 

that any family members would come to claim them, and their bodies, like those of the 

other indigent patients, would be freely available for doctors’ use. 

The soldier, the sailor, and the immigrant widow: each of these individuals was 

marked by his or her socio-economic condition as a body that could and would be 

discarded. Instead of being “laid to rest” in Christian ritual, a symbol of earthly mortality 

as well as eternal salvation, these bodies were appropriated and manipulated, transformed 

into relics of medical knowledge and advancement. Thus, regardless of any claim to 

reverence for “the human body” in abstract, these anthropodermic bindings can also be 

recognized as vestiges of a medical establishment that was built upon the manipulation 

and outright mistreatment of the poor and disenfranchised.  

Perhaps the most visible legacy of the medical appropriation of the dead body is 

the expectation that anatomy is a system of order and regulation, one that transforms 

spiritually ambiguous and socially fraught corpses into cadavers: clinical, objective 

sources of knowledge and educational tools. As the various interpretations of the books 

bound in human skin suggest, however, human remains were, and continue to be, a 

contested site of discursive production. In the early decades of institutionalized 

anatomical medicine in North America, the dead body on the dissecting slab became an 

important site of negotiations, fantasies, and imaginative projections that far exceeded the 

bounds of a depersonalized medical instrument. By paying more attention to these 

exchanges, and to the stories that medical authorities told about themselves and about 

dead bodies, we can gain a fuller and more nuanced understanding of the ways that elite, 
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university-trained physicians and other prominent intellectuals both understood, and 

sought to vindicate, their use of the bodies of the poor and marginalized for anatomical 

dissection. 

To Be Socially, Civilly, or Literally Dead: Theorizing Death in the American Nineteenth 

Century 

Dead bodies played a significant and persistent role in the early national 

imagination, and as such, they have become a critical signifier in contemporary literary 

studies of the ideological constructions of nation, selfhood, and citizenship in the early 

republican and antebellum eras.17 Underscoring the conceptual proximity between death 

and enslavement, a number of important analyses have focused on the “living dead” 

condition of the enslaved, in legal status as well as in personal identity. Orlando Patterson 

argued in his influential Slavery and Social Death (1982) that the social conditions of 

enslavement functionally obliterated the identity and personhood of enslaved people, 

resulting in a liminal existential condition akin to death. Following Patterson, Sharon 

Holland has worked to unearth and amplify the voices of this silenced population, 

contending that black subjectivity has never been mute or inert, despite the centuries of 

oppression that have rendered black communities functionally deadened and ignored. 

More recently, Colin Dayan has emphasized the crucial role of legal rituals such as 

statute and case law in the production of social death. Dayan examines other forms of 

death, such as the “civil death” of felons, to illuminate the “gradations of personhood”—

 
17 These studies include Holland, Castronovo, Luciano, and Dayan. Earlier key works are Ariès and 

Patterson. 
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of slaves, the poor, people of color, and the otherwise disenfranchised—which are 

created and operationalized through the law (43, 250). Russ Castronovo underscores the 

distinction between death, which he argues was conceptualized in the American 

nineteenth century political sphere as an idealized state of inertness and eternal freedom 

that could be achieved by dutiful and obedient citizens, and dead bodies, which, along 

with the bodies of emancipated slaves, of women, and of workers, disrupted the fantasy 

of discorporation inherent in abstract (white male) personhood (17). In these and other 

examinations of deathlike experiences and dead-like statuses in the American nineteenth 

century, scholars have offered nuanced analyses of depictions of death and deadness in 

diverse genres. However, few of these studies consider how dead bodies were talked 

about—how they were discursively formed—by those who opened and examined them: 

practitioners of practical anatomy who not only dissected dead bodies, and likely 

disinterred them, but also launched public campaigns to repurpose them as tools of 

medical training. As historians have emphasized, the widespread, institutionalized use of 

the dead bodies of the marginalized for medical training is an important dimension of the 

violence that undergirds the formation of the modern American nation-state.  

Recent works in the history of science have incisively demonstrated how the 

institutionalization of medical training in the first century of the United States, and 

specifically the development of practical anatomy curriculums, played an important role 

in the historical systemization of race- and class-based oppression.18 In the last decade, 

scholars such as Craig Wilder and Andrew Curran have specifically emphasized the 

 
18 See Berry, Owens, Wilder, Curran, Washington, and Sappol. 
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important role that anatomical research played in the expansion and justification of 

chattel slavery. Curran argues that anatomical frameworks were central to the eighteenth-

century European and American imagination about Africans: it was anatomy, declares 

Curran, that “produced the most authoritative statements regarding the particularities of 

the black African body during the eighteenth century” (4). Wilder agrees that anatomical 

dissection was central to the development of racial sciences in the Atlantic world, and he 

focuses on the history of anatomical medicine in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

American universities, beginning with the earliest institutionalized dissections of African 

bodies in Philadelphia in the 1760s. Explaining how “the coldly intimate act of dissecting 

colored corpses” functioned to reinforce “the social power of the academy and the 

temporal reach of science,” Wilder argues that American universities, and American 

intellectual culture more broadly, are fundamentally imbricated in the institution of 

slavery (195). From the eighteenth century onward, American universities educated 

slaveholders and slaveholder advocates, were sustained by slave labor and slave 

economies, benefitted from the endowments and financing from slaveholding 

communities, and, through their medical colleges, were the breeding ground of a 

pernicious racist science.  

In 2018, historian Daina Ramey Berry published an editorial in The New York 

Times, calling for renewed national attention to the role of the slave economy—and slave 

bodies—in the advancement of American medical research in the 19th century. Drawing 

from her recently published monograph, Berry focused specifically on the rise of 

anatomical medicine, spotlighting the emergence of a wide-reaching and tremendously 

profitable underground market, in which the corpses of slaves, the poor, and the 
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disenfranchised were sold as dissection subjects for American medical schools. As Berry 

emphasized, the use of slave cadavers in nineteenth century anatomy courses has 

received little attention on the national stage: few Americans are aware of this history, 

and it is rarely if ever detailed in textbooks, despite the fact that it has been the subject of 

a number of important historical monographs. In her article and in her book, Berry 

recounts this history as a call to action: “It is time to acknowledge this dark truth behind 

our understanding of human anatomy and modern medicine,” she proclaims; “American 

medical schools must finally acknowledge and atone for this” (Berry). 

Practical anatomy proffered a new, didactic function for the dead body, which 

was ultimately used to bolster a white supremacist ethics, and which fueled the rise of an 

illicit corpse trafficking industry that primarily targeted the bodies of the poor and 

marginalized.19 This project answers the call for continuing critical analysis of the 

philosophies and political commitments that shaped institutionalized medical training 

during this era, attending to the ways that dissection—and dead bodies—were formulated 

in public discourse by medical authorities and their advocates. 

Institutional Mythmaking: Historical Accounts of the Rise of American Medicine 

Studies of the rise of anatomical medicine and the popularization of practical 

anatomy in medical school curriculums during the eighteenth and nineteenth century 

have typically been the purview of historians. The earliest accounts of this era originated 

with the nation’s earliest historians of medicine: the medical professors themselves. In 

 
19 For the role of practical anatomy in bolstering white supremacy, see Curran and Wilder. For the rise of 

the illicit corpse trafficking market, see Sappol 98-135. 
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their biographical writings, memoirs, and inaugural addresses throughout the nineteenth 

and early twentieth century, physician-educators at American universities rehearsed 

celebratory remembrances of the early advocates of scientific medicine, plotting the work 

of American physicians on a positivist trajectory of medical progress that extended from 

classical antiquity to the modern university. These works typically focused on the 

forefathers of the nation’s medical institutions, who were committed, in the face of 

technological limitations and deep-seated public distrust, to importing the standards and 

practices of scientific medicine to the early United States (Reverby and Rosner, 

“Beyond” 173-74). 

This narrative was not unique to American doctors. As Roy Porter has 

emphasized, medical histories generated across the Atlantic world tended to take the 

same form: “stories of successive breakthroughs in medical science, heroic pioneers of 

surgical techniques, of the supersession of ignorant folkloric remedies and barefaced 

charlatanry through the rise of medicine as a liberal, ethical, corporate profession” (“The 

Patient’s” 175). Nevertheless, doctors in the United States did distinguish their narratives 

from European counterparts, particularly by situating medical progress on a revolutionary 

axis: they immortalized the forefathers of the early medical establishment as republican 

pioneers, liberating American citizens from the entrenched, arcane religious dogma of the 

colonial and Old World past. As Sappol explains, this narrative tradition functioned as a 

“self-justifying romance,” reframing opposition to the early medical establishment as a 

relic of a bygone social order: 

This was an epic, centuries-long battle between reason and superstition, of 

‘light’ versus ‘darkness,’ in which ‘the natural horror which attends 

meddling with human dead bodies’ was gradually overcome through the 
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heroic efforts of a line of anatomists stretching from the ancient Greeks to 

Vesalius to the moderns. This could be narrated as a triumphalist tale of 

medical progress, but also as a recurrent and never-ending struggle 

between empirically-based reason and delusionary, irrational folk beliefs. 

The battle still raged. (77) 

In this narrative, resistance to medical progress is explained away as primitive religious 

superstition. Championing science and enlightenment rationalism, the university-trained 

doctors of the American nineteenth century would ultimately overcome their patients’ 

suspicions, promoting social order and correcting their idiosyncratic views on health, 

medicine, and the body. 

The earliest historians of modern medicine were, first and foremost, 

representatives of the orthodox medical establishment, constructing historical narratives 

in the service of advancing the medical profession (Jordanova 340-46). By the early 

twentieth century, however, social historians in Europe and the U.S. had begun diverting 

their attention away from esteemed physicians and their discoveries, to focus on the 

social and cultural dimensions of medical theory and practice (Reverby and Rosner, 

“Beyond” 173). As these scholars began to emphasize, the field of medical history had 

for too long been dominated by the “established, establishment” narrative, which was 

thought to be “written exclusively by physicians for other physicians, consecrated to 

heroic celebration of great doctors and their achievements, Whiggish and triumphalist, 

unapologetically internalistic and naively positivist” (Huisman and Warner 2). The 

problem with this triumphalist tradition, as Ludmilla Jordanova emphasizes, was that the 

teleology did not allow for discursive negotiations or for considerations outside of the 

medical establishment’s progressivist ideals: “the search for truth was told in terms of 

blind alleys and right answers,” Jordanova explains; “the model was a journey, and the 
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main emphasis was on content. Since ideally there was a tight fit between explanans and 

explanandum, few questions were asked about the mediating processes between them or 

about how problems requiring explanation were defined” (340). The dynamics propelling 

the consequent methodological shift are more complex than can be fully addressed here, 

but by the 1980s, an increasing number of scholars and institutions began to offer 

critiques of linear, progressivist histories of Western medical progress. For many, this 

shift was marked by the publication of Susan Reverby and David Rosner’s 1979 essay 

“Beyond the Great Doctors,” which argued, following WWII-era medical historian Henry 

Sigerist, that “the history of medicine is infinitely more than the history of the great 

doctors and their books” (qtd. in Reverby and Rosner, “Revisited” 168). 

In the spirit of Reverby and Rosner’s manifesto, as well as Roy Porter’s call to 

practice “medical history from below,” a new school of social historians advanced an 

approach to the history of medicine that would account, among other things, for patients, 

alternative practitioners, the medical marketplace, public health and government 

infrastructure, and the socio-political significance of growing networks of medical 

authority (Porter, “The Patient’s”). As Roger Cooter summarizes, the study of medical 

history today is necessarily intersectional, encompassing “wider interactions between 

self, society, and knowledge” than has been previously acknowledged, “all according to 

competing priorities and the different material constraints of everyday life”: 

[The term “medicine”] invariably consists of more than merely the 

professional practice of licensed healers in all their economic, political, 

and social settings. It is more, too, than just the knowledge of diseases and 

processes affecting the body in sickness and health and the prevailing 

technologies for corporeal intervention. World views and ideologies like 

humoralism, evolutionism, and environmentalism or Christianity, 

communism, and fascism have necessarily been as much a part of it as 
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more specific sets of shifting discourses, rhetorics, and representations. 

“Cultures of healing” and “healing in culture” as objects of study can be as 

conceptually broad or narrow as the analyst chooses to make them. As 

knowledge and as practice, medicine (like religion) can be experienced at 

the most intimate level of being and politics, as well as, simultaneously, 

through precipitates from the highest reaches of global ideology and 

economics. (311-12) 

Scholars trained in a wide variety of fields have introduced diverse methodologies and 

ideas to the study of medical history, expanding notions of what constitutes the medical 

archive, what counts as a medical text, and how context shapes medical ideology and 

praxis.20  

Challenging the assumption that the development of modern institutionalized 

medicine can be attributed to the innovations and accomplishments of prominent doctors, 

many scholars have also sought to illuminate the social dynamics and political 

machinations that promoted and empowered a systematized, relatively unified medical 

establishment. For studies seeking to understand the codification of institutionalized 

medical authority in the modern Western world, Michel Foucault’s The Birth of the 

Clinic (1963, English trans. 1973) continues to be an influential model. Emphasizing how 

socio-political objectives shaped the motives and desires of medical practitioners and 

patients, Foucault argued that the triumphalist narrative of modern medical progress in 

the Western world should be regarded not as a history of scientific advancement, but as a 

discourse of power. As Foucault explained, the rise to preeminence of anatomical study 

in the medical curricula of Paris and London was spurred by Enlightenment idealism and 

zeal for scientific knowledge, and it coincided with political revolution in France (Birth 

 
20 For more on this shift, see Warner, “Grand Narrative” 757–80.   
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24-48). In its capacity to progress as a “public, disinterested, supervised” social service, 

medicine was upheld by philosophers and political dissidents as an appropriate locus of 

order and authority in the new liberal democracy (31). After the eighteenth century, 

Foucault contended, the power of the state to manufacture subjects became dependent on 

the shift away from moral authority and religious tradition, to more normative and 

scientific understandings of the human body. “Biopower”, defined as “a political 

technology that brought life and its mechanisms into the realm of explicit calculations 

and made knowledge/power an agent of transformation of human life,” became the 

modern form of disciplinary power in the liberal state (History 134). Therefore, the rise 

of the Western medical establishment was not, according to Foucault, the result of 

science’s inevitable triumph over superstition (Birth 31.)  Rather, the positivist history of 

modern medicine was itself a myth, born of eighteenth-century liberal philosophies and 

shifts in political consciousness. 

When nineteenth-century medical narratives described and lamented a 

longstanding popular resistance to anatomical dissection, Foucault explained, they 

capitalized upon the association of the Ancien Régime with obsolete and archaic 

superstition, thereby aligning the rise of the medical establishment with Enlightenment 

politics. The depiction of popular opposition to anatomical medicine, then, was 

“historically false”: according to Foucault, the medical profession’s cultural authority and 

access to dissection specimens had been increasing since the Renaissance, with little in 

the way of widespread opposition (Birth 125). The “illusion” of conflict, a “transfigured 

history,” was a strategic fabrication, assembled in the early nineteenth century not to 
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justify dissection but rather to promote the new social role of the anatomist and the wide-

ranging application of anatomical analysis to political order (126).   

The Foucaultian model of the rise of the clinic has continued to be a powerful 

paradigm for scholars in the humanities. Foucault persuasively defined how the medical 

establishment came to wield cultural and political authority, and he testified to the 

fundamental significance of the anatomical age in the development of institutionalized 

medicine in Western Europe as well as the United States. Nevertheless, his determination 

that resistance to anatomical dissection in this period was “historically false” has been 

productively challenged. Drawing upon a wide range of data and archives, dissenting 

historians have demonstrated that eighteenth- and nineteenth-century resistance to 

dissection was considerable, was class-based, and was often founded in legitimate 

allegations of widespread bodysnatching by medical students.21 Further, recent currents 

of scholarship in religious history have called into question the trajectory of 

Enlightenment secularization upon which Foucault plotted his narrative of 

institutionalized biopower. 

Like Foucault, Michael Sappol interrogates the traditionalist narrative of conflict 

between enlightened practitioners and the irrational, superstitious communities that 

 
21 See Wilf, Richardson 32-53, and Sappol 14-19. With Sappol’s A Traffic of Dead Bodies, Richardson’s 

Death, Dissection and the Destitute (1988) is generally recognized as one of the most comprehensive 

studies of the social and cultural impacts of anatomical dissection in the nineteenth century Atlantic world. 

Both Sappol and Richardson contend that the role of practical anatomy in Western medical history is more 

significant, and more complex, than had been acknowledged in previous scholarship, illuminating the 

history of practical anatomy as it was integrated into Western medical curriculums and gained its own 

discursive currency in broader social and cultural contexts. Where Sappol’s text tracks the formation and 

evolution of anatomical epistemology in the United States, Richardson focuses on the conditions—social, 

material, and political—surrounding anatomical dissection in Britain before and after the passage of the 

1832 Anatomy Act, which regulated the distribution of corpses to London medical schools and purported to 

eliminate the black market traffic in illicitly disinterred bodies. 
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opposed anatomical dissection, and he affirms that the study of anatomy was a powerful 

catalyst in the professionalization of medicine and development of “clinical” knowledge 

as a mode of cultural authority. However, Sappol questions the Foucaultian portrait of 

top-down institutional power in the North American context, arguing that anatomists and 

anatomized bodies not only provoked community resistance but also inspired the moral 

etiquette and self-making of diverse individuals and communities. As Sappol explains, 

Foucault’s approach “has the virtue of calling into question the self-justifying romances 

produced by nineteenth-century anatomists and their sympathizers,” but “the fact that 

anatomy elicited and drew strength from its opposition does not logically require that we 

disregard the resistance to anatomy” (19).  

Sappol assembles a rigorous record of the various public acts of resistance and 

protest against dissection and bodysnatching that were mounted in American 

communities during the first century of institutionalized anatomical medicine. Between 

1765 and 1884, as Sappol accounts, allegations of bodysnatching sparked over two dozen 

mob riots at American medical schools (106). In the late eighteenth century, the free 

black community in New York petitioned the city council to prohibit medical schools 

from stealing bodies from their burial grounds, and when their request went unanswered, 

they published a letter in the newspaper decrying the ongoing abuse of their dead (106). 

Similar protestations against medical student graverobbing from other communities and 

religious congregations were published in American newspapers throughout the 

antebellum era. This current of bad press spurred the consolidation of an “anatomy 

lobby” which advocated for legislation to protect medical schools from public opposition 

and mandate their access to the bodies of the poor who perished in hospitals and 
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almshouses (4). Condemning such legislation as “ghoulish and undemocratic,” 

individuals of lower economic standing continued to advocate in print and popular 

discourse against the wanton disregard of medical students for their communities’ rites 

of—and rights to—burial (4). 

Sappol offers a compelling corrective to previous analyses of the evolution of the 

American orthodox medical establishment, which conventionally assumed that an 

institutionalized program of medical training did not truly cohere or gain public esteem in 

the United States until the late nineteenth century. While scholars have generally 

affirmed that Enlightenment progressivism contributed to a significant shift in Western 

medical pedagogy during the eighteenth century, studies of American medicine have 

commonly assumed that medical practice in the new nation lagged behind these European 

developments. These studies locate the rise of scientific medicine and orthodox medical 

training after the Civil War, spurred by increasing respect for military field doctors and 

the discovery and development of bacteriology (47). In contrast, Sappol argues that the 

transformation of American medicine into an esteemed profession, as well as a 

formidable cultural and legal authority, was set in motion in the last three decades of the 

eighteenth century, during an “anatomical era” whose influence extended from European 

medical hubs to the American Northeast (47-58). As in London and Paris, the developing 

medical school curricula in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia privileged the study of 

human anatomy. The new “rubric of ‘medicine’” established the field as a legitimate 

profession and elevated its authority over the other professions with an appeal to the 

natural sciences and empiricism (53). 
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While his research challenges the “self-justifying romances” of nineteenth century 

anatomy advocates, Sappol, unlike Foucault, does not unequivocally dismiss the 

mythmaking of early physicians and institutions as facile fabrications. Sappol traces the 

formation and evolution of anatomical epistemology in the United States, as it circulated 

in medical, educational, and political spheres, as well as in popular culture, and he 

underscores how the utility of anatomical ways of knowing exceeded the bounds of the 

university or clinic. Though opposition to dissection and bodysnatching were widespread, 

Sappol argues, anatomical conceptions of health, selfhood, and morality became 

increasingly popular in public discourse, and they played a meaningful role in evolving 

conceptions of bourgeois identity for the working- and middle-class. Anatomical 

medicine, therefore, not only played an indelible role in the rise of the modern medical 

establishment, but also inspired a variety of “metaphors, practices, and performances of 

self” that shaped nineteenth-century American literature, popular culture, and identity 

(211). Sappol complicates the Foucaultian model of clinical authority, advocating for a 

more nuanced understanding of the role of anatomical discourse in relation to American 

social identity. However, his account ultimately upholds a secular trajectory of medical 

progress.  

Sappol acknowledges the currency of Protestant Christian ideology for many 

early American and antebellum medical practitioners. He observes, for example, that 

medical professors “often connected the contest between anatomical medicine and an 

ignorant public to the millennial progress of Christianity against pagan superstition” in 

their lectures, and in a footnote he explains that “prominent medical figures took pains to 

assure the public of their own and the profession’s religious rectitude. . . . Most 
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physicians publicly adhered to the dominant religious beliefs, and many seem to have had 

deep religious commitments” (77, 334-35n84). Like Foucault, however, he ultimately 

ascribes Protestant ideology with declining political and cultural influence, assuming that 

when medicine speaks with a religious voice, it becomes less, not more, powerful or 

persuasive. Sappol associates Protestantized medical rhetoric with the medical anti-

establishment, the alternative writers and practitioners who identified themselves in 

opposition to “regular” institutionalized medicine, and with the “popular anatomy” of 

public educators and social reformers (138-39, 178-89). Similar connections have been 

made by religious historians Daniel Walker Howe and Nathan Hatch, both of whom 

acknowledge the currency of religious rhetoric in medical spheres, but ultimately align 

this rhetoric with alternative practitioners, not with the orthodox medical establishment. 

In these narratives, an alliance between anatomy and Protestant theology is first relegated 

to the margins of establishment medicine, as audiences acclimate to a scientific, humanist 

model of “modern” ethics, before it is evacuated from medical discourse altogether.  

This dissertation suggests that such a framing underestimates the continuing 

political power of religious rhetoric, especially as it was deployed within increasingly 

influential cultural institutions such as medicine. As we will see, regarding evangelical 

Protestant epistemology as a way of knowing with declining cultural influence precludes 

full consideration of the ways that medicine could operate toward a political Protestant 

consensus. In recent years, scholars of religion have challenged the presumed evacuation 

of religious conviction from public discourse, interrogating both the contents and the 

boundaries of widely-held “religious” and “secular” ontologies and suggesting that the 

endurance of the sacred/secular binary serves specific capitalist and imperialist 
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incentives.22 Questioning the function of secularism in Western histories and the 

presumption that secularization is a necessary characteristic of liberal democracy, such 

research suggests that secularization narratives have obscured the continuing persuasive 

power of Christian rhetoric within presumably “secular” modes of discourse, as well as 

the pervasive Protestant values that underpin presumably “secular” nations (Jakobsen and 

Pellegrini).  

To interrogate the historical assumption of secularism in American studies and its 

role in civic life, Tracy Fessenden centers her research upon the “Protestant consensus”: 

the idea that the ethics and values of the secular nation-state naturally or organically align 

with mainline Protestant values. Fessenden declares that the Protestant consensus is a 

myth, a “convenient fiction” that results in the erasure of dissenting religious groups from 

national storytelling (6). In a survey of cultural documents extending from the colonial 

period through the nineteenth century, she argues persuasively that the execution of the 

dictate separating “church and state” ultimately enables Protestantism’s pervasive 

dominance over all aspects of American life. Rather than a narrative of secularization, 

Fessenden theorizes an insidious “Protestant-secular continuum”: the mechanism by 

which secularism is said to replace religious authority, yet continues to deploy Protestant-

based ideology to maintain a status quo (9). A broad-brush “Christian” morality—freed 

 
22 For example, Talal Asad determines that continuing convergences and interplay between religious and 

secular ways of being undermine the “doctrine” of secularism, contending that the discourses of religion 

and the secular are not divergent, but dialectical. Focusing explicitly on an American context, Russell 

McCutcheon argues that the intellectual standards of American scholarship ultimately uphold the alignment 

of rationalism, materialism, and individualism—or, the values conducive to capitalist and imperialist 

expansion—with modern, secular progress, thereby circumscribing all values that would impede such 

expansion as privatized, religious qualities. 
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from denominational and individual differences and dissent—thus becomes the de-facto 

individualized version of the ethics of the public sphere.  

In recent decades, scholars have productively challenged prevailing secularization 

narratives of the rise of American medicine, underscoring the ways that physicians 

endorsed the alignment of Enlightenment narratives of progress with nationalized 

ideologies of Protestant mission. For example, Nina Reid-Maroney has rigorously 

contextualized and critically examined the Protestant investments and ideologies of the 

intellectual elite—including physicians—in colonial and early republican Philadelphia. 

However, the use of Protestant rhetoric in defense of dissection is rarely acknowledged as 

an important strategy in the advancement of anatomical medicine in American medical 

schools. This dissertation challenges the framing of the rise of orthodox medical authority 

as a narrative of secularization, considering how advocates of anatomy in the United 

States participated in this conflation of Protestant morality with the presumedly secular 

values of scientific advancement.  

As this dissertation will demonstrate, advocates of anatomy in the American 

nineteenth century drew upon the era’s evangelical postmillennialist rhetoric of 

resurrection, petitioning the state and the public to draw a line between the respectable 

white citizens who contributed to civic progress, whose bodies would remain undisturbed 

after burial, and indigent and non-white populations, who could be made productive after 

death. At once religious and medical, their rhetoric functioned epistemically to transform 

medical training into a mode of Protestant civic discipleship, and to transform the dead 

bodies of socially and politically burdensome populations into redeemed post-mortem 

vessels of medical advancement. This mode of argument functionally destigmatized the 
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morally suspect practice of dissection by making it both inherently American and 

inherently Christian, dissolving the identities of cadavers in a post-mortem ritual of 

transformation and redemption. 

The Evangelical Medical Imagination 

Drawing on the recent work of literary scholars Sari Altschuler, Maureen Tuthill, 

Justine Murison, and Samuel Otter, this dissertation recognizes the production of medical 

knowledge in the United States in a wide range of genres, authored by writers operating 

within as well as outside of the fledgling medical establishment. As Altschuler explains, 

American physicians frequently wrote outside of traditionally conceived medical genres, 

and “and it is precisely because doctors and writers were able to speak in multiple 

registers and occupy multiple roles that their original thoughts about human life and 

health circulated freely and effectively” (7). In her analysis of the American “medical 

imagination,” Altschuler testifies to an “epistemological and discursive structure of 

American medicine in which philosophy, literature, and physical experimentation were 

not incompatible approaches but rather a diverse, adaptive, and adaptable tool kit for 

medical knowing” (7). According to Altschuler, doctors utilized imaginative genres to 

“craft, test, and implement” medical theories and conceptions of health, particularly when 

confronted with the practical and technical limitations of studying living human systems 

(7).  

In her analysis of the imaginative writing of physicians, Altschuler focuses on the 

use of creative and exploratory genres to test different systems of treatment and care for 

living bodies, assuming that anatomical knowledge of bodily structures was not as valued 
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or prioritized as physiological knowledge of bodily functions. Altschuler offers an 

invaluable theorization of the “imaginative experimentation” espoused in the nineteenth 

century American medical context; however, I question the determination that anatomy 

was not a productive forum for this mode of experimentation. Emphasizing the empirical 

foundation of anatomical science, Altschuler explains that for the medical writers of this 

period, “anatomy was mostly important for what it could reveal about physiology—

people were less interested in dead bodies in and of themselves than in what they might 

reveal about the dynamic workings of the live human body” (12). Concentrating on the 

design and development of institutionalized medical education, this dissertation will 

contend that dead bodies did, in and of themselves, inspire wide ranging imaginative 

reflections, particularly on the spiritual dimensions of dissection as a mode of 

resurrection and redemption. Furthermore, it will suggest that these imaginative, 

religiously-inflected projections played a crucial role in the consolidation of a regulated 

supply chain for dissection subjects, a state-administered system whose central ethos 

appeal—that donating one’s body to science is a charitable civic action—can still be 

detected in institutional medical contexts today.   

While Altschuler and others have focused on how doctors and other writers used 

imaginative forms to explore theories of health and physiology, this project centers on the 

ways that writers used imaginative forms to explore the civic role of medicine and 

purpose of medical training, and to illuminate the significance and potential 

consequences, both positive and negative, of practical anatomy being framed as a 

redemptive practice. Each chapter analyzes the imaginative writings, both positive and 
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critical, of doctors, ministers, satirists, novelists, and legislators, all of whom registered 

and reflected upon the framing of practical anatomy as a Protestant civic initiative.  

With its deliberate focus on the rhetoric and writing of early republican and 

antebellum medical authorities, intellectuals, and statesmen, this project necessarily omits 

consideration of a number of important voices, including the various populations who 

challenged the rhetoric of orthodox medical practitioners as well as those who 

endeavored to reinforce it. The anatomists who called for legislative protections for 

dissection in early republican medical schools were not the only individuals to draw upon 

the Biblical language of resurrection to make sense of the use of human bodies, nor were 

they the first. As Joanna Brooks has demonstrated, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

African Americans connected their experience of imprisonment, estrangement, violence, 

and death—as well as their faith in redemption—to the Gospel account of Lazarus, whom 

Jesus rose from the dead after four days interment. The liberation of Lazarus from the 

bondage of death offered a subversive alternative to the Biblical mythologies of newness 

and exceptionalism favored by many American evangelicals, who situated the birth and 

growth of the American republic in a dispensational lineage extending from Adam to 

Israel. African American communities in this period were also inextricably implicated in 

the selection and distribution of bodies to medical schools for dissection. Despite the 

repeated petitions of black leaders for protection from city officials, medical schools in 

the Northeast plundered African American burial sites, and Southern schools likewise 

made widespread use of the bodies of the enslaved for dissection subjects.23 Full 

 
23 Given this context, it is not surprising that the first published African American novel, William Wells 

Brown’s Clotel (1853), included a discussion of the advertisements that were commonly printed by 
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consideration of how the rhetoric of redemptive anatomy may have circulated in African 

American communities is outside the scope of the present project, but it is a promising 

arena for future research. While some writers in black periodicals championed the 

redemptive potential of scientific advancement, others protested the hypocrisy of doctors 

who celebrated the transformative potential of anatomical medicine yet exploited their 

primarily black dissection subjects to develop biological foundations for racist 

institutions.  

The responses of marginalized communities to the rhetoric espoused by the 

American proponents of anatomical medicine will receive minimal consideration here, as 

will the diversification and expansion of pro-anatomy rhetoric in the later decades of the 

nineteenth century. The present study does not, for instance, discuss the white women 

physicians who, as Susan Wells has demonstrated, began to participate in 

institutionalized anatomy advocacy by the mid-nineteenth century. This dissertation’s 

timeline ends in the late 1830s, approximately a decade before Elizabeth Blackwell 

would become the first woman to graduate from an American medical school, when 

women were still being barred, often aggressively, from formalized training in 

anatomical medicine (Sappol 88). Throughout its chapters, this project ultimately sustains 

a focus on, and consequently amplifies, the storytelling of wealthy white men who 

benefitted from the subjugation of others. However, it does so in order to interrogate that 

 
physicians in Southern newspapers, calling for Southern planters to sell any dead bodies of the individuals 

they had enslaved to medical schools for dissection (Brown 123). 
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storytelling and illuminate a hitherto underexamined dimension of how it was assembled 

and operationalized.   

While it is common to find literature positioned as a genre of counternarrative, 

challenging hegemonic ideals and amplifying the voices of the disenfranchised, it is also 

important to recognize how literature and other imaginative genres are used to reinforce 

dominant ideologies and advance the interests of people—and populations—in power. 

This project helps to illuminate how fiction and other modes of imaginative writing in the 

early American republic were used not only to draw attention to and critique the growing 

medical establishment, but also to reinforce the political and social aims of this 

establishment and its proponents. 

Chapters 

Chapter 2, “Dr. Shippen’s Anatomical Theatre: Defending Dissection in Colonial 

Philadelphia,” begins by examining an early model of the redemptive rhetoric of 

dissection in the writings and orations of Dr. William Shippen, Jr., the first professor of 

anatomy at the nation’s first medical school. Shippen was one of the earliest outspoken 

advocates of anatomical dissection in the colonies—and, in 1765, he was also the subject 

of the first American “resurrection riot,” a mob outcry against the dissection of corpses 

for medical education. Through close reading and contextualizing research, I demonstrate 

in this chapter how Shippen utilized public forums to defend and critically redefine 

anatomy as a Protestant practice. Unlike his mentors in Britain, Shippen did not conceal 

his dissections, or the bodies that went under his scalpel, from public knowledge. Instead, 

he used speeches and newspaper reports to advertise his anatomy lectures, defend the 
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practice of dissection, and, significantly, to refute his detractors. Shippen positioned 

himself as a republican advocate of civic improvement, drawing upon his New Light 

Presbyterian ethos to appeal to the city’s religious communities and assure them of his 

respect for their rites of burial. I ultimately argue that Shippen relied on Protestant 

language and cultural norms—and the colonial newspaper—not only to align himself and 

his anatomy lectures with the city’s religious elite, but also to create a spiritual 

justification for the use of the bodies of poor, criminalized, and otherwise subjugated 

individuals as dissection subjects.  

To close this chapter, I trace how two subsequent texts registered and responded 

to this rhetoric, and to the collusion of Protestant virtue and medical authority as tools of 

social order. The first, a 1789 satirical pamphlet poem on feuding medical schools, offers 

a critique of the rhetoric of Protestant medical progress: rather than celebrate the 

inclusion of institutional medicine within the nationalized prophecy of the “errand in the 

wilderness,” essayist Francis Hopkinson envisions a nightmarish, millennialist projection 

of a medical ruling class, steeped in the prophetic imagery of the book of Revelation. The 

second, an 1830 congressional select committee report on anatomical dissection, 

demonstrates how Protestant rhetoric in defense of dissection would play a role in the 

future, continuing consolidation of institutionalized medical authority.  

While Chapter 2 focuses primarily on the rhetoric of medical professionals, 

Chapter 3, “The Enlightened Gospel of Anatomy on the Atlantic Stage,” spotlights two 

texts written by figures who were outside of the fledgling American medical 

establishment, each of whom upheld anatomical medicine as the divine instrument of 

American Protestant triumph. In the decades following the Revolution, respected 
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European thinkers were challenging the intellectual vigor of their American counterparts, 

suggesting that the New World environment had made them soft and feeble. A number of 

them were also condemning chattel slavery, pointing to the growth of slave commerce in 

the Americas as further evidence of degeneration and moral decline. In response to these 

charges, Presbyterian minister Samuel Stanhope Smith and Federalist statesman Royall 

Tyler each mounted a defense of American health and character that was grounded in 

anatomical knowledge of the human body as well as a Protestant framework of moral 

virtue. In his 1787 Essay on the Causes of the Variety of Complexion and Figure in the 

Human Species, Samuel Stanhope Smith synthesizes contemporary anatomical research 

and Presbyterian theology with his own observations of the indentured Europeans in his 

household, the enslaved Africans who labored at his Presbyterian boarding school, and 

the Native Americans enrolled into assimilation programs at Princeton University. 

Tracing Smith’s allusions to the anatomical research of slaveholding Virginia physician 

John Mitchell, as well as his political commitments as a representative of the Princeton 

educational model, I argue that Smith, the minister and professor of moral philosophy, 

does not merely draw upon anatomical evidence to establish his intellectual credibility; 

rather, he positions anatomical medicine as a conduit for a new, enlightened vision of 

Protestant nationalism.  

Chapter 3 concludes with an examination of Royall Tyler’s 1797 novel The 

Algerine Captive, which is similarly invested in the positioning of anatomical medicine 

as a national moral arbiter. In The Algerine Captive, I suggest, Tyler uses anatomical 

dissection to distinguish progressive, Protestant American medicine from regressive 

Muslim medical and political ideologies in North Africa. As he draws upon 
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contemporaneous medical discourse to distinguish his protagonist’s medical practice 

from the work of alternative practitioners in the southern United States and in Algeria, 

Tyler models a specifically anatomical approach to race relations: a scientific 

understanding of biological difference, naturalized racial hierarchies, and appropriate 

methods of care for those who are in one’s charge, whether they are patients or slaves. In 

both Smith’s and Tyler’s writings, I contend, Protestant ideology and anatomical research 

are mutually reinforcing discourses, operating in defense of the physical and moral health 

of the young republic. Taken together, the texts bear witness to a growing confidence in 

doctors—particularly anatomists—to understand and order human difference, and they 

demonstrate the continuing rhetorical framing of anatomical medicine as a Protestant 

civic initiative in the decades after the American Revolution. 

In the early nineteenth century, as respected intellectuals across the Anglo-

Atlantic world continued to champion the power of anatomical knowledge to unlock the 

secrets of human health, character, and racial taxonomy, the spread of institutionalized 

anatomical education also made the delivery of dead bodies to medical schools more 

visible, and more profitable (Sappol 99-117). The dissertation’s fourth and final chapter, 

titled “‘life, strength, and usefulness’: Resurrection and Redemption in Sheppard Lee,” 

examines the ongoing consolidation of Protestant rhetoric in support of anatomical 

medicine during this period, as lawmakers began to take up the case for anatomy 

legislation in the United States and in Europe. The chapter begins by demonstrating how 

the depiction of dissection as a sacred ritual and redemptive resurrection continued to be 

powerful in the antebellum United States, where a second wave of religious revivalism 

was spurring renewed enthusiasm for endorsement of the new republic as a Protestant 
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nation and a city on the hill. Tracing how Philadelphia anatomist—and born-again 

Christian—John Davidson Godman rose to prominence in the 1820s, championing the 

spiritual benefits of embracing anatomical dissection as a mode of revelation, the chapter 

examines how Godman utilized the rhetoric of Protestant nativism to strategically 

position anatomical medicine as a beacon of enlightened Christianity in the young 

republic—while preserving the secrecy of an illicit interstate corpse trafficking network 

centered in Philadelphia.  

A decade later, Philadelphia author Robert Montgomery Bird took up these 

themes less explicitly, but with no less complexity, as a writer of fiction. In the 1820s, 

Bird studied medicine under some of the nation’s leading authorities in medical 

education, including John Godman, at a time when a “mania for anatomy” had reached its 

peak at urban institutions and a number of resurrection riots had occurred at northeastern 

medical schools (Sappol 48-49). In the second half of Chapter 4, I demonstrate how Bird 

engaged explicitly with the various debates and philosophies surrounding anatomy 

legislation in the Anglo-Atlantic world in his 1836 novel, Sheppard Lee: Written by 

Himself. Sheppard Lee both registers and interrogates the redemptive rhetoric of 

dissection that was circulating among the era’s medical advocates, and it also engages 

with key texts and figures in the cultural debate surrounding anatomy legislation in 

London. As he mimes and critiques the rhetoric of utilitarian anatomy advocacy, as well 

as the Protestant rhetoric of redemptive dissection, Bird generates a provocative cultural 

portrait of institutionalized dissection in the Atlantic world, underscoring the political 

distinctions that ultimately determined which corpses should be protected, which should 

be dissected, and which should be preserved. Sheppard Lee registers the complexity of 
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American medical discourse as it crossed paths with European precedents, powerful 

Protestant theologies, and popular literary models, and it thereby provides a fitting 

closure for the dissertation, destabilizing the trope of conflict between enlightening—or 

oppressive—medical authorities and irrational—or victimized—citizens.  
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CHAPTER 2 

DR. SHIPPEN’S ANATOMICAL THEATRE: 

DEFENDING DISSECTION IN COLONIAL PHILADELPHIA 

 

Introduction: “now and then one from the Potter’s Field” 

In May of 1765, the first medical school of the American colonies was established 

at the College of Philadelphia. Later that year, Philadelphia also became home to the first 

American “resurrection riot”: a mob outcry against the dissection of corpses for medical 

education. Dr. William Shippen, Jr., the College of Philadelphia medical school’s newly-

minted Professor of Anatomy, had been offering instructional dissection demonstrations 

out of his father’s home every winter since 1762, when he returned from his own medical 

training abroad (Corner 96-101). By 1765, rumors were apparently circulating among the 

city’s residents, alleging that Shippen was acquiring his dissection subjects from local 

churchyards. Angry crowds began to congregate outside Shippen’s dissection studio, 

heaving rocks and demanding the doctor reveal the source of his corpses. On one 

occasion, shots were fired at the doctor’s coach as he attempted an escape. Shippen 

managed to flee through a back alley, narrowly escaping the mob in a hail of projectiles 

and gunfire.24  

 
24 Unlike later anatomy school riots in the U.S., the mob at Dr. Shippen’s studio was apparently not 

recorded by any print publication at the time of its occurrence. Depictions of the event are derived from 

subsequent, chiefly anecdotal accounts, found in nineteenth-century medical school oratories, medical 

biographies of Shippen, and historical compendiums. For nineteenth-century accounts of this event see 

Horner 66, Carson 81, and Scharf and Westcott 257.  For contemporary discussion of this event see Sappol 

104 and 90-91, and Myrsiades 70-72. 
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Throughout the fall of 1765, Shippen advertised the commencement of his 

anatomy lecture program in the Pennsylvania Gazette, as he had done for every lecture 

series since 1762. In general, the 1765 advertisements varied little from those issued in 

prior seasons. For six pistoles, the city’s medical students—and its curious gentlemen—

could partake in a series of “about 60 lectures,” in which anatomical systems and 

principles would be “demonstrated on the fresh subject” (“Dr. Shippen’s Course”). The 

course would commence on an evening in November: dissections were always scheduled 

in the winter to preserve the “freshness” of the subject, and always at night to avoid 

unnecessary tumult from the populace (Sappol 113). 

In some key details, however, Shippen’s 1765 Gazette advertisements differed 

from those issued in past seasons. For three years, Shippen had been performing 

dissection demonstrations as a private lecturer. Now, for the first time, his anatomical 

lectures were publicly affiliated with the College of Philadelphia. The September 1765 

lecture notice was printed directly beneath an announcement for the college’s new 

medical division, and it was signed with Shippen’s new title: “Professor of Anatomy and 

Surgery” (“Dr. Shippen’s”). Perhaps in recognition of his new position of authority, or in 

an effort to curb public misgivings about the new medical school, Shippen’s 1765 lecture 

advertisement also included one other new addition: a note to readers about the source of 

his dissection subjects. The note began by acknowledging the rumor, circulated by “some 

evil minded Persons,” that the doctor “had taken up some Persons who were buried in the 

Church Burying Ground” for the purpose of dissection. It closed with the doctor’s 

response: 
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The Doctor, with much Pleasure, improves this Opportunity to declare, 

that the Report is absolutely false; and to assure them, that the Bodies he 

dissected, were either of Persons who had willfully murdered themselves, 

or were publickly executed, except now and then one from the Potters 

Field, whose Death was owing to some particular Disease; and that he 

never had one Body from the Church, or any other private Burial Place.  

Notably, Shippen did not use his open letter to deny digging up corpses for dissection. In 

fact, he readily admitted to acquiring subjects from “the Potters Field,” a public burial 

ground designated for the interment of the poor. What he specified is that he never stole 

the corpses of white, wealthy Protestants who could afford eternal sanctuary in one of 

Philadelphia’s private church cemeteries. As he reassured “his worthy Fellow Citizens” 

that the city’s respectable Protestant churchyards were safe from bodysnatching, his 

offhand “now and then one from the Potters Field” underscored the suspicions of the 

city’s marginalized populations, who lacked the protections of a private church cemetery 

when their dead were laid to rest. 

By the 1830s, bodysnatching would be popularized in England and in the U.S. as 

a kind of “rite of passage” among medical students; however, in the 1760s, anatomists 

and surgeons were considerably cautious about publicizing their graveyard exploits 

(Sappol 85). When Shippen publicly acknowledged the bodies he “now and then” 

acquired from the potter’s field, he was disregarding the advice of his mentors and 

predecessors, opting instead to assert his moral righteousness in honoring the burial 

grounds of respectable Christians. While the London anatomists who trained Shippen 

were likely to evade or ignore accusations of bodysnatching, Shippen addressed such 

allegations publicly, and in print. What is more, he did not dismiss the legitimacy of 

religious objections to dissection. Many anatomists in this period disregarded religious 
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opposition to dissection as the vestige of a superstitious or antiquated attachment to the 

body after death. In his note to Gazette readers, in contrast, Shippen affirmed the spiritual 

value of the human corpse by upholding the sanctity of the church burial ground. In doing 

so, he began to model a vision of medical progress that could accommodate, and even 

value, a Protestant worldview.  

This chapter examines the introduction of practical anatomy in late eighteenth 

century Philadelphia, with emphasis on Shippen’s use of religious language and ideology 

in defense of dissection. Shippen was one of the earliest and most outspoken advocates of 

practical anatomy, and his public writings offer an early model of the distinctly American 

rhetoric that evolved in response to conflicts over dissection in the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth century. To defend his introduction of practical anatomy in the colonial 

city, Shippen drew upon a rich store of intersecting rhetorical traditions, including 

evangelical perspectives on natural revelation, the republican civic discourse of the 

colonial public sphere, English physico-theology, and Enlightenment narratives of 

progress. And unlike most of the anatomists who came before him, he did not conceal his 

dissections from public discourse; rather, he used public lectures and newspaper reports 

to defend and critically redefine anatomy as a Protestant practice. Among the American 

doctors advocating for more rigorous and scientific methods of medical training in the 

late colonial and early republican period, this rhetorical maneuver was not necessarily 

uncommon; many esteemed physicians would endorse the alignment of Enlightenment 

narratives of progress with nationalized ideologies of Protestant mission.25 However, the 

 
25 See Reid-Maroney and Sappol 77 and 334-35n84. 
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use of Protestant rhetoric in defense of dissection is seldom acknowledged as an 

important strategy in the advancement of anatomical medicine in American medical 

schools. I suggest that Shippen relied on Protestant language and cultural norms both to 

align himself and his anatomy lectures with the city’s religious elite, and to create a 

spiritual justification for the use of the bodies of poor, criminalized, and otherwise 

subjugated individuals as dissection subjects.  

The chapter begins in colonial Philadelphia, with William Shippen’s first 

anatomical dissection lecture series. I first outline how, in a public address to inaugurate 

the 1762 lectures, Shippen framed practical anatomy as a religious practice akin to 

theology. While Shippen is almost never identified as a religious thinker, I suggest that 

his lifelong immersion in New Light Presbyterian culture equipped him with the rhetoric 

and imagery to situate his project within an evangelical paradigm. I then contextualize his 

rhetoric in relation to the rise of anatomical medicine in Europe and the colonial 

endorsement of scientific medical training as a conduit of Revolutionary-era civic 

improvement. In the late eighteenth century, practical anatomy was championed as an 

innovative discipline vital to the improvement of medicine as a scientific practice. 

Reviewing scholarship and manuscript texts such as letters and diaries, I demonstrate 

how Philadelphia’s intellectual elites, including Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Bond, and 

Shippen’s father, William Shippen, Sr., recognized training in dissection as a cornerstone 

of the scientific medical curriculum they hoped to import to American soil. I suggest that 

through the powerful men who orchestrated his medical education abroad, Shippen was 

encouraged to see practical anatomy as an important civic initiative, which would be 

fundamental to the introduction of cutting-edge medical training in the colonies. 
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Positioning himself as a republican advocate of civic improvement, Shippen used public 

lectures and newspaper reports to advertise his anatomy lectures, defend the practice of 

dissection, and, significantly, to refute his detractors. In these writings, Shippen drew 

upon his Presbyterian ethos to appeal to the city’s religious communities and assure them 

of his respect for their rites of burial. 

In the next section, I use the published anatomy lectures of Shippen’s mentor, 

William Hunter, and the newspaper reports surrounding the establishment of Shippen’s 

lecture series in Philadelphia to establish the socio-political dimensions of his dissection 

demonstrations and their relationship to Hunter’s courses in London. Throughout the 

Anglo-American world, anatomical dissection was highly stigmatized: for centuries, 

dissection had been employed as a punitive measure for executed criminals, and to avoid 

public wrath, anatomists frequently acquired dissection subjects by stealing them from 

hospitals, almshouses, and burial grounds. For his course, Hunter acquired bodies 

through a variety of illicit methods. He concealed his dissections from the public, and he 

instructed his students to do the same. Shippen designed his anatomy lectures after 

Hunter’s model—and even, perhaps, found a precedent for his theological framing of 

dissection in Hunter’s lectures—but he did little to obscure the fact that he was dissecting 

bodies removed from Philadelphia burial grounds. Unlike Hunter, Shippen also received 

a publicized, though limited, supply of dissection subjects from the city judiciary, and I 

will contend that newspaper accounts of criminalized, non-white and immigrant bodies 

delivered to Shippen’s anatomy studio played a crucial role not only in how the doctor 

shaped his own arguments about dissection in the public sphere, but also how various 

constituencies responded to those arguments. 
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As an early case study in the history of the American medical establishment, 

Shippen’s defense of his lecture series offers an early model for how nineteenth century 

advocates for anatomical medicine positioned anatomy as a spiritual discipline, which 

would cultivate American doctors as good Christian leaders of both the medical sciences 

and the nation at large. At the close of the chapter, I trace how two later texts register and 

respond to the collusion of Protestant virtue and medical authority as tools of social 

order. Over twenty years after Shippen’s first anatomical dissection demonstration in 

Philadelphia, one writer would draw attention to, and critique, the spiritualized rhetoric of 

medical progress, targeting the city’s anatomists and their wanton disregard for social 

norms and the rights of citizens. In 1789, Francis Hopkinson, a Revolutionary essayist 

and signer of the Declaration, published a satirical pamphlet poem in response to 

infighting between Philadelphia’s medical authorities, as well as continuing tensions 

between the medical community and the broader public. The poem, titled, An Oration 

Which Might Have Been Delivered to the Students in Anatomy on the Late Rupture 

Between the Two Schools in This City, has most often been cited in contemporary 

scholarship as an illustration of the widespread popular opposition to bodysnatching, 

which, by the late 1780s, appeared in most major cities; however, I will suggest that the 

poem functions more specifically as a cautionary critique of the growing Philadelphia 

medical establishment and its use of Protestant rhetoric to position itself as a civic and 

spiritual authority. As Hopkinson gives voice to the silenced victims of the city’s growing 

anatomical training industry, his use of Biblical symbol and rhetoric illuminates how 

eighteenth-century medical authorities in Philadelphia situated their own initiatives 

within Protestant teleologies of progress. Rather than celebrate the inclusion of 
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institutional medicine within the nationalized prophecy of the “errand in the wilderness,” 

Hopkinson offers a nightmarish, millennialist projection of a medical ruling class, 

steeped in the prophetic imagery of the book of Revelation. 

Hopkinson’s testament to the power of Protestant narratives would prove 

prescient: in the nineteenth century, the rhetoric of dissection as a redemptive practice 

would eventually circulate from Philadelphia medical schools to state and national 

governments, where it would cohere into a nationalized strain of anatomy apologetics. I 

close the chapter by examining a congressional select committee report, published in 

Boston in 1830, which relied on Biblical language to make the case for a legalized supply 

of dissection subjects. The report led to the passage of the first American anatomy act: a 

state law which granted medical schools the right to use the bodies of the indigent poor 

for dissection. Tracing the continuities between early models of anatomy advocacy and 

later legislation, we can begin to see how American anatomists’ rhetoric would play a 

role in the future, continuing consolidation of institutionalized medical authority. 

When Shippen explained to a broader public audience who and what anatomical 

dissection was for, he framed common concerns about the medical use of the body after 

death—questions about how doctors acquired corpses, which corpses they acquired, and 

what a dissection ultimately said about the body under the scalpel—as spiritual matters, 

not socio-political concerns. He did so in spite of the fact that his dissections depended 

upon the exploitation of the poor and disenfranchised: the individuals whose burial 

grounds were the most likely targets for medical bodysnatching. Many of the city’s 

residents would see through these arguments, and his dissections would continue to incite 

fear and anger from Philadelphia communities for decades. Nevertheless, Shippen’s 
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rhetorical strategy would ultimately endure, and the framing of anatomical medicine as a 

progressive Protestant initiative would come to play an important role in the legislative 

and institutional formation of the nineteenth century medical establishment.  

“a Species of Theology” 

William Shippen, Jr.’s use of Biblical rhetoric to defend practical anatomy begins 

as early as 1762, as he promoted his first dissection demonstration series. Shippen began 

advertising his course of anatomy lectures in the Gazette on November 11, and on 

November 17, he delivered a public oration at the Philadelphia State House, extolling the 

advantages of gaining knowledge about the human body through practical anatomy. 

While no complete copy of Shippen’s speech appears to have survived, it was transcribed 

by a student in the audience, who described it as a “publick lecture on the Advantages 

accruing from the knowledge of the human frame” which would be of benefit to not only 

to doctors, but also to “several … branches of civil Society” (qtd. in Bell 215). Shippen 

also published a short excerpt from the oration in a 1766 dissection lecture 

announcement. In the excerpt, Shippen heralds his anatomy course as the first step in a 

grand plan to establish the colonies’ first medical school in Philadelphia: 

[W]hat place in America so fit for such a school as Philadelphia, that bids so fair, 

by its rapid growth, to be soon the metropolis of all the continent? Such a school 

is properly begun by an anatomical class, and, for our encouragement, let us 

remember, that the famous school of physic at Edinburgh, which is now the first 

in Europe, has not had a beginning fifty years, and was begun by the anatomical 

lectures of Doctor Monro. (“Dr. Shippen’s Fifth Course”) 

Shippen situates his own initiative as an outgrowth of the Edinburgh medical school, an 

institution widely respected and admired among Philadelphia’s intellectual elite. 

According to the student transcriber of the oration, the doctor also began his speech with 
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acknowledgment of his mentors, Quaker physician John Fothergill and anatomist 

William Hunter, both of London. As was customary in the medical lectures he would 

have attended in the course of his medical training abroad, he then recounted a history of 

the study of anatomy since ancient times, followed by a series of logical arguments to 

demonstrate why practical anatomy was necessary to the continuing development of the 

medical sciences. The speech concluded with the argument that to dissect, or, “to 

investigate Nature & find the Causes of her several Operations,” will “be of infinite 

Benefit to Mankind, be particularly serviceable to the Country, and put it in the Power of 

skilful Persons to save the Lives of Numbers” (qtd. in Bell 216).  

Throughout this oration, according to the transcriber, Shippen’s depiction of the 

anatomical body and the practice of dissection were charged with religious import. In a 

postscript, the writer explains: 

[The speech] descended to many other Particulars to show the wonderful 

Mechanism constituting the human Frame, and in the Course of his 

Observations on the Propriety of every Part he justly remarked upon the 

Wisdom of the might Author, and was of Opinion that an Examination 

into Nature was a Species of Theology and would give more noble Ideas 

of the great Creator. (qtd. in Bell 216) 

By describing the anatomical examination of the human form as “a Species of Theology,” 

Shippen challenged the presumed opposition between spiritual reverence for the dead and 

the bodily desecration incurred by dissection. Anatomy, here, is a means of communing 

with and worshipping the Creator God, and the dissected corpse is a conduit of natural 

revelation, offering “more noble Ideas of the great Creator.” According to the transcriber, 

Shippen closed the speech with an effusive celebration of the anatomical body: 

Let any man undertake in his Imagination to make a Man, he will say 

perhaps, what need is there of all this extraordinary Apparatus? Why 
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would not a less delicate, a less expensive Structure answer the End as 

well? why? Since his stay here is of so short a Duration & his Frame to 

subject to decay, why shall the Machine be so contrived, so wonderfully 

and surprisingly made? But then let him scrutinize the parts, let him 

observe the dependence & connections so thoroughly subsisting, let him 

observe the Dependence and Connections thoroughly subsisting, let him 

behold the surprising order from head to foot and see whether he could 

change any particular for the better: Then let him ask himself, is there no 

use for this? Is there no service for the other? And will he not conclude, 

that ‘Man’s as perfect as he ought,’ that by infinite Wisdom he has been 

created, and that nothing short can add or lessen with advantage to the 

beauty and convenience of the stately fabric. (216) 

Building upon the earlier “wonderful Mechanism,” this passage also refers to the human 

body as an “extraordinary Apparatus,” “a delicate, expensive Structure,” and a “Machine 

… so contrived, so wonderfully and surprisingly made” (216). While this imagery 

reflects the iatromechanical models of the human body advanced in London and 

Edinburgh medical curriculums, it also recalls the language and imagery of Biblical 

scripture.26 The machine “wonderfully and surprisingly made” echoes the oft-repeated 

refrain of Psalm 139:14: “I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: 

marvellous are thy works; and that my soul knoweth right well” (KJV). As Shippen 

defended anatomy as the source of improved medical care, he generated an evocative 

vision of science and faith in harmony. Instead of rejecting the protestations of those who 

feared dissection, he positions the dissected corpse as a redemptive and even sacred 

object.  

While it may seem self-evident that a Philadelphia doctor in the Revolutionary era 

would draw on Protestant ideologies and rhetoric to make sense of his training and 

 
26 For iatromechanics, the “mechanical conceptualization the body,” in eighteenth-century medicine, see 

Porter, “Medical.” 
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vocation, this early moment in the history of institutionalized medical training in British 

North America is rarely recognized for its religious undertones.27 The formative role of 

Protestant theology in the civic, social, and ideological formation of colonial cities is 

well-documented, and many contemporary medical histories have accounted for the 

diverse educations, philosophies, and religious commitments of medical practitioners in 

British North America.28 As these scholars have emphasized, the medical field was 

variously populated with devout doctors, pastor-physicians, and homeopathic healers—as 

well as various degrees of “quacks” and charlatans whose infused their work with 

spiritual import. Historically, however, William Shippen, Jr. has rarely been recognized 

as a religious thinker. Unlike his contemporary Benjamin Rush, who wrote a great deal 

about his faith, his involvement with Church politics, and his own spiritual visions, 

Shippen left little record of a religious life. What is more, the event with which he is most 

commonly associated, the introduction of institutionalized medical training in the 

American colonies, has traditionally been treated as a secular enterprise, one that was 

principally shaped by the intellectual currents of the European Enlightenment.  

Across the Atlantic world, the formation of medical societies and scientifically-

oriented medical curriculums ushered in a new paradigm of rational and empirical 

 
27 While many earlier studies of early American religion advanced narratives of Protestant declension, or 

“backsliding” away from true, politically and socially meaningful religious practice in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth century, scholars since the 1980s have emphasized the continuing power of Protestant rhetoric 

and ideology in the lives of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Americans, laypeople and elite alike. Jon 

Butler contends, for instance, that “the story of religion in America after 1700 is one of ascension rather 

than declension,” emphasizing that religious practices in the colonies and early nation were both diverse 

and dynamic; this adaptability, he continues, enabled religious expression and ideology to remain 

meaningful and powerful for diverse communities throughout the eighteenth century (2, 192). See also 

Bonomi. 

28 See for example Starr 30-59, Sappol 173-185, and Stanley Finger 5-9. 
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approaches to medical treatment and care, and this shift has traditionally been recognized 

as a key moment in an epistemic turn away from religious authority over the human 

body. In twentieth-century medical histories, political and philosophical treatises, and in 

literary criticism, it is common to find some version of this secularization narrative, 

which positions the institutionalized medicine of the Enlightenment era as the opponent 

and cultural successor of religious authority. In the American context, as historian Nina 

Reid-Maroney points out, there is an enduring assumption, particularly in intellectual 

histories of the American Enlightenment, that by embracing the rhetoric of eighteenth-

century scientific progress, colonial physicians and other intellectuals fostered the 

evacuation of religion from the American public sphere (Reid-Maroney xi). In such 

accounts, deists like Benjamin Franklin are positioned as harbingers of the new way of 

knowing, which rejects blind religious devotion in favor of truth sought through reason 

(7). By examining the writings of prominent figures associated with the American 

Enlightenment in Philadelphia, Reid-Maroney challenges this narrative of Protestant 

declension and the role of Philadelphia intellectuals within it. She identifies a persistent 

strain of Protestant rhetoric in the scientific and intellectual discourse of early 

Philadelphia, particularly among doctors, and she argues that this rhetoric should not be 

discarded or explained away as a mere vestige of an earlier, obsolete social order. 

Resisting narratives of conflict between the Enlightenment and the eighteenth-

century Great Awakening, Reid-Maroney argues instead for a “culture of Christian 

Enlightenment,” championed not by itinerant preachers but by the educated thinkers of 

colonial Philadelphia, the—affluent, white, male—individuals who were “frequenting the 

meeting rooms of the American Philosophical Society, teaching at the young College of 
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Philadelphia, or walking the wards of the Pennsylvania Hospital” (1). Her readings 

suggest that Franklin’s mistrust of religious authority was the exception, not the norm, for 

Philadelphia’s intellectual elite. Instead of Franklin, Reid-Maroney identifies physician 

Benjamin Rush as the “archetypal enlightened Philadelphian.” While Franklin was one of 

the most famous deists of the Revolutionary era, Rush was perhaps its most explicitly 

devout. Because of his outspoken and often unpopular opinions, Rush has been a 

polarizing figure in historical scholarship, but according to Reid-Maroney, the 

physician’s fusion of evangelical sentiment and rationalist ideology offers a more true-to-

life model of the typical worldview of a Philadelphia intellectual: “schooled at a New 

Side academy, deeply affected by the revival, educated at Edinburgh, and committed to a 

varied scientific and political career, Rush was a child of both Awakening and 

Enlightenment. His attachment to an evangelical sensibility served as the foundation of 

his enlightened thought” (8). Reid Maroney’s research suggests that, as she explains, “for 

Philadelphians, at least, the story of Enlightenment and Christianity had been told the 

wrong way around. The intellectual history of the Philadelphia circle is not about the 

effort to ‘rationalize’ things spiritual; rather it is about the effort to sanctify things 

rational” (xi).  

Though he is almost never identified as a religious thinker, William Shippen, Jr. 

was, like his colleague—and later antagonist—Benjamin Rush, personally acquainted 

with Great Awakening thought and well-versed in the religious rhetoric of the era. 

Shippen was raised in a prominent Philadelphia Presbyterian family. His father William 

Shippen, Sr., also a physician, was a devout participant in the culture of Presbyterian 

revival that arose in Philadelphia in the 1740s (Reid-Maroney 96). Shippen Sr. “fervently 
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supported” the evangelical New Side revival, and he moved in close proximity to the key 

figures of Great Awakening revivalism in Philadelphia; he was both a friend of renowned 

preacher George Whitefield and a member of Gilbert Tennent’s Arch Street Church 

congregation (96). Shippen, Jr. attended the New Side-oriented College of New Jersey, 

where his father was a trustee, and where, according to the elder Shippen, students could 

be “awakened as well as enlightened in the course of their college experience” (96). 

When Shippen, Jr. delivered the valedictory address for his graduating class, George 

Whitefield was in attendance, and the minister was so impressed by Shippen’s elocution 

that he recommended him to a career in ministry (Corner 6). Throughout his young adult 

years, Shippen maintained a friendship with Whitefield, and when he traveled to London 

for medical training, he continued to attend Whitefield’s tabernacle at Moorfields, 

frequently listening to three or more visiting preachers in a session, and to dine with 

Whitefield and other dissenters (Corner 58-60; Reid-Maroney 109). On one Sunday in 

London in 1759, for instance, Shippen’s student diary records a morning sermon from 

“Mr. Lawson a Scotch Presbyterian,” followed by lunch with London Methodist William 

DeBerht and another sermon from “a lively little Preacher,” the Reverend David 

Edwards, and an evening sermon from the “zealous warm loud” Methodist lay-preacher 

Thomas Adams (Shippen, “London” 22). When he returned to Philadelphia, Shippen 

became one of the original trustees of the Third Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia at 

Old Pine Street (Brainerd 25).  

 Given this background, it is not surprising that in his orations and public writings 

to the people of Philadelphia, Shippen does not ignore or dismiss the concerns of the 

city’s established Protestant communities; rather, he addresses them head on, and 
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positions his work as an anatomist as a meaningful religious activity. While studies of the 

Great Awakening schism between Old and New Side Presbyterians in 1740s Philadelphia 

have traditionally focused on church politics and the theological divide between the New 

Side embrace—and Old Side distrust—of emotionally-oriented and individualized 

spiritual practice, Reid-Maroney contends that religious leaders on both sides of the 

schism were committed to defending their faith with appeals to enlightenment science 

and rational ideals (Reid-Maroney 16-19). Faced with disparaging stereotypes of 

thoughtless and erratic revivalist enthusiasm, New Side leaders were committed to 

cultivating academically rigorous theology. Growing up among the Presbyterian elite in 

the mid-eighteenth century city, Shippen would have been exposed to countless 

discussions of religious experience and natural theology, as well as the many “pamphlets 

and sermons [that] poured forth from the New Side” in efforts to legitimize and 

rationalize the movement (19). As a student at the College of New Jersey, he would 

become even more familiar with the integration of revivalist theology into the natural 

sciences and philosophy, which was a central tenet of the College’s curriculum. As Reid-

Maroney explains, New Side education was premised upon the belief that “the theology 

of the revival spoke to the same philosophical questions that had drawn the attention of 

the prophets of Enlightenment,” and the idea that “the powers of reason could be a means 

of grace” (19-20, 84). 

New Side Presbyterian leaders were particularly invested in the integration of 

theology and medicine. According to Reid-Maroney, “The New Side regarded the calling 

of physician with a reverence otherwise reserved for the gospel ministry” (91). 

Championing “the biblical image of Christ as the great physician,” many preachers 
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embraced the idea that “physical as well as moral well-being were alike under divine 

influence” (91). Both Gilbert and William Tennent studied medicine informally, and two 

of William’s sons trained to be physicians abroad. A number of graduates of New Side 

primary academies, including Shippen, John Redman, Benjamin Rush, and Samuel 

Stanhope Smith, went on to study medicine at Edinburgh and become some of the city’s 

most prominent doctors. To explain this trend, Reid-Maroney points to physicians like 

William Shippen, Sr., who were both deeply invested in Philadelphia’s Presbyterian 

revival and intellectually connected with Scottish Enlightenment thinkers in Edinburgh.  

In Shippen’s introduction of practical anatomy to the Philadelphia citizenry, we 

can detect his effort to “sanctify things rational”: an effort that was likely shaped by his 

immersion in New Side Presbyterian culture and scholarship. His use of Biblical rhetoric 

in defense of anatomical dissection is notable not only because it is rarely recognized, but 

also, as will be shown, because this rhetoric would set important precedents for future 

discussions about the allotment of bodies for anatomical dissection in American cities. 

Though undeniably influenced by the work of his own medical mentors abroad, 

Shippen’s project to introduce European models of anatomical medicine to the colonies, 

as well as his management of his own public image, were also shaped by the religious 

and political climate of Revolutionary-era Philadelphia. 

Enlightenment Medicine 

When William Shippen, Jr. crossed the Atlantic for his university training in 

medicine in 1758, he entered a field in the midst of a significant paradigm shift. In early 

modern Europe, medicine was understood as a trade, divided between physicians, who 
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supplied knowledge about conditions and treatments, and surgeons, who performed 

operations and other bodily interventions (Richardson 34-35). Following the currents of 

the Scientific Revolution, the longstanding historical epistemology of physic was 

challenged by a new emphasis on scientific knowledge and empiricism. Medicine had 

hitherto been grounded in ancient doctrine, transmitted by wise men and illustrated texts 

(Porter, Cambridge 136-38). Now, the study of medicine demanded careful observation 

and examination of the human body’s mechanical functions. In the words of Michael 

Sappol, this shift instigated a “transformation of medical identity,” in which medicine 

was refined, elevated, and redefined as a science and a respected profession, which would 

require both practical skill and intellectual acumen (53). As institutions of medical 

training grew in size and prestige, eclipsing existing apprenticeship models, they 

solidified this reorientation. Instead of emphasizing traditions and classical precedents, 

the prominent universities’ new scientific curriculums promoted learning through 

systematic experimentation and analysis. With its emphasis on methodical, observational 

analyses and experiential learning, practical anatomy was an ideal conduit for this new 

vision of medicine, and it thus became a central component of medical training. As 

Sappol puts it, “Anatomy conferred epistemological credibility,” establishing a scientific 

identity both within the profession and within the greater public sphere (54). 

By the end of the eighteenth century, William Shippen, Jr. had built an esteemed 

medical career in Philadelphia, utilizing the legacy of his family name as well as his own 

talents for eloquence and public geniality (Corner 116). Along with providing medical 

care and instruction at Pennsylvania Hospital and the College of Philadelphia/University 

of Pennsylvania, he also helped to found Philadelphia’s College of Physicians, and 
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established the colonies’ first maternity hospital. Historically, however, it is Shippen’s 

dissection lecture series that is most recognized as the doctor’s premier achievement. 

Introducing anatomical epistemology to the training of physicians, Shippen’s dissection 

lecture series has been framed as a foundational moment in the history of modern medical 

science in the American colonies, a project which was imbued with Revolutionary 

significance even as it was modelled after European precedents.29 

Throughout the nineteenth and most of the twentieth century, most studies of 

early American medical history focused on the “great doctors” of the past: men like 

William Shippen, Jr., John Morgan, Benjamin Rush, and other founding fathers of the 

American medical establishment, who were committed, in the face of technological 

limitations and deep-seated public distrust, to importing the standards and practices of 

scientific medicine to the early United States.30 This narrative tradition originated with 

the nation’s earliest historians of medicine, the medical professors themselves. In their 

biographical writings, memoirs, and inaugural addresses, physician-educators at 

American universities rehearsed celebratory remembrances of the early advocates of 

scientific medicine, plotting the work of American physicians on a positivist trajectory of 

medical progress, which extended from classical antiquity to the modern university 

(Huisman and Warner 5).  

In the introductory lecture to his 1831 course in anatomy at the University of 

Pennsylvania, for example, William Horner—one of Shippen’s successors to the chair of 

 
29 See, for example, the depictions of Shippen in Corner and Horner. 

30 For analysis of this tradition and subsequent historiographical responses, see Reverby and Rosner, 

“Beyond the Great Doctors” and “‘Beyond the Great Doctors’ Revisited”, Jordanova, and Huisman and 

Warner. 
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anatomy—recounted a historical survey of anatomical education in Philadelphia that was 

firmly grounded in Enlightenment progressivism. Horner’s timeline is teleological: he 

proposed to illuminate the “humble beginning” of the school’s anatomy program from the 

glow of its “present noble accommodations, and abundant resources of preparations and 

of subjects,” in the process memorializing William Shippen, Jr. as an Enlightenment hero 

(Horner 5). “To appreciate the merit of this incipient enterprise of Dr. Shippen, and of its 

success,” Horner begins, “we must remember how scanty and scattered were the 

population of British provinces in North America, how little intercourse the latter had 

with each other, and how few alliances with the province of Pennsylvania.” An additional 

hardship, he continues, was “the supposed impossibility of so elevated a science as 

medicine, being taught here, in a rude and infant condition of society,” and “the 

inveterate hostility with which all unimproved communities view the cultivation of 

anatomy by dissection” (7). Fortunately, Horner goes on to explain, Shippen was 

possessed of a congenial appearance, strong moral character, and respectable heredity, all 

of which primed him for victory over such adversities. Against technological limitations, 

popular superstitions, and ideological prejudices, Shippen persevered, to “lay the corner-

stone of the immense edifice of medicine, which has since been erected in this country” 

(7). Horner idealizes Shippen as a champion of scientific progress in a colonial Dark Age 

of irrational superstitions and hostility. In subsequent lectures, medical histories, and 

biographies throughout the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, this account 

of Shippen’s mission and success would vary little, and it would contribute to a growing 

mythology of medical forefathers in the Revolutionary period. 
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Founding Fathers 

For much of the colonial era, medical training in the American colonies was a 

widely unregulated and informal process. While some doctors received a formal 

education from European universities, the majority of medical practitioners had no formal 

education at all; those who had any formal training in medicine had likely received this 

training through a relatively informal period of apprenticeship (Christianson 57; Starr 30-

59). The creation of standards and regulations for American medical practitioners was not 

popularized until the mid-1750s, when university-educated MDs began forming medical 

societies, modeled after European precedents, to distinguish trained physicians from 

unqualified practitioners (Christianson 61). 

According to most historians, this period marked the beginning of the 

transformation of American medicine, from an inconsistent and mostly unorganized 

practice, into an increasingly esteemed profession.31 From 1760 to 1860, the production 

of medical students, schools, and publications in the United States exponentially 

accelerated, and by 1850, there were more physicians per capita in the United States than 

in France or in Britain (Sappol 48). Shippen and the other physicians of his generation 

were trained at the beginning of this new era: as the sons of wealthy and esteemed 

colonial families, these young men received what was considered to be the most 

advanced and rigorous medical education available, and they were mentored by respected 

intellectuals and statesmen, who recognized the refinement of medical treatment as an 

important component of the republic’s civic improvement.  

 
31 See for instance Rothstein, American Physicians and Starr. 
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In Philadelphia, formal academic training in medicine was popularized by 

Benjamin Franklin and other colonial elites, who recognized the refinement and 

regulation of medical education as an important component of their intellectual and 

political philosophies for colonial improvement. Franklin was one of the most prominent 

advocates of scientific medicine in British North America. In his early 18th century 

intellectual and civic projects—mainly the Junto, the Library Company, and the 

American Philosophical Society—Franklin became acquainted with the ideas and 

personages of many physicians and advocates of scientific medicine (Stanley Finger 66-

69). When Philadelphia physician Thomas Bond appealed to Franklin for support in the 

establishment of a charity hospital for the physically and mentally ill, Franklin 

championed the project and partnered in its founding (74). Established in 1751, 

Pennsylvania Hospital was modeled after the Edinburgh Infirmary, the first voluntary—

charitable, nonprofit—hospital in Scotland (72). In the following years, Franklin 

frequently corresponded with physicians who taught or had been trained at the University 

of Edinburgh medical school, which by midcentury had become the foremost institution 

for medical training in Europe, and he advocated for young American students to seek 

their training there (Finger 138; Reid-Maroney 106).  

Franklin and the other members of Philadelphia’s intellectual elite were 

committed to advancing medical training in the colonies to reflect current practices and 

standards in Europe. Championing European paradigms of clinical medical training and 

practice, he and other colonial physicians established a standard course of study pursued 

by Philadelphia medical students in Europe, as Stanley Finger describes:  
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Franklin actually advised colonial medical students to do three things 

while abroad. One was to go to Edinburgh to study principles, systems, 

theories, and philosophy of medicine—and to obtain their medical degrees 

there. Second, he encouraged them to get a broad education and especially 

to learn natural philosophy, in order to enhance perspective and develop a 

solid, scientific approach to medicine. And third, he advised them to spend 

ample time in London, where they could watch attending physicians treat 

patients in a large city hospital and receive training in pathological 

anatomy and surgery from the Hunters and from William Hewson, at their 

private school. (142)   

Rather than pursue training at the hospitals and universities of Paris, which had been 

regarded for decades as the nexus of eighteenth-century medical innovation, Franklin, as 

well as Thomas Bond, John Fothergill, and others, recommended that colonial medical 

students get their degrees at Edinburgh and pursue anatomical dissection training in 

London. According to Toby Gelfand, this “medical Anglophilia” was prompted by a 

number of factors: the growing prestige of the Edinburgh program and its renowned 

faculty, the role of Edinburgh in training some of the most well-known and respected 

colonial physicians, the preference for English-speaking, as opposed to French or Latin, 

curriculums, and also the increasing renown of the private anatomy school run by 

William and John Hunter in London (138). For the colonists and their English associates, 

Edinburgh rose in further esteem because “the university welcomed Dissenters, unlike 

Oxford and Cambridge,” and the curriculum “was based on the same teleological and 

experimental Newtonian philosophy enlisted in the Whig cause in England” (Christopher 

Lawrence 154-55). Between 1750 and 1790, more than 170 American students trained at 

Edinburgh’s medical school, and most, including Shippen, also enrolled in the Hunter’s 

London anatomy school (Reid-Maroney 95; Sappol 49-51). When they returned to the 

colonies after completing their medical training abroad, Shippen and his colleagues in 
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Philadelphia advocated for the establishment of a medical school like the one they had 

attended in Edinburgh. After the school was established at the future University of 

Pennsylvania, these men became the public faces of the new medical establishment, and 

they would long be historicized as republican heroes and pioneers of medical 

advancement. 

Though he is credited with the introduction of practical anatomy to the American 

colonies, Shippen did not initially plan to make a name for himself as an anatomist; 

rather, he hoped to establish the colonies’ first medical school. After receiving his degree 

at Edinburgh, Shippen returned to Philadelphia in 1762 with the endorsement of leading 

European medical authorities and a proposal to establish a medical school at 

Pennsylvania Hospital. Like the hospital before it, the new medical school was 

championed as a moral and intellectual imperative for the growth of the colonial city. As 

he came from a prestigious colonial family line, Shippen was a prime candidate to 

advance this project: his great-grandfather was appointed the first mayor of Philadelphia 

by William Penn, and his father, William Shippen, Sr., was a prominent Philadelphia 

physician who would eventually serve as a delegate to the Continental Congress. 

Shippen’s father and uncles routinely partnered with Benjamin Franklin in the 

establishment of various political and civic initiatives, including the Junto and American 

Philosophical Society, the College of Philadelphia, and Pennsylvania Hospital (Balch 

212-15; Corner 86-95). Before beginning his medical training, Shippen attended the 

College of New Jersey, now Princeton, founded by his uncle, and as we have seen, his 

course of medical training was carefully planned by a cadre of Philadelphia’s intellectual 

elite. During his studies abroad, Shippen hobnobbed with colonial elite in London, 
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including Pennsylvania governor James Hamilton, Thomas Penn, Tench Francis, and 

Benjamin Franklin (Corner 75). He returned from Europe with a glowing 

recommendation from John Fothergill, as well as instructional materials donated by 

Fothergill for the proposed medical college at Pennsylvania Hospital. However, the plan 

never came to fruition. Though esteemed as the first hospital of the early republic, 

Pennsylvania Hospital was only a decade old in 1762, underfunded and still under 

construction, and the hospital trustees ultimately rejected Shippen’s plan for an affiliated 

medical institution (Louis 227). 

While Shippen determined to begin offering his own private course of anatomical 

lectures, modelled after the program of the Hunters in London, one of his classmates had 

more luck in the establishment of a medical college. John Morgan had garnered prestige 

during his medical education by becoming a fellow at the London and Edinburgh Royal 

College of Physicians, as well as the Royal Academy of Paris, and he had raised funds 

while in Edinburgh for the establishment of a medical school in the colonies (Myrsiades 

82-83). When he returned to Philadelphia, he directed his proposal for a medical school 

not to the hospital but to the College of Philadelphia, his alma mater. Morgan’s proposal 

was accepted in 1765. When he delivered his first public address at the college, he not 

only refuted Shippen’s claim to originating the idea for a Philadelphia medical college, 

but also discredited Shippen’s anatomy lecture series (Myrsiades 83). As Linda 

Myrsiades recounts, Shippen ultimately was offered a faculty position at the new Medical 

College, which he accepted, but he took care to inform College trustees of his earlier plan 

and Morgan’s ungentlemanly conduct (84-85).  
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From that point forward, the two men were locked in a feud that divided the city’s 

medical organizations and that lasted until Morgan’s death in 1789. In 1766, Shippen and 

his father refused to join a medical society founded and led by Morgan. Later, when 

Morgan and Shippen both were responsible for the management and organization of 

Continental hospitals during the Revolutionary War, Morgan was removed from his 

position as hospital director and replaced by Shippen (Myrsiades 120). Following 

Shippen’s appointment, Benjamin Rush resigned in protest. Morgan wrote a letter to 

Congress charging Shippen with malpractice and poor management, and Shippen was 

court-martialed in 1780. Morgan and Rush served as witnesses for the prosecution, and 

while Shippen was acquitted, they continued to criticize him in the press for years (81). 

Rush attended to Shippen at his death in 1808, and when he recounted the experience in 

his Commonplace Book, he described Shippen as “too indolent to write, to read, and even 

to think … He was my enemy from the time of my settlement in Philadelphia in 1769 

until the last year of his life” (qtd. in Myrsiades 80-81). 

“Dissecting all Day”32 

When Shippen’s proposal to begin a medical school at Pennsylvania Hospital was 

rejected in 1762, it is not surprising that his first course of action was to establish his own 

private anatomy studio, in which he would offer anatomical dissection demonstrations for 

medical men and other intellectuals of the city. As a medical student, Shippen was 

zealous about his training in practical anatomy. While his colleagues John Morgan, 

Benjamin Rush, and Samuel Bard spent the majority of their time abroad enrolled in 

 
32 From Shippen’s student diary, Nov. 5, 1759 (Corner 28). 
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medical courses at Edinburgh, Shippen invested most of his time—three out of four 

years—in London, walking the wards at St. Thomas’ Hospital, attending lectures, and 

dissecting at the private anatomy studio of William and John Hunter (Corner 93; Louis 

222). Shippen was following the education plan designed by his father and his London 

mentor John Fothergill: Shippen Sr. “had planned with forethought that his son should 

have this session in London ‘with the finest Anatomist for Dissections, Injections &c in 

England’ and ‘visit the Hospitals daily to attend Lectures of Midwifery,’” and Fothergill 

likewise encouraged him to “lay a foundation in practice” before going to Edinburgh for 

coursework (qtd. in Corner 69). But while Shippen was adhering to the curriculum that 

had been laid out for him, it is clear that he developed a personal passion for anatomy. He 

was enrolled in the Hunter’s anatomy program from 1759 to 1760, and his student diary 

from this period records countless hours observing and performing anatomical 

dissections. One typical day’s entry, for instance, reads “Rose at 6 dissected till 8, 

breakfasted, dissected till 1, dined and dissected till 6, wrote till 11” (26). Later entries 

are simplified, with most reading, “Dissecting all Day” and “Dissected and Lecture as 

usual.” Along with dissections, Shippen also records practicing surgical operations, 

preparing and mounting specimens, learning methods of injection and preservation, and 

on many nights, spending the evening hours discussing the day’s lectures and dissections 

with John Hunter, who at the time served as his brother William’s assistant and specialist 

in anatomical injections (Shippen 25-34; Corner 67-93). 

Among the many private anatomy schools that advertised in London newspapers 

in the latter decades of the eighteenth century, William Hunter’s school was considered 

exceptional, due to Hunter’s connection with the esteemed Edinburgh faculty and his 
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promotion of hands-on student dissections. Hunter had studied medicine at Edinburgh 

and served as an assistant to William Cullen, the renowned Scottish physician who 

became one of the chief facilitators of American medical student education in Europe 

(Bell 19). After training in anatomy with physician James Douglas in London, Hunter 

travelled to Paris, where a number of public and private anatomy lectures were offered, 

and returned to London to establish his own anatomy school in 1746. William Hunter’s 

courses included lectures as well as practical training in dissection, which Hunter 

believed was necessary for the transmission of anatomical knowledge. Hunter was 

recognized as the first instructor in London to offer student dissections, though recent 

evidence suggests that hands-on dissection training was not provided for every student 

(Peachey 97-98; Guerrini 245; MacDonald 32-34). In the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, Hunter became known for conducting anatomy courses that followed the “Paris 

method,” in which every student received a dead body to dissect; however, more recent 

studies have demonstrated that while many students attended Hunter’s lecture series, only 

a select few would remain after the lecture series to dissect for themselves, as “dissection 

was an intimate enterprise for a few initiates, something that could not be accomplished 

in a lecture hall of fifty or one hundred students” (Guerrini 251). One of these select 

students was William Shippen, whose diary accounts for the weeks he spent engaged in 

the dissection of both human and animal subjects. Along with providing practical training 

in dissection, Hunter and his brother John, who served as his assistant, were also 

recognized for their “skillful dissections, meticulous and beautiful publications, 

innovative surgical and obstetrical techniques, and path-breaking contributions to 

comparative anatomy and pathology” (Sappol 50). 
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The Hunterian model of anatomical training was, according to many scholars, a 

profoundly influential pedagogy in the continuing development of standardized medical 

curriculums. The Hunterian tradition was eventually overshadowed by the Parisian 

school, which gained popularity in American medical institutions in the early decades of 

the nineteenth century (Sappol 52-53). In the late 18th century, however, the Hunters’ 

anatomy school “was considered the most advanced” center for anatomical training in 

Europe (Sappol 51).33 As Sappol explains, 

Hunterian anatomy characteristically featured highly detailed 

investigations of gross anatomy, comparative anatomy, and a 

preoccupation with ‘morbid anatomy,’ postmortem dissections that sought 

to locate specific ‘seats’ of disease in the body, and to construct a narrative 

of the progress of the disease and the cause of death. No longer was it 

sufficient for medical students merely to attend lectures and witness a 

dissection performed in the anatomical theater by a professor or 

demonstrator. The novice had to gain personal, empirical, dissecting 

experience—and this performance was connected discursively and socially 

to a scientific enterprise that went beyond incremental improvements in 

surgical technique. (51) 

By the 1760s, training in Hunterian practical anatomy was recognized as a central 

keystone of advanced medical training in Britain, lending scientific legitimacy to the 

traditionally “messy” work of surgery and propelling textbook learning into praxis. 

Subsequent institutional medical curriculums, such as the one established at the 

University of Pennsylvania in 1765, were sure to include a solid foundation of anatomical 

lectures and training in dissection. Along with their praxis, students trained by the 

Hunters, including Shippen, would also learn important lessons about the acquisition of 

bodies for their courses. 

 
33 See also Richardson 37-41 and Porter, “William Hunter” 22-24. 
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Resurrection Men 

The emphasis on learning through practical training in anatomy necessitated a 

consistent source of dead bodies for dissection. Far exceeding the number of corpses used 

by his contemporaries—usually one or two bodies per course—Hunter’s course required, 

as he put it, “a great number and a regular succession of bodies” (Hunter 117). Scholars 

estimate that Hunter dissected approximately six bodies per three-month, 80-lecture 

course, added to which were the bodies dissected by select students after the official 

course’s close (Guerrini 250). The need for a consistent supply of bodies directly 

influenced Hunter’s determination to locate his school in London in 1746 (Porter, 

“William” 22). London’s amenities for a practicing anatomist admittedly paled in 

comparison to Paris, where training in dissection was supported by royal decree and 

implemented in hospitals as well as universities (Cunningham 113). Nevertheless, Hunter 

recognized the potential for a private lecturer in London, where private courses in 

anatomy had been legalized only one year before (Porter, “William” 22). Edinburgh was 

less hospitable than London to practical anatomy; the voluntary hospitals, which were 

funded by charitable donations, did not want to develop a reputation for supplying 

dissection subjects to the medical school, and consequently there was not much 

opportunity for students to practice dissections there (Stanley Finger 142). London, in 

contrast, which by 1760 had a population of 750,000, was a city where, according to 

Stanley Finger, “unwanted corpses of executed felons could be obtained almost at will” 

for dissections (142). Postmortem dissection had been deployed as a form of “exemplary 

punishment” in England since the 1500s. Popularly recognized as “a fate worth than 
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death,” dissection could be added as an additional punitive measure to the death 

sentences of convicted murderers (Richardson 32).  

For private lecturers like the Hunters, acquiring these bodies was no simple task. 

The judiciary’s punitive sentencing did make the bodies of some executed criminals 

available for anatomical dissection in London, but the supply was sporadic, and the 

bodies were not accessible to every practitioner. London’s Company of Surgeons, which 

had separated from the Company of Barber-Surgeons in 1745, delivered public 

anatomical dissection lectures in the city, and they received privileged access to the 

bodies of executed criminals. In 1752, the London “Murder Act” mandated that the 

bodies of criminals executed for murder be submitted to the Company of Surgeons for 

anatomical dissection. The Murder Act was designed to discourage murder by amplifying 

the punishment for those convicted, recognizing dissection as a “peculiar mark of 

infamy” that, along with being denied burial, might deter individuals from committing 

capital crimes (qtd. in Chaplin 225). Though ostensibly educational, the Company of 

Surgeon’s demonstrations played little to no role in the anatomical training of medical 

students like William Shippen, as evidenced by Shippen’s complete disregard for them in 

his account of his time in London (226). Widely disregarded by doctors and medical 

students, these public demonstrations were a popular spectacle for many Londoners. 

Conducted at Barber Surgeon’s Hall, the Company’s dissections of these bodies were 

open to the public, and they were as punitive as they were instructional. The identities of 

the dissection subjects were publicized in London newspapers, and “[n]amed skeletons of 

the most infamous murderers were fixed in niches around the theatre ‘in order to 

perpetuate [their] heinousness . . . in the minds of spectators’” (226). The public fear 
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surrounding dissection played a considerable role in the design of private anatomy 

lectures like those of William and John Hunter, who, unlike the Company of Surgeons, 

had no legal access to any bodies for dissection subjects.  

While the Company received bodies that were publicly identified as executed 

criminals deserving of postmortem punishment, private lecturers had to rely on more 

surreptitious methods of corpse procurement. Anatomists could acquire bodies through 

strategic partnerships with hospitals, almshouses, and executioners, purchase disinterred 

corpses from bodysnatchers, or disinter bodies from burial grounds themselves 

(Richardson 57). Though anatomists sought to preserve the anonymity of their dissection 

subjects and their suppliers, these endeavors were not unknown to the public. In 1746, 

within a few months of the opening of the Hunters’ first anatomy lecture series, the 

Westminster Journal published an anonymous letter, which observed that “there are at 

least five or six lectures in anatomy read every night during the winter season” by Hunter 

and other private anatomists, each of which would require “as least, one fresh body once 

a week” (qtd. in Chaplin 249). The writer continues to explain that while “the greatest 

part [of bodies] must be procured by a good understanding with those who have the 

custody of the dead,” a private lecturer might also be compelled to “purchase bodies” or 

“lay himself open and obnoxious to the law, by robbing hospitals and churchyards.”  

Records suggest that the Hunters obtained dissection subjects from a variety of 

sources. Lecture notes from William Hunter’s students indicate that some of his 

dissection subjects were illicitly acquired from London hospitals and from the gallows 

(Guerrini 252). The doctor also advised his students to use commissioned post-mortem 

examinations, or autopsies, as an opportunity for dissection practice. After they 
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concluded such experimenting, Hunter recommended to his students that they be sure to 

fill any body cavities they emptied with sand or an air-filled bladder to avoid detection 

(252). Other records from the period indicate that Hunter regularly employed 

bodysnatchers, or “resurrection men”, to steal bodies from burial grounds.34 William’s 

brother John reportedly served as both the bodysnatchers’ liaison and a bodysnatcher 

himself (Richardson 57). In the early nineteenth century, one Hunter biographer noted 

that John Hunter “was employed by his brother to cater to the dissection room, in the 

course of which employment he became a great favourite with that certainly not too 

respectable class of persons the resurrection men” (Ottley 10). John also forged 

relationships with the city’s executioners, as evidenced by records indicating that he 

collected “8 men at once” from the gallows at Tyburn on one occasion in the 1750s 

(Richardson 57).35  

While rumors and well-founded speculation about the Hunters’ corpse acquisition 

tactics continued to circulate, the Hunters themselves endeavored to preserve secrecy 

about their courses and their dissection subjects. The bodies William Hunter used for 

dissection demonstrations were, as Anita Guerrini puts it, “designedly anonymous” (250). 

Hunter’s classes were restricted to tuition-paying medical students, who were cautioned 

 
34 See Guerrini 250, Richardson 55, and Porter, “William” 22-23. 

35 By the 1780s, John Hunter’s notoriety as a bodysnatcher and collector of unique anatomical specimens 

was widespread. When Charles Byrne, a 7’7” man known as the “Irish Giant,” who gained fame in a 

traveling curiosities exhibit, found his health deteriorating, he became terrified that his body would be 

stolen by Hunter after his death (Doyal and Muinzer 1290). To avoid this fate, Byrne directed that when he 

died, his body should be placed in a lead coffin and sunk in the sea. Hunter got the body anyway; he 

managed to bribe one of Byrne’s friends and had the coffin filled with weights while he absconded with 

Byrne’s corpse. Hunter hid his possession of the body for years, but it later became a fixture of his 

collection, and was the first thing nineteenth-century visitors would see upon entering the Royal College of 

Surgeons’ Hunterian museum (1290). 
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not to discuss the activities of the anatomy studio with any outside observers. In his 

lectures, Hunter advised students that “particular care should be taken, to avoid giving 

offence to the populace, or to the prejudice of our neighbours. Therefore it is to be hoped, 

that you will be upon your guard; and out of doors, speak with caution of what may be 

passing here, especially with respect to dead bodies” (Hunter 113). From 1749-1762, 

William Hunter delivered dissection lectures from a studio in Covent Garden, which was 

surrounded by “taverns, supper clubs, brothels, gaming houses, and bagnios (so-called 

bath houses)” (Corner 78). The location was selected strategically to avoid undue 

attention from London gentry, and Hunter even had a clause in his lease demanding 

privacy from his neighbors (Corner 78; Brock 39). In the interest of preserving his own 

medical theories and “trade secrets,” he never published his lectures, and when he 

advertised courses in the London Evening Post, he did not list the address, instead 

directing interested gentlemen to purchase tickets at a local bookseller (Peachey 91-92; 

Porter, “William” 24-25). 

As they garnered gentlemanly respect and scientific renown from the era’s 

intellectuals, the Hunters also incurred public wrath, and they were subject to frequent 

public allegations of bodysnatching. However, rather than address public suspicion, they 

avoided acknowledging the accusations against them, and focused instead on 

representing themselves as gentlemen and establishing relationships with the upper class 

(Porter, “William” 29-31). When William Hunter did speak out about the criticisms 

against him, he focused strictly on the ruling class, and appealed for increased royal 

support for his endeavors. In 1763, for instance, Hunter petitioned Lord Bute, the acting 

prime minister, for support of a publicly-funded anatomy studio and museum. In this 
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appeal, Hunter argued that anatomy “requires the protection of a Prince,” for it “is 

persecuted by the prejudices, both natural and religious, of the multitude in all nations” 

(Hunter 117). He continued that the public resistance to dissection in London was 

preventing the field from advancing: “The difficulties, dangers, and expences [sic], that 

must be incurred, in procuring dead bodies and in providing proper places for dissection, 

and the secrecy with which the business must be conducted,” he explained, were 

deterring students from “the practical part” of their training—actual dissections—without 

which “there can be no great share of real and useful knowledge” (117).  

Nothing became of Hunter’s proposal for a public anatomy school; Lord Bute fell 

from power, and subsequent appeals to Bute’s successor and the king went unanswered. 

In 1763, Hunter determined establish his own private school, complete with student 

quarters, dissection and preservation laboratories, and a specimen museum (Brock 41-

42). He secured the now-famous Great Windmill Street property for those purposes, and 

corpses continued to be shuttled there for decades.  

“with a view towards the Creator” 

A review of William Hunter’s published anatomy lectures suggests that the 

anatomist’s practical anatomy course served as a model not only for Shippen’s own 

dissection demonstrations, but also for his theologically-infused dissection rhetoric. Like 

Shippen, Hunter is rarely recognized as a religious thinker. Hunter was raised in a 

Scottish Presbyterian household, and at the behest of his father, he spent five years of his 

early life in seminary at the University of Glasgow (Brock 35-36). However, according to 

an oft-cited early biography, by the end of Hunter’s time in divinity school, “the idea of 
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subscribing to the articles of faith was so repugnant to the liberal mode of thinking he had 

already adopted, that he felt an insuperable aversion to his theological pursuits” 

(Simmons 1). A later account notes that Hunter’s expansive library, which contained 

approximately 10,000 books and 600 manuscripts, contained few theological texts, save 

for “early editions of the Greek and Latin Church fathers” and “six sixteenth- and early 

seventeenth-century Genevan editions of Calvin” (Weston 305).  

Despite his purported rejection of a religious life, Hunter’s anatomy lectures, 

which were published after his death, bear witness to his facility with contemporary 

theological and philosophical rhetoric. At the beginning of each session of his anatomy 

school, Hunter delivered a series of lectures on the history of anatomy (Guerrini 259). In 

these lectures, Hunter outlined a theological rationale for the study of anatomy, drawn 

from an assembly of key figures in the development of the anatomical sciences. The 

second introductory lecture begins with a brief historical overview of the “physicians, 

philosophers, and theologists, who have considered the structure and functions of 

animals, with a view towards the Creator,” among whom Hunter mentions Galen, Cicero, 

and Fontenelle (Hunter 64). He begins with Galen, whose “excellent treatise on the use of 

the parts, was composed as a prose hymn to the Creator; and abounds with as irresistible 

proofs of a supreme Cause, and governing Providence, as we find in modern physico-

theology” (63). Physico-theology was a movement that arose in the late seventeenth 

century in response to the scientific revolution; as David C. Hoffman explains, it 

represented “the confluence of natural religion and Baconian and Newtonian science” 

(Hoffman 284). The movement centered upon the idea that “the existence of an 

omnipotent and benevolent God could be deduced from the order of Creation,” and 
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according to Hoffman, it was “as much an apology for science in religious terms as it was 

an apology for religion in scientific terms,” premised upon the idea that “the best way to 

know the Creator is the study of Creation” (284). As Hoffman accounts, it was not 

uncommon for eighteenth-century proponents of Newtonian science to engage with the 

physico-theological tradition; Scottish natural philosopher James Ferguson, for instance, 

was delivering physico-theological lectures in astronomy in London throughout the 1750s 

and 1760s (289-92). 

Physico-theological works were characteristically “rhapsodic” in style, 

“celebrating Creation in rich prose drenched with the language of the Psalms” (Hoffman 

284). In his anatomical lectures, Hunter not only highlighted this style in the writings of 

Galen, but also exemplified it in his own reflections. Determining that an attempt to make 

a full account of the physico-theological tradition in medicine “would be endless,” 

Hunter shifts his attention to his own views on the subject: 

It is a view with strikes me, with a most awful conviction; and when I 

speak of it, I feel that I must speak from my own senses and observation. 

Who can know and consider the thousand evident proofs of the 

astonishing art of the Creator, in forming and sustaining an animal body 

such as ours, without feeling the most pleasing enthusiasm? Can we 

seriously reflect upon this awful subject, without being almost aloft in 

adoration? . . . The man who is really an Anatomist, yet does not see and 

feel what I have endeavored to express in words, whatever he may be in 

other respects, must certainly labor under a dead palsey, in one part of his 

mind. Milton could look upon the sun, at noon, without seeing light. There 

was no apparent defect in his eye, but the nerves of that part were 

insensible. (Hunter 64-65) 

Aligning his own anatomical studies with “the most pleasing enthusiasm” and “being 

almost aloft in adoration” for the Creator, Hunter depicts the scientific analysis of the 

human body as a worshipful, almost ecstatic experience. For any student of anatomy who 
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fails to fall into this kind of reverie while studying the human form, he offers a stark 

medico-spiritual diagnosis-cum-judgment, pronouncing that they must be suffering from 

a “dead palsey”—a cerebral apoplexy or stroke—in one part of the mind. He furthers the 

critique with a metaphor, drawn from Paradise Lost, conflating Milton’s biography and 

work: Milton, who became blind at the age of 44, reflects in Book III of Paradise Lost on 

how the sun “Revisit'st not these eyes, that roll in vain / To find thy piercing ray, and find 

no dawn” (3.23-24). When he continues, “So thick a drop serene hath quench'd their 

orbs,/Or dim suffusion veil'd,” Milton refers to his medical diagnosis: some doctors 

believed his blindess was caused by a disease named “gutta serena”—Latin for “drop 

serene”—which indicated eyes that were clear in appearance but incapable of vision 

(Milton 80, n25-26). With the references to “dead palsey” and Milton’s ocular condition, 

Hunter fashions a kind of medical poetic or psalm, uniting, in speech, the discourses of 

medicine, worship, and poetry.  

 Whether Shippen ever heard a version of this lecture while studying under Hunter 

is unclear; however, there seem to be clear parallels in their visions of practical anatomy 

as a kind of spiritual practice. In Shippen’s State House speech, as we have seen, the 

doctor reportedly declared anatomy, as “an Examination into Nature,” to be “a Species of 

Theology [that] would give more noble Ideas of the great Creator,” and there is further 

evidence to suggest that Shippen also took up these themes in his later anatomy lectures 

(qtd. in Bell 216; Reid-Maroney 110).36 Though it seems likely that Hunter’s physico-

 
36 Reid-Maroney points out that Shippen explored these themes in his later lectures, drawing a connection 

to the natural theology of Shippen’s Edinburgh anatomy professor, Alexander Monro (primus) (110). Reid-

Maroney quotes bound manuscript lectures attributed to Shippen; however, these passages appear to be 

reproduced from Albrecht von Haller’s “Eulogium on Anatomy” delivered at a 1742 commencement at 

Gottingen, and reprinted in a 1768 volume, The Minor Anatomical Works of Albert Haller. See Griffiths. 
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theological framing of practical anatomy was a precedent for Shippen, there are 

important distinctions in their delivery and use of this rhetoric. Hunter’s lectures were 

delivered to a closed audience of students, and not intended for wider audiences. Hunter 

did make arrangements for his lectures to be published later in his life, but it is clear that 

he did not intend to serve as a public advocate for anatomical medicine, nor did he 

employ physico-theological rhetoric as a public apologetic for practical anatomy. Indeed, 

as we have seen, Hunter practiced caution in the publication of his anatomy courses and 

implored his students to do the same. He courted the positive opinion of the city elite, but 

he did so in meetings and proposals offered behind closed doors—not in public speeches 

and newspaper editorials. Hunter, it appears, recognized the widespread public opposition 

to bodysnatching and the perpetual threat of public tumult against it, and understood that 

neither the city’s denizens nor the ruling classes would be pacified by religious rhetoric. 

Shippen, on the other hand, not only advanced this rhetoric in the public sphere but also 

mobilized it, both to frame his anatomy lectures as a meaningful civic project and to 

defend his methods of acquiring bodies for dissection.  

Shippen’s Anatomical Theatre 

Like Hunter, Shippen courted the positive opinion of the cultural elite; however, 

he did so in the public sphere, addressing his “worthy fellow Citizens” in the 

Pennsylvania Gazette, and in a public lecture on the steps of the State House. This 

openness suggests that the doctor intended to establish the study of anatomy as an 

important civic initiative. As Michael Warner has demonstrated, the newspapers, 

pamphlets, and broadsides that were published with regularity in eighteenth-century 
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British North America were critical sites of civic discourse, through which the notion of 

“society”, or “the public” as an abstract and universal entity was forged (Warner 42). In 

print discourse, participants purported to relinquish personal interests and advance 

perspectives foregrounded in a rational and disinterested concern for the public good. As 

print consumption was situated within the purview of white, male, property holders, these 

voices gained social power as arbiters of republican virtue (48). In Revolution-era 

Philadelphia, the newspaper offered a forum where Shippen could address the city’s 

upper classes and position himself as a disinterested voice of civic improvement. At the 

same time, the popular press allowed Shippen to increase his exposure to a wider 

population and provided an avenue to gain the confidence of the broader reading public. 

Growing up in Philadelphia among ardent revivalists, Shippen also perhaps found 

a model for his own self-promotion in the constant print circulation surrounding his 

friend and former mentor, George Whitefield, and other Great Awakening thinkers. 

Whitefield well understood the power of the press in the colonial city. Throughout the 

1740s, he consistently utilized newspapers, especially Franklin’s Pennsylvania Gazette, 

to promote his speaking engagements and publications. Frank Lambert has demonstrated 

how Whitefield embraced colonial newspapers for their capacity to reach the masses, and 

how his fame in British North America was facilitated, in large part, by press coverage 

that appeared both before and during his time in the colonies. From 1740 to 1741, for 

example, “60 percent of the Pennsylvania Gazette’s issues . . . devoted space to 

Whitefield, often including reports of his successes and itineraries, reprints of his 

publications, and advertisements for his writings” (Lambert 820). Whitefield frequently 

composed and dictated these reports himself. As Lambert points out, Whitefield cannily 
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“advertised his revivals under the guise of a newspaper article,” which helped to cast his 

self-promotions with a guise of objectivity (819).37  

Throughout the 1760s and 1770s, Shippen continued to publicly defend practical 

anatomy and address concerns about his sources of dissection subjects in the Gazette. As 

we have seen, Shippen began advertising his first course of anatomy lectures in the 

Pennsylvania Gazette on November 11, 1762, and on November 17, he delivered a public 

oration at the Philadelphia State House, in which he declared anatomy to be a “species of 

theology,” and extolled “the advantages accruing from the knowledge of the human 

frame, not only to such whose particular callings rendered it absolutely necessary to 

them, but likewise to several other branches of civil society” (qtd. in Bell 215). In the 

November 11 Gazette advertisement, Shippen invited “the young gentlemen now 

engaged in the study of physic in this and the neighboring provinces, whose 

circumstances and connections will not permit of them going abroad for improvement to 

the anatomical schools of Europe” as well as “any gentlemen who may have the curiosity 

to understand the anatomy of the human frame” to partake in his course of anatomical 

lectures, in which “the situation, figure, and structure of all the parts of the human body 

 
37 Benjamin Franklin, for his part, kept a discerning eye on Whitefield’s rhetorical stratagem and his 

utilization of the press—and he also did not hesitate to use it to his own advantage. In the Autobiography, 

Franklin admires Whitefield’s talent for oratory, describing how, in Whitefield’s time-tested sermons, 

“every accent, every emphasis, every modulation of voice, was so perfectly well turn'd and well plac'd, 

that, without being interested in the subject, one could not help being pleas'd with the discourse” (Franklin 

120). When it came to print, however, Franklin observes that Whitefield’s newspaper writings “gave great 

advantage to his enemies” (120). According to Franklin, print dissolved the enchanting effect of 

Whitefield’s oratory style; when delivered in a sermon, Whitefield’s controversial opinions—as well as any 

outright falsehoods—could always be mollified, explained away, or even denied. When he put them in 

print, in contrast, “[c]ritics attack'd his writings violently, and with so much appearance of reason as to 

diminish the number of his votaries and prevent their increase” (121). As Whitefield utilized the newspaper 

to increase his social capital, Franklin, as publisher of the Pennsylvania Gazette, capitalized on the debates 

that Whitefield’s ideas inspired. 
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will be demonstrated” and “[a]ll the necessary operations in surgery will be performed” 

(“Philadelphia, November 11”). The advertisement concludes with the location of the 

lectures—“his father’s house in Fourth Street”—and the cost for admittance: five pistoles 

to attend the lecture, and another five “to see the subject prepared for the lectures and 

learn the art of dissecting, injecting, etc.” In this first advertisement, it is clear that 

Shippen did not intend to maintain the Hunterian standards of secrecy in the introduction 

of practical dissection to the colonial city. He specifically highlights that the series will 

feature the dissection of a human body, or “subject,” as opposed to using illustrations or 

wax castings. Furthermore, he announces that the lectures will be delivered out of his 

prominent family home, which counted illustrious figures such as George Washington, 

John Adams, Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, and statesman Richard Henry Lee 

as frequent guests (Corner 116). In neither this announcement nor the subsequent address 

at the State House does Shippen address how he would acquire a “subject” to dissect. 

Two weeks later, however, this question would be answered for Philadelphia’s 

newspaper readers in the Gazette; for along with publishing Shippen’s lecture 

announcements, the newspaper also provided a public record of bodies delivered to 

Shippen for dissection. 

While William Hunter preached secrecy in the acquisition of bodies for 

dissection, the bodies that Shippen received were periodically identified in reports of 

executions and suicides printed in the Gazette. These reports identified individuals who 

were found guilty of murder or self-murder, all of whom were either African slaves or 

immigrant servants, whose bodies were delivered to Shippen for dissection. These reports 

were not explicitly attributed to Shippen, and they made no reference to the doctors’ 
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anatomical lecture series. Nevertheless, they function in tandem with Shippen’s own 

advertisements: taken together, these textual artifacts illuminate how Shippen’s 

theological rhetoric, and his marshalling of Philadelphia’s religious communities, 

functioned strategically. By publicly addressing—and honoring—city church authorities, 

Shippen positioned his practical anatomy demonstrations within the purview of Protestant 

activity. In doing so, he framed the selection of bodies for dissection as a religious 

question, instead of a social or judicial one. 

On December 2nd, the Gazette reported the delivery of a body to Shippen for 

dissection: 

We hear that a Negro man was found last Tuesday in his master’s cock-

loft, with a piece of glass bottle under him, with which he had cut his 

throat in such a terrible manner, that notwithstanding all the assistance that 

could be had, he died in a few hours, and after the coroner’s inquest had 

pronounced him guilty of self-murder, his body was immediately ordered, 

by authority, to Dr. Shippen’s anatomical theatre. (“Philadelphia, 

December 2”) 

As suggested by the timeline, it is reasonable to surmise that this individual was 

Shippen’s first public dissection subject. The body has been clearly marked as a criminal 

one: the coroner’s inquest pronounced this individual “guilty of self-murder.” By the 

1790s, reports of slave suicides would be utilized by abolitionists as a testament to the 

valor of unjustly oppressed people. In the 1760s, however, slaves who took their own 

lives were popularly believed to be devoid of God’s grace. The suicide of a slave was 

likely to be recognized not as a tragedy or cause for mourning, but as a sign of that 

individual’s stubbornness (Snyder 49). In an analysis of eighteenth-century American 

slave suicide reports, Terri Snyder explained that “temperamental stubbornness was the 

characteristic most often ascribed to suicidal slaves . . . [They] were deemed to be willful, 
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sullen, or simply insensible individuals who—through unconscious inability or conscious 

determination—railed against their station” (49). The attribution of stubbornness as the 

cause for suicide applied to slaves as well as other individuals who were socially and 

economically marginalized, whose suicides were frequently attributed to a lack of grace 

or resistance of God’s will: “Stubbornness was equated with servile disobedience and 

even criminality, just as an irrational resistance to natural and biblical types of authority 

was linked to self-murder” (49).  

Between 1762 and 1770, the Gazette reported on and identified at least five 

bodies that were delivered to Shippen for anatomical demonstrations. Each of these news 

items reported a violent death: either the suicide of an African slave or the execution of 

an immigrant servant found guilty of a capital crime. In 1764 and 1768, the Gazette 

identified the bodies of black men who committed suicide by hanging: 

Last Friday a Negroe Man, belonging to a Gentleman in this City, hanged 

himself; and his Body was taken, by Authority, to Doctor Shippen’s 

Anatomical Theatre, where the Doctor is now giving Lectures on Myology 

to the young Students of Physic. (“Philadelphia, April 12”) 

 

Yesterday Se’nnight, a Negroe Man hanged himself in a Hayloft on 

Society Hill, in the District of Southwark. His Body was sent to 

the anatomical Theatre, by Request of the Coroner Jury. (“Philadelphia, 

June 2”) 

In April of 1770, Cadry Lacy, an Irish servant convicted of rape and murder in New 

Jersey, was executed, and his body was delivered to Shippen:38 

Last Saturday Cadry Lacy was executed at Gloucester, pursuant to his 

Sentence, and his Body was sent, by Order of the Chief Justice, to 

Dr. Shippen’s Anatomical Theatre, for Dissection. (“Arrivals”) 

 
38 Lacy’s trial for murder was described in the April 19 Gazette. 
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In November of that year, also in New Jersey, a Dutch servant named Peter Mennel was 

executed for the rape and murder of his master’s daughter, and his body was likewise 

delivered to Shippen for dissection:39 

Tuesday last Peter Mennel was executed at Gloucester, pursuant to his 

Sentence, for the Murder of his Master’s Daughter; his Body was 

afterwards delivered to the Surgeons, to be anatomized. (“Legislative 

Acts”) 

 At least one more reference to an executed body being dissected appears in 1787, 

thought it does not mention Shippen or his dissection studio. Describing a prison riot that 

occurred in Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania Evening Herald reported that two inmates 

were shot by armed forces, “one of whom is since dead and dissected” (“Philadelphia, 

March 21”).    

Significantly, these reports did not compromise Shippen’s framing of dissection 

as a spiritual event. Each of these bodies was marginalized and criminalized, clearly 

separated from the community of God-fearing Philadelphia Protestants that Shippen 

addressed in his speeches and newspaper writings. In 1760s Philadelphia, dissection by 

an anatomist would have been popularly regarded as an appropriate form of post-mortem 

punishment for an individual guilty of self-murder—and guilty of refusing to accept the 

naturalized hierarchy of master and slave (Snyder 50). In the case of the two immigrant 

servants convicted for rape and murder, their crimes represented not only heinous acts of 

violence against innocent women, but also violent rejections of the established social 

hierarchy.  

 
39 Mennel’s trial was described in the September 6 Gazette. 
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The association of dissection with suicide and execution, and with the bodies of 

African slaves and immigrant servants, not only stigmatizes dissection as a form of post-

mortem capital punishment but also underscores the futility of attempts to defy 

entrenched social hierarchies. When subjugated individuals terminated their own lives or 

committed heinous crimes against the ruling class, they faced the desecration of their 

bodies after death. Thus, while early American advocates of scientific medicine 

championed anatomical dissection as an enlightening release from the bondage of pre-

scientific ignorance, we can also see how Shippen’s dissection lectures functioned as 

authoritarian measures, rectifying crimes that threatened to upset the social order and 

reinscribing the boundaries between upstanding citizens and the “lower sort.” 

When Shippen addressed his “worthy Fellow Citizens” in the Pennsylvania 

Gazette in 1765, he expanded the circle of bodies deemed appropriate for dissection. To 

refute allegations that he “had taken up some Persons who were buried in the Church 

Burying Ground,” he declared that “the Bodies he dissected, were either of Persons who 

had willfully murdered themselves, or were publickly executed, except now and then one 

from the Potters Field, whose Death was owing to some particular Disease.” Here, 

Shippen openly acknowledges that along with the bodies of individuals who committed 

suicide or were found guilty of capital crimes, some number of his dissection subjects 

were unearthed from common burial grounds, where members of the city’s marginalized 

populations were most often laid to rest. Shippen may have been referencing a particular 

plot of land, but demographic research both current and contemporaneous suggests that 

the “Potters Field” could have been any number of plots in the city. Three of the city’s 

original public squares, as well as at least three other fields across the city, were used as 
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informal burial grounds throughout the eighteenth century (Milroy 57; Scharf and 

Westcott 2356). The Philadelphia populations who made use of these public grounds for 

burial comprised various demographics, from “the wretchedly poor, the slaves, and the 

free blacks” to prisoners of war, non-native sailors and migrating immigrants, and 

unidentified soldiers (Scharf and Westcott 2356). Thus, Shippen’s “now and then one 

from the Potters Field” functions at once as an admission of bodysnatching and a 

strategic omission, obscuring both the frequency of his unsanctioned corpse traffic and 

the specific locations and social groups from which those corpses were acquired.  

By including bodies from the potter’s field in the same list with explicitly 

criminalized bodies, Shippen ignores the social distinctions separating the poor and 

disenfranchised from individuals found guilty of capital crimes, drawing attention instead 

to the shared spiritual condition of their post-mortem bodies. Like the criminalized bodies 

of suicides and murderers, the bodies in the potter’s field were denied the rites of a 

Christian burial, suggesting that they were similarly set apart, in God’s eye, from the 

bodies laid to rest in church cemeteries. Admitting that he dissected these bodies, and 

asserting that “he never had one Body from the Church, or any other private Burial 

Place,” Shippen established two distinct urban spaces, setting them in sharp opposition: 

the “Church burying ground,” a space of sanctity and protection, versus the “Potters 

field,” a space of moral ambiguity. With this distinction, Shippen strategically utilized the 

politics of Protestant burial to align himself and his practices with the city’s religious 

elite. Upholding the sanctity of the church burial ground, Shippen affirmed church 

communities and their understanding of the spiritual value of the human corpse. At the 
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same time, he justified his use of the bodies of the poor and marginalized for dissection, 

suggesting that such bodies were outside the realm of Christian sanctity.  

Allegations of bodysnatching continued to be weighed against Shippen 

throughout the later decades of the eighteenth century. In 1769, authorities at 

Philadelphia’s Christ Church erected a wall around their burial grounds, both to improve 

the appearance of the property, and, as they noted in their vestry minutes, to deter 

bodysnatchers (Hayburn 232). In 1770, the managers of Pennsylvania Hospital addressed 

“the indecent conduct of some young surgeons in taking up and dissecting dead bodies” 

and urged Shippen and his fellow physicians at the College of Philadelphia to discourage 

bodysnatching for student instruction, as the Hospital was suffering from the negative 

publicity (qtd. in Hayburn 229). In 1779, a body was reportedly stolen from St. Peters 

burial ground, and the church vestry erected a wall in 1784 (232). A 1788 letter published 

in the Pennsylvania Mercury again implicated the College of Philadelphia’s medical 

students in suspected bodysnatching: 

I am sorry that the Theatre for dissecting dead bodies has become such a 

terror to the citizens—I do not mean to assert, that dead bodies have been 

taken out of the burial-ground, but thus far I am informed, that the friends 

of deceased persons are now watching the Friends burial-ground. On 

Monday night three persons crossed from the College yard into the burial-

ground, who were followed by the setters-up, upon which they took into 

Arch-Street, and got off. … Should these unjustifiable acts be committed, 

and the citizens so fortunate as to detect any person or persons in the fact, 

that they be held up to public resentment, is the wish of this writer. (“Mr. 

Humphreys”)40  

 
40 This source is referenced in Wilf 509. 
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Clearly, Shippen’s associates and medical students, and likely Shippen himself, were not 

averse to acquiring bodies to dissect from any place they could find them, and various 

communities were well-aware of the fact that Shippen’s dissection demonstrations were 

conducted on bodies illicitly removed from graves. 

In response to the continuing attacks on his public image, Shippen published 

another defense against accusations of bodysnatching in the Gazette, again hoping to 

address the “sundry wicked and malicious Reports of my taking up Bodies from the 

several Burying-grounds in this place” (“To the Public”). This letter was longer than the 

first. It began with Shippen’s declaration that he would “remove these, tho’ groundless, 

Fears . . . by declaring, in the most solemn Manner, that I never Have had, and that I 

never will have, directly or indirectly, one Subject from the Burying-ground belonging to 

any denomination of Christians whatever.” Again, Shippen emphasized that he did not 

dissect bodies from church burial grounds, and he vowed “that none of your House, or 

Kindred, shall ever be disturbed in their silent graves, by me, or any under my Care.” 

Under this letter, the Gazette printed a sworn deposition from one of Shippen’s medical 

apprentices, signed by both the former and present mayors of Philadelphia. The student 

testified that he had lived with Shippen for eight years, witnessed every dissection the 

doctor undertook in that time, and knew of no dissection subjects that had been removed 

from “any Burying-ground belonging to any religious Society in this city.” That Shippen 

would now call upon the law and the authority of city officials to refute the rumors 

against him, suggests that respect had grown, at least among the city’s elite, for the doctor 

and his dissection lectures.  
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Though Shippen would ultimately join the ranks of the respected intellectuals and 

statesmen of Philadelphia, a damning counter-narrative would endure among some city 

residents for decades after his death. In 1830, historian John Fanning Watson offered a 

portrait of Dr. William Shippen Jr. that challenged the self-congratulatory accounts 

reified in medical school discourse. Watson sought to catalogue the reminiscences and 

relics of everyday Philadelphians, conducting oral interviews, distributing written 

questionnaires, and mining newspaper and organizational archives for his multivolume 

Annals of Philadelphia: Being a Collection of Memoirs, Anecdotes, & Incidents of the 

City and Its Inhabitants. After a lengthy catalogue of the city’s notable physicians, 

Watson drew attention to Dr. Shippen as the founder of medical education in the city. 

First, Watson parrots the conventional celebration of Shippen’s esteemed career, citing 

the manuscript letters of Shippen’s father as well as notices in the Pennsylvania Gazette 

of Shippen’s first anatomical lecture in 1762. But then he abruptly shifts tone, depicting 

Shippen’s early lectures as a sordid affair, with students shuttling into the anatomy studio 

in the dark of night: “Who now knows the locality of this first lecture room! Or does 

anybody care to transfer their respect for the man, to the place where he began his 

career!” he begins. He then describes a house “sufficiently out of town, with a long 

backyard leading to the alley,” by which “they favored the ingress and egress of students 

in the shades of night” (Watson 607-08). Watson determines, “It was at first a terrific and 

appalling school to the good citizens. It was expected to fill the peaceful town with 

disquieted ghosts — mobbing was talked of and not a little dreaded” (607). With his 

suggestion of “disquieted ghosts,” Watson appears to be gesturing to the same entrenched 

superstitions that medical school advocates conjured in their own accounts of public 
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response to dissection. However, he continues: “It was therefore pretended that they [the 

doctors] contented themselves with the few criminal subjects they could procure; which 

was further countenanced by a published permission to him, by authority, to take the 

bodies of suicides” (608). Watson alludes here to the many notices of bodies delivered to 

Shippen’s anatomy studio that were reported in the Gazette. Countering any notion of 

Shippen’s civilizing, illuminating rationalism, Watson alleges that it was the doctor and 

his associates who manufactured a fantasy, “pretend[ing]” that the only bodies submitted 

to anatomical dissections were those of executed criminals and individuals who 

committed suicide. As Watson’s account demonstrates, some number of Philadelphia 

citizens saw through Shippen’s rhetoric, recognizing discrepancies between the timeline 

of bodies Shippen received legally and his schedule of practical anatomy demonstrations. 

The Sailor’s Mob 

This context shed new light on the protests against Shippen and the 1765 riot at 

his anatomy studio that would become known as “the Sailor’s Mob.” This event has been 

widely recognized as the first American “resurrection riot,” or riot instigated by 

suspicions of dissection and bodysnatching at a medical school. Between 1765 and the 

turn of the twentieth century, at least 25 mob attacks against anatomy schools, sparked by 

allegations of bodysnatching, occurred at various medical institutions across the United 

States (Sappol 3-4, 104-110). During the 1788 New York Doctors’ Mob, for instance, 

over 300 people stormed the dissecting rooms at New York Hospital, recovered bodies 

from it, and pursued medical students to their homes, forcing the government to call in 

the militia (Wilf 512; Sappol 108-09). When compared to critical accounts of the 
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Doctors’ Mob riot and its role in the development of state-regulated medical training 

through dissection, scholarship on the 1765 Sailors’ Mob in Philadelphia is scant.41  

Unlike the Doctors’ Mob and other later anatomy school riots, the Sailor’s Mob occurred 

at a private home, involved an uncertain number of individuals, and did not incur any 

state response. It does not seem to have been reported on at the time of its occurrence, nor 

did Shippen reference it in any of his printed writings. However, this event would play an 

important role in the subsequent historicizing—and heroizing—of William Shippen, Jr. 

In the accounts of the riot circulated by Shippen’s successors at the University of 

Pennsylvania, resistance to anatomy was represented as a religiously-motivated fear of 

dissection as desecration, and an early and antiquated phase on a teleological timeline of 

enlightened Protestant faith in medical progress. What was erased, in such accounts, was 

the real and ongoing threat of bodies stolen from the burial grounds of the poor and 

racially subjugated. 

The earliest published references to the 1765 riot at Shippen’s anatomy studio 

seem to appear in nineteenth century medical lectures at the University of Pennsylvania, 

 
41 The Doctors’ Mob is perhaps the largest-scale and most thoroughly-documented American resurrection 

riot, and it is often credited with inspiring one of the earliest pieces of legislation to address the distribution 

of bodies to medical schools: “An Act to Prevent the Odious Practice of Digging Up and Removing for the 

Purpose of Dissection, Dead Bodies Interred in Cemeteries or Burial Places,” passed in New York state 

legislature in 1789 (Ladenheim 23, 42). There are varying accounts of what incited the riot itself, but 

according to one of the most often-circulated narratives, the mob was incited by a bold medical student, 

who waved a dismembered arm from a window at New York Hospital to a group of children. When one of 

the children, whose mother was recently deceased, alerted his father, it prompted the man to go to his 

wife’s grave, where he discovered that the casket had been dug up and emptied. The man gathered a crowd, 

and they forced their way into the hospital dissection laboratory, where they destroyed teaching materials 

and flung partially dissected bodies into the streets for all to see (29-30). Following this, growing crowds of 

angry city denizens stormed the homes of the city’s physicians, the Columbia College medical school, and 

the jail where a group of doctors had been detained by city officials (30-32). See also Sappol 108-11, and 

Wilf, who draws upon newspaper accounts in the spring 1788 issues of the New York Packet, the 

Massachusetts Centinel, the Massachusetts Spy, and the Newport Mercury, as well as the grand jury report 

on the riot printed in the Daily Advertiser, to assemble a narrative of the event. 
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which situate the riot in their celebratory origin stories of the medical school and its 

founding fathers. For over a century after its occurrence, the Sailors Mob was described 

in lectures and orations at the Penn Medical School as an important illustration of the 

hardships that faced the early scientifically-minded physicians of the colonial era. One of 

the earliest—if not the earliest—references to the Sailor’s Mob appears in William 

Horner’s annual introductory lecture to the medical students in 1831. As discussed 

earlier, this lecture imagines Shippen as a pioneer and civilizer, highlighting his humble 

beginnings as an instructor and the popular opposition that the doctor overcame to help 

establish their prestigious institution. Horner uses the riot against Shippen’s anatomy 

lectures to illustrate the public resistance to dissection, which he attributes to the 

superstitions and ignorance of the general “populace” at the time: 

[T]his city being small, almost every one knew what was going on in it.  

The house was frequently stoned, and the windows broken; and on one 

occasion, Dr. Shippen’s life was put into imminent danger. While engaged 

within, the populace assembled tumultuously around the house. His 

carriage fortunately was at the door, and the people supposing that he was 

in it, made their first attack there. The windows of the carriage being up, 

they were speedily demolished with stones, and a musket ball was shot 

through the body of the carriage; the coachman applied the whip to his 

horses, and only saved himself and his vehicle, by a rapid retreat under a 

shower of missiles. The Doctor hearing the uproar, ascertained its cause, 

and extricated himself through a private alley. (Horner 66) 

Horner attributes the violence against Shippen to “the inveterate hostility with which all 

unimproved communities, view the cultivation of anatomy by dissection” (65). Implied 

here is the suggestion that the dissent was inspired by antiquated religious resistance to 

dissection itself, perhaps in opposition to the disfigurement of the body after death. What 

is not considered, significantly, are the social ramifications of Shippen’s selection of 

dissection subjects. In this regard, Horner’s lecture illustrates how resistance to dissection 
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in Philadelphia was framed, in the medical field, on an ideological timeline from the 

superstitious, pre-enlightenment past to the illuminated present of confidence in medical 

progress.  

Another Shippen successor at the University of Pennsylvania, Joseph Carson, 

echoes Horner’s dichotomy between the civilizing order of William Shippen’s lectures 

and the tumultuous, ignorant opposition of the popular community. Carson’s 1869 A 

History of the Medical Department at the University of Pennsylvania, adapted from his 

1865 inaugural lecture, is one of the most commonly referenced sources in contemporary 

accounts of the first resurrection riot. Carson offers the earliest reference to the event as 

the Sailors’ Mob and the first published reference to Shippen’s public refutations against 

allegations of bodysnatching in the Pennsylvania Gazette. He uses the riot to illustrate 

“the prejudices of the populace in connection with matters deeply involving its own 

welfare and interests, and the mode of eradicating them by judicious management” (80): 

On one occasion [Shippen’s] house was mobbed, and only by exercising 

great tact, and by the judicious interference of his friends and of the 

authorities was he saved from the entire destruction of his accumulated 

materials for teaching. The event was known for years after to the 

inhabitants as the Sailors’ Mob. In one of his early advertisements, Dr. 

Shippen exculpates himself from the imputation of procuring subjects in 

an illegal manner, by violating the sanctuary of the dead. (Carson 81) 

Carson then quotes Shippen’s open letter in the Gazette, in which he refuted claims that 

he had taken bodies from the city’s church burial grounds. Emphasizing how the mob 

was quelled through “great tact” and the “judicious interference of his supporters,” 

Carson reiterates Horner’s dichotomy between the rational advocates of medical 

advancement, and the superstitious, disorderly populace. He acknowledges that Shippen’s 

lectures “deeply involv[ed the peoples’] own welfare and interests,” and his account of 
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the Sailors’ Mob suggests that the riot was incited not by general religious wariness but 

by suspicions of illicit bodysnatching. However, Carson ultimately affirms Shippen’s 

distinction between the church burial ground and the potter’s field, when he determines 

that Shippen’s letter in the Gazette “exculpate[d]” him from the allegation that he 

“violat[e]d the sanctuary of the dead” (81).  

In their historical lectures, Shippen’s successors submit that it was the act of 

dissection and the threat of bodysnatching more generally—not the doctor’s removal of 

bodies from the potter’s field—that incited public opposition to his anatomy 

demonstrations. However, the “Sailors’ Mob” moniker suggests that this riot was, at least 

in the decades after its occurrence, remembered as a distinctly class-coded event. 

Eighteenth-century Philadelphia was full of sailors, who were often implicated in public 

tumults and presumed to be affiliated with the city’s “lower sort”. Most seafarers lived 

and worked on the constant brink of poverty, and when they needed to seek medical care, 

had little in the way of resources.42 If they happened to die in the city without 

connections, it was likely they would be buried in a potter’s field. By the 1830s, Michael 

Sappol points out, naval burial grounds had become a “favorite place” for the city’s 

medical students to find bodies: “Sailors were eminently eligible for dissection. Many 

seamen died in port, with few or no local connections or resources, and so no one to 

discover or oppose the robbing of their graves” (116). He adds, “It is also likely that 

many of them were nonwhite . . . and this perhaps also made them safer targets for 

bodysnatching activities.” The particular susceptibility of transient populations to 

 
42 See Newman 112-15 and Stephen Berry. 
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indiscriminate treatment after death begins to suggest how Shippen’s dissection 

demonstrations may have struck a riotous chord, particularly among sailors, in the 

colonial port city.  

Shippen’s spiritual anatomy rhetoric and his defense of the piety of the dissector 

clearly did not render him impervious to attack; nevertheless, this rhetoric did present a 

mechanism to consolidate such attacks within the narrative of Protestant civic 

advancement. To defend his appropriation of bodies for dissection, Shippen relied on a 

religious hierarchy distinguishing the recipients of God’s grace—his “worthy Fellow 

Citizens”—from those who lacked the Lord’s presence. In this figuration, socio-cultural 

identity markers, such as race, class, and homeland, become signs of one’s spiritual 

condition, and questions over which bodies are eligible for dissection are framed as 

spiritual—not social—concerns. This dissolution of the socio-political dimensions of 

practical anatomy training is reflected in the nineteenth-century doctors’ accounts of the 

Sailor’s Mob: both Horner and Carson frame protests against Shippen as evidence of a 

broad and homogenous religious superstition that will inevitably give way to more 

enlightened forms of faith—as opposed to a class controversy that hinges on the civil 

rights of the economically and socially disenfranchised.   

“damn their eyes” 

From the hindsight of the flourishing medical school at the University of 

Pennsylvania, nineteenth-century doctors like Horner and Carson assembled an origin 

story overlaid with a civilizing discourse of progress, determining that resistance to 

anatomical medicine was a mere remnant of an earlier, more superstitious age. Both the 
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doctors and their students well knew that bodysnatching—and the public opposition to 

it—were still widespread. Nevertheless, echoing Shippen himself, they positioned 

medical authorities as moral authorities, who treated individual patient maladies as well 

as broader public ills with care, tact, and restraint, ushering in a new, enlightened age.  

However, not all members of Philadelphia’s intellectual elite endorsed this vision 

of practical anatomy as a conduit of spiritually-edifying medical advancement. After the 

Revolutionary War, during which formal medical education in the city had ceased, 

Philadelphia saw the emergence of two rival medical schools, as well as a number of 

private anatomy lecturers, who began to compete for students and resources. In a poem 

composed in response to this strife, one writer not only drew attention to the schools’ 

ongoing practice of bodysnatching from local burial grounds, but also commented 

upon—and critiqued—the spiritualized rhetoric of medical progress.  

In 1789, political satirist Francis Hopkinson published a pamphlet poem, titled An 

Oration Which Might Have Been Delivered to the Students in Anatomy on the Late 

Rupture Between the Two Schools in This City, in response to infighting between 

Philadelphia’s medical authorities, as well as continuing tensions between the medical 

community and the broader public. Narrated by an enthusiastic medical student, the 

Oration roves from “a night scene in the Potters Field” to a romantic soliloquy over the 

corpse—here dubbed “Brown Cadavera”—on the dissection slab.43 Along the way, the 

 
43 Of all the poem’s sections, the dissection scene has received the most critical attention. Alan Braddock 

cites the poem itself and this “Brown Cadavera” moniker as an early illustration of the racist humor that 

often accompanied nineteenth-century student accounts of the anatomy studio and their predominantly non-

white dissection subjects (369-370). Sappol agrees that the name could be a reference to the racial identity 

of the dissection subject, but also suggests that the name might reference the color of nineteenth-century 

cadavers due to preservation methods and skin deterioration (335n3).  
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narrator reminds his audience of fellow medical students about the public animosity 

against body snatching, rehearses a series of arguments in favor of anatomical dissection, 

and, at the poem’s close, imagines a glorious future age in which the medical 

establishment has triumphed over their adversaries. Hopkinson’s poem has received 

minimal attention in contemporary scholarship; most often, it is cited as an illustration of 

the widespread popular opposition to bodysnatching, which by the late 1780s appeared in 

most major cities, and of the wanton callousness commonly ascribed to medical 

students.44 However, it is important to recognize the poem as a response to specific 

events and discourses circulating in the city of Philadelphia: specifically, the introduction 

of practical anatomy and public defense of anatomical dissection as a spiritual practice. 

Closer analysis of the text and Hopkinson’s proximity to the Philadelphia medical 

community suggests that the entire poem constitutes a response to this early event in 

institutionalized medical history and the precedents it inscribed.  

In Revolution-era Philadelphia, Francis Hopkinson was something of a 

renaissance man, particularly in the realms of political and social activism. Along with 

signing the Declaration of Independence and serving as a representative in the 

Continental Congress, he is also credited with designing the first American flag, and he 

further made a name for himself as a judge, musician, composer, and political satirist. 

During and after the Revolutionary conflict, Hopkinson penned a variety of satirical 

essays and odes, most of which were published anonymously in Philadelphia newspapers. 

He not only undertook political topics, lambasting the city’s Anti-Federalists and 

 
44 The poem is mentioned by Braddock, Nemerov (127), Hayburn (234), and Sappol, who at time of writing 

appears to offer the only contemporary extended analysis of the poem (44-47). 
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critiquing various events of state and national jurisprudence, but also engaged with local 

affairs, such as the cleanliness of Philadelphia streets and ongoing feuds between 

members of the city’s elite (Hastings 385-86). According to Hopkinson biographer 

George Hastings, Hopkinson was particularly averse to “newspaper quarrels,” or public 

controversies conducted in the press—despite the fact that he seems to have been 

frequently embroiled in such quarrels himself—and between 1780 and 1789, he 

published at least nine critical satires of ongoing public feuds (421). 

Along with critiques of Philadelphia governance and civic works, Hopkinson also 

periodically weighed in on conflicts within the city’s early medical establishment. In 

December 1780, for instance, he tackled the longstanding feud between William Shippen 

and John Morgan. Along with possessing a general distaste for personal attacks carried 

out in the press, Hopkinson would have been intimately familiar with this particular 

conflict and its origins: Hopkinson and Morgan had been classmates and friends at the 

College of Philadelphia, and Hopkinson’s sister Mary was married to Morgan in 1765, as 

Morgan was preparing to launch the College of Philadelphia medical school (Hastings 

60). As discussed above, Morgan’s fractious relationship with William Shippen, Jr. had 

been exacerbated in the negotiations of wartime appointments. After Morgan was 

appointed Director-General of the Continental Army, he was criticized for the suffering 

of wounded soldiers during the frigid winter months and was replaced by Shippen. 

Shippen was then accused—principally by Morgan and his supporters—of malpractice, 

misconduct, and mismanagement of Army resources (Bell, “The Court Martial” 218). In 

June of 1779, Morgan appealed to Congress to have Shippen court-martialed and 

removed from his office, and for the next year, both men were embroiled in the ongoing 
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trial (225). As Hastings notes, these official proceedings were accompanied by a 

“newspaper war,” in which Shippen, Morgan, and their respective supporters took to the 

press to hurl insults and accusations about each other’s wartime conduct, as well as their 

teaching abilities and general medical competence (Hastings 309). The newspaper feud 

“lasted for three years and was carried on with such violence that the letters of the 

principals and their partisans finally monopolized most of the space in the newspapers” 

(309). A little less than a year after Shippen was court-martialed, Hopkinson published 

“A Proposal for Establishing a High Court of Honor” in the Pennsylvania Packet: the 

proposal caricatured Morgan and Shippen’s attacks on each other in the press and 

facetiously suggested the creation of a court for personal quarrels, which would relieve 

the newspaper of any obligation to traffic in petty personal feuds.45  

Hopkinson’s 1789 pamphlet poem, An Oration Which Might Have Been 

Delivered to the Students in Anatomy…, was likewise composed in response to a feud 

between Philadelphia medical professors: this time, a dispute between Shippen and 

fellow anatomist John Foulke. The feud is signaled in the first stanza: 

Ye followers of F— your wrath forbear— 

Ye sons of S— your invectives spare; 

The fierce dissention your high minds pursue 

Is sport for others—ruinous to you. (Hopkinson 5) 

 
45 In 1788, Hopkinson continued this theme with a medical allegory titled “Some Thoughts on Diseases of 

the Mind; with a Scheme for Purging the Moral Faculties of the People of Pennsylvania” (Hastings 423). In 

this piece for the Pennsylvania Gazette, Hopkinson’s speaker diagnoses Pennsylvania citizens with 

“cacoethes maledictionis,” a disease of the mind characterized by the insatiable desire to speak ill of others, 

and suggests that repressing this desire would lead to an increase in murder and physical violence. To cure 

Pennsylvanians of this malady, the speaker proposes the creation of a newspaper—The Chronicle of 

Scandal—devoted solely to the airing of individual grievances (423). 
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That the “F” and “S” refer to Foulke and Shippen is suggested by contemporaneous 

newspaper accounts, which attest to a dispute between the two anatomists, and an extant 

entry from another Philadelphia anatomist, Abraham Chovet, which refers to “the poem 

entitled An Oration on Anatomy” as one that “should have been delivered by Dr. Shippen 

and Dr. Foulke instead of disputing and falling out” (qtd. in Hastings 426n1).46 The exact 

outline of Shippen and Foulke’s disagreement remains unclear, and in current discussions 

of Hopkinson’s poem, it is rarely addressed.47 However, closer attention to this context 

reinforces the notion that Hopkinson’s poem was a specific response to the discourses 

surrounding anatomy in Philadelphia—as opposed to a more general depiction of the 

controversies surrounding anatomy in most major cities—and clarifies its relationship to 

Shippen’s Protestant-oriented rhetoric in defense of anatomical medicine.  

Shippen and Foulkes’ feud seems to have been fueled by a series of published 

testimonials from Philadelphia anatomy students, occasioned by Shippen’s rumored 

resignation from his teaching position.48 During the 1780s, Shippen was a member of the 

 
46 In the 1780s, Hopkinson crossed paths with Foulke at the American Philosophical Society; in 1784, he 

took great interest in Foulke’s lectures and experiments in pneumatics and aeronautics (Lippincott 528-29). 

47 Sappol determines that the feud which prompted the poem is both “obscure” and “immaterial,” and 

emphasizes that the poem’s chief significance is how it demonstrates that “the dissection of bodies [was] 

medicine’s defining practice, the symbol of its commitment to science, its power to transform and control 

nature—to such an extent as to invite ridicule” (47). Indeed, the poem is a striking artifact of the rise of 

anatomical medicine; however, attention to a more specific context helps to illuminate aspects of the work 

that have tended to be overlooked. 

48 At the end of the war, the College of Philadelphia—and the medical school established by John 

Morgan—had been shuttered, and a university, with its own medical school, was established in its stead. As 

a punishment for Tory sympathies among some members of the College of Philadelphia’s leadership, the 

Pennsylvania legislature revoked the College’s charter in 1779 (Carson 89). Taking its place was the 

University of the State of Pennsylvania, funded with the revenue of estates confiscated during wartime 

(91). At first, most of the former College’s medical faculty refused positions at the new university; Shippen 

was the only former College of Philadelphia medical instructor to promptly accept a teaching position at 

the new institution in 1779 (90). By 1781, many of his colleagues had joined the University faculty, but 

supporters of the College remained angry at what they considered the unjust termination of the original 
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faculty at the newly-chartered University of the State of Pennsylvania, while Foulke, 

beginning in 1783, was delivering his own course of anatomy lectures, first at 

Pennsylvania Hospital, and then at his own “Anatomical Hall” constructed at his 

residence (Lippincott 526). In 1789, it was apparently rumored that Shippen was 

considering resignation from the University; in January of that year, Philadelphia’s 

Federal Gazette and Pennsylvania Mercury published an address to Shippen, authored by 

the medical students studying anatomy at the University, beseeching him not to leave his 

post. In response to reports that “Dr. Shippen was about to resign his professorship, in the 

university of Pennsylvania,” the students “resolved to use their utmost endeavors to 

prevent the resignation of a man, whom they conceive to be the best anatomical instructor 

his country can boast of, and whose abilities would not suffer by a comparison with those 

of the most celebrated masters in the universities of Europe” (“For the Federal Gazette”; 

“For the Pennsylvania Mercury”). Imploring Shippen not to leave his post, the letter 

continues to heap accolades upon “the most capable, instructive, and useful lecturer that 

we can probably have an opportunity of attending,” and closes with a warning: should 

Shippen resign from the University, the 50 students who signed the letter would leave the 

school themselves. The letter apparently received some early criticisms, for it closes with 

a post-script rejecting the rumor that the students’ resolve was occasioned by a petty 

dispute and drawn up to harm the reputation of “a certain gentlemen.” The students 

affirm that they “were actuated by no such trivial or unworthy motives” and that the 

 
institution (90). In 1789, the College of Philadelphia’s charter was reinstated. Many of the former medical 

faculty, including Shippen, Morgan, and Rush, had since accepted positions at the University, but they 

were encouraged to return to the College. Until they merged in 1791, the two medical schools were in 

competition for professors, property, and paying students. For his part, Shippen seems to have maintained 

his professorship at both institutions (93). 
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“ruling principles of [their] conduct were, and still are, our love of science, the 

improvement of ourselves, a desire to preserve the reputation of the University, and to 

promote its great utility in diffusing medical knowledge to every part of our country.” 

A few days later, a response was published in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 

challenging the students’ account of Shippen’s resignation and their assessment of 

anatomical education in Philadelphia. The writer, who signed the letter “A.B.”, questions 

why, “while Dr. William Shippen, jun, is, in propia persona, exalted to the skies, Dr. 

John Foulke, under the cobweb veil of ‘a certain gentlemen,’ is genteely consigned to the 

shades” (A.B.). The students’ letter had presumed as though “there is, on this great 

continent, but one fountain of anatomical knowledge, but one model of scientific 

eloquence,” ignoring the fact that “Dr. John Foulke has, for some years past, been able to 

make his anatomical lectures of sufficient importance to induce Dr. Shippen to lower his 

price very considerably.” A.B. goes on to outline a version of events that challenged the 

students’ celebratory ode to Shippen. According to this account, Foulke’s courses were 

drawing increasing numbers of students and reducing Shippen’s enrollments. 

Recognizing the threat that competing course could pose, Shippen proposed a “coalition” 

with Foulke, in which he would resign the anatomy chair at the University and transfer it 

to Foulke, and both men would combine their courses under the University banner. 

Shippen would cut his teaching hours in half, and Foulke would gain the coveted title of 

“professor.” However, when Shippen’s students began attending lectures at Foulke’s 

private studio, the added crowds drew the ire of Foulke’s original students, leading to 

arguments all around and inspiring Shippen’s students to take to the press. Reminding the 

reader that it was Shippen who proposed this arrangement, A.B. questions why his 
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students would degrade the reputation of Foulke, and suggests collusion with Shippen 

himself: “Is there not somewhere a secret influence?”, the writer asks in closing. 

Unsurprisingly, this letter was followed by another response, two days later, which 

objected to A.B.’s account. This writer, assuming the name B.A., alleged that Shippen’s 

students’ attendance of Foulke’s anatomy lectures only confirmed that Foulke’s 

knowledge and skill was inferior to Shippen’s, and that the 50 student signatures offered 

more than enough confirmation of the students’ genuine preference.  

In the poem composed in response to the Shippen-Foulke feud, Francis 

Hopkinson affords little space to these particulars. There is, however, one aspect of the 

newspaper feud that seems to have caught his attention. An Oration takes the form of a 

broad appeal for peace against insular strife, and a call to arms against the enemies of 

medical progress. Recounting a series of anecdotes in which dissections and other 

medical student pursuits are interrupted by opponents, the narrator reminds the city’s 

doctors and medical students that they have more than enough opposition to contend with 

in their altercations with the public. Throughout An Oration, the narrator calls attention to 

the medical students’ commitment to their anatomical study as a means of scientific 

progress. Those who protest dissection are referred to as “no friends of science,” while 

the narrator proclaims his own “soul with love of science fir’d,” and laments how few 

students pursue the “paths of science with true zeal” (9, 8). The narrator refers to 

bodysnatching as “delving for science in the dreary grave” and dissection as “heav’n born 

science triumph[ing] over the grave” (7). The narrator’s obsessive fixation with a 

woman’s anatomy is dubbed a “chaste scientific love” (7, 13). Ranging from the common 

to the absurd, these figurations echo—and intensify—the rhetoric found in the student 
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newspaper letters in defense of Shippen. In the first letter from Shippen’s students, the 

writers claimed that their effusive support of Shippen was fueled by a “love of science” 

and should be endorsed by all “friends of science” (“For the Pennsylvania Mercury”). 

Each of the subsequent letters variously affirms or challenges this assertion: wryly 

quoting the original letter, A.B. questioned the students’ claim to purely scientific 

motives, and in the subsequent response, student writer B.A. reaffirmed the “‘love of 

science’ that glowed in every bosom, and caused the hearts of all thus to beat in perfect 

unison.” It is this romanticized portrait of medical training that Hopkinson focuses on 

skewering in An Oration, with an ironic tribute to the ambitions and passions of 

Philadelphia medical students. As Sappol points out, American medical institutions of the 

early republican and antebellum eras tended to cultivate a “fraternalist medical school 

culture,” characterized by “alcoholic jollity, morbid humor, dissecting-room antics, and 

body-snatching” (81). Students recognized such antics as proud rites of passage, but 

critics of anatomical medicine highlighted the flippancy and depravity cultivated in 

institutions of medical training, waging that dissection and excess “familiarity” with dead 

bodies had “deleterious moral effects” (79). In An Oration, Hopkinson channels this 

vision of medical student training in a series of anecdotes, each illuminating a scene of 

medical student depravity, which are coupled with the narrator’s continuing insistence on 

the students’ laudable “scientific” motives.  

Early in the poem, for instance, the narrator recounts the tale of a bodysnatching 

mission in the potter’s field, which was interrupted by an armed watchman. As the 

students fended off the watch, their horse, with the body they had stolen lashed to its 

back, took off at a gallop. The body fell out of its winding sheet, and the medical students 
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only narrowly managed to escape the watch and recover their corpse prize. Celebrating 

their tenacity, the narrator cries, “In this degen’rate age, alas! How few / The paths of 

science with true zeal pursue?” (Hopkinson 9). Expounding on his own character, he then 

declares, “For me—whom Esculapius hath inspir’d / I boast a soul with love of science 

fir’d” (9). Hopkinson juxtaposes the claim to purely scientific motives with a grim and 

chaotic scene: two groups of men fighting in a graveyard in the dead of night, while a 

shrouded corpse, tied to a charging horse, is slowly loosened from its shroud. The 

anecdote of graveyard mischief underscores the hypocrisy of medical students who 

trumpet their “love of science”: the graphic reality of a body disinterred and tossed about, 

falling free of its winding sheet, while student thieves fight the watchman who protected 

it, undermines any appeal to a disinterested striving for scientific progress.49  

As in his previous works, Hopkinson thus uses the Shippen-Foulke feud as a 

vehicle for social satire, but instead of critiquing the tedium of personal quarrels in the 

 
49 The next section of the poem, a dissection scene framed as a romantic ode to the narrator’s beloved, 

compounds this theme. The narrator first describes his obsessive fixation on a woman with a prominent 

bone structure, and then explains how, upon her death, he stole her body from its place of burial, dissected 

it, and assembled a wire skeleton of its bones. At this point the necrophilic imagery reaches its peak, as the 

narrator describes his “inflam’d …passion for the dead,” which prompts him to “take her beauteous 

skeleton to bed” as his “lovely grinning bride” (15). As in the prior anecdote, the account is used as an 

illustration of the medical student’s commitment to science: 

By facts exemplary I meant to shew 

To what extent a genuine zeal will go. 

A mind, so fix'd, will not be drawn aside 

By vain dissentions or a partial pride; 

But ev'ry hostile sentiment subdue 

And keep the ruling passion still in view. 

False delicacy—prejudices strong, 

Which no distinctions know 'twixt right and wrong, 

Against our noble science spend their rage 

And mark th' ignorance of this vulgar age. (15) 

Hopkinson here reflects a common perception held by opponents of anatomical medicine, that, as Sappol 

puts it, anatomists “derived power, even necrophiliac or cannibalistic pleasure, from the violation of the 

dead,” and that body snatching represented “a rape of the grave, while dissection was a public undressing, a 

rape of the dead body” (Sappol 96, 87).  For a discussion of gender’s role in the anatomical “rites of 

passage” of young American medical students, see Sappol 80-96. 
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press, he challenges the rhetoric used to advance the city medical establishment’s agenda. 

The object of Hopkinson’s most consistent critique is the framing of anatomical 

education in Philadelphia as an altruistic pursuit of scientific progress, as the author lays 

bare the medical establishment’s ongoing disregard for the values and social norms of 

Philadelphia communities. Significantly, however, Hopkinson also challenges the 

rhetoric of anatomical medicine as a civic initiative, questioning both the Enlightenment 

defense of anatomy as a vehicle for social progress and the framing of anatomy as a 

Protestant mission. 

In the poem’s opening, Hopkinson demonstrates a nuanced familiarity with the 

politics of dissection in Philadelphia. The poem begins with a call for the city’s medical 

“brethren” to resist “public contest and … party rage,” for they are already facing censure 

from Philadelphia citizens: 

Seek ye for foes!—alas, my friends, look round  

in ev’ry street, see num’rous foes abound! 

Methinks I hear them cry, in varied tones, 

“Give us our father’s—brother’s—sister’s bones.” (Hopkinson 5-6) 

At first, the passage seems to gesture to the numerous newspaper reports and allegations 

of medical students pilfering bodies from church burial grounds; the voices represent 

family members, undistinguished by race, class, or creed, who demand the return of their 

loved ones’ bodies. But in the next two stanzas, significantly, Hopkinson turns to more 

specific demographics of spectral foes, conjuring mobs of immigrant sailors and of slaves 

risen from the grave. In his discussion of the poem’s opening, Sappol suggests that this 

litany of foes references several events: the Sailors’ Mob at Shippen’s anatomy studio, 

the 1788 New York Doctors’ mob, and possibly another 1788 resurrection riot in 
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Baltimore (45). However, given Hopkinson’s familiarity with Shippen’s public persona 

and his demonstrated responsiveness to the discourse of the Philadelphia press, it seems 

likely that Hopkinson is specifically focusing on Philadelphia events: the 1765 Sailors’ 

Mob riot at Shippen’s anatomy studio, and the targeting of black bodies for dissection 

subjects. 

  First, Hopkinson imagines a “mob of sailors” rising up to seek revenge on the 

anatomists who stole and dissected the bodies of their comrades: 

Methinks I see a mob of sailors rise— 

Revenge!—revenge! they cry—and damn their eyes— 

Revenge for comrade Jack,       whose flesh, they say, 

You minced to morsels and then threw away. (6) 

Hopkinson now imbues the riotous mob outside the dissection studio with a thirst for 

revenge and a disconcerting, revelatory power of surveillance: “Revenge! Revenge!, they 

cry, and damn their eyes”—“damn their eyes”, which will not look away, or be diverted 

from the crimes that have been committed against their community. In the next stanza, 

Hopkinson’s narrator continues on the same theme: 

Methinks I see a black infernal train— 

the genuine offspring of accursed Cain— 

Fiercely on you their angry looks are bent, 

They grin and gibber dangerous discontent 

And seem to say—“Is there not meat enough? 

“Ah! massa cannibal, why eat poor CUFF?” (6) 

Crude racial stereotypes notwithstanding, Hopkinson here positions the early republic’s 

Africanist population as yet another source of judgment and reckoning against 

Philadelphia’s anatomists. Evoking the biblical curse in Genesis used to justify slavery, 

the allusion to Cain suggests that this “infernal train” is made up of slaves, whose bodies 

were the publicized subjects of Shippen’s dissections throughout the later decades of the 
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eighteenth century, and whose bodies were likely to be buried in a potter’s field. In a later 

stanza, Hopkinson’s narrator confirms the connection between black bodies and the 

potter’s field: “Think how, like brethren, we have shar’d the toil,” the narrator begins; 

“When in the Potter’s Field* we fought for spoil” (8). In the asterisked footnote for “the 

Potter’s Field”, the author writes “The Negro burial ground”, suggesting that the two 

spaces are one in the same. 

 In these opening stanzas alone, the Hopkinson poem is a provocative artifact of 

late eighteenth century American medical discourse. While anatomy advocates would 

point to antiquated religious superstitions as the primary obstacle to the public acceptance 

of anatomical medicine, Hopkinson does not depict the enemies of anatomical medicine 

as religious officials or ignorant, superstitious Protestant congregations. Rather, he 

represents populations of sailors, slaves, and free black Philadelphians, who are not 

merely victims in the pursuit of medical progress, but also, notably, agents of reckoning: 

unrelenting, inerasable voices of dissent that will testify to the ways their communities 

have been abused and violated by the city’s medical institutions. Through the 

disembodied voices of those whose bodies were stolen and anatomized, Hopkinson warns 

the medical community that they will be haunted for their mistreatment of the poor and 

disenfranchised. He continues to challenge the narrative that was being codified in the 

city’s medical school lecture halls by drawing attention to, and critiquing, the 

spiritualized rhetoric of medical progress. 

Hopkinson’s Oration… to the Students in Anatomy closes with a millennialist 

projection of a future, golden age of medical progress, heralded by the “bright star” of the 

recently founded College of Physicians of Philadelphia. Established in 1787 and 
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modelled after London’s Royal College of Physicians, the College of Physicians 

embodied the kind of intra-institutional unity for which the narrator of An Oration called: 

its founders, including Benjamin Rush, John Morgan, and William Shippen, Jr., had 

ostensibly put aside their personal and political differences to advance a united public 

health campaign in response to the war’s degradation and depletion of the city’s medical 

resources (Simon Finger 55-57). As Reid-Maroney documents, the College’s mission 

was, from the start, infused with an evangelical sensibility: founders Shippen and Rush, 

as well as founder and first president John Redman, all variously infused New Side 

Presbyterian ideology into their practice of medicine (100).50 While Shippen’s public 

appeal to Protestant values may have been more strategic than personal, both Redman 

and Rush openly avowed to their religious commitments and were known to be 

practitioners “who chose medicine as an evangelical calling” (Reid-Maroney 119). 

Hopkinson draws attention to these religious commitments in his depiction of the 

College, which his narrator prophecies will light the way to a future age of medical glory. 

The vision begins hopeful and bright: “in this night of darkness, storms and fears,” the 

 
50 The role of evangelical influences in the early shaping of the College of Physicians can be seen in the 

institution’s first inaugural address, delivered by Redman in 1787 (Reid-Maroney 100). Quoting Proverbs, 

Redman reminded the College’s members to “trust in the Lord with all thine heart,” for it is only through 

the Lord that any human enterprises can succeed (Redman 182). He continued in this vein for the duration 

of his address, declaring that he was “convinced that it highly becomes rational men in all their lawful 

enterprises and undertakings of importance … to acknowledge God to be their sovereign Ruler and the 

Over Ruler of all events” and concluding with an almost benedictory closing: 

I do, also in your name and behalf, invoke his aid and implore him to grant unto us in this 

and all our lawful enterprises, all that wisdom, prudence, discretion, and judgement, 

which are necessary to conduct it in a proper manner, to good effect and useful purposes; 

and also that grace which may enable us to act herein from right principles, with just 

motives, to good ends, and according to the best rules and regulations, so that in this and 

all our works and ways, we may glorify God, and do good in our days; and finally that 

after we have publicly or privately served our generation faithfully according to the will 

of God, we may be fitted for and admitted into his Kingdom and glory, through Jesus 

Christ, our Lord and Saviour. (182) 
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narrator declares, there is “one bright benignant star,” which, he predicts, will shine long 

and “[i]ncrease in size and splendour to a sun!” (Hopkinson 18). As the narrator 

continues the prophetic vision, however, it begins to take on a more ominous cast: 

Methinks I see this sun of future days, 

Spread far abroad his diplomatic rays— 

See life and health submit to his controul, 

And like a planet, death around him roll. (18) 

With “diplomatic rays,” Hopkinson acknowledges the strategic function of the College as 

a presumably-united front to gain support and trust for the city’s medical establishment. 

At the same time, he marshals the cosmological imagery associated with both deities and 

monarchs to suggest a force that is both divine and threatening in its totalizing power. 

While this “sun” illuminates a path of enlightened medical progress, it also becomes a 

tyrannical force, sweeping the fate of humanity into its orbit, around which “death [will] 

roll.”  

Hopkinson continues to build upon this eschatological imagery in the poem’s 

final stanzas, as the narrator’s vision becomes even more apocalyptic. In this glorious and 

terrifying future vision, the College of Physicians becomes a hall of Last Judgement, 

where omnipotent physicians dictate the rise and suppression of disease and plague: 

Methinks I see a stately fabric rife,  

Rear'd on the skulls of these our enemies:  

I see the bones of our invet'rate foes  

Hang round its walls in scientific rows.  

There solemn sit the learned of the day  

Dispensing death with uncontrouled sway,  

And by prescription regulate with ease  

The sudden crisis or the slow of disease. 

 

Then shall physicians their millennium find, 

And reign the real sov'reigns of mankind… (19) 
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Even as public sentiment rallies against the medical schools in their rampant pillaging of 

graves, the narrator declares that the medical establishment will ultimately thwart these 

foes, wielding their powerful knowledge of human health and disease to gain control over 

the whole world.  

In the poem’s final lines, the narrator narrows his scope and imagines the fate of 

practical anatomy in this future glorious age. He foresees an abundance of riches, both in 

wealth and in corpses, freely offered up for the anatomists’ disposal: 

Then to our schools shall wealth in currents flow,  

Our theatres no want of subjects know;  

Nor laws nor mobs th' Anatomist shall dread,  

For graves shall freely render up their dead. (19) 

The closing image of physicians reigning over a world in which graves “freely render up 

their dead” echoes the millennial projection of the book of Revelation, which in chapter 

20 describes a vision of Christ’s reign on earth, a golden age in which the Lord’s 

followers would preside over all, and those believers who had died would be risen from 

the dead. Rather than celebrate a future, enlightened age of medical progress, 

Hopkinson’s vision of medicine’s millennium is awesomely terrifying: he imagines 

physicians dictating the rise and suppression of plagues by weaponizing infectious 

diseases, and harnessing the biological functions of the natural world to manufacture 

poisons unrivalled by any chemist.  

The millennialist future that Hopkinson imagines here functions as a response to, 

and critique of, the spiritualized rhetoric of medical progress as a Protestant initiative. 

Through his use of Biblical symbol and rhetoric, Hopkinson illuminates how eighteenth-

century medical authorities in Philadelphia situated their own initiatives within a 
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Protestant teleology of progress. However, rather than celebrate the inclusion of 

institutional medicine within the nationalized prophecy of the “errand in the wilderness,” 

Hopkinson instead offers a nightmarish, millennialist projection of a medical ruling class, 

steeped in the prophetic imagery of the book of Revelation. While Shippen and other 

anatomy advocates framed scientific medical progress as a theological incentive for 

Protestant worship, Hopkinson challenges the medical community to see their rising 

authority as an ominous foreshadowing of future apocalypse. 

Evidence suggests that Hopkinson’s Oration was received by its target audience 

not as a stirring censure, but as a farce. Describing the poem in his diary, Philadelphia 

anatomist Abraham Chovet referred to it as a “very humorous and well wrote piece, 

supposed by Judge Hopkins[on]” (qtd. in Hastings 426n1). In a letter to Thomas 

Jefferson, Hopkinson himself noted that he had “scribbled a few lines of fun, occasioned 

by a ridiculous Quarrel amongst our Physicians and Anatomists,” which he included with 

the letter for Jefferson’s “Amusement” (Hopkinson, Letter). Despite this, the poem 

nevertheless testifies to both the existence and the persuasiveness of Protestant rhetoric in 

support of anatomical dissection, as perceived by an individual who moved in the same 

political and social circles as Philadelphia’s elite class of physicians. Understood as a 

response to the controversy surrounding institutionalized anatomical medicine, 

Hopkinson’s poem also demonstrates that questions about the motives and objectives of 

medical authority were circulating even before the nineteenth century surge of American 

institutions of medical training, and the period most commonly recognized as the 

beginning of the rise of American medicine.  
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The Anatomy Lobby 

The satirical, millenialist future imagined at the close of Hopkinson’s Oration 

would, in a way, prove to be prophetic. The use of Protestant rhetoric and ideology to 

defend practical anatomy continued in speeches and lectures at Pennsylvania medical 

schools, and eventually circulated to state and national governments, where it was reified 

in a nationalized strain of anatomy apologetics. In the nineteenth century, American 

medical schools and their advocates mounted what Sappol calls an “anatomy lobby”: a 

concentrated effort to promote legislation that would establish a legal supply of dissection 

subjects and thereby protect medical schools from attack (4). These advocates petitioned 

states to grant medical schools the right to receive the bodies of individuals who died, 

without family or the means to afford a burial, in hospitals, almshouses, and workhouses. 

Such measures, they reasoned, would address a number of the fears and concerns 

surrounding dissection, as Sappol explains:  

[The proposed anatomy acts] assured the ‘respectable’ classes that their 

graves would not be plundered to provision the dissecting table, while 

providing anatomists with a steady supply of free cadavers, and rescuing 

the profession from the taint of association with unsavory lower-class 

body snatchers. Anatomy acts would abolish the “traffic” in bodies, and 

placate middle-class opponents who associated the body trade with other 

“skin trades”—slavery and prostitution. At the same time, the anatomy 

lobby assured taxpayers that dissection of indigents would reduce public 

expenditures for pauper burials and discourage poor people from public 

relief. Paupers could posthumously repay their debt to society, it was 

argued, by acquiescing in the dissection of their bodies; the resultant 

improvement in medical science and the general quality of medical 

practice would benefit everyone. (4) 

As Sappol demonstrates here, advocates of nineteenth-century anatomy legislation 

proposed that dissection offered a solution to economic and moral concerns surrounding 

the poor: if they offered their bodies to medical schools after death, indigent individuals 
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would be providing a kind of recompense for the public burden they presented in life. A 

similar line of reasoning was being promulgated in London by physician Southwood 

Smith and his advocate, philosopher Jeremy Bentham;51 however, while London’s 

anatomy supporters mounted a Utilitarian campaign in support of the dissection of the 

poor, the American version of this argument had a distinctly Protestant foundation.  

By the 1820s, public animosity towards the medical sciences in the United States 

had reached a fever pitch, due to the continuing emphasis on the necessity of postmortem 

dissection to medical training, as well as a veritable explosion of new medical schools 

across the East Coast. Stories of bodysnatching, illicit dissections, and resurrection riots 

circulated in practically every city, pushing the trafficking of corpses to the forefront of 

public consciousness and imagination. In 1830, a congressional select committee in 

Massachusetts was assembled to report on the state of anatomical study in the United 

States. The objective of the select committee report was to “devise some mode that with a 

strict regard to equal rights of the community, will provide a supply of subjects for 

anatomical study” (Davis 60). The resulting document, the Report of the Select 

Committee of the House of Representatives . . . as Relates to Legalizing the Study of 

Anatomy, led to the passage of the first American anatomy act: an act of legislation that 

allowed medical schools to acquire the bodies of the poor for dissection. While the select 

committee report echoes a number of the arguments championed by Bentham and others 

in Britain, the author, committee chairman and future Massachusetts governor John 

 
51 After reading a pamphlet proposal by Smith, Bentham mobilized Parliament’s Benthamites to support the 

distribution of unclaimed and unidentified bodies to medical schools, and he also drafted the law that 

became the 1829 Anatomy Bill. Bentham will be discussed in the final chapter. See also Richardson 108-09 

and Sappol 118-23. 
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Davis, also relies on Biblical language to make the case for a legalized supply of 

dissection subjects. Davis’ select committee report draws from a number of 

contemporaneous sources and quotes liberally from the published lectures of Philadelphia 

anatomist John Davidson Godman, whose rhetoric and writings will be discussed in more 

detail in the final chapter. At the same time, however, the document can also be seen as a 

continuation of the Protestant rhetoric being deployed by Philadelphia physicians in the 

late eighteenth century. 

In the report’s second section, which purports to show “that the study and 

knowledge of Anatomy are essential to the safe and successful practice of Medicine,” 

Davis supplies a theological reflection on dissection. Echoing Shippen’s 1762 speech on 

the State House steps, in which he proclaimed the human body to be a “Machine … so 

contrived, so wonderfully and surprisingly made,” Davis here suggests that dissection is 

not an act of sacrilege but rather an act of spiritual revelation (qtd. in Bell 216): 

Man is truly wonderfully and fearfully made. He is truly the last and 

greatest mortal work of the Almighty Creator and Benefactor. He is a 

living, animated, nice, well-adapted, but complicated machine. How is the 

machine to be studied and elucidated?  How is the physician, whose 

business it is to keep the machine in repair, to learn his art? By taking it 

part from part, by tracing up effect to cause, by beginning with that which 

is apparent and following it up to that which is more recondite, by making 

himself familiar with every organ, power, effect; by learning the 

difference between the proper and healthy, and the irregular and diseased 

action of every part, and of all the parts; in a word, by Dissection. (Davis 

26)52 

 
52 This prose continues throughout the report, especially at its close:  “It is the study of man, in all his 

wonderful adaptations of cause to effect, of means to ends — the study of this noblest work of the Divine 

Intelligence, and as the necessary consequence, new conquests in the realms of true science and new 

discoveries for curing or alleviating the ills that " flesh is heir to" — that are by your committee most 

respectfully, but earnestly and repeatedly commended to the patronage and protection of an enlightened 

Legislature” (Davis 81). 
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Rather than a desecrated vessel, the dissected corpse, here, is a kind of scripture, 

illuminating the path to life for all who study it. In this framework, dissection is a kind of 

resurrection—but not a profane one. It is a profoundly Christian act of redemption, which 

transforms the corpse from a symbol of death and human fallenness into a symbol of 

progress and new life.  

 The select committee report suggests reasons that anatomical dissection is 

particularly redemptive for those who may have presented—or been presented as—a 

civic burden in life. In other words, faith in human progress might not be shaken by those 

individuals who failed to make something of themselves while alive, for dissection offers 

such individuals a postmortem avenue to serve humanity:  

[I]f there be, as there are, in every populous community, many, of each of 

whom it may be truly said:  

“Lone, wild and strange, he stood, alike exempt  

“From all affection and from all contempt;”  

assuredly true wisdom would dictate that the physical power and 

organization, that in life all such had misapplied for any useful purpose, 

after life had ended should be devoted to the promotion of Science and the 

advancement of the great stock of human comfort and happiness. (51) 

Davis suggests here that the misuse, in life, of the body’s “physical power and 

organization”—the lack, in an individual’s life, of “useful purpose”—can be redeemed 

through anatomical dissection. When their bodies were delivered to physicians for 

dissection, poor and indigent individuals were given the opportunity not only to pay back 

their debts to society, but also to experience a kind of postmortem redemption, in the 

service of the medical establishment. Drawing upon the Protestant binary between the 

body and soul—that “the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak”—that 

characterizes one’s life in an earthly body, the rhetorical maneuver illustrated in this 
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passage offers medical advancement, and the subsequent improvement of medical 

treatment for future generations, as a redemption of the flesh (Matt. 26:41, KJV).   

The select committee report on anatomical dissection led to the passage of the 

1831 Massachusetts anatomy act, officially titled An Act More Effectually to Protect the 

Sepulchres of the Dead, and to Legalize the Study of Anatomy in Certain Cases, which 

systematized the allotment of bodies of the poor in Boston to the city’s medical schools 

and set the stage for subsequent anatomy bills in other states. The act contained various 

stipulations to avert public controversy: along with prioritizing the elimination of 

bodysnatching, it also referred to bodies as “unclaimed” rather than “poor” or “indigent,” 

and it initially applied only to Boston proper. Of all the bodies that would “be required to 

be buried at the public expense,” those of the newly arrived immigrants from the Old 

World were most likely to die without “kin, friend, or acquaintance” to claim them (An 

Act 3). In accordance with each of these measures, as Ray Madoff explains, “the anatomy 

act (as well as others that were to follow) most commonly applied to the growing 

population of German, Irish, Italian, and Jewish immigrants who had settled in the cities” 

(134).  

By suggesting that dissection is redemptive for the lesser members of society, the 

report justified medical institutions’ legalized access to almshouse burial grounds. As 

historians of this conflict in the United States and Britain have explained, anatomy 

legislation aimed to legalize medical institutions’ access to the corpses that were already 

being obtained extra-legally. The notion that the body is redeemed after death obscured, 

and simultaneously re-inscribed, the social stratifications that justify the use of particular 

bodies as means of production: in other words, the promise of salvation is extended to all 
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beings, but it is particularly helpful for those who are in the most need of earthly 

redemption. Through this logic, a question of human rights and civic responsibility—the 

question of which bodies should be dissected—is transformed into a question of 

individual virtue.  

As a model for the kind of legislation that the select committee proposed, Davis 

provided an account of how training in practical anatomy was being conducted in Paris. 

Both of the major schools of anatomy in Paris were public, and were allotted bodies for 

dissection by a public board of management (69). Each school was assigned a number of 

hospitals and almshouses from which it would receive unclaimed bodies for dissection. 

All of the city’s hospitals abided by a shared set of rules following the death of a patient: 

if a body was not claimed by family or friends in 24 hours, it was delivered to the 

anatomy school to which it was assigned. According to Davis’ account, this arrangement 

virtually eradicated the practice of bodysnatching (70). He declared, moreover, that 

“[t]his system is a philosophical, liberal and truly-Christian one,” for “it makes the mortal 

and earthly frame what it ought to be — subservient to the intellectual development, 

improvement and power of man” and “does not attempt to cast around it a sort of 

superstitious awe — to subdue and render the soul subject to a mere form of inanimate 

nature — in a manner which religion does not require and which reason cannot justify” 

(70). In other words, the Paris system promoted a relationship to dead bodies that is 

theologically-appropriate and indicative of the present enlightened age. Aligning 

“philosophical, liberal, and truly-Christian,” Davis speaks to the currency of an 

enlightened Christian progress narrative as a meaningful mode of persuasion. 
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 Like the anatomy lectures from which it borrows, the select committee report 

devotes a number of paragraphs to the longstanding prejudice, across all cultures and 

civilizations, to the dissection of the body. Throughout the report, Davis affirms a 

dispensationalist view of history, contrasting his present “enlightened age” with a 

primeval and superstitious past, referred to as, “those earlier nations, whom the infinite 

wisdom of the Almighty permitted to grope in darkness, with that imperfect knowledge 

of a future state…and who were denied that full effulgence of Revelation, which 

Christianity has made to beam upon us” (44). Davis outlines a long history of superstition 

and ritual surrounding the dead body and burial, bemoaning that there still exists, “at the 

present enlightened period, much of this early prejudice against dissection of dead 

bodies” (47). According to Davis, and to the physicians that preceded him, the 

“superstitious reverence for dead bodies” continues to persist not because common 

citizens are holding on to a religious conception of the body instead of a scientific one, 

but because their religious conception of the body is outdated: resistance to dissection 

results from a failure to recognize and embrace the wisdom of an enlightened age. The 

“superstitious dread of that clod of earth,” Davis determines, “is only one among many 

illustrations, that history affords, of the weakness of man, unaided by revelation, to 

appreciate his higher destinies, and to distinguish between what is due to his immortal 

nature and its mortal and ever changing vesture” (47). 

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, traditional histories of 

medicine have almost always painted resistance to anatomy as a religious conviction. In 

these histories, doctors are often presented as purveyors of Enlightenment rationalism, 

promoting social order and correcting their patients’ idiosyncratic views on health, 
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medicine, and the body. However, as a number of scholars have attested, protests against 

dissection throughout the Atlantic world were largely social conflicts: citizens of London, 

Philadelphia, and other urban centers of medical training were less invested in the 

religious implications of dissection than they were in the socio-political significance of 

their burial grounds. As this chapter’s survey of texts reveals, early American physicians 

and their advocates played a key role in the positioning of dissection resistance as 

religious conflict. Advancing a vision of practical anatomy as a kind of revelation, which 

would usher in an enlightened Protestant dispensation, these figures contributed to the 

erasure of race- and class-based oppression—and race- and class-based resistance—from 

the story of anatomical medicine. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ENLIGHTENED GOSPEL OF ANATOMY ON THE ATLANTIC STAGE 

 

 Introduction: Natural Science and Nation Building 

Point out the Nation which has not Science, or that which has  

abandoned it, and I will point out to you Savages or Slaves.  

—Thomas Bond, Anniversary Oration for 

the American Philosophical Society, 1782 

 Late in the spring of 1782, physician Thomas Bond delivered the annual 

anniversary oration for the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. At age 70, 

Bond was an illustrious figure: over the last 40 years he had played an instrumental role 

in numerous Philadelphia civic projects, including the founding of the Philosophical 

Society, Pennsylvania Hospital, and the College of Philadelphia, and he was a 

distinguished physician and mentor for many of the Philadelphia elite. Bond had also 

contributed to the coordination of medical services during the Revolution, vetting 

candidates for Continental Army medical posts. In late 1776, as Washington’s troops 

were decimated by disease, Bond, then in his sixties, coordinated the campaign to 

establish outpost hospitals throughout Philadelphia (Blanco 352). Now, Bond looked out 

at the gathered members of the Philosophical Society and outlined the course ahead for 

the newly independent nation. He began by quoting Benjamin Franklin, who in his 1743 

proposal for the establishment of the Philosophical Society declared that “[t]he first 

drudgery of settling new colonies, which confines the attention of people to mere 

necessaries, is now pretty well over” (Bond 3). As citizens were freed from the practical 
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demands of basic survival, Franklin had reasoned, intellectual development could thrive, 

and there were now “many in every province, in circumstances that set them at ease, and 

afford them leisure to cultivate the finer Arts and improve the common stock of 

knowledge” (3). Nevertheless, according to Bond, the nation’s full bounty remained 

untapped. America was “a vast country, yet unexplored, and which is supposed to abound 

with the greatest and richest magazines of natural production”; it would “only require 

their doors unfolded to make it the envy of the world, a blessing to its inhabitants, and a 

common conveniency to the universe” (8).  

As he celebrated the fertility and abundance of the American landscape, Bond 

also used his speech to advocate for increased national support of intellectual endeavors 

such as the American Philosophical Society, which he believed were crucial to the new 

nation’s global standing. In Bond’s view, America was a treasure trove of rich and 

abounding resources waiting to be discovered, and it would only flourish through a 

renewed commitment to the advancement of science. The war had interrupted the 

development of art and science; it had “drawn off the youth and men of active genius to 

the military field,” leaving intellectual pursuits to the “aged and sedentary” (30). 

Revitalizing intellectual inquiry would be of crucial importance to the success of the 

young nation. When literature and science are absent, Bond declared, “liberty is a 

wilderness” (30). Bond called for increased federal support of scientific inquiry, in order 

to improve the global standing of the nation: “We cannot pay too great attention to 

national character,” he explained, for “[t]he European world will soon make a closer 

inquiry into our disposition and conduct, than merely whether we are patriots and 
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soldiers. The fame of America must rest on a broader basis than that of arms alone” (33-

34).  

In his recognition of European scrutiny and his imperative to revive scientific 

advancement, Bond spoke directly to contemporary debates that were circulating among 

intellectuals across the Atlantic. Bond’s optimism about the new nation’s rich potential 

for wealth and discovery was not shared by all; in fact, it directly contradicted a common 

intellectual position on America shared by many prominent European thinkers. For much 

of the eighteenth century, a number of European intellectuals had endorsed instead a view 

of American degeneracy: the notion that the natural conditions of the New World 

inhibited the growth and flourishing of people, plants, and animals, and that life in this 

place was enfeebled and enfeebling. One of the most well-known and comprehensive 

iterations of this view came from Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, a French 

naturalist who outlined a theory of American degeneracy in the ninth volume of his 

massive, multi-volume encyclopedia, the Histoire Naturelle, published in 1761 (Thomson 

11-12). Ideas about American degeneracy had a long history, but Buffon was one of the 

first to marshal large quantities of evidence to support the argument, and to outline a 

specific theory of American degeneracy’s causes (Dugatkin 22). Buffon determined that 

the American species he studied were frailer than their European counterparts, and that 

their ill health was caused by the American climate, which was both cold and humid, 

resulting in a landscape rife with stagnant swamps and mire (Dugatkin 22; Guyatt, Bind 

22). Buffon’s theory was popular among European intellectuals, and it was vigorously 

disputed by many prominent American leaders. Among others, Jefferson, Adams, 

Madison, Hamilton, Rush, and Franklin rebuffed Buffon’s claims in their formal and 
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informal writing (Dugatkin 47-52, 105-107). As they rejected Buffon’s conclusions about 

the deficiencies of the American climate, however, many nevertheless supported his 

climate-based theory of degeneracy, which was first outlined in the widely-influential 

1749 chapter, “Variétés dans l'espèce humaine” (“Varieties of the Human Species”), and 

they admired and praised the Histoire Naturelle as a tremendous intellectual achievement 

(Curran 118, Dugatkin 16). On its merits, Buffon had been the first French member 

elected to the American Philosophical Society in 1768 (Rosengarten 87).  

Thomas Bond’s Philosophical Society oration was intended, at least in part, to 

serve as a rebuttal of Buffon’s American degeneracy hypothesis. Though he did not 

explicitly address Buffon in his oration, Bond declared that the themes of his address 

would be “[t]he rank and dignity of Man in the scale of being” and “a prognostic of the 

increasing grandeur and glory of America, founded on the nature of its climate” (Bond 8). 

Like many other prominent figures who challenged climatic arguments for American 

inferiority, Bond ultimately affirmed a climate-based hierarchy of human civilization—

the idea that a region’s climate determined the health and capabilities of its people—

while arguing against the degenerating effects of the American environment. According 

to Bond, the North American climate was neither cold nor soggy, but rather “a healthy, 

tho’ the most active and variable Climate in the universe,” ideal for fostering both 

physical and intellectual growth (26). To defend this position, Bond focused on the 

marked disparities that distinguished the superior, robust bodies and minds of Europeans 

and Americans from the weak and servile populations of Asia and Africa. Temperate 

climates, Bond contended, fostered “epidemical diseases,” lethargy, and compliance (23). 

In contrast, inhabitants of unpredictable climates, where storms and dramatic temperature 
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changes were common, exhibited superior health and well-being because their bodies and 

minds were continually adapting to new conditions (23-25).  

Bond’s speech provides a useful introduction to the intersecting national and 

transnational concerns of many American intellectuals, particularly men of science, in the 

post-Revolutionary era. During this period, respected European thinkers were challenging 

the intellectual vigor of their American counterparts, suggesting that the New World 

environment had made them soft and feeble. A number of them were also condemning 

chattel slavery, pointing to the growth of slave commerce in the Americas as further 

evidence of degeneration and moral decline. Such allegations could have important 

ramifications on the global stage, as the young nation’s leaders attempted to carve a space 

for America in transatlantic commerce and politics. When they responded to the 

theorizations of American degeneracy that were being promulgated at home as well as 

abroad, these leaders—as well as those men who aspired to join their ranks—were 

challenged not only to defend the health and character of their own communities, but also 

to defend, or at least rationalize, the slave trade on which their economy relied. 

As he explicated his own argument for the healthful climate of the new nation, 

Bond emphasized the contrast between Americans, both indigenous and immigrant, and 

the people of Asia and Africa, who lived in temperate climates and were, by most 

accounts, understood to be servile and indolent. Bond relied upon the kind of taxonomic 

descriptions of human biology and character that Buffon had employed in his “Varieties 

of the Human Species,” drawn from travelers’ accounts and classical texts. For his own 

version of the climate-based degeneracy hypothesis, Bond drew from “the father of 

physic,” Hippocrates, whose 4th century BCE treatise On Airs, Waters, and Places he 
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paraphrased extensively. He recounted Hippocrates’ observation that due to the 

“extraordinary mildness of their air and climate, . . . eastern Asiatics are more easy, 

gentle and unactive,” as well as “weak, timorous and servile, easily submitting to 

absolute Government, despotic masters, and abject slavery” (Bond 24). In contrast, 

“where the temperature of the season is less mild and less uniform, the men are bold, 

hardy and warlike” (25). To counter the American degeneracy hypothesis, Bond 

supplemented Hippocrates’ account with references to travelers’ reports about Native 

Americans and his own memories of the recent Revolution, which confirmed that the 

American colonists were “a People thus destined by the God of Nature, to be great, wise, 

and free” (27, 28). Early settlers had found native North Americans to be “a stout, hardy, 

brave, virtuous, healthy, and remarkably long-lived People,” and as for transplanted 

Europeans, one needed only to look at the “the present glorious [Revolution] in America” 

for evidence of this population’s strong character and virility (26, 29). Bond thus framed 

political revolution—and resistance to slavery—as a litmus test for human health: 

inhabitants of warm, mild climates, he reasoned, were naturally inclined to submit to 

bondage, and were unlikely to rise up against enemies or conquerors. Inhabitants of 

unpredictable climates, in contrast, were naturally disposed to seek liberty and self-

governance. 

Based on his clinical background, his role as an advocate for the advanced 

medical education in Philadelphia, and his endorsement for the anatomy program at the 

University of Pennsylvania medical school, it may seem surprising that Bond did not 

draw on any of his own research or clinical observations to support his argument about 

the impact of climate on the health of various human populations. Bond was no stranger 
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to the contemporary currents of medical pedagogy: after a period of apprenticeship in 

Maryland, he was one of the first colonists to travel to Europe for formal medical 

training, where he took courses in anatomy and surgery at the Hotel Dieu in Paris (Scott 

316-317). Later, he attended—and was a public advocate for—William Shippen, Jr.’s 

anatomy lectures and dissection demonstrations in Philadelphia (Bridenbaugh 11). As a 

physician in Philadelphia, Bond had examined and treated bodies from many regions of 

the world, his patients ranging from wealthy European expats and their American-born 

progeny, to African-born slaves, and immigrants from across continental Europe (Scott 

311). While attending Shippen’s demonstrations, it was highly likely, as we saw in the 

previous chapter, that Bond witnessed the dissection of African bodies. Records also 

suggest that he performed his own dissections, and that he was not averse to delivering 

clinical presentations at the APS; in late 1781, for example, he “exhibited an uncommon 

kidney of the human body, so that the society might see it before he dissected it” (Lesley 

and Phillips 114). Nevertheless, when Bond presented the APS with his account of 

biological differences caused by climate, he chose not to rely upon his own clinical 

observations, but instead deferred to Hippocrates, as well as accounts in the fields of 

philosophy and natural history. 

Bond’s reliance on historical texts reflects a traditionalist disposition toward 

classical precedent as a source of medical knowledge. Throughout the early modern 

period, the medical training of physicians was largely centered upon tradition and 

historical precedent: medical knowledge was gained through reading and study, and 

praxis was developed primarily through apprenticeship under a practitioner who may or 

may not have received any formal training. Until the late eighteenth century, as Huisman 
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and Warner explain, medical schools provided training in “Greek, Latin, philology, logic, 

and rhetoric in order to be able to read and understand the work of their predecessors, 

who in a way were also their colleagues” (5). During the Enlightenment, this historical 

epistemology was eclipsed by a new emphasis on the scientific method, privileging 

knowledge gained through experimentation and analysis. Bond received his medical 

training on the cusp of this new era: while he studied anatomical medicine in Europe, his 

education in the 1730s also included a great deal of study under the classical model, and 

his manner of argumentation in the APS speech suggests that he preserved an 

appreciation for accounts in the fields of philosophy and natural history as legitimate 

sources of medical authority.  

This manner of argumentation is suggestive not only of Bond’s medical 

education—specifically, being trained prior to anatomical medicine’s rise to 

preeminence—but also of the unsteady role of medicine in early theories of variation in 

the human species. The originators and proponents of theories of human difference, 

including Buffon, the Abbe de Raynal, Cornelius de Pauw, Jean-Baptiste Dubos, and 

Oliver Goldsmith, were naturalists and philosophers, not physicians, and they were just 

as likely to rely on historical texts and travelers’ accounts as they were to consult medical 

research. By the next decade, however, clinical observation would become a central 

means of evidence in arguments about human origins and difference.   

Thomas Bond’s anniversary address at the APS can be productively compared 

with another APS address, delivered five years later, which likewise undertook the task 

of refuting Buffon’s argument for American degeneracy: Samuel Stanhope Smith’s 1787 

Essay on the Causes of the Variety of Complexion and Figure in the Human Species. 
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Samuel Stanhope Smith was not a physician; he was a prominent Presbyterian theologian 

and professor of moral philosophy at the College of New Jersey, now Princeton (Jordan, 

“Introduction” xvii). Nevertheless, when he took the stage at the American Philosophical 

Society in 1787, Smith positioned his own climate-based theory of human difference 

within the framework of scientific medical knowledge.  

In the opening lines of his APS speech, Smith demonstrated his understanding of 

and appreciation for the scientific method, contending that questions of human origin 

must be considered in view of contemporary scientific research. He began by announcing 

that he would be presenting “some principles” that are likely to be unfamiliar “to those 

who have not been accustomed to observe the operations of nature with minute and 

careful attention” (Smith 2). Such principles, he was confident, would “acquire additional 

evidence from time and observation” (2). Smith acknowledged the value of scientific 

inquiry while also recognizing that this kind of knowledge is subject to rapid shifts and 

reversals. In discussing the relationship between climate and human difference, he 

explains that he “shall not espouse any particular system of medical principles which, in 

the continual revolutions of opinion, might in hazard of being afterwards discarded,” and 

he would avoid any medical theories or debates “where diversity of opinion among 

physicians, has left the subject in doubt” (2-3). Smith’s assurances that he would not be 

relying on shaky science did not render him invulnerable to critique: after his speech was 

published in 1787, as well as when it was revised and expanded in 1810, he faced 

numerous refutations and counterattacks, many of which came from anatomists who 

rejected his theory and the evidence he used to support it. Nevertheless, despite his lack 
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of formal medical training, Smith did not hesitate to position himself as a reputable 

participant in the scientific debates of the day.  

To defend his theories about the impact of climate on human skin color, health, 

and character, Samuel Stanhope Smith drew from contemporary trends in medical 

research and pedagogy. Where Thomas Bond quoted Hippocrates, adhering to a classical 

model of medical authority to legitimize his theory of human difference, Smith reported 

on anatomical research—with footnotes—about the biological structure and function of 

the human skin. And while Bond did not connect any of his arguments to the countless 

hours he spent, as a physician, examining the bodies of white Europeans, Anglo-

Americans, Native Americans and Africans, Smith would be quick to describe and draw 

conclusions from his own informal observations of the bodies around him—specifically, 

the bodies of his non-white servants, slaves, and students.  

This chapter will examine the rhetoric that arose in response to European critiques 

of American health and character in the early American republic, focusing on the 

utilization of anatomical knowledge to defend the young nation—and its slave 

economy—on the international stage. Debates about American degeneracy were one 

outgrowth of a broader discourse concerning the origin and classification of the human 

species. In their quest to scientifically understand and circumscribe the world’s 

populations, naturalists like Buffon were not only interested in the colonists of North 

America; in fact, they focused particularly on the people of Africa and the African 

diaspora, and their theorizations about the causes and symptoms of black skin frequently 

served to either justify, or else to undermine, the oppression and injustice of chattel 

slavery. While some writers of natural history contended that slavery was a reflection of 
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the natural order and hierarchy of different human populations, others, like Buffon, 

concluded that white Europeans had cruelly taken advantage of the people of West 

Africa, who were their brethren and who, due to the detrimental aspects of their climate, 

were constitutionally incapable of fighting back against oppression. The growing field of 

anatomical medicine played an important role in these discussions. In the later decades of 

the eighteenth century, spiritual and even mythic explanations of human difference were 

eclipsed by a need for more suitably scientific manners of evidence. European writers of 

natural history increasingly relied upon research in the field of anatomy to determine 

whether all of humankind was united by a single origin, or if human populations were 

fundamentally separated by natural and immutable differences.  

American writers who sought to address the American degeneracy hypothesis, as 

well as the attending questions about the role of slavery in an enlightened democracy, 

were likewise increasingly attuned to the growing authority of anatomical explanations of 

human difference. In one of the most well-known responses to the American degeneracy 

controversy, Thomas Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia, Jefferson appealed to the 

explanatory power of anatomical frameworks, and also described his own examinations 

of the skulls of American Indians, excavated from burial mounds on the grounds of 

Monticello. Jefferson’s Notes, which was first published in English in 1787, will serve in 

this chapter as a precedent and point of comparison for Samuel Stanhope Smith’s Essay 

on the Causes of Variety in the Human Species, published later that same year. Jefferson 

references anatomical research in the Notes, but as we will see, he refrains from using 

anatomical findings to support any firm conclusions about the health and character of 

black Africans, or about the moral implications of their enslavement. Instead, Jefferson 
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emphasizes the relative newness and indeterminacy of contemporary anatomical science, 

and he points to a lack of scientific consensus as grounds to avoid taking a definitive 

stance on the biological justification of slavery. Samuel Stanhope Smith, in contrast, 

exhibits full confidence in the illuminating truth of anatomical knowledge throughout the 

Essay on the Causes of Variety in the Human Species.  

In the Essay, Smith acknowledges the theoretical instability that is inherent in 

scientific methodology, but this instability does not deter him from staking his argument 

in science. Nor, significantly, does it deter him from situating medical research on equal 

footing with religious doctrine. In this way, Smith is set apart from intellectuals like 

Thomas Bond, who framed debates about human difference as a subject of natural 

history, as well as from thinkers like Thomas Jefferson, who avoided endorsing a full 

confidence in scientific modes of knowledge. In this chapter, I will focus on Smith’s 

anatomical references, with particular emphasis on his allusions to the anatomical 

research of a slaveholding Virginia physician named John Mitchell. Considering Smith’s 

utilization of anatomical frameworks through the lens of his political commitments as a 

representative of the Princeton educational model, I ultimately argue that Smith, the 

minister and professor of moral philosophy, does not merely draw upon to anatomical 

evidence to establish his intellectual credibility; rather, he positions anatomical medicine 

as a conduit for a new, enlightened vision of Protestant nationalism.  

While the previous chapter focused primarily on the rhetoric of medical 

professionals, this chapter spotlights two texts written by figures who were outside of the 

fledgling American medical establishment, each of whom upholds anatomical medicine 

as the divine instrument of American Protestant triumph. Along with the 1787 APS 
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speech and essay penned by Samuel Stanhope Smith, I will also examine a 1797 novel 

written by Royall Tyler, a New Englander most widely known as a playwright and 

Federalist statesmen. Tyler was neither a medical authority nor a public advocate of the 

medical establishment, but his novel The Algerine Captive is expressly invested in the 

positioning of anatomical medicine as a national moral arbiter, one that can solve the 

problem of slavery. In The Algerine Captive, Tyler presents the fictionalized narrative of 

a young surgeon on a slave ship who is abducted by pirates off the coast of North Africa. 

Focusing on Tyler’s portrait of early American medicine and his emphasis on the 

illuminating potential of anatomical knowledge, I suggest that The Algerine Captive 

offers a nuanced portrait of an evolving medical discipline. To close this chapter, I will 

outline how Tyler uses anatomical dissection to distinguish progressive, Protestant 

American medicine from regressive Muslim medical and political ideologies in North 

Africa. Further, I will contend that as Tyler draws upon contemporaneous medical 

discourse, he models a specifically anatomical approach to race relations: a scientific 

understanding of biological difference, naturalized racial hierarchies, and appropriate 

methods of care for those who are in one’s charge—whether they are patients or slaves.  

In studies of the novel, it is common to find literature positioned as a genre of 

counternarrative, challenging hegemonic ideals and amplifying the voices of the 

disenfranchised. As this analysis of The Algerine Captive will emphasize, literature and 

other imaginative genres can also be used to reinforce dominant ideologies and advance 

the interests of people—and populations—in power. Tyler’s novel helps to illuminate 

how fiction in the early American republic was used not only to draw attention to and 

critique the growing medical establishment, but also to reinforce the political and social 
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aims of this establishment and its proponents. Manufacturing a fantasy of both the 

triumph of Christianity over Islam and the triumph of the enlightened American 

physician over African people, The Algerine Captive demonstrates how a modernizing 

narrative of scientific progress could be used to reinforce an ethic of white Protestant 

supremacy. 

The Science of Race & American Degeneracy 

The rise of anatomical medicine in the Atlantic world coincided with, and then 

reinforced, a growing interest among Enlightenment intellectuals in human 

classification—specifically, in understanding and mapping the differences between white 

Europeans and Africans. As discussed in the first and second chapters, the eighteenth 

century saw a dramatic paradigm shift in the structure and function of Western medical 

theory and practice. In the early modern era, medical knowledge was divided between 

surgeons and physicians: surgeons practiced medicine as a craft, performing operations 

and other bodily interventions, while the more-respected class of physicians practiced 

medicine as a learned profession, relying on history and precedent to provide diagnoses 

and treatments (Richardson 34-35; Starr 37; Sappol 53). As Sappol explains, “Surgery 

was traditionally associated with handwork, the body, and brutality, but also practical 

effectiveness; physic was traditionally associated with spirit and the written word, but 

also a speculative divorcement from the rigors of hands-on healing” (53). During the 

eighteenth century, a new emphasis on scientific knowledge and empiricism gradually 

upended the longstanding historical epistemology of physic. Prominent universities began 

to champion new scientific curriculums that promoted learning through systematic 
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experimentation and analysis, dissolving the barriers between physic and surgery. 

Anatomy, according to Sappol, played a crucial role in this transformation:  

Anatomy promised to serve as the vehicle whereby medicine, 

reconstituted as the fusion of surgery and physic, could remake itself into 

a reliable science, via a commitment to empirical investigation. Anatomy 

was a privileged mediator between mind and body, a middle way. To 

know anatomy one had to read learned texts and get one’s hands bloody. 

(54) 

Anatomy supplied a “legitimating discourse” that elevated medicine’s status as a 

profession and a science (Sappol 54). Consequently, medical inquiry that was grounded 

in an anatomical epistemology itself became a legitimating discourse, garnering more 

widespread attention in philosophical, political, and civic spheres. 

 During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as the African slave trade began to 

accelerate, European travelers and explorers produced firsthand descriptions of the 

individuals and populations they encountered in various African regions, creating what 

Andrew Curran calls a “textualized African”: a discursive object that circulated and 

transformed over centuries in European texts, from traveler’s accounts to essays in the 

fields of natural history, philosophy and theology (Curran 30). As Curran explains, 

eighteenth-century developments in the field of natural history prompted many thinkers 

to consider, and attempt to circumscribe, the textualized African of travelers’ accounts 

within a more “scientific” paradigm. In 1735, Swedish scientist Carl Linnaeus outlined 

what is widely recognized as the first taxonomy of human differences, or “varieties,” in 

his Systema naturae. Dividing the human population into four categories based on the 

region of the world in which they were found—European, American, Asian, and 

African—Linnaeus’ taxonomy spurred increased interest in the formal, scientific 
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classification of the human species (Curran 158). From the 1730s onward, many 

prominent European thinkers were undertaking to explain both how and why African 

populations were different from—and inferior to—white European populations.  

A great deal of this interest was focused on “blackness”—or more specifically, 

the darker color of African hair and skin, and how those biological features corresponded 

to features of health and character. During this period, theories about human difference 

were closely tied to theories of human origins. While some endorsed polygenist theories 

of human origins, in which different “varieties” of humans come from separate origins, 

the majority of European intellectuals, following entrenched religious conceptions of 

God’s creation of humanity, assumed a monogenist stance, asserting that all of humanity 

could be traced to a single origin (Curran 76-79). From the monogenist perspective, 

blackness was predominantly seen as a sign of degeneration: while all humanity flowed 

from a single origin, some populations—white European ones—had evolved and 

improved, while others—black Africans—had deteriorated, becoming deficient in health 

and character. As Curran recounts, in 1739, the Académie Royale des Sciences in 

Bordeaux held a contest for the best essay on the physiology and origin of blackness, 

posing two questions for writers to address: what was the physical cause of the blackness 

of African hair, and what was the cause of African people’s “degeneration”? (Curran 81). 

According to Curran, the Bordeaux essay contest gained a great deal of international 

attention, and the popularity of the contest, as well as the wide variety of essays that were 

submitted in response to it, illuminates how “the subject of blackness had become an 

international and widely publicized subject of debate” by the mid-eighteenth century 

(82). Among Enlightenment intellectuals, Renaissance conceptions of blackness as a 
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spiritual signifier had fallen out of favor, and they were replaced by a more material 

definitions of blackness. Increasingly throughout the eighteenth century, blackness 

became “a thing, defined less by its inverse relationship to light than by its supposed 

materiality”; it was “handled, measured, weighed, and used as a demonstrable wedge 

between human categories” (223–24). As blackness was anatomized, it came to function 

as presumably objective evidence for the inferiority of black bodies. 

 One of the most influential mid-century examinations of African health and 

character was Buffon’s “Varieties in the Human Species,” which was the concluding 

chapter of the third volume of his Histoire Naturelle, published in 1749. For his analysis 

of black Africans, categorized as the nègre, Buffon relied on European travelers’ 

accounts in Africa, as well as French accounts from Caribbean sugar plantations. 

Disregarding Linnaeus’ taxonomy of four human varieties, Buffon used hundreds of 

travelers’ accounts to derive climate-based explanations for the observed physical and 

character-based traits of African people. He meticulously outlined a catalogue of human 

varieties, connecting each respective set of characteristics to the peculiarities of a 

particular climate (Curran 95-96). Buffon distinguished between various Africanist 

populations by situating them on a spectrum of negritude, a range of pigment-based 

categories indicating relative levels of blackness (107). In this section of “Varieties,” 

Buffon assumed the role of conductor on an imaginary journey from Europe, guiding the 

reader across the Mediterranean Sea to the north African coast, tracing the coastline of 

the African continent, and then floating over central Africa and the island republics of the 

Atlantic and Caribbean. He began with descriptions of the Muslim populations of 

Tunisia, who were “only tawny” and live “free and independent” (Buffon 139). Moving 
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south across the Senegal river, in contrast, the populations were “absolutely black” and 

suffered as “the slaves of tyrants, who oppress them” (139). At the end of this journey, he 

reached his ultimate determination about the cause of blackness: 

The heat of the climate is the chief cause of blackness among the human 

species. When this heat is excessive, as in Senegal and Guiney, the men 

are perfectly black; when it is a little less violent, the blackness is not so 

deep; when it becomes somewhat temperate, as in Barbary, Mogul, 

Arabia, &c. the men are only brown; and, lastly, when it is altogether 

temperate, as in Europe and Asia, the men are white. (203) 

Buffon’s detailed catalog represented what many readers recognized as an impressively 

scientific rendering of the spectrum of human difference. According to Curran, it 

“ushered in what would become a new era in the interpretation of the African”:  

[V]irtually every person associated with the High Enlightenment read or 

referenced scientific views of the nègre, particularly those endorsed by 

Buffon . . .  For the vast majority of eighteenth-century thinkers who 

reflected on the nègre after the publication of the Histoire naturelle, 

blackness had become a climate-induced condition measurable in terms of 

symptoms; what was more, the nègre was considered to be an accident 

produced by an unthinking nature. (Curran 118) 

In “Varieties in the Human Species,” Buffon engaged only minimally with 

medical research; nevertheless, his account of the causes and characteristics of negritude 

established a precedent for understanding blackness as a natural condition whose 

symptoms could be empirically measured. After determining that blackness only 

occurred in areas of “constant and . . . excessive heat,” Buffon speculated briefly on its 

biological causes (199). He referred to two anatomical studies: an experiment by French 

anatomist Alexis Littré, who “dissected a Negro in the year 1702” to study the presence 

of pigment in the skin, and a study from Pierre Barrère, a French anatomist who had 

conducted dissections of the bodies of two black Africans in Guyana in 1741, concluding 
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that the cause of black skin was the presence of black blood and black bile (Buffon 200, 

202). Both were influential examinations of the causes of blackness, which were widely 

read among European intellectuals interested in human classification (Curran 121-22). 

Ultimately, however, Buffon gave this anatomical research on the biological origin of 

black skin only a cursory acknowledgment. Reiterating that climate was the ultimate 

cause of darker skin shades, he concluded, “I am not here inquiring how this cause acts. I 

only mean to ascertain that it does act, and that its effects are more perceptible in 

proportion to its strength and time of acting” (Buffon 203).  

Buffon’s own stake in anatomical examinations of blackness was minimal, but by 

establishing a spectrum of human skin tones that shifted in response to climatic stimuli, 

he encouraged subsequent thinkers to align climate and origin studies with anatomical 

analysis: as Curran explains, Buffon’s “compelling narrative of racial transformation—

from white to tan, tan to brown, and from brown to black—prompted anatomists to ‘flesh 

out’ the story of degeneration” and to “retrofit… his understanding of the  human species 

with a growing list of discernible and measurable anatomical differences separating 

blacks from whites” (Curran 124, 171). Buffon’s framing of blackness as a sign of 

degeneracy caused by climate proved persuasive, and it spurred many subsequent 

thinkers to seek anatomical evidence in support of his hypotheses.  

Anatomical frameworks played an important role in shaping eighteenth-century 

European and British American conceptions of Africans. As early as 1618, the body of an 

African subject was submitted to anatomical experimentation to examine differences in 

skin color: French anatomist Jean Riolan the Younger dissected and examined a skin 

sample from an “Ethiopian” subject, in order to examine how pigment was distributed 
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through the skin’s layers (Curran 120-21). Anatomical examinations of African subjects’ 

skin, organs, and bodily fluids accelerated in the wake of Buffon’s climate-based theory 

of blackness and degeneration. Throughout the 1750s, 60s, and 70s, European—and 

American—anatomists worked to illuminate the biological causes of human “variety”, or 

modern-day racial categorizations, through dissection. Some argued that the anatomical 

origin of blackness was in the skin itself, while others argued that black skin came from 

black blood, semen, bile, or even a black brain (Curran 125). By the 1770s, anatomists 

had buttressed Buffon’s degeneracy theory with detailed examinations of variations at the 

level of organ and tissue, which were used to assert an elemental difference between 

white and black bodies (130). While most of the era’s proto-scientific examinations of 

black African bodies were not expressly political, these works had a wide-ranging impact 

on the era’s philosophical and political rhetoric.53 

 The anatomization of black African bodies during the mid- to late-eighteenth 

century informed and reinforced the expansion of African chattel slavery, establishing a 

precedent for the anthropological and anatomical currents of scientific racism that gained 

prominence in the nineteenth century Atlantic world. As Curran contends, “the black 

African’s presumed natural alterity” both “allowed Europeans to produce new definitions 

of whiteness” and “replaced theological and even economic justifications as the most 

compelling rationale for African chattel slavery” (168). By the 1770s, many thinkers 

were questioning Buffon’s assertion that blackness, as a symptom of a deleterious 

 
53 Along with being a centerpiece of the evolving science of taxonomy, theories about the causes of black 

African degeneracy had important social and political implications, though, as Curran explains, most of 

these texts did not explicitly acknowledge them: along with Buffon, “[t]he vast majority of the 

scientifically oriented writers or naturalists who provided the grist for th[e] pro-slavery portrait of the black 

African were seemingly oblivious to the political implications of their work” (Curran 176-77).  
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climate, was therefore mutable or even reversible. They were instead inclined to regard 

the nègre as a distinct class or species, fundamentally separate from white Europeans in 

spite of shared origins (169-71). As they scrutinized black bodies and conjured biological 

explanations for their inferiority, the accounts of African degeneration assembled by 

eighteenth century natural historians, scientists, and anatomists also helped to justify 

white European superiority and naturalize African bondage. Many of these accounts 

contended not only that black Africans suffered from poor health and character, but also 

that these deficits made enslavement inevitable (178-79). By the same logic, they framed 

white European supremacy as a natural state of order. This biological justification for a 

racialized hierarchy was persuasive among Enlightenment thinkers, many of whom 

questioned earlier, theological defenses of slavery as a means of salvation for heathen 

populations (176-77).   

A number of contemporary scholars, such as Craig Wilder and, more recently, 

Ibram Kendi, have contended that anatomical definitions of blackness were virtually 

invented with the aim of justifying and defending chattel slavery. Interrogating the role of 

Enlightenment-era scientific inquiry in the expansion of the slave economy, Wilder 

challenges the notion that the evolving discourse of natural history was ever a 

disinterested or purely objective pursuit. Wilder reverses the traditional timeline, in 

which scientific inquiry was fueled by the Enlightenment call for objective and systemic 

forms of knowledge, and then later appropriated by pro-slavery interests. Instead, he 

argues, the desire to understand and circumscribe race preceded anatomical inquiry 
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(Wilder 192).54 Wilder contends that the proto-scientific examinations of black Africans 

produced in the eighteenth century were not intended to advance knowledge or to better 

understand the role of humanity in the natural order. Rather, the anatomization of black 

bodies was fueled by a social need to justify slavery, particularly after theological 

defenses became less persuasive under new Enlightenment paradigms. The science that 

resulted was strategically and imprecisely cobbled together from a number of different 

fields and genres, with the aim of establishing a sufficiently rational and ostensibly 

scientific foundation for bondage (193). Wilder illuminates how the production of 

scientific knowledge about African populations during the eighteenth and nineteenth 

century was fundamentally embedded in the expansion of the slave economy, 

demonstrating, for instance, how research texts, even when they did not explicitly 

endorse pro-slavery sentiments, were often funded both directly and indirectly by pro-

slavery interests. At the same time, it is important to acknowledge that the accounts of 

black Africans’ biological inferiority were not the sole purview of pro-slavery writers.  

While they are most commonly framed as a powerful device that reinforced and 

validated the slave economy, anatomical examinations of black Africans were mobilized 

to support both pro-slavery and anti-slavery perspectives in Europe. According to Curran, 

“the anatomy of the black African ultimately became a tool wielded by both sides of the 

slave trade debate” (169). A number of natural historians included critiques of slavery in 

their descriptions of black African bodies. In “Varieties in the Human Species,” for 

instance, Buffon reinforced the biological inferiority of black Africans, but he ended his 

 
54 See also Kendi 8-10. 
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description of the nègre by “lamenting [the] miserable condition” of the enslaved (Buffon 

394). After outlining the character traits of various African and Afro-Caribbean 

populations, Buffon paused to reflect on the ill treatment of enslaved Africans by 

slaveholders, asking “Is it not more than enough to reduce men to slavery, and to oblige 

them to labour perpetually, without the capacity of acquiring property? To these, is it 

necessary to add cruelty, and blows, and to abuse them worse than brutes?” (152). Buffon 

was critical of the “obdurate task-masters” who justified the persecution of the enslaved 

by appealing to the African populations’ unique biology. From a travelers’ account in 

Saint-Domingue, he recounted the observation that black Africans “hunger without 

inconvenience,” and that “a single European meal is sufficient provision to a Negro for 

three days; however little they eat or sleep, they are always equally strong, and equally fit 

for labour” (152-53). In response, Buffon asked, “How can men, in whose breasts a 

single sentiment of humanity remains unextinguished, adopt such detestable maxims? 

How dare they, by such barbarous and diabolical arguments, attempt to palliate those 

oppressions which originate solely from their thirst of gold?” (153). With these rhetorical 

questions Buffon challenged the biological defense of slavery, suggesting that the 

accounts of black Africans’ predisposition for hard labor and poor treatment served as a 

thin guise for greed.  

Inspired by and building upon Buffon’s framework of human difference, the 

French intellectual and pamphleteer Abbé Guillaume Raynal likewise reversed the 

biological defense of slavery, drawing upon anatomical research to make the case that 

black Africans were “mistreated by nature” and deserving of sympathy—and perhaps 

even emancipation (Raynal qtd. in Curran 192). Raynal’s Histoire philosophique et 
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politique des établissements et du commerce des Européens dans les deux Indes 

(Philosophical and Political History of the Settlements and Commerce of the Europeans 

in the Two Indies) was an expansive and widely-read set of texts that melded state history 

with broader views of the history of civilizations and human anthropology. In his earlier 

life, Raynal had been educated by Jesuits and ordained as a priest, but he soon became 

disillusioned with the Church and moved to Paris in 1760 to become a journalist and 

pamphleteer (Dugatkin 37). In the first edition of Histoire des deux Indes in 1770, Raynal 

criticized works of natural history that attempted to integrate scientific examinations of 

black African bodies into Biblical paradigms, insisting that theology had no place in the 

study of human physiology (Curran 192-3). Raynal asserted that anatomical 

understandings of the black African body were central—and even more important than 

climate—in order to understanding the health and character of these populations. Due to 

the negre’s black bodily fluids and organs, he explained, “[t]heir skin is always 

overheated, and their pulse brisk. As a result, fear and love are excessive in these people; 

and this renders them more effeminate, lazier, weaker, and unfortunately more suitable to 

become slaves” (qtd. in Curran 193). From this premise, Raynal launched a critique of 

chattel slavery, which he argued took advantage of the inherent biological weaknesses of 

black Africans to justify their torture and even murder. For these horrors he blamed the 

greed of merchants, as well as the opportunism of clergy who championed the conversion 

of American Indians and Africans, and the monarchs who financed colonial expeditions 

(Dugatkin 41). In terms of solutions, Raynal’s position varied: he alternated between 

advocating for a more benevolent humane form of slavery, and then condemning the 

institution altogether (Curran 194-198). Raynal’s perspectives on slavery were not 
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entirely consistent, and they would be modified in subsequent editions of Histoire des 

deux Indes. By the 1780s, however, his writings were mobilized in support of a growing 

wave of anti-slavery sentiment in France (Curran 204). 

For a number of European intellectuals, particularly Raynal, the biological 

argument against slavery—that black Africans were naturally susceptible to ill treatment 

and therefore deserving of kindness from more advanced white populations—was tied to 

the theory of American degeneracy. In the 1770 and 1774 editions of Histoire des deux 

Indes, Raynal endorsed Buffon’s argument for American degeneracy from the Histoire 

Naturelle, recounting Buffon’s theory of how the unfavorable climate of North America 

led to the poor health of its flora and fauna (Dugatkin 42). While Buffon had restricted 

his own analysis to plant and animal specimens, Raynal came to explicit conclusions 

about the impact of the American climate on people. Raynal argued that “[d]egeneracy 

not only led to smaller life forms, but to delusional behavior, and perhaps even powers of 

black magic”: he pointed to the Salem witch trials as evidence of the warped mental 

capacity of New Englanders, caused by breathing in noxious airs of a marshy damp 

environment (qtd. in Dugatkin 42). According to Raynal, the poor mental health caused 

by the American climate allowed corruption to flourish. As suggested above, Raynal 

recognized colonialism as a dangerous and even evil force, and he did not shy away from 

being deeply critical of the clergy and monarchy in Europe for their role in perpetuating 

colonialism’s injustices. The New World, he contended, was the epitome of colonial 

iniquity; here, debasement and greed flourished due to “a pernicious combination of 

colonialism and American degeneracy” (qtd. in Dugatkin 40-41). For Raynal, it was 

therefore not surprising that the cruel treatment of enslaved Indians and Africans in North 
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and South America was ongoing: the currents of Enlightenment morality were powerless 

against the destructive influence of the American climate.  

Raynal disavowed the theory of American degeneracy in later editions of Histoire 

des deux Indes, thanks in part to his appreciation for the American Revolution, and his 

admiring correspondence with Benjamin Franklin in Paris (Dugatkin 44-45).55 

Nevertheless, he continued to fan the flames of the American inferiority argument in the 

1780s, when he sponsored an essay contest at the Academie de Lyon, asking, “Was the 

discovery of America a blessing or curse to mankind?” (40). Raynal, as well as another 

proponent of the degeneracy hypothesis, Dutch philosopher Cornelius de Pauw, 

popularized and expanded Buffon’s theory of American degeneracy, and they 

consequently became the target of a great deal of American ire.  

From the Burial Mounds of Monticello 

In the late eighteenth century, the political leaders of the new American 

experiment worried that the spread of the degeneracy hypothesis would have dangerous 

consequences for a fledgling republic. Benjamin Franklin recognized that the theory of 

American degeneration could compromise European emigration, which was necessary to 

the success of the new nation: wealthy Europeans would be less likely to settle in 

America if they believed it would compromise the health of their family and estate 

 
55 In the third edition of the Histoire des deux Indes in 1780, Raynal wrote: “In order to dispel this fatal 

prejudice it became necessary that a Franklin should teach the philosophers of our continent the art of 

governing the thunder. It was necessary that pupils of this illustrious man should throw a striking light on 

several branches of the natural sciences. It was necessary that eloquence should renew in that part of the 

New World, those strong and rapid impressions that in made in the proudest republics of antiquity. It was 

necessary that the rights of mankind, and the rights of nations, should be firmly established there, in 

original writings, which will be the delight and the consolation of the most distant ages” (qtd. in Dugatkin 

44-45). 
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(Dugatkin 47). Franklin directed the APS to purchase Buffon’s Histoire Naturelle to 

ensure that all of the society’s members were well-versed in Buffon’s theories, and he 

also collected his own population data to demonstrate that American settlements were 

continually growing and thriving (50). When Alexander Hamilton wrote to defend 

America against the allegations of degeneracy, he focused on commerce, recognizing the 

threat the degeneracy hypothesis could pose to international trade (51). Thomas 

Jefferson, who penned what is probably the most well-known rebuttal to Buffon’s 

degeneracy hypothesis, honed in upon the detrimental effects of a poor reputation in 

global politics, and he used his Notes on the State of Virginia (1787) to provide a 

comprehensive firsthand record of America’s healthy people and species.  

Jefferson was a proponent of practical anatomy. In 1779, he had established the 

first professorships of anatomy and medicine at William and Mary, and he would later 

personally design the anatomical theater for the University of Virginia (Wilder 191). In 

Notes, Jefferson, like Buffon, underscores the importance of anatomical research to an 

informed account of human populations and difference. However, when it comes to 

addressing the biological structure and symptoms of blackness, and the attending ethical 

implications of American chattel slavery, Jefferson cautions against relying on the current 

anatomical dataset. Contending that anatomists had not yet achieved a full understanding 

of the physical, physiological, and physiognomic traits of black African people, Jefferson 

ultimately defers the question of the moral justification of slavery to a future, not-yet-

realized era of scientific enlightenment. 

Jefferson assembled the writing that would become Notes in the early 1780s, 

prompted by a questionnaire that he had received from François Barbé-Marbois, a 
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secretary to the French Ambassador in Philadelphia.56 Though it was occasioned by 

Marbois’ query, Notes fulfilled another, more pressing objective for Jefferson: to 

systematically refute Buffon and Raynal’s versions of the American degeneracy 

hypothesis. As Jefferson put it, while “the Count de Buffon has carried this new theory of 

the tendency of nature to belittle her productions on this side the Atlantic, . . . [i]ts 

application to the race of whites, transplanted from Europe, remained for the Abbé 

Raynal” (Jefferson, Notes 69). Recognizing the degeneracy hypothesis as dangerous anti-

American propaganda, Jefferson spent years endeavoring to persuade Buffon to amend 

his views on the detriments of the American climate. As Lee Dugatkin has explained, 

changing Buffon’s mind about American degeneracy was one of Jefferson’s central 

fixations throughout the 1780s. Jefferson contended that Buffon’s account of differences 

between European and American species was inaccurate, and that there were no evident 

differences between the two climates that would lead the latter to be degenerate 

(Dugatkin 55). He believed that the degeneracy hypothesis not only was flawed, but also 

threatened to jeopardize the future of the nation. Succeeding Franklin as the United 

States’ Minister to France in 1785, Jefferson was responsible for negotiating trade 

agreements, and he worried that the degeneracy hypothesis would compromise 

commercial trade partnerships with other European nations (60). Jefferson devoted the 

 
56 In 1780, Barbé-Marbois had been instructed by the French government to collect civic information on 

each state in the Union. He composed a list of 22 questions, which variously pertained to laws, natural 

resources, demographics, religious and social customs, ports, manufacturing, militias, and institutions, and 

sent them to representatives in each state (Thomson 44-45). As Jefferson was an avid collector and 

documenter of such information, the Virginia questions were sent to him at Monticello. Jefferson 

assembled a methodical, though by his own admission “imperfect”, series of responses to Marbois’ 

questions, which were collected to become Notes. After circulating these writings informally among friends 

and associates—and receiving word that a pirated copy was about to be published in Paris—Jefferson had 

Notes published in 1785 in Paris, followed by an edition in London in 1787. See Jefferson, Autobiography 

94-95. 
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longest section of Notes, his chapter on plants, animals, and minerals, to his refutation of 

the American degeneracy hypothesis, and throughout the 1780s, he continually appealed 

to friends and contemporaries for assistance in amassing data to disprove Buffon’s 

account (Dugatkin 66).  

Jefferson had witnessed the spread of Buffon’s ideas about America, both in the 

writings of other natural historians like Raynal and de Pauw and in more informal 

accounts published in newspapers and pamphlets at home and abroad, and he sought to 

cut down the propaganda at its source. In France, he had the opportunity to meet 

Buffon—and debate the premise of American degeneracy—on numerous occasions (59). 

He also procured American animal specimens and fossils, the most notable of which was 

a massive American moose, which he had stuffed and shipped to Paris at great expense, 

to try to persuade Buffon that the New World was home to large, healthy, and majestic 

species (90-97).  

In Notes, Jefferson takes issue with the evidence that Buffon and Raynal used in 

support of their claims, critiquing their methodologies for being insufficiently logical and 

scientific. Jefferson first challenges Buffon’s determination that American animal species 

are smaller than their European counterparts, questioning Buffon’s reliance on travelers’ 

depictions of New World animals (Dugatkin 57-58). These writings, Jefferson argues, 

can hardly be seen as trustworthy sources of scientific data:  

[W]ho were these travellers? Have they not been men of a very different 

description from those who have laid open to us the other three quarters of 

the world? Was natural history the object of their travels? Did they 

measure or weigh the animals they speak of? or did they not judge of them 

by sight, or perhaps even from report only? Were they acquainted with the 

animals of their own country, with which they undertake to compare 

them? Have they not been so ignorant as often to mistake the species? A 
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true answer to these questions would probably lighten their authority, so as 

to render it insufficient for the foundation of an hypothesis. (Jefferson, 

Notes 55). 

Jefferson draws attention to the variables that compromised the reliability of travelers 

writing about their observations in North and South America: these individuals were not 

natural historians, nor did they possess sound backgrounds of zoological knowledge, and 

they were prone to misidentification. What is more, they were likely to be traveling for 

the purpose of colonization or conquest, which predisposed them to regard the New 

World ecology as inferior to the Old (Dugatkin 58). Jefferson emphasized that Buffon did 

not have consistent and rigorous standards for the accounts, nor for the specimens, that he 

used as evidence for American degeneracy. Further, he questioned whether Buffon 

himself had fallen susceptible to “more eloquence than sound reasoning” in his account 

of climate-based degeneracy (Jefferson, Notes 68). According to Jefferson, there existed 

no clear evidence that the American climate was any different from that of Europe. 

Perhaps, he suggested, “it is one of those cases where the judgment has been seduced by 

a glowing pen”: even a “celebrated zoologist” like Buffon, he explained, “who has added, 

and is still adding, so many precious things to the treasures of science,” may have gotten 

carried away by his “vivid imagination and bewitching language” (68).   

Jefferson’s charge of faulty reasoning extended from Buffon to Raynal. In 

Histoire des deux Indes, as evidence of the deteriorating effects of the New World 

climate, Raynal had declared that “America has not yet produced one good poet,” no 

“able mathematician,” nor “one man of genius in a single art or a single science” (qtd. in 

Jefferson, Notes 69). Jefferson challenged these conclusions as arguments from ignorance 

and false equivalence. To determine that no accomplished intellectuals existed in 
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America, merely because one had not encountered them, was, according to Jefferson, a 

logical fallacy. Not only had America produced men of genius—he namechecked George 

Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and David Rittenhouse as examples—but the nation was 

also dramatically younger and less populous than its European counterparts, and therefore 

had not had the opportunity to yet produce a cadre of genius minds (69-70). “When we 

shall have existed as a people as long as the Greeks did before they produced a Homer, 

the Romans a Virgil, the French a Racine and Voltaire, the English a Shakespeare and 

Milton,” he declared, “should this reproach be still true, we will inquire from what 

unfriendly causes it has proceded” (69). Along with critiquing the methods by which 

Buffon and Raynal reached their conclusions, Jefferson also modeled what he believed to 

be a more rational and scientifically-sound approach to account for the health and 

character of America’s inhabitants. 

In Notes, Jefferson positions himself as a superior chronicler of human 

populations by drawing on anatomical research and performing his own pseudo-

anatomical investigations of North America’s non-white inhabitants. In Histoire 

Naturelle, Buffon had used accounts of Native Americans as evidence for New World 

degeneracy, describing Native Americans as helpless victims of the deleterious climate: 

[These] wandering savages, who, instead of using this territory as a 

master, had no property or empire; and, having subjected neither the 

animals nor the elements, nor conquered the seas, nor directed the motions 

of rivers, nor cultivated the earth, held only the first rank among animated 

beings, and existed as a creature of no consideration in Nature, a kind of 

weak automaton, incapable of improving or seconding her intentions. 

(Buffon, Vol. 5 129) 

Buffon had generalized that the native populations of the New World were all the same: 

“All the Americans have sprung from the same source,” he concluded; “they have all 
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continued in a savage state, and have followed nearly the same mode of life” (Buffon 

232). In response, Jefferson took great pains to disprove Buffon’s conclusions and 

position himself as a more credible source, demonstrating his thorough and first-person 

knowledge of the various tribal nations of Virginia through data and methodical analysis. 

In the Notes section titled “Aborigines,” Jefferson produces tables of data on 

different Native American nations and recounts the findings of his own archaeological 

and anatomical investigations. When Virginia was settled, he began, there were “upwards 

of forty different tribes” of indigenous people in the region (Jefferson, Notes 99). He then 

supplies a table, organizing these populations by their confederacies, population, and 

location in the state.57 Jefferson next turns his attention to the barrows, or burial mounds, 

which serve as the primary evidence for tribes that were no longer present in the area.58 

These barrows being the subject of much speculation, and “[t]here being one . . . in my 

neighborhood,” Jefferson “determined to open and examine it thoroughly” (103). He 

provides precise measurements of the size and situation of the burial mound he 

excavated, and then launches into a detailed examination of the bones he found. In these 

descriptions, Jefferson demonstrates his knowledge of the human skeletal system: 

The bones of which the greatest numbers remained, were sculls, jaw-

bones, teeth, the bones of the arms, thighs, legs, feet, and hands . . . There 

were some teeth which were judged to be smaller than those of an adult; a 

scull, which, on a slight view, appeared to be that of an infant, but it fell to 

pieces on being taken out, so as to prevent satisfactory examination; a rib, 

and a fragment of the under-jaw of a person about half grown; another rib 

 
57 As Dugatkin explains, eighteenth-century writer frequently employed tables and numerical data sets to 

establish the scientific credibility of an account (70). 

58 Eliding the forcible expulsion of tribes from Virginia territory, Jefferson explains that some groups 

moved, while others “reduced themselves, by voluntary sales” of their land, or merely “retired westwardly . 

. . and were incorporated with one or other of the western tribes (102, 103). 
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of an infant; and part of the jaw of a child, which had not yet cut its teeth . 

. . It was part of the right half of the under jaw. The processes, by which it 

was articulated to the temporal bones, were entire; and the bone itself firm 

to where it had been broken off, which, as nearly as I could judge, was 

about the place of the eye-tooth. Its upper edge, wherein would have been 

the sockets of the teeth, was perfectly smooth. Measuring it with that of an 

adult, by placing their hinder processes together, its broken end extended 

to the penultimate grinder of the adult. (104-105) 

Emphasizing Jefferson’s ability to decipher information from material remains, this 

analysis of the bones disinterred from a burial mound is reminiscent of the language of a 

post-mortem dissection. Through careful examination and comparative analysis, 

Jefferson demonstrates that he can read these bone fragments to glean information about 

the bodies of which they were once a part. At times, Jefferson frames the very excavation 

of the barrow as a kind of dissection. After surveying the bones unearthed in the first 

phase of digging, he explains, “I proceeded then to make a perpendicular cut through the 

body of the barrow, that I might examine its internal structure” (105).  

Along with deploying medical methodologies and lexicons, Jefferson also drew 

upon the research of European anatomists. In Notes, Jefferson references a number of 

studies in comparative anatomy, including London anatomist William Hunter’s analysis 

of mastodon tusks, a number of animal dissections performed by Louis-Jean-Marie 

D’Aubenton, a naturalist who contributed anatomical descriptions to Buffon’s Histoire 

Naturelle, and studies of animal heat produced by London physician Adair Crawford (42, 

59, 148). Further, he establishes his familiarity with one of the most well-known 

anatomical debates of the eighteenth century: the precise location of “black” pigment in 

the skin of black African and other non-white people. As Curran recounts, in 1665, 

Marcello Malpighi, an Italian physician who pioneered the study of microscopic 
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anatomy, had proposed that the skin of Africans was structurally different from the skin 

of Europeans. Malpighi found “a third and separate layer of gelatinous ‘African’ skin 

located in between the outer ‘scarf’ skin and the inner ‘true’ skin, . . .  known as therete 

mucosum, reticulum mucosum, or Malpighian layer,” and he suggested that this 

additional layer was the site of darker skin’s pigment (Curran 121).59 Buffon had 

reviewed this research in “Varieties of the Human Species,” and as described above, he 

had concluded that the location of black pigment, whether it was the scarf-skin or a 

unique cellular membrane, or within a bodily fluid like blood or bile, was ultimately 

irrelevant: his concern was to demonstrate that the ultimate cause of pigmentation is 

climate (Buffon 285). Jefferson makes a similar argument in Notes: 

Whether the black of the negro resides in the reticular membrane between 

the skin and scarfskin, or in the scarf-skin itself; whether it proceeds from 

the colour of the blood, the colour of the bile, or from that of some other 

secretion, the difference is fixed in nature, and is as real as if its seat and 

cause were better known to us. (Jefferson, Notes 147) 

With his reference to the reticular membrane, Jefferson signals his awareness of the 

ongoing debate about the anatomical seat of darker skin pigment. Like Buffon, however, 

Jefferson avoids taking a side in the debate. Reluctant to privilege any particular study 

over another, Jefferson nevertheless asserts the value of anatomical distinctions as both 

“fixed in nature” and “real.” He thereby recognizes anatomical research as a useful and 

important means to legitimate one’s authority, while simultaneously emphasizing a lack 

of consensus on questions of human difference. This pattern of argument continues as 

 
59 According to Curran, as Malpighi’s study was discussed and replicated, most notably by French 

anatomist Alexis Littré, it “changed the way that European thinkers conceived of blackness,” by 

establishing “a measurable and readily identifiable ‘racial’ feature” of the human anatomy (121). 
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Jefferson connects ongoing philosophical debates about the origin of human difference to 

the debates about the continuation of African chattel slavery.  

Jefferson addresses the debate on the anatomical seat of African pigmentation in 

his section on “the administration of justice and description of the laws,” as a reason to 

justify his support for the emancipation and subsequent re-colonization of Virginia’s 

slave population. Where Raynal framed the persistence of African chattel slavery in 

North America as evidence of Anglo-American deterioration and depravity, Jefferson 

suggests that the institution, though problematic, is a reflection of the natural order. In an 

earlier chapter on Virginia’s population, Jefferson had first broached the idea of 

emancipation, calling slavery a “great political and moral evil” and suggesting that “the 

minds of our citizens may be ripening for a complete emancipation” (96). In his chapter 

on Virginia laws and legislation, he reiterates his support for legislation that would affect 

gradual emancipation; however, he stipulates that a free black population would 

necessarily be required to vacate the state (147). Jefferson predicts that “[d]eep rooted 

prejudices entertained by the whites,” and “ten thousand recollections, by the blacks, of 

the injuries they have sustained” would make the habitation of Virginia by a free black 

community impossible (147). Further, he contends that the fundamental physical 

deficiencies of black African people would degrade the citizenry, both in the aesthetics of 

their presence and in the threat of miscegenation: “The circumstance of superior beauty, 

is thought worthy attention in the propagation of our horses, dogs, and other domestic 

animals,” he reasons; “why not in that of man?” (148). Jefferson describes black skin as 

“that eternal monotony . . . that immoveable veil of black which covers all the emotions,” 

a feature fundamentally incompatible with standard expectations of beauty (148). From 
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there, he outlines a litany of details about the physiology and character of black African 

people, which not only “prov[e] a difference of race” but also justify his argument that 

“[w]hen freed,” the Africanist population of Virginia “is to be removed beyond the reach 

of mixture” (154).  

In support of his conclusion that a free black population would compromise the 

flourishing of Virginia, Jefferson first lists biological details founded in anatomical 

research, which were common in late eighteenth century natural histories of black 

Africans; he notes, for instance, that black African people “secrete less by the kidnies, 

and more by the glands of the skin,” which causes “a very strong and disagreeable 

odour”, and they are unable to tolerate cold climates due to “a difference of structure in 

the pulmonary apparatus” (148). When he moves to aspects of character, however, he sets 

himself apart from the European natural historians who based their accounts on the 

writings of travelers. Jefferson critiques the unreliable and often mythical accounts of 

Africa that were relied upon by Buffon and other natural historians, contrasting these 

narratives with his own intimate and personal access to slave populations: “It would be 

unfair to follow them to Africa for this investigation,” he declares, and so “[w]e will 

consider them here, on the same stage with the whites, and where the facts are not 

apocryphal on which a judgment is to be formed” (149).  

Jefferson had owned slaves for his entire life, most of which were acquired 

through inheritance. In 1782, as he was assembling materials for Notes, he owned 

approximately 130 enslaved people across the expansive Monticello estate, some of 

whom performed the actual hands-on work of excavating the burial mound from which 

Jefferson collected Native American bone specimens (Stanton 58; Wilder 190). From his 
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own firsthand observations of the people that surrounded him, Jefferson surmises that 

black individuals are “in reason much inferior” to whites, and remain less developed 

mentally in spite of many opportunities for education.  While “some have been liberally 

educated, and all have lived in countries where the arts and sciences are cultivated to a 

considerable degree,” he explains, “never yet could I find that a black had uttered a 

thought above the level of plain narration” (150). As Kendi emphasizes, these 

observations required some strategic omissions: 

Jefferson did not mention the innumerable enslaved Africans who learned 

to be highly intelligent blacksmiths, shoemakers, bricklayers, coopers, 

carpenters, engineers, manufacturers, artisans, musicians, farmers, 

midwives, physicians, overseers, house managers, cooks, and bi- and 

trilingual translators—all of the workers who made his Virginia plantation 

and many others almost entirely self-sufficient. Jefferson had to ignore his 

own advertisements for skilled runaways and the many advertisements 

from other planters calling for the return of their valuable skilled captives, 

who were “remarkably smart and sensible,” and “very ingenious at any 

work.” (Kendi 110-11) 

Though Jefferson championed the reliability of Americans’ observations about black 

Africans over those of ignorant European travelers, he was also selective in his own 

reporting, obscuring the evidence that would complicate a portrait of inherent white 

supremacy. 

Framing the existence of free black populations in Virginia as a threat to the 

nation’s progress, Jefferson underscores the indeterminacy of scientific knowledge, 

thereby justifying continuing enslavement while acknowledging the validity of calls for 

emancipation. In his descriptions of the bodies and behaviors of enslaved Africans in 

Virginia, Jefferson affirms the fundamental biological inferiority of black populations, 

suggesting that his firsthand observations offer a more valid dataset than the historical 
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travelers’ accounts relied upon by Buffon and other European naturalists. However, he 

ultimately qualifies his own argument, noting that “[t]he opinion, that they are inferior in 

the faculties of reason and imagination, must be hazarded with great dissidence”:  

To justify a general conclusion, requires many observations, even where 

the subject may be submitted to the anatomical knife, to optical glasses, to 

analysis by fire, or by solvents. How much more then where it is a faculty, 

not a substance, we are examining; where it eludes the research of all the 

senses; where the conditions of its existence are various and variously 

combined; where the effects of those which are present or absent bid 

defiance to calculation; let me add too, as a circumstance of great 

tenderness, where our conclusion would degrade a whole race of men 

from the rank in the scale of beings which their Creator may perhaps have 

given them. (Jefferson, Notes 151) 

To conclusively determine that black populations are biologically inferior to their white 

counterparts in health and character, Jefferson suggests, would require more data than 

had yet been collected. Scientific conclusions require large datasets, and one Virginian’s 

observations, even when that Virginian is an esteemed gentleman scientist like Thomas 

Jefferson, must be regarded as “a suspicion only,” and not a definitive truth (151). 

Moreover, studies of human difference and the attendant characteristics of blackness are 

further complicated by what Jefferson recognizes as a moral responsibility, held by those 

in power, to lessen—or at least not compound—the suffering of the weak and 

downtrodden. Thus Jefferson responds to the question of human difference by reminding 

readers that no scientifically responsible consensus has been reached, that more 

experimentation is needed, and that the advantages and disadvantages of enslavement are 

still up for debate. Consequently, he suggests, hasty decisions about emancipation should 

be avoided.  
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Jefferson frames his unwillingness to endorse immediate emancipation as a sign 

of respect for the scientific method, and he suggests that the system of enslavement in 

Virginia might be not only a reflection of natural order, but also a potential laboratory for 

continuing analysis. After he chided the “apocryphal” nature of travelers’ accounts of 

African civilizations, Jefferson contended that his firsthand observations of enslaved 

populations in Virginia would offer a more legitimate account of black African behavior 

and character. In a subsequent paragraph, however, he admits that such observations have 

been infrequent, lamenting, “To our reproach it must be said, that though for a century 

and a half we have had under our eyes the races of black and of red men, they have never 

yet been viewed by us as subjects of natural history” (153). Jefferson emphasizes that 

American philosophers and natural scientists have the experimental materials right in 

front of them, though they have perhaps lagged in enacting studies of the Native 

Americans and enslaved Africans around them. Rather than abolish slavery and risk a 

hasty mixing of disparate people with unpredictable consequences, Jefferson suggests 

that preserving the current system is a more rational and scientifically-sound decision. Of 

his European readers, and perhaps Buffon and Raynal in particular, he asks, “Will not a 

lover of natural history then, one who views the gradations in all the races of animals 

with the eye of philosophy, excuse an effort to keep those in the department of man as 

distinct as nature has formed them?” (153). Jefferson suggests that Virginia’s slave 

society offers an opportunity to illuminate the distinctions between the races that nature 

has inscribed. 

Jefferson ultimately frames slavery in the United States as an empirical dilemma 

that cannot be resolved by its abrupt abolition. In response to Enlightenment thinkers like 
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the Abbé Raynal, who had framed slavery as a symptom of ongoing American 

degeneracy, Jefferson posits that the slave system might be more effectively regarded as 

an anthropological case study, a confirmation of natural hierarchies of servitude and 

mastery. It is repeated experimentation, he suggests, that will ultimately yield the truth 

about human difference and the role of black Africans in the story of humanity. At 

present, however, that moment of knowledge had not yet arrived. Instead of siding either 

with the French intellectuals or with his native Virginia planters, Jefferson defers to an 

as-yet-unrealized future of both scientific and moral progress. 

 “Anatomists know”: Samuel Stanhope Smith’s Anatomical Apologetics 

While Jefferson framed anatomical medicine as an as-yet inconclusive science 

that could not yet arbitrate on important matters of society and state, other intellectual 

and political leaders of the new republic were more willing to champion the revelatory 

power of medical modes of knowledge. Five years after Thomas Bond took the stage at 

the American Philosophical Society to challenge American degeneracy, and the same 

year as the release of the London edition of Jefferson’s Notes (1787), Samuel Stanhope 

Smith delivered what would become “the most heralded scholarly lecture in the new 

nation”—and later, one of the nineteenth century’s most recognized and influential 

theories of human difference: An Essay on the Causes of the Variety of Complexion and 

Figure in the Human Species (Kendi 113). From the Essay’s very opening, Smith 

emphasized his knowledge of contemporary anatomical research, offering a series of 

claims about the biological structure and function of the human skin. “Anatomists inform 

us,” he reports, that the skin “has few or no vessels” and does not change color in the 
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manner of other bodily organs (Smith 10). “Anatomists know,” he continues, “that all 

people of colour have their skin thicker than people of a fair complexion, in proportion to 

the darkness of the hue” (11). Finally, he reports that “it is discovered by anatomists” that 

the skin is composed of distinct folded layers, some of which contain pigment and others 

that are transparent (14). Situated at the beginning of the Essay, Smith’s appeals to 

anatomical authority establish his credibility as a thinker conversant in contemporary 

medical experimentation, while foregrounding his own attempt at a more rigorously 

scientific methodology to support a theory of human difference.  

Smith used his 1787 APS address to articulate a theory of human origin and 

difference that would hold up to both scientific and theological scrutiny. He had been 

inducted into the APS in 1785, following an endorsement from physician Benjamin Rush, 

who had become a friend and frequent correspondent. The two men shared a number of 

personal and philosophical interests. Smith had gained a personal interest in medicine due 

to his own ill health; he suffered frequently from the effects of tuberculosis and had even 

learned to administer his own treatments, and he frequently conversed with Rush about 

developments in the medical sciences (Noll 109; Reid-Maroney 141). A fellow graduate 

of the College of New Jersey, Rush appreciated Smith’s dual interests in science and 

theology. In a 1786 letter to Rush, Smith had observed that “divinity and philosophy, 

when enlightened by the same spirit, naturally fall into the same train of thought, and that 

the chair of the philosophical society is as orthodox as the pulpit of Princeton” (qtd. in 

Reid-Maroney 148).  

Smith wrote with particular admiration of Rush’s 1786 APS address, An Enquiry 

into the Influence of Physical Causes upon the Moral Faculty, in which Rush articulated 
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a growing confidence in Revolutionary-era medical authority. In his Enquiry, Rush made 

the case that physicians can and should play an active role in cultivating the morality and 

character of the American people. Rush saw great promise in the capacity of medical 

authorities to lend their investigative expertise to the cultivation of republican virtue. 

While “[h]itherto the cultivation of the moral faculty has been the business of parents, 

schoolmasters and divines,” Rush contended that moral improvement “should be equally 

the business of the legislator, the natural philosopher, and the physician” (Rush 36). The 

field of medicine had already demonstrated its ability to illuminate and to address some 

of the world’s greatest problems, he reasoned. In healing diseases, treating illnesses and 

fevers, and providing medical treatment for the wealthy as well as the sick and poor, 

America’s physicians had “penetrated the deep and gloomy abyss of death” (36). Rush 

asked his audience to consider the potential impact, “[s]hould the same industry and 

ingenuity, which have produced these triumphs of medicine over diseases and death, be 

applied to the moral science,” concluding that “it is highly probable, that most of those 

baneful vices, which deform the human breast and convulse the nations of the earth, 

might be banished from the world” (37). Rush was a devout Presbyterian, and throughout 

his career, he sought, as one scholar puts it, to unite “the program of enlightened science . 

. . with the purposes of God” (Reid-Maroney 147). Rush believed that the cultivation of 

Protestant morality was a civic initiative; he declares, in this speech, that “VIRTUE is the 

living principle of a republic” (Rush 40). Though he was not an active proponent of 

practical anatomy, Rush nevertheless championed the methodical, scientifically-oriented 

study of medicine as a promising solution to civic and social issues in the new republic, 

and his Enquiry served as a precedent and influential model for Smith’s own efforts to 
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unite scientific research with religious conceptions of the origins of the human species 

(Reid-Maroney 148).  

Like Rush, Smith embraced the unification of theological, civic, and scientific 

initiatives. His father, a New Side Presbyterian minister, had imparted in Smith an 

appreciation for evangelical revivalism, which was then brought to bear upon his training 

in Scottish Common Sense philosophy under John Witherspoon at the College of New 

Jersey (Jordan, “Introduction” xxi). When he assumed the presidency of the College in 

1768, Witherspoon, a Scottish evangelical and critic of Church of Scotland elitism, 

championed a “new moral philosophy” uniting “Christianity, patriotism, and science” 

(Noll 25-29, 55). Embracing the revolutionary cause, Witherspoon framed theology, 

scientific inquiry, and republican political ideology as “compatible forms of truth” and he 

promoted the College as “a place at once to train ministers and statements, a promoter of 

character, social order, Presbyterian orthodoxy, and political well-being” (47-48, 57). As 

one of Witherspoon’s earliest Princeton protégés, Smith developed a theological stance 

that united the New Side Presbyterian value for orthodox doctrine and personal, 

enthusiastic piety with the Scottish Common Sense emphasis on reason and observation. 

As Reid-Maroney puts it, he was “able to participate in the Enlightenment while 

preserving the evangelical interest in a personal experience of grace” (146). 

While Thomas Bond and Thomas Jefferson each aimed to defend the 

healthfulness of the American climate, the target of Smith’s critique was polygenism, 

which he refers to in his opening as “the arbitrary hypothesis that men are originally 

sprung from different flocks, and are therefore divided by nature into different species” 
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(Smith 1).60 Like Buffon, Smith endorsed a monogenist theory of human origins, 

postulating that all of humanity can be traced to a single origin and that human difference 

is the result of variations in climate—not evidence that different human populations are 

different species. As scholars have emphasized, Smith’s stance was informed, in part, by 

his belief in God’s creation of Earth and humanity.61 However, Smith did not deliver an 

exclusively religious defense of monogenism, nor did he merely give lip service to 

scientific research in order to defend a Biblical account of Creation. Instead, he 

represented theology and science as mutually reinforcing pursuits of truth. Smith framed 

his work as a model for an approach to philosophical inquiry that was informed by both 

“the most accurate investigations” and “the authority of revelation” (Smith 109). 

Polygenism, he contended, was discredited by both. 

Beginning from the premise that human life emerged from a single origin, Smith 

situated all of humanity on a spectrum ranging from civilization and health to savagery 

and degeneracy: while light skin and sharply-defined features were signifiers of a 

 
60 Smith was particularly invested in refuting the polygenist theories advanced by Scottish intellectual 

Henry Home, Lord Kames, in his 1774 work Sketches of the History of Man. With sarcasm Smith 

acknowledges Kames’ “laudable attempt to disprove the truth of revelation,” noting that Kames “writes 

with infinite weakness” (92, 104). When he published his original Essay, Smith included an addendum 

titled “Strictures on Lord Kaim’s [sic] Discourse on the Original Diversity of Mankind,” in which he 

methodically dissembled Kames’ reasoning for endorsing a theory of multiple human origins. 

61 In reading Smith’s Essay, scholars have come to various conclusions about Smith’s understanding of the 

relationship between science and religion. Wilder suggests that Smith was first and foremost a theologian, 

and that his appreciation for scientific research was instigated by a need to defend the faith; in his reading 

of the Essay, he characterizes Smith as “embracing science to rescue Christian monogenism” (Wilder 190). 

Other critics, such as Reid-Maroney and Noll, have suggested that theological underpinnings of Smith’s 

theory of human origins are more nuanced, and that Smith did not recognize science as a subservient force 

to theology. For instance, while she affirms that Smith’s theory ultimately “hinged on the biblical account 

of creation,” Reid-Maroney contends that “it was not about proving the truth of revelation through the 

assembling of scientific evidence”; rather, Smith endeavored to convey a theological model of human 

existence in which moral judgment and scientific inquiry were mutually reinforcing (Reid-Maroney 148). 

Similarly, Noll calls Smith “a resolute champion of the harmony of science and religion” (Noll 76). 
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healthful climate and advanced civilization, dark skin and muddied features were signs of 

poor climate and squalid living. In Smith’s view, the effects of climate were tempered by 

additional factors, including the healthfulness of a society’s living conditions and 

sophistication of its culture: “the effect of climate,” he declared, “is augmented by a 

savage state of society and corrected by a state of civilization” (Smith 44). While Thomas 

Bond endeavored to demonstrate that Americans were no different than Europeans, and 

that both groups of light-skinned Westerners were categorically superior to populations in 

Asia and Africa, Smith agreed, in part, with the proponents of the American degeneracy 

hypothesis, arguing that New World transplants were already constitutionally different 

from their European forebears. According to Smith, if an Englishman arrived in America, 

he would perceive certain physiognomic differences between himself and its white 

inhabitants: “a certain countenance of paleness and of softness,” and a particular 

“sallowness” in the complexion, which were indeed caused by the intemperate American 

climate (21). However, this would not be a sign of uniform degeneracy impacting all 

white Americans. When the proverbial Englishman landed on the American shore, Smith 

explained, he would encounter a spectrum of different skin color and health variations, 

which could serve as barometers of both climate and one’s quality of living. New 

Jerseyans would be darker than Pennsylvanians, “both because the land is lower in its 

situation, and because it is covered with a greater quantity of stagnant water” (22). Sallow 

skin and less defined features would be most apparent in inhabitants of southern states, 

and progressively less noticeable as one travelled north. Likewise, the “lower and 

labouring classes of people” would be darker and more sickly than “families of easy 

fortune who possess the means, and the inclination to protect their complexion” (21-22). 
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Conceding that poor climates did indeed foster physical and intellectual 

deterioration, Smith argued that one’s relative state of degeneracy was ultimately 

mutable: improving one’s living conditions would result in improvements to health and 

character, as well as to skin color.62 As Wilder explains, Smith’s theory provided a means 

to “affirm… his faith in the shared creation of mankind”: in Smith’s spectrum of human 

difference, “[t]he gaps between the palest and the most sable peoples, the brightest and 

the dullest, the most civilized and most savage are real, but they are neither eternal nor 

impassable” (Wilder 188). Just as white Anglo-Americans could protect against the 

effects of a deleterious climate with a civilized lifestyle, Smith contended that when 

indigenous Americans and Africans were brought into civilized society—and not subject 

to whip and chain—they would demonstrate improved health and intellect, as well as 

lighter skin. 

Though Smith allows that the enslaved could benefit, in health and skin tone, 

from exposure to civilized society, he is careful to stipulate that black African 

populations would always remain fundamentally separated from white populations. 

Smith’s spectrum of skin gradations was explicitly hierarchical, with European—and 

American—whiteness at the pinnacle of superiority. “Nothing can exceed the beauty of 

many of the present women of Europe and America,” he reassures his audience; “And the 

Europeans, and Americans are, the most beautiful people in the world, chiefly because 

their state of society is the most improved” (72). In a footnote, Smith suggests that it is 

reasonable to believe that if Africans in America “were perfectly free, enjoyed property, 

 
62 See Wilder for sustained analysis of the speech’s themes and objectives (187-190). 
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and were admitted to a liberal participation of the society, rank, and privilege of their 

masters, they would change their African peculiarities much faster” (59). In the next 

footnote, however, he assures the reader that “dark colours . . . [are] much less mutable” 

than white skin: in the time it would take for white skin in a “savage state” to be burned 

to “the darkest hue,” black skin, in a civilizing environment, would lighten “only a few 

shades” (60). In Smith’s rendition of the monogenist theory of human origins, people of 

color are not categorically distinct from white European populations; instead, their bodies 

have been changed dramatically by the mutually reinforcing effects of deleterious 

climates and adverse living conditions. While the symptoms of poor climate and lifestyle 

can be improved, the effects of drastic climates on these populations are ultimately too 

powerful to entirely reverse.   

Like Jefferson, Smith sought not only to challenge what he saw as ill-informed 

and irresponsible theories of human difference, but also to model what he determined was 

a superior methodology for addressing the origin and biology of humanity. Echoing 

Jefferson’s critique in Notes, Smith repeatedly rejected the notion that classic texts passed 

down from previous generations of philosophers could speak authoritatively about the 

health and constitution of human populations. Throughout the essay, he refers with 

derision to the historical accounts of travelers, which are variously “ignoran[t] and 

superficial,” “ignorant or hasty,” “ignorant and inaccurate,” and “ignorant or interested” 

(48, 67, 88, 103). He dismisses the validity of accounts of human differences and origins 

that are drawn from such accounts, declaring that “[n]othing can appear more 

contemptible than philosophers with solemn faces, retelling like maids and nurses” the 

fanciful accounts of different and fantastical humanoid races, derived from the anecdotes 
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of historical travelers (89). In this class of contemptible philosophers he includes Sir 

Walter Raleigh, Captain Cook, and even, on occasion, the Comte de Buffon, though 

Buffon did have the “merit of rejecting a great number of incredible narrations” (89). “It 

may be laid down almost as a general maxim,” Smith declares, “that the first relations of 

travellers are false”: 

They judge from particular instances, that may happen to have occurred to 

them, of the stature, the figure and the features of a whole nation. 

Philosophers ought never to admit a fact on the relations of travelers, till 

their characters for intelligence and accurate observation be well 

ascertained; nor even then, till the observation has been repeated, 

extended, and compared in many different lights, with other facts. (67) 

Smith appeals repeatedly—four times, in all—to the power of “accurate observations” to 

discredit these accounts (60, 67, 92, 109). Like Jefferson, he positions himself as a 

privileged firsthand observer of the populations under discussion, amassing his own 

“accurate observations” of the bodies he had access to: those of individuals who were 

indentured, enslaved, or otherwise subjugated under his or other white Anglo-American 

authority. 

From 1773 until 1779, Smith had served as an itinerant preacher and educational 

coordinator for the Presbyterian synod in Virginia, an experience that afforded him ample 

opportunity to examine the effects of climate, labor, and living conditions on various 

populations of enslaved Africans (Dain 46). In Virginia, Smith served as the first 

president of a newly-established seminary, the Hampden-Sydney Academy, where slaves 

were routinely hired out from local planters for college upkeep, and where student 

residents brought slaves and servants to campus with them (Noll 66-70; Guyatt, 

“Samuel”). When he returned to Princeton in 1779 after his stint at Hampden-Sydney, 
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Smith lived into the Presidents House with his wife Ann, daughter of John Witherspoon, 

and owned at least two enslaved people.63 

In the Essay, Smith provides accounts of his own observations and pseudo-

experiments, describing the appearance, health, habits, and character of individuals he 

encountered while presiding at the College of New Jersey and at the Hampden-Sydney 

Academy in Virginia. Smith contends that the African population in America provides 

the most compelling evidence for “the power of society, and of the difference of ranks, in 

varying the human form,” and he spends pages outlining the differences he has observed 

between enslaved people who perform field labor and those who work in domestic 

settings (Smith 33-35). He also devotes considerable attention to his observations of the 

young girl taken from poverty and indentured as a domestic servant, and of a Native 

American student enrolled at the College: both of whom, according to Smith, exhibit 

improved manners and features after being transplanted from a “savage” to a “civilized” 

setting.  

Smith first outlines the differences between the African and American climate, 

highlighting the beneficial impact of the American climate on African people. He 

describes how the air in Africa is hot and dry, and suffused with “a strong volatile salt,” 

which he suggests is the cause of “the rank and offensive smell of many African nations” 

as well as the dry and curly nature of African peoples’ hair (33). To prove this climatic 

effect, he points out that “the negroes born in the United States of America are gradually 

 
63 In 1780 Smith advertised the sale of “a likely Negro boy” in The New Jersey Gazette, and in 1784, he 

again placed an advertisement for “a Negro servant . . . who is well acquainted with the business of a 

plantation,” whom he hoped to sell or trade for “a servant accustomed to cooking and waiting in a genteel 

family” (Guyatt; qtd. in Morales). 
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losing the strong smell of the African zone” and that “their hair is, at the same time, 

growing less involved, and becoming denser and longer” (33-34). To this observation 

Smith appends a footnote, in which he explains how labor and lifestyle impact this effect: 

“some domestic servants,” he explains, are able to grow their hair long enough to tie back 

in a braid, for they “have more leisure and better means than others to cherish their hair” 

(34). In contrast, “field slaves . . . are slow in adopting the manners of their superiors”: 

they not only disregard their hair, but also exhibit negligence toward their children (35). 

Smith explains that field slaves live “remote from society and example of their 

superiors,” and they consequently “retain many of the customs and manners of their 

African ancestors” and “are frequently ill shaped” (Smith 57-58). Household slaves have 

“advanced far before them in acquiring the agreeable and regular features, and the 

expressive countenance of civilized society,” being “straight and well proportioned; their 

hair extended . . .; their features regular, their capacity good, and their look animated” 

(57-58). These comparative observations set the stage for later such experiments, 

conducted when Smith returned to the College of New Jersey as a professor of moral 

philosophy. 

Positioning comparative differences in skin color and hair as evidence of the 

benefits of a more “civilizing” lifestyle, Smith of course elides one of the principal causes 

of lighter skin and straighter hair in successive generations of enslaved black Africans: 

interracial sex, and the sexual violence perpetrated by white male slaveholders, which 

resulted in a relatively large population of enslaved individuals with white paternity. In 

the Essay, Smith does not speculate on the parentage of the individuals he observed, nor 

does he situate mixed race slaves on his spectrum of climate- and culture-based 
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difference. However, in his “Strictures on Lord Kames's Discourse on the Original 

Diversity of Mankind,” which was included as an addendum in the publication of the 

Essay, Smith does address mixed-race parentage as part of his attack on the polygenist 

arguments of Scottish intellectual Henry Home, Lord Kames. In his 1778 Sketches of the 

History of Man, Kames cited the biracial offspring of white and black parents as proof of 

the fundamental differences between different “races or kinds of men”: according to 

Kames, these individuals did not bear witness to any true alteration, whether beneficial or 

detrimental, of the white or black races, but were instead “a mongrel breed differing from 

both parents” (58). Smith took issue with this characterization in the “Strictures,” arguing 

that biracial offspring were not a different species, but rather represented gradations of 

difference on a climate- and culture-based spectrum. Smith contended, in essence, that 

whiteness would overpower blackness in a biracial union, and the offspring of subsequent 

generations of biracial mixing would become gradually more white and civilized: “Carry 

the natives of Africa or America to Europe, and mix the breed,” he declared, “and they 

will acquire in time, the high perfection of the human form which is seen in that polished 

country” (19). Over time, he continued, “by proper mixture of races, and by the habit of 

civilized life, the black tinge may be intirely [sic] effaced” (19). Here, Smith frames the 

potential for white paternity as yet another civilizing benefit for the black Africans who 

were trafficked to North America, added to the advantages of the improved climate and 

the civilizing influence of white American society. As he had established in the Essay, 

any amount of black ancestry would necessarily render those individuals inferior to and 

distinguishable from “pure” white populations, but continued mixing of both parentage 

and lifestyle could yield lighter-skinned descendants. In Virginia and at the College of 
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New Jersey, it is likely that Smith encountered enslaved individuals of mixed-race 

parentage; however, in neither the Essay nor the “Strictures” does he address these 

individuals or include them in his comparative observations.64 In “Strictures,” Smith 

speaks of “natives of Africa or America” being “carr[ied]” to Europe and “mix[ed]” with 

the inhabitants of “that polished country”—not of black African women bearing the 

children of white slaveholders who regarded those women as their property. Smith’s 

vision of slaveholding society thus strategically omits the more ambivalent relationships 

between white and black populations, the sexual encounters that could perhaps 

complicate a portrait of enlightened and benevolent slaveowners as model citizens. 

To supports his argument for the interplay of climate and living conditions as the 

cause of differences in human skin color, health, and character, Smith performed his own 

pseudo-scientific case studies of individuals who had been removed from “savage” 

environments and installed in more “civilized” settings. None of these cases, 

significantly, focused on the ostensible improvement of an enslaved black African. To 

illustrate his argument for the benefits of improved living conditions, Smith describes an 

informal experiment in which he observed the physical changes in a single subject, a 

“servant . . . who was bound me to at ten years of age”: 

Her parents were in abject poverty. The child was, in consequence, 

extremely sallow in her complexion, she was emaciated, and as is 

 
64 In “Strictures” Smith does not provide any evidence for the effects of racial mixing between white and 

black parents, but instead describes two students, “gentlemen of one of the first families in the state of 

Virginia,” who were enrolled at the College of New Jersey and were “descended . . . from the Indian 

emperor Powhatan” and “the fourth descent from the princess Pocahuntis” (19). (Contemporaneous reports 

suggest that Smith here refers to John and Richard Randolph, whose genealogical maternal connection to 

Pocahontas and John Rolfe was frequently discussed.) Though these young men were “very fair” and 

“perfectly Anglo-American” in countenance and figure, Smith contends that they yet retained “the dark and 

vivid eye that has distinguished the whole family” (19). As he situates American Indian ancestry as a mark 

of distinction for an elite Virginia family, Smith here also reinforces his claim that mixed race lineage, 

regardless of the distance from present descendants, will always be retained and decipherable in some way. 
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common to children who have lain in the ashes and dirt of miserable huts, 

her hair was frittered and worn away to the length of little more than two 

inches. This girl has by a fortunate change in her mode of living, and 

indeed by living more like my own children than like a servant, become, 

in the space of four years, fresh and ruddy in her complexion, her hair is 

long and flowing, and she is not badly made in her person. (55) 

Based on the language of being “bound” to a child and raised “in the ashes and dirt of 

miserable huts,” it is likely that the girl described here was involuntarily indentured—in 

other words, sold by or taken from parents who were unable to care for her, and 

consigned into labor for the Smith family. By allowing the girl to ostensibly “live like 

[his] own children,” Smith generated further evidence in support of his environmentalist 

theory of degeneracy, while again avoiding the kind of racial mixing with black 

populations that might call into question white moral supremacy.  

After describing the physical differences that develop in response to different 

manners of enslavement, Smith extends his consideration to Native Americans, who he 

suggests are considerably closer to white Europeans and Anglo-Americans on the 

spectrum of degeneracy than Africans. To illustrate this, he describes “[a] young Indian, 

now about fifteen years of age, [who] was brought from his nation a number of years ago 

to receive an education” at the College of New Jersey (60). Having had “an accurate 

observation of him during the greater part of that time,” Smith explains, he can attest that 

the “savage habits” and “Indian countenance” had diminished (60-61). As Smith recounts 

his “careful attention to each particular feature, and comparison of it with the 

correspondent feature in us,” he renders the Native American student a subject of 

scientific analysis. Smith recounts how the student “acquires the agreeable expression of 

civil life” and “loses that vacancy of eye, and that lugubrious wildness of countenance 
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peculiar to the savage state” (61). As a result, “[t]here is less difference between his 

features and those of his fellow students, than we often see between persons in civilized 

society” (62).  

Despite his claims to “accurate observation,” there is reason to doubt the 

objectivity of Smith’s account. Records have demonstrated that the student Smith 

describes was Quequedegatha, or George Morgan White Eyes, a Lenape student who was 

enrolled at the college in 1785 by an act of Congress (Wilder 189; Guyatt, Bind 45). 

George Morgan White Eyes was the son of a Lenape leader and an English woman who 

had been taken captive as a child and had assimilated into the Lenape tribe. After his 

father was murdered by an American militia during the Revolution, members of Congress 

sought to appease the Lenapes’ anger by providing the boy with a college education 

(Guyatt 45). As an added benefit, they hoped that this education would have a 

“civilizing” effect, and that he would be able to serve as a diplomat of Anglo-American 

ideals for his people (45). The acculturation of George Morgan White Eyes was therefore 

a concerted effort: an experiment launched to advance both philosophical and political 

campaigns.  

Records suggest that George Morgan White Eyes’ actual experience at Princeton 

was more troubling. One account indicates that during his time at the college, George 

Morgan White Eyes learned of the actual circumstances of his father’s murder, and of the 

recent murder of his mother by a group of white men, and subsequently “lost all interest 

in completing his education” (Bush). By December of 1789, he had received a formal 

reprimand by the college for his poor conduct, and he left the university during his senior 

year without finishing his degree (Guyatt 45). Trained in Greek and Latin, as well as 
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classical literature and moral philosophy, George Morgan White Eyes lived for a time in 

poverty in New York City, where he appealed to George Washington for aid in response 

to “the treatment I met with at Princeton” (Guyatt, “Samuel”). He eventually returned to 

his people and was killed in a 1798 altercation with a white man (Bush). Though it is 

uncertain how closely Smith observed George Morgan White Eyes between 1785 and the 

delivery of his APS address in 1787, and how well the student was faring during that 

period, it seems clear that Smith had more than one reason to emphasize the physical 

evidence of George Morgan White Eyes’ intellectual and social improvement. Along 

with supporting his own monogenist theory of human origins and difference, the 

anecdote also helped to reinforce the important role that colleges like Princeton might 

play in the advancement of a nationalized white Protestant agenda. 

In a rhetorical analysis of Smith’s Essay, it is important to consider not only the 

minister’s philosophical objective to unite theological and scientific epistemologies but 

also his social and political commitments as a representative of the Princeton educational 

model. As described above, when Smith’s mentor John Witherspoon assumed the role of 

President at Princeton in 1768, he set a new course for the college, endeavoring to 

establish the school as a prestigious and important civic institution that would “bind. . . 

together the interests of learning, patriotism, and Christianity” (Noll 34). Smith would not 

formally assume the presidency of Princeton until 1794, but by the mid-1780s, he had 

assumed a prominent leadership role. As Witherspoon became active in the New Jersey 

legislature, Continental Congress, and later, the national Presbyterian General Assembly, 

Smith was “entrusted by the Princeton trustees with the realization of [Witherspoon’s] 

ideals at the college,” and he shared his mentor’s aims of positioning Princeton “to serve 
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the interests of science, religion, and the republic” (Noll 55, 98). In view of these 

commitments, Smith’s use of the Princeton grounds as an informal laboratory to test the 

effects of a civilizing environment provides a strategic endorsement of the college’s 

mission, underscoring the institution’s demonstrated success in improving moral 

character—even for individuals of “savage” and “uncivilized” origins. 

Smith’s social and political investments are likewise reflected in his discussion of 

the health and character of enslaved Africans: particularly in his insistence that while 

Africanist populations benefit from a civilizing environment, they would always remain 

fundamentally distinct from—and inferior to—white Anglo populations. In the early 

republican era, Princeton was widely recognized as a northern institution that was 

particularly hospitable to slaveholding interests. Under John Witherspoon’s helm, 

Princeton rose to prominence as the central hub in the colonization of Presbyterian higher 

education in the southern United States. In order to advance his vision for Princeton’s 

intellectual identity, Witherspoon understood that he would need to strengthen the 

college’s financial and cultural capital, and he devoted considerable energy to promotion 

and fundraising among the colonial elite (Noll 28-29). As Wilder recounts, Witherspoon 

recognized the enrollment monopolies already established among prominent colleges in 

the Northeast, and he thereby sought to improve the college’s endowment by actively 

recruiting British Caribbean and Southern students (100-105). By the early 1770s, the 

sons of wealthy slaveholding families outnumbered their New Jersey counterparts, and 

Princeton had become “the most influential institution in the South” (106). Fostering 

these relationships required, as Wilder puts it, “a moral comfort with bondage and a 

willingness to use the slave economy to spread the denomination” (109). As a 
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representative of the Princeton educational program in Virginia, a professor of moral 

philosophy, and later, Princeton’s president, Smith followed Witherspoon’s lead in 

accommodating the values and practices of wealthy Southern slaveholders. Atlantic slave 

trade capital played an integral role in the financing of Princeton and subsequent 

Presbyterian academies planted in southern states, and slavery was accepted at Princeton 

well into the nineteenth century: until the mid-1800s, all of Princeton’s presidents were 

slaveholders, including Smith, who assumed the presidency in 1794 (Guyatt, “Samuel”).  

Based on his ongoing confidence in the shared origin of white and black 

populations, and his conviction that the presumed poor health and character of enslaved 

people was a symptom of slavery itself, Smith would become an important figure in the 

nineteenth-century abolitionist battle against ethnological race science. In the 1810 

edition of the Essay, Smith would reject the very notion of racial classification, 

challenging the prevailing assumption that black skin was an immutable signifier of 

inherent inferiority (Dain 68). The revised Essay became a key theoretical work for 

nineteenth century abolitionists, and in a well-known 1812 Princeton lecture, Smith 

himself systematically challenged each of the era’s most common proslavery 

arguments—though he continued to doubt the feasibility of emancipation (41, 68-69). At 

the time of the 1787 Essay, however, Smith’s position on the institution of slavery was 

more ambivalent. When Lord Dunmore, governor of Virginia, called for the slaves of 

American revolutionaries to escape their owners and fight for the British in 1775, Smith 

had sided with the patriots—and slaveholders—who were outraged by the proclamation 

(Guyatt, “Samuel”). However, at the same time, as Nicholas Guyatt points out, Smith 

also corresponded frequently with the region’s prominent antislavery advocates (Guyatt, 
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“Samuel”). During the 1780s, Smith bought and sold slaves at Princeton, and while he 

seems to endorse the proper treatment of enslaved Africans in the 1787 edition of the 

Essay, he also reaffirms their fundamental inferiority to white Americans and the need for 

protective distance between the two. As Guyatt attests, it would “be a mistake” to 

characterize Smith with “an easy or unthinking accommodation with slavery”; at the 

same time, it is important to recognize the role of slaveholding in the expansion of the 

Princeton educational model, as well as Smith’s role in advancing the Princeton mission 

through strategic partnerships with slaveholding elite (Guyatt, “Samuel”).  

A closer look at one of Smith’s footnotes reinforces the notion that Smith’s 

perspective was shaped by the ethos of the slave economy. To his description of the 

compounded adverse effects of a poor climate and poor living conditions, Smith 

appended a footnote citing a number of contemporary sources in natural history, 

including an article from the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London 

(23).65 Though Smith names only a volume, and not a specific essay, from the Royal 

Society’s Transactions, it seems likely that he refers to “An Essay upon the Causes of the 

 
65 In this footnote Smith also named an anonymous account, A Treatise Upon the Trade from Great-Britain 

to Africa (1772), and Scottish essayist Lord Kames’ “Preliminary Discourse concerning the Origin of Men 

and of Language” from his Sketches of the History of Man (Smith 23). Both A Treatise and Kames’ 

“Preliminary Discourse” described the bodily transformations of Europeans who settled in Africa, and 

Smith referred to them as evidence in support of his contention that Anglo-Americans who suffered in 

poverty in the southern United States would develop darker skin and poor health. A Treatise Upon the 

Trade from Great Britain to Africa, widely attributed to English trader John Peter Demarin, focuses on 

spotlighting the mismanagement of African trade in Great Britain and refuting the anti-slavery arguments 

of European philosophers as well as American abolitionists. In an early section, Demarin provides an 

account of the European settlements on the African coast, explaining that the inhabitants of Portuguese 

settlements in Sierra Leone had “become in their complexion, and the wooly quality of their hair, perfect 

negroes” (22). Smith objected to Kames’ polygenist account of human difference: in 1787, he penned his 

“Strictures on Lord Kaim’s Discourse on the Original Diversity of Mankind,” in which he severely 

critiqued Kames’ evidence and the conclusions he drew from them. Nevertheless, in this footnote he cites 

Kames’ description of a Portuguese settlement in the Congo, where the “descendants of those polished 

Europeans, have become, both in their persons and their manners, more like beasts than like men,” in 

support of his own argument. 
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Different Colours of People in Different Climates” by American physician John 

Mitchell.66 In this writing, which was published in the Transactions in 1745, Mitchell 

endeavors to explain “that strange phenomenon in nature, the cause of the colour of 

Negroes,” which he addresses in a series of biological premises derived from his own 

experiments and observations (Mitchell 102). Mitchell wrote to “An Essay” with the 

intention of submitting it to the 1739 Bordeaux competition, which, as discussed above, 

solicited essays on the physical causes of blackness (Bell, Patriot-Improvers 140). The 

essay was completed too late for the Bordeaux prize, but it was shared with, and 

apparently greatly appreciated by, London’s Royal Society; the published text notes that 

the essay was read “at several meetings” throughout the summer of 1744, and it was one 

of the longest essays by an American ever published in the Transactions (Delbourgo 191; 

Mitchell 102).  

As a physician in Virginia during the first half of the eighteenth century, John 

Mitchell ostensibly had a great deal of access to the bodies of Virginia’s enslaved 

inhabitants. In “An Essay,” he reports on his own dissections of African and African 

American bodies, as well as his unsettling experiments on live subjects. As James 

Delbourgo explains, through “his access to enslaved bodies, which few or none in Europe 

could command, Mitchell could claim rare public authority as a Creole-American making 

 
66 The publication information does not exactly align: Smith cites volume number 476, and the Mitchell 

article appears two issues earlier, in volume 474. However, none of the essays in volume 476 appear to 

discuss skin color and climate. A more extensive case for Smith’s familiarity with Mitchell’s essay is made 

in the text above. It appears that Smith also misnames another article from the Transactions: when he refers 

to an article from physician James Lind about “a black child born of white parents,” it is likely that he is 

referring to the essay “An account of the white negro shewn before the Royal Society” by physician James 

Parsons (1765). Lind, a physician and astronomer, is most well-known today for his advancement of citrus 

fruit as a cure for scurvy, but his contributions to the Transactions seem to be limited to writings on 

weather and astronomy. Parsons’ 1765 essay, on the other hand, recounts a series of different anecdotes of 

children whose skin color does not match the skin color of their parents. 
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causal arguments for a learned European readership” (202). Another appeal of the report 

was Mitchell’s deployment of scientific experimentation: “Mitchell parted company with 

the majority of American correspondents who tended to furnish the Royal Society with 

descriptive reports in natural history,” for “his essay was neither conjectural history, nor 

part of the chorographic tradition of natural histories of man, but underwritten by 

experiment and grounded in practical dexterity” (Delbourgo 195). 

Though Samuel Stanhope Smith does not name Mitchell or his “Essay” in his 

APS address, it seems likely that was familiar with Mitchell’s work and drew upon it at 

multiple points throughout his own account. Mitchell was one of the earliest members of 

the APS—inducted in 1744—and his writings were circulated among its members.67 

Mitchell’s “Essay” was widely read by American and British intellectuals; it was likely 

drawn upon, for instance, in a 1775 APS oration by astronomer David Rittenhouse, and it 

was cited in English abolitionist Thomas Clarkson’s 1786 Essay on the Slavery and 

Commerce of the Human Species (Delbourgo 198, 185). Further, at least one historian has 

credited Mitchell’s 1744 essay as “a basis for … Smith’s Essay” (Bell 141). Smith 

footnotes the Transactions essay in support of the claim that the descendants of Spanish 

colonizers in the West Indies have the same “copper coloured” skin as Caribbean natives. 

Mitchell’s essay contains the observation about the darkened skin color of Spanish 

inhabitants in the Caribbean, as well as a number of other claims that are echoed at other 

 
67 In 1745, Mitchell’s report on yellow fever, in which he reports on his treatments—and dissections of 

victims—of the disease during outbreaks in Virginia, was acquired by Benjamin Franklin and read for the 

members of the APS. 
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points in Smith’s text.68 For instance, Mitchell and Smith’s accounts both include the 

anecdote, attributed to Virginia forefather John Smith, of a an English colonist who, “by 

living only three years among the Indians, became ‘so like an Indian, in habit and 

complexion, that he knew him not but by his tongue’” (Mitchell 149; Smith 21). 

Mitchell’s “Essay” also includes a number of anatomical observations about the human 

skin, derived from his own experiments, which Smith repeats in the opening of his Essay: 

that the skin has “few or no vessels,” that “people of colour have their skin thicker than 

people of a fair complexion,” and that the skin is composed of folded layers (Smith 10, 

11, 14, and Mitchell 116, 107, 110).  

One of Mitchell’s principal concerns in “An Essay upon the Causes of the 

Different Colours of People in Different Climates” is to examine the structure of black 

skin, and, in particular, to refute the “the Opinions of some learned Men” about the site 

and nature of black pigmentation through his own “Experiments and Observations,” and 

“proper Trials” (Mitchell 102, 118). Mitchell was clearly comfortable conducting his own 

dissections. He had studied medicine at Edinburgh in the 1720s, where he was trained in 

anatomical dissection by Alexander Monro. Recognized as a “skillful” anatomist, 

Mitchell kept medical journals that included his reflections on the importance of 

autopsies, as well as notes from his dissections of African subjects (Berkeley and 

Berkeley 58, 14). In the “Essay,” he describes making “anatomical Preparations” to 

“examine the skin of Negroes when separated from the body” (Mitchell 107). More 

 
68 Mitchell’s observation that “the Spaniards themselves, who have inhabited America under the torrid 

zone, for any time, are become as dark coloured as our native Indians of Virginia,” was also cited in 

Clarkson’s Essay on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species (Mitchell 150; Delbourgo 198). 
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troublingly, Mitchell was also comfortable conducting “Experiments on living Subjects” 

(Mitchell 102).  

Raised in a slaveholding Virginia family, Mitchell practiced medicine in the 

Virginia tobacco port town of Urbanna, where he owned slaves and also treated the 

individuals who were enslaved on the region’s wealthy tobacco plantations (Delbourgo 

188; Berkeley 56). In the opening of his “Essay,” he underscores his considerable access 

to the bodies of black Africans and African Americans, distinguishing the work of 

European anatomists and “learned Men,” which are founded upon “Opinions” and 

“imagin’d” conclusions, from his own “repeated…Experiments on living Subjects” 

(102). Mitchell challenges the efficacy of postmortem dissections as a means to study the 

structure of the skin, contending that anatomical preservation methods alter the skin’s 

appearance and texture (107). Directing his attention to current theorizing generated by 

the Bordeaux prize, he muses that the contemporary anatomists who examined dead 

bodies to understand the nature of black pigmentation in African skin must have 

“imagin’d” their findings, as opposed to “really found it to be” (102, 107). Mitchell sets 

himself apart from these anatomists as a researcher who is not only capable but also 

willing to “examine the Skins of Negroes on their Body” (107).  

Of the enslaved Africans who were his living subjects, Mitchell describes 

“Bleeding, or otherwise Cutting their Skins,” blistering the skin with chemicals, and 

burning them with fire, all in order to examine changes in skin color and texture (107-

08). In keeping with his commitment to “proper Trials,” he emphasizes that he “repeated 

[these] Experiments on living Subjects several times” (102). Mitchell’s willingness to 

torture these unnamed individuals suggests that he regarded them as less than human. 
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However, as Delbourgo points out, Mitchell also endorsed a Biblically-grounded 

monogenist view of human origins, asserting that “black and white People . . . might very 

naturally be both descended from one and the same Parents, as we are otherwise better 

assured from Scripture, that they are” (Mitchell 145; Delbourgo 193). Though he 

endorsed the theory of shared human origins, Mitchell also argued that the skin of 

Africans was fundamentally different, and fundamentally hardier, than the lighter skin of 

European populations. Mitchell fixed the earliest Biblical representations of humankind, 

figures such as “Noah and his sons,” as a point of origin on the spectrum of human health 

and character, from which contemporary black as well as white populations had 

degenerated. The white European populations of his day, he contended, had degenerated 

in “the worst Extreme,” and were “the most delicate, tender, and sickly” (146). On the 

other hand, hot and dry climates had shaped the anatomy of African skin, rendering it 

“thicker and denser,” and therefore able to “wonderfully accommodate . . . the Nature and 

Force of external Injuries” (133). Mitchell likens this effect to the hands of blacksmiths, 

which are “constantly used to handle hot and hard Things” and consequently can “handle 

even hot Irons” (133). Though he does not connect these observations to his own 

experimental methods, the correlation is clear: when he burns and blisters the skin of his 

living African subjects, Mitchell presumes, despite his likely awareness of physical 

evidence to the contrary, that these individuals will “handle even hot Irons” with minimal 

pain or injury. It is thus that Mitchell is able to conclude that “[t]he Black Colour of the 

Negroes of Africa, instead of being a Curse denounced on them . . . is rather a Blessing, 

rendering their Lives, in that intemperate Region, more tolerable, and less painful” 

(Mitchell 146). As Delbourgo argues, Mitchell’s “naturalization of the African body as 
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inured to violence” functioned as “a deeply ironic glorification of its durability that 

obscured its coercion,” echoing the rhetoric that was commonly deployed in 

contemporary justifications of slave labor (Delbourgo 194, 195). We can also see how 

this rhetoric functioned to rationalize Mitchell’s cruel experiments on live subjects. 

In Samuel Stanhope Smith’s Essay, his case studies of individuals whose physical 

appearance and character were changed by circumstance suggests that Smith, like 

Mitchell before him, regarded the non-white bodies around him as specimens through 

which to test and confirm scientific hypotheses. Smith did not undertake his own 

anatomical investigations, nor did he actively maim the individuals he observed, but it is 

not unreasonable to suggest that Mitchell’s research—which, as we have seen, Smith 

drew upon at multiple points in his text— served as a precedent for Smith’s observations 

of the marginalized bodies that surrounded him.  

Mitchell’s “Essay” also offered Smith a model for unifying anatomical 

examinations with Biblical ideology. In his framing of African skin as an anatomical 

barrier against pain and a “Blessing,” Mitchell was able to uphold his commitment to 

scientific rigor, defend the tenets of Christian monogenesis, and reinforce the justification 

of continuing enslavement. In his capacity as a representative of the Princeton 

educational model, a national civic initiative funded by the purses of slaveholding 

interests, Samuel Stanhope Smith had similar commitments, though he adopted a 

somewhat different approach to upholding them. Mitchell was critical of the excesses and 

privileges of wealth, which he argued contributed to the degenerating health of 

prosperous populations (Delbourgo 193). Describing the constitution of white Europeans 

and Americans as “delicate, tender, and sickly,” he attributes this frailty to the habits of 
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“luxurious and effeminate lives,” which included “an almost constant Confinement, or 

rather imprisonment, from the open Air,” as well as “Sitting by Fires,” and “Excess in 

strong Liquors” (138-39). Such habits, he explained, tended to “soften, moisten, and 

relax, the Fibres of the Body” (138-39). In this critique of idleness and excess, a latent 

indictment against Virginia’s wealthy planter class, Mitchell may have appealed to the 

worldview of his European intellectual audience. Smith, on the other hand, had a 

population of wealthy Southern landowners to court. It is therefore not surprising, then, 

that he represents the grounds of Princeton as a powerful civilizing institution, and 

further, that he avoids indicting the ruling class. In the Essay, Smith reassures his 

audience that “the Europeans, and Americans are, the most beautiful people in the world, 

chiefly because their state of society is the most improved” (72). 

As he wades into the era’s debates about the causes of human difference, the 

threat of American degeneracy, and the inferiority of African populations, Samuel 

Stanhope Smith relies upon published anatomical research as well as his own pseudo-

experiments to support a paternalistic model of African chattel slavery as a civilizing 

institution. Ten years later, a lawyer and statesmen would echo this minister’s alignment 

of anatomical research with a Christian political objective. The Algerine Captive is the 

novel of a New England Federalist, a lawyer who nevertheless employs his narrator as a 

physician, enabling him to inspect the bodies of slaves and citizens alike from the 

emerging discourse of anatomy. Featuring cameos from some of the key players in the 

discourse of biological racism of the late eighteenth century, The Algerine Captive 

presents another intersection between the evolving profession of medicine and the 

evolving portrait of a new nation. 
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Faith in the “skilful humane operator” 

In 1797, New England author and playwright Royall Tyler published The 

Algerine Captive; or, the Life and Adventures of Doctor Updike Underhill: Six Years 

Prisoner Among the Algerines, a fictional, firsthand account of a young American 

surgeon who is employed on a slave ship and abducted by pirates off the coast of North 

Africa. Tyler’s two-part novel pairs a traditional captivity account with a satirical portrait 

of American life. In the first volume, protagonist Updike Underhill determines to train as 

a physician in New England, travels to the American South in search of employment, and 

accepts a position as a surgeon on a slaver. On the ship’s return voyage from the West 

African coast, Underhill is taken captive by Algerian privateers and imprisoned in the 

city of Algiers. The second volume details his experience of captivity, his impressions of 

the Maghreb, a series of religious debates with an Islamic leader, and his eventual return 

to the United States.  

Tyler was a lawyer, judge, essayist, and self-proclaimed political activist in the 

1780s and 1790s, and with the anonymous publication of The Algerine Captive, he 

capitalized on the growing popularity of Barbary piracy and captivity narratives among 

Anglo-American readers. After the Revolution, American ships employed in transatlantic 

trade and commerce lost the protection of the British navy as they crossed the Atlantic, 

and beginning in 1785, a number of American ships were captured and held for ransom 

by North African raiders. As the United States was no longer bound to—or protected 

by—British trade agreements, the nation’s representatives were required to renegotiate 

their terms of trade and commerce with the Berber nations of Morocco, Tripoli, Tunis, 

and Algiers. When trade negotiations went south, ships would be seized; between 1785 
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and 1795, thirteen American ships were captured, and approximately 150 American 

mariners imprisoned, by Algerian corsairs (Melish 151). As historian Joanne Pope Melish 

explains, the capture of Americans in North Africa, and the negotiations for their return, 

captivated public sympathy and imagination in the U.S., and an entire literary genre was 

sparked by the American interest in first-person captivity narratives, both real and 

fictional (152). 

As they trumpeted the indignities of violent treatment at the hands of North 

African infidels, Barbary captivity narratives intersected discursively with ongoing 

debates about human difference and the biological superiority of whiteness. As Melish 

explains, American public interest in these accounts was shaped by the era’s well-known 

natural history texts, which, as we have seen, were likely to emphasize the “savagery” of 

African populations, correlating violence and uncivilized character with darker skin 

color. Consequently, “when personal stories of enslavement by ‘tawny’ Arabs and 

‘dusky’ or ‘swarthy’ Moors of unbridled savagery began to surface in the United States, 

Americans were prepared to read these stories as tests of the durability of republican 

whiteness” (Melish 154-55).  

As a genre, Barbary captivity narratives not only activated considerations of 

American political identity in the global arena, but also became relevant in domestic 

debates about the institution of slavery and its continuation in the new nation. Martha 

Elena Rojas emphasizes how the actual practice of Barbary captivity “crucially differed 

from the lifelong hereditary slavery practiced in the United States”: unlike the Africans 

enslaved as chattel property, American and European captives “were held in Algiers for 

political and diplomatic as well as economic reasons,” and “[i]n Algiers, slavery 
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connoted a temporary status” (168). Nevertheless, though they were “well aware of this 

difference,” American and European captives “easily adopted the word ‘slave’ to 

describe themselves, and ‘slavery’ to describe their condition” (168-69). Among Anglo-

Americans in the early republic, as Melish outlines, the imprisonment of American 

sailors in the Maghreb was popularly referred to and understood as “slavery”: 

Captured Europeans and Americans were sold in slave markets; they were 

forced to perform heavy labor and to beg monies from their friends and 

families abroad to provide anything above the barest subsistence level of 

food and clothing; they were regularly beaten and chained for the slightest 

infractions; and, because their eventual ransom was uncertain at best, 

unless they converted to Islam they could expect only death to liberate 

them from bondage. (152) 

The captivity narratives that documented this treatment could be read as anecdotal 

evidence of the moral and biological superiority of whiteness: unlike the black 

populations of West Africa, who were presumed to be naturally disposed to servility, 

white Americans and Europeans who were captured would protest the indignities of 

enslavement and resist the breakdown of their spirit.  

At the same time, however, Barbary captivity narratives and the public responses 

to them could become lightning rods for emancipation debates. The post-war trade 

disputes in North Africa and subsequent public interest in Barbary captivity coincided 

with the growth of the abolitionist movement in the decades after the Revolution, and 

some abolitionists capitalized on the outrage against the captivity of American sailors to 

draw attention to the inhumanity of chattel slavery. In 1790, for example, Benjamin 

Franklin penned a satirical “letter to the editor” for the Federal Gazette, in which a 

defense of slavery was outlined by a fictional Algerian pirate (Jordan, White 325). 

Inspired by a Georgia representative’s defense of slavery in Congress, Franklin 
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underscored the hypocrisy of those who vociferously opposed the enslavement of 

Americans in Africa while endorsing an economy built upon the enslavement of 

Africans. 

With its portrait of imprisonment, estrangement, violence, and death carried out in 

the name of slavery on both the American and African coasts, The Algerine Captive 

seems poised to critique the international slave trade and the hypocrisy of this trade as the 

economic centerpiece of a purportedly Christian nation. In the first half of the novel, 

Tyler lambasts the American Protestant authorities that presumed to justify African 

enslavement, as Underhill witnesses a Southern parson literally beating a slave against 

the doors of the chapel before delivering a sermon. Underhill’s subsequent employment 

on a slave ship allows Tyler to catalogue a litany of offenses perpetrated in the name of 

slavery on the West African coast and in the Middle Passage. Upon his capture, Underhill 

himself becomes a pawn in the international market, and he testifies to the physical and 

psychological toll of imprisonment and forced labor, as well as the deterioration of his 

will and spirit. When Underhill is trafficked to Algiers, Tyler reiterates the emphasis on 

Christian hypocrisy that was established in the first volume, staging a debate between 

Underhill and an Algerian Mollah on the relative merits and detriments of Christianity 

and Islam. As the Mollah attacks the hypocrisy of slaveholding Christians, alleging that 

the violence of slavery is fundamentally at odds with the grace of God, Underhill is 

silenced, acknowledging that this is an argument against American Christianity that he is 

unable to refute.  

In spite of the both implied and explicit critiques of chattel slavery that have been 

offered throughout the narrative, however, Underhill ultimately recants these criticisms in 
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the novel’s final chapter. When he is restored to his family home after six years of 

captivity, Underhill does not hit the oratory circuit as an ardent abolitionist. Rather, he 

resolutely determines to settle down and become the best American he can be. In the 

company of “some amiable woman,” he resolves to achieve “the enviable character of a 

useful physician, a good father, and worthy FEDERAL citizen” (Tyler 225). In closing, 

his “ardent wish” is not to abolish slavery or oppose the slave trade but to illustrate “the 

necessity of uniting our federal strength to enforce a due respect among other nations” 

(225-26). Instead of being inspired to protest the slave trade, Underhill ultimately regards 

his experience of captivity as a call to national unity, and an inspiration to celebrate the 

virtue of American republic. 

Scholars have continued to puzzle over The Algerine Captive’s curious turn and 

its subsequent positioning in the anti-slavery discourse of the early republic. Is Tyler truly 

offering an indictment of the slave trade, one that is regrettably compromised by a failure 

of nerve in the novel’s closing pages? Or is he strategically evading a definitive response 

to the problem of slavery in his promotion of a strong federal union? To explain the 

protagonist’s seeming about-face on the issue of slavery, a number of critics have drawn 

attention to Royall Tyler’s staunch Federalist politics, suggesting that The Algerine 

Captive does not represent a flawed response to moral critiques of the slave economy, but 

rather constitutes an ultimately consistent endorsement of conservative political 

ideology.69 Other critics have emphasized the novel’s disjointedness and inconsistency, 

 
69 Ed White, for example, contends that Tyler’s novel stages a debate between the Federalists and their 

political opponents, the Democratic Republicans, teasing out the tensions faced by conservative republicans 

in response to slavery. White interprets the first volume of the novel as an indictment of slavery run 

rampant, while the second volume represents the dangers of an over-sentimentalized embrace of abolition. 

According to White, Underhill’s imprisonment in Algeria represents “the horrors of what the United States 
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suggesting that the shift in both tone and moral is a strategic maneuver that reflects the 

negotiations inherent in the fashioning of a new American identity.70 Contemporary 

scholars, on the other hand, have been more explicitly critical of the novel’s vacillating 

commitment to the antislavery cause, emphasizing that Tyler seems less invested in the 

lives of African and African American people than he is in buttressing his party’s—and 

his own—political standing.71 Until recently, however, few critics had focused on the 

 
could be, should the radical traditions of the American Revolution find realization: rule by Democratic-

Republican cadis and Mollahs, enslavement of nonbelievers but freedom for converts, terroristic torture for 

political enemies, [and] power relationships for all to see” (White 23). White see Tyler reminding the 

Federalists that while they “should resist slavery as both civically degrading and foundational to 

Democratic-Republican power,” they must also “recognize the dangerous sentimental potential of the anti-

slavery position” (8-9). Like White, Edward Larkin also focuses on the novel’s domestic political stakes, 

but he does not see Underhill’s resolution at the novel’s close as a failure to commit to the abolitionist 

cause. For Larkin, Tyler’s novel exemplifies the Federalist anxiety about the states’ lack of commitment to 

a central, organizing body. Larkin uses The Algerine Captive as an illustration of the ideological tension 

between the confederate republic and individual state diversity in the new Republic. Larkin suggests that 

Tyler strategically displaces his examination of the effects of slavery from the United States to Algiers, 

explaining that the move allows Tyler to achieve dual aims of “articulat[ing] a strong antislavery position” 

while “persuad[ing] his fellow Americans of the importance of protecting and strengthening the union” 

(518). 

70 Underscoring the dramatic change in tone from the novel’s first volume to its second, Cathy Davidson 

observes that the narrative “seems almost broken-backed in its odd conjoining of apparently inconsistent 

parts” (207). She contends, however, that Tyler’s abrupt shift in tone is strategic, and undertaken to 

“register the full horror of slavery” (207). Davidson reads the second half of the novel as a condemnation of 

the moral failures of American democracy; at the end of the novel, she suggests, Tyler offers a solution that 

is “ultimately not political in any systemic sense but returns us—individual readers—back to the republican 

values of individual responsibility, individual conscience, and individual action within and for the good of 

the commonwealth” (209-210). 

71 Matthew Pangborn rejects the notion that the novel’s shift in tone and seeming twist ending are strategic, 

labeling The Algerine Captive as “one of [the United State’s] least effective abolitionist texts” (2). Unlike 

those critics who regard Tyler’s conclusion in continuity with his consistent, conservative framing of 

slavery, Pangborn reads The Algerine Captive as a sophisticated objection to developing notions of 

spectatorship—an objection that he cannot reconcile with the “shrill calls for unified national identity” at 

the text’s close (19). John Earnest emphasizes that the novel seems less invested in the actual plight of 

enslaved Africans and African Americans than it does in the philosophical questions that slavery generates, 

pointing out that Tyler acknowledges “African Americans as a racial presence almost incidentally in 

extended meditations on the ethical dilemmas posed by the system of slavery” (255). With regard to the 

parallels that the novel draws between Algerian tyranny and American slavery, Keri Holt observes that this 

censuring aspect of the narrative is “very short-lived” and ultimately gives way to a “returning interest in 

recuperating the value of federalism” (484). Kelly Bezio contends that Tyler’s interest is not in 
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novel’s political and social commitments in relation to its investment in contemporaneous 

discourses of science and medicine. To close this chapter, I will suggest that the 

positioning of Tyler’s protagonist as a physician and an arbiter of bodies is of 

fundamental significance to the novel’s portrait of captivity and citizenship. 

In The Algerine Captive, Tyler harnesses the illuminating insight of an 

anatomically-trained physician to suggests that the true problem of slavery is not the 

hypocrisy of the institution itself, but rather the physical violence inflicted by tyrannical 

slaveholders.72 In the journey of Updike Underhill from naiveté to enlightenment, Tyler 

testifies to the anatomical foundations of racial classifications and offers an alternative 

model of race relations: a scientific understanding of inherent, biological difference and a 

responsible, care-oriented application of the naturalized hierarchies of slave and master. 

In this vision, the American physician becomes the model master: a “skilful humane 

operator” who upholds naturalized hierarchies through the clinical arbitration of bodies, 

rebuking brutish violence in favor of a redemptive ethics of anatomical body 

management (Tyler 42). 

A number of recent scholars have drawn attention to The Algerine Captive’s 

depiction of the developing natural and medical sciences, including Jared Gardner, 

Matthew Pangborn, Kelly Bezio, and Maureen Tuthill; however, there has been less 

emphasis on the continuities between Tyler’s portrait of Enlightenment medicine and the 

 
meaningfully addressing the moral question of slavery, but rather in encouraging readers, and the federal 

union more broadly, to transcend slavery’s “divisive energies” (40). 

72 For analysis of the religious and moral objections to violence as a characteristic Federalist response to 

slavery, see Cleves. 
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novel’s commitment to a Protestant model of civic improvement.73 Tuthill is one of few 

scholars to devote sustained critical attention to Updike Underhill’s development as a 

physician. As Tuthill emphasizes, the novel’s production “coincide[d] with the rise of 

rational medical science, the commercialization of medicine, and the early formation of 

US international identity,” and the novel itself offers consistent evidence of Tyler’s 

engagement with contemporaneous developments in the medical field (147). Tuthill 

persuasively reads Underhill’s transformation from a bumbling youth to a responsible 

citizen as a portrait that is explicitly embedded in, and invested in, the transforming 

discourses of medical practice in America, and she provides valuable analysis of 

Underhill’s development of clinical “detachment”, emphasizing how the physician’s 

“authority and professional success increase proportionately with the level of detachment 

he is able to maintain from his patients” (152). As Tuthill rightly asserts, by the end of 

the novel, Updike Underhill represents “a more intelligent, sophisticated, and detached 

type of physician,” one “whose medical knowledge is not connected blindly to unproven 

theories or even to long-standing tradition. Instead, this new physician adheres to an 

authoritative, stable set of theories and practices with established, transferable standards” 

(160).  

 
73 Jared Gardner reads The Algerine Captive in relation to the growing popular interest in natural science 

and racial hierarchy at the end of the eighteenth century. For Gardner, Tyler’s allusions to contemporary 

scientific figures and developments are ultimately metaphorical, signaling a new phase of American 

individualist identity that is in continuity with, but distinct from, earlier colonial heritage. Pangborn 

emphasizes the role of the developing sciences in the narrative, focusing on Tyler’s engagement with 

philosophical conversations about Enlightenment science and technology. Bezio approaches the novel 

through the lens of eighteenth-century inoculation research, reading Underhill’s captivity as both a 

demonstration of the superiority of American medical research and a metaphorical inoculation against the 

threat of Islam. 
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However, when Tuthill interprets Underhill’s narrative arc as a portrait of social 

mobility, she minimizes what I recognize as the novel’s ongoing and earnest endorsement 

of a Protestant ethics of care.74 Tuthill argues that for Underhill, “medicine is the way to 

wealth, not health,” emphasizing—rightly—that Underhill’s ultimate goal throughout 

most of the narrative is to find “a deferential and rational community of patients who 

have ample social and economic resources and are willing to pay for treatment” (175, 

165). As a practitioner, she suggests, Underhill acts in his own self-interest, as opposed to 

any sense of “genuine compassion,” and in this sense he becomes, for Tyler, “the 

quintessential Federal icon of the early Republic”: a model of unsentimental reason and 

economic—and civic—success (198, 175). Like Tuthill, I recognize Underhill’s 

education as a physician as the defining dimension of his transformation from a 

blundering youth to an insightful American representative on the international stage. I 

suggest, however, that paying more attention to the novel’s emphasis on anatomical 

knowledge, and situating it within a tradition of American responses to the degeneracy 

hypothesis and critiques of slavery, will illuminate Tyler’s investment in an enlightened 

and medically-grounded Protestant ethics. While Tuthill argues that Underhill represents 

a “secular and naturalistic” model of medical practice, I contend, as we have seen 

throughout this chapter, that a commitment to rational and scientific modes of medical 

knowledge in the early republic did not necessarily preclude a continuing investment in 

religious ways of knowing (153). 

 
74 For an examination of the prominent role of Protestant ideologies in Federalist philosophies and 

objectives, see Den Hartog. 
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I begin my analysis of The Algerine Captive by outlining the novel’s stakes in the 

contemporary debates traced in this chapter: through allusions, conversations, and 

narrative asides, Tyler situates Underhill’s Bildung in the transnational debates about 

American degeneracy and the biological nature of human origins and difference. He also 

establishes his familiarity with the growing embrace of Enlightenment values among 

Protestant leaders, and, significantly, demonstrates a nuanced understanding of the era’s 

evolving notions of medical identity and growing emphasis on anatomical 

methodologies. In its account of Underhill’s transformation from a wayward youth into 

an enlightened physician, I suggest that the first volume of the novel functions as a kind 

of instructional manual, spotlighting the qualities and characteristics of the ideal 

American physician: a figure who, as Benjamin Rush underscored in his 1786 APS 

address, attends to both the physical and moral health of the republic’s constituents. In 

the second half of the novel, Tyler sends this doctor back along the paths of the slave 

trade, demonstrating the triumph of enlightened Christian science over the problem of 

slavery.  

From the novel’s opening pages, Tyler endorses a vision of a more modern 

intellectual citizenship in America. As a youth, Updike Underhill receives religious 

instruction in Greek and Latin, in preparation for divinity training at Harvard. Though the 

clergymen of agrarian New Hampshire are impressed with Underhill’s Greek proficiency, 

an “enlightened” minister from Boston informs Underhill’s parents that training in Greek 

is a fool’s errand, and that knowledge of the language will be “useless” outside the walls 

of Harvard (Tyler 27). In the past, he explains, “[h]e that could give a new turn to an old 

text, or detect a mistranslation in the version, was more admired than the man, who 
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invented printing, discovered the magnetic powers, or contrived an instrument of 

agriculture”; however, the respected scholars of the day were more inclined to 

“endeavour, by the aid of natural and moral philosophy, to amend the manners and better 

the condition of man” (27-28). Signaling to the educational shifts championed by 

reformers such as Benjamin Rush and advocates of the Princeton model, Tyler uses 

Underhill’s training in Greek as a synecdoche for the increasing irrelevance of a classical 

education and classical modes of knowledge. For the rest of his young adulthood, 

Underhill’s fondness for Greek presents a continual stumbling block, rendering him 

incapable of contributing to the family farm or relating to the communities in which he 

finds himself. When he commits to becoming a physician, however, Underhill rejects the 

classical epistemology favored by earlier generations. As he immerses himself in the 

study of medicine, Underhill acknowledges that “[his] admiration of the Greek declined,” 

and he does not mention—or quote from—Greek texts again for the duration of the 

narrative (55). Underhill’s path to medical education thus embodies the epistemological 

shift, charted at the beginning of this chapter, from a traditional disposition toward 

classical precedent, to knowledge gained through experimentation and analysis.  

As he stakes his claim in the endorsement of a more Enlightenment-oriented 

pedagogy, Tyler also engages with late-eighteenth century debates about American 

degeneracy, echoing the anxiety of American writers who perceived the threat of the 

degeneracy hypothesis to the nation’s global standing. Traveling to Boston in search of 

medical supplies, Underhill takes a detour to visit Harvard’s natural history museum in 

Cambridge, and he is disappointed to discover that the museum’s collection is composed 

of what he describes as “wretched, bauble specimens” (61). With embarrassment, 
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Underhill wonders what would happen if “a Raynal or Buffon” should cross the Atlantic, 

“eagerly inquiring after the natural productions and original antiquities of our country,” 

and find that the only relics are a gourd, a turnip, a cannonball, and a toy canoe (60). 

With another dig at Harvard’s outmoded curriculum, Tyler’s reference to Raynal and 

Buffon draws the novel into the degeneracy debates outlined earlier in this chapter, 

demonstrating an awareness of the ways that these key works of natural history had been 

mobilized to undercut the new Republic. Underhill’s performance anxiety about the new 

nation’s cultivation of its own natural and cultural history recalls Thomas Jefferson’s 

spirited refutation of Buffon and Raynal’s allegations of degeneracy in the Notes on the 

State of Virginia. Like Jefferson, Underhill rejects the conclusions of Buffon and Raynal, 

both acknowledging the new nation’s relative lack of output in natural and cultural 

history and maintaining that this lack is not indicative of the nation’s true character. As 

Jared Gardner emphasizes, the scene is significant as “the first moment in the novel 

where [Underhill] discovers his patriotism,” underscoring “how important . . . scientific 

education is to be in the development of his American identity” (43). Echoing Jefferson’s 

Notes, Underhill’s disappointment in the Harvard Museum underscores the need for a 

renewed commitment to intellectual development and scientific rigor in the new nation. 

Recognizing that the continuing expansion of the sciences would be necessary to the 

United States’ favorable reputation on the international stage, Tyler suggests that the 

answer to critiques of the young nation would not be found within the walls of Harvard. 
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Instead, like Jefferson and Smith before him, he puts his faith in a new kind of medical 

knowledge, derived from scientifically rigorous anatomical investigations.75 

Tyler describes a different kind of “wretched, bauble specimens” in his depiction 

of quack doctors. While Benjamin Franklin and his cohort of intellectuals at the 

American Philosophical Society had been championing the institutionalization of 

scientifically-oriented medical curriculums for decades, it is important to underscore that 

American medicine was, in the 1790s, still a diverse and disjointed discipline. In the era 

that Tyler stages Underhill’s medical education, few medical schools existed in the 

United States. Though the prevalence of university-based medical curriculums was 

growing, particularly in the northeast, the field of American medicine in the late 

eighteenth century still lacked coherent institutional governance, and medical expertise 

was most often cultivated in a patchwork assemblage of formal and informal instruction 

and apprenticeship (Myrsiades 42).76 In The Algerine Captive, Tyler registers this more 

culturally prominent version of medical training in the late eighteenth century United 

States. He does not chart the tidy sequence of training in European institutions that was 

undertaken by the nation’s elite New England sons; instead, he depicts a youth who 

bumbles his way into a medical apprenticeship, discovers a new appreciation for rigorous 

scientific medicine, and challenges the wide-ranging, archaic, and often dubious methods 

of treatment that continued to circulate among doctors in New England and across the 

 
75 Gardner likewise identifies the significance of this scene, noting that here “we see how important this 

scientific education is to be in the development of [Underhill’s] American identity, for the scene at the 

museum is the first moment in the novel where he discovers his patriotism” (43).   

76 As Myrsiades explains, while medical schools were established in the northeastern U.S. in the 1760s 

and1780s, but “[a]pprenticeship was, nevertheless, much more common and allowed students to link with 

established physicians who could mentor students and get them started in business” (41). 
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United States. In Underhill’s travels, he encounters over a dozen other medical 

practitioners, each of whom underscores the questionable status of medical practitioners 

in the eyes of the American populace and the wide variety of training and motives those 

practitioners might have. Like the “wretched, bauble specimens” of the Harvard Museum, 

these doctors, some of whom are merely ineffectual and others who are outright 

charlatans, serve to distinguish the optimistic and scientifically-oriented future of 

medicine, and the nation, from the unenlightened past (60). 

Though initially, Underhill’s decision to pursue medical training is based solely 

on appearances, he soon begins to appreciate and aspire to the practice of rigorous 

anatomical medicine. Failing to succeed as a schoolmaster and too overqualified and 

inept, thanks to his classical education, to take on the family’s agricultural concerns, 

Underhill recalls with fondness the memory of his own family doctor, who rode a 

“spirited horse” with “neat little saddle bags, and tipped bridle” (36). Underhill’s 

superficial admiration of the horse tack of his family physician veers into quack territory, 

but Tyler also specifies that Underhill is drawn to medicine by the medical textbook, 

“Turner’s Surgery,” which he admires for the author’s “agreeable manner,” “wonderful 

cures,” and “remarkable dexterity” (36). Though Underhill’s recollection of the text is 

less than precise, the reference to Daniel Turner’s 1722 The Art of Surgery suggests that 

the appeal of medicine for Underhill, and for Tyler, is not merely the prospect of 

becoming a family doctor with a fancy pony.77 Offering detailed case studies and calling 

 
77 Underhill notes that he particularly admires Turner’s dexterity in “extracting a pound of candles, from 

the arm of a wounded soldier” (Tyler 36). The likely source of this reference is Turner’s description of his 

treatment of a gunner’s gangrenous sword wound, which a field surgeon had stuffed full of fabric bandages 

and plugs to stop bleeding (Turner 494). The effect of this treatment had led to suspended circulation and 

“insupportable torment,” but the soldier’s surgeon had told him he would bleed to death if the objects were 
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for the technical refinement of surgical practice, The Art of Surgery is an early indicator 

of what Sappol calls the “transformation of medical identity” that crystallized in the last 

three decades of the eighteenth century (Sappol 53). As Sappol recounts, the 

transformation of medicine from a trade into a profession and a science was precipitated 

by the fusion of surgery and physic (53). Traditionally spurning hands-on training in 

favor of more dignified, classical scholarship, medical institutions began to embrace the 

knowledge that the surgeon’s practical engagement of the body could offer, and 

curriculums were increasingly re-centered to prioritize anatomy, which united the 

practical efficacy of the surgeon with the erudition of the physician. Turner’s widely 

popular The Art of Surgery, which featured detailed case studies and comprehensive, 

extensive descriptions of surgical techniques, is an exemplative text in the evolution of 

surgery from an inexact craft to a technical discipline, and Tyler’s reference to the text 

signals a familiarity with—and appreciation for—the transforming discourse of medical 

science. 

Corroborating a favorable portrait of medicine and reinforcing the correlation of 

medical practice with scientific authority is Underhill’s continual praise of his preceptor, 

the physician under whom he apprentices. Underhill’s apprenticeship is presented as a 

marked departure from the classical—and useless—education of Underhill’s youth. In 

contrast to the futility of his own intellectualism, Underhill praises his preceptor’s lack of 

pretension: “In the most simple language, he would trace the latent disease, to the 

diagnostic,” Underhill explains admiringly; “from his lips, subjects the most abstruse, 

 
removed (495). Turner was called to repair the damages of the original treatment, and for days he 

repeatedly used “a Wax-Candle” to ascertain the “more than twenty” objects that less-practiced doctors had 

lodged in the wound, which he removed with a hook (498-500). 
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were rendered familiar to the unlettered man” (57). In the figure of the preceptor Tyler 

represents an appeal to knowing that does not require an elaborate façade of Latin or 

Greek but which still entails a rigorous and wide-ranging erudition. Underhill declares 

this “unaffected gentleman” to be “a man of liberal science. In him were united, the acute 

chymist, the accurate botanist, the skilful operator, and profound physician” (57).  

With references to key figures and texts associated with the eighteenth century 

transformation of medical identity, Tyler aligns Underhill’s medical apprenticeship with 

the rise of anatomical medicine and scientifically-oriented medical pedagogy. Through 

his preceptor’s influence, Underhill explains, “I now applied myself sedulously to my 

studies,” and “Cullen, Munroe, Boerhaave, and Hunter” became “my constant 

companions” (55). Each of these names points to an influential figure in the 

Enlightenment transformation of medical knowledge. William Cullen and Alexander 

Monro were renowned physicians and educators of the Edinburgh school of medicine: 

Monro was widely recognized as the era’s leading anatomist, while Cullen notably 

popularized a nosology, or classification of diseases into types analogous to the 

organizational categories employed in the biological sciences (Myrsiades 50). The Leiden 

physician Hermann Boerhaave was celebrated for introducing an “iatromechanical” 

approach to medical diagnosis, applying Newtonian physics to understandings of human 

physiology. Boerhaave was also a champion of observation and the scientific method, 

and his widely translated textbooks both systematized existing knowledge and 

encouraged continuing hands-on experimentation (Burns 30). Finally, the anatomist 

William Hunter, along with his brother John, pioneered the study of practical anatomy 

with an influential anatomical lecture series in London, which helped to re-center 
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anatomy as the centerpiece of most university medical curriculums by the end of the 

eighteenth century (Sappol 49). Each of Underhill’s “constant companions” played an 

important role in the ongoing scientific refinement of medicine. With these references, 

Tyler reinforces the notion that Underhill is not merely training to become a doctor, but 

rather a specific kind of doctor, one that celebrates the European fathers of systematic 

biology and anatomy along with “Turner’s Surgery,” the first textbook to treat surgery as 

a scientific practice.  

As he encourages his student’s development as a practitioner of Enlightenment 

medicine, Underhill’s preceptor also demonstrates a commitment to cultivating moral 

virtue. To his students, Underhill explains, the preceptor was “both an instructor and a 

parent,” who not only imparted “the depth of science he possessed,” but also, like a 

“tender parent,” “direct[ed] them in the paths of virtue and usefulness” (58). The 

description recalls the words of the enlightened Boston minister earlier in the narrative, 

who described modern scholars “endeavor[ing], by the aid of natural and moral 

philosophy, to amend the manners and better the condition of man” (27-28). It also 

echoes Benjamin Rush’s 1786 APS address, in which Rush extolled the “triumphs of 

medicine over diseases and death” and called for physicians to apply their “industry and 

ingenuity” to “the cultivation of the moral faculty” (Rush 36). Underhill’s preceptor is the 

very model of a rigorous academic who not only is able to elucidate complex medical 

principles for a less educated public, but also looks upon those in his charge like a 

“tender parent . . . directing them in the paths of virtue and usefulness” (58). By the end 

of the novel, it is clear that Underhill has taken this example to heart. Upon his return to 

American soil, Underhill affirms his commitment to a paternal and civically oriented 
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practice of medicine, resolving that he will strive to become a “useful physician, a good 

father and a worthy FEDERAL citizen” (225). As we will see, this model is also central 

to Underhill’s performance as a physician earlier in the narrative, as he interacts with 

West Africans who have been consigned to bondage. 

Significantly, the model of medical practice that Tyler advances is grounded not 

only in scientific rigor but also in Protestant ethics. This emphasis is alluded to in 

Underhill’s admiration for his preceptor as a “tender parent” committed to cultivating his 

students’ “virtue and usefulness,” and it is reinforced in the depiction of the preceptor 

surgically restoring sight to the blind. Tyler spends a number of pages describing one of 

the preceptor’s ocular operations and its effects on his patient. Underhill marvels at the 

way vision recalibrates the formerly-blind man’s experience of the world, and he is 

moved by the patient’s reunion with his fiancée when he is able to see her for the first 

time. Significantly, however, the celebration of the blind man is overshadowed, for 

Underhill, when he turns attention to “my preceptor, the skilful humane operator,” whose 

role in the operation is “more enviable” than the man who has received the gift of sight:  

The man who could restore life and usefulness to the darling of his friends 

and scatter light in the paths of an amiable young pair, must have known a 

joy never surpassed; except, with reverence be it spoken by the 

satisfaction of our benevolent Saviour, when, by his miraculous power, he 

opened the eyes of the actually blind, made the dumb to sing, and the lame 

and impotent leap for joy. (42) 

Second only to Christ’s miraculous restoration of human bodies in the name of a new 

salvation, the physician’s accomplishments are imbued here with a religious significance. 

Underhill frames “couching for the gutta serena”—in other words, removing a cataract 

lens from the eye to cure blindness—as a miraculous cure, “restor[ing] life and 
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usefulness” and “scatter[ing] light in the paths” of God’s people (37, 42). While the 

notion of “scattering light” reflects a practical, Newtonian understanding of light particles 

as they are transmitted via the ocular faculty, the phrase also had a spiritual significance. 

Recalling the well-known verse in Psalm 119, “Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a 

light unto my path”, to “scatter light” can be understood as a metaphor for the sharing of 

God’s word and grace, and for the illuminating power of Scripture.78 For Underhill, the 

preceptor’s mastery of surgical knowledge and precision takes on the illuminating and 

life-changing power of God’s word, and the preceptor himself becomes a blessed 

disciple. The preceptor’s restoration of the blind man’s vision also recalls the gospel 

accounts of Jesus healing the blind: just as Jesus restored sight to the blind so that they 

might see the truth of His prophecy, the preceptor’s surgical intervention presents the 

blind man with a new way of seeing—and a new way of knowing.  

The specifics of this account are significant. Rather than depict an individual 

whose worldview is transformed by the gift of sight, Tyler’s account of the physician 

healing the blind involves a patient for whom sight is merely a complementary faculty, 

one that reinforces what he already knows through the superior power of touch. Underhill 

explains that the blind man whose sight is surgically restored is well-educated and 

wealthy, and an ardent Christian. This man does not understand his blindness as a 

stumbling block; rather, he contends that blindness has offered him a mode of sensitivity 

that is unavailable to those with sight (Tyler 36). Conversing with the blind man on “the 

 
78 The phrase was used as such, for instance, in a 1790 letter from George Washington to a Jewish 

congregation in Rhode Island, which was published in a number of New England newspapers and closed 

with the benediction, “May the father of all mercies scatter light and not darkness in our paths, and make us 

all in our several vocations useful here” (Washington). 
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wonders of creation,” Underhill describes how he is able to identify individuals from far 

distances, solely by observing their gait (38). For Underhill, these subtle distinctions of 

movement serve as evidence of “the master-hand of the great Creator,” exemplifying not 

only “the grosser difference between the Indian, the African, the Esquimeaux, and the 

white man; but that which distinguishes and defines accurately men of the same nation, 

and even children of the same parents” (38). In response to Underhill’s appreciation for 

the power of visual observation, the blind man testifies to “a still minuter, but as certain a 

distinction between the children of men, which has escaped the touch of your eyes” (39). 

With his “astonishingly delicate” sense of touch, the blind man explains, he can 

distinguish individuals by feeling the shape of their fingernails (38-39). Through this 

special perception, he continues, God “hath opened the eyes of my mind, to know that 

there is not a greater difference between the African and the European, than what I could 

discover, between the finger nails of all the men of this world” (39). Though he benefits 

from the restoration of his sight, it is the blind man’s heightened sense of touch which 

gives him access to minute differentiations that are invisible to the naked eye, “open[ing] 

the eyes of [his] mind” to greater truths about the human origins and differences.  

Tyler’s depiction of the restoration of sight to a blind man supplies an allegory for 

the new type of insight that the scientifically sanctioned medical profession is poised to 

offer. Challenging Underhill’s assumption of the primacy of visual observation, the 

account reinforces the supremacy of touch, as embodied in the hands-on dexterity of 

physicians like Daniel Turner and Underhill’s preceptor. The connection between the 

blind man’s revelatory sense of touch and the illuminating potential of a physician 

committed to rigorous, scientific modes of medical knowledge is made clear at the close 
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of the chapter: while Underhill is moved by the blind man’s experience of sight, he 

emphasizes that “I thought then, as I do now, that the sensations [emphasis mine] of my 

preceptor, the skilful humane operator, were more enviable” (42). Like the blind man 

himself, Underhill’s preceptor is possessed of a special faculty, grounded in his hands-on 

access to the human body, which affords him privileged access to greater spiritual and 

natural truths.  

Thus, it is not incidental that Underhill’s exchange with the blind man is focused 

on understandings of human origin and human difference, and the correspondence 

between spiritual and scientific models of truth. With the earlier allusion to Buffon and 

Raynal at the Harvard museum, Tyler gestured to the novel’s investment in contemporary 

debates about degeneracy and human difference. In the exchange between Underhill and 

the blind man, Tyler reinforces the stance of American intellectuals, among them Smith, 

Jefferson, and Mitchell, who were critical of European natural histories that relied on 

mere visual observations, particularly those of uninformed travelers. As a young medical 

trainee at the beginning of his apprenticeship, Underhill converses with the blind man and 

testifies to the power of visual observation not only to ascertain “the grosser difference 

between the Indian, the African, the Esquimeaux, and the white man,” but also, through 

close attention to their “gait, air, and manner” to deduce “that which distinguishes and 

defines accurately men of the same nation, and even children of the same parents” (39). 

Underhill praises the variety of human individuals, both in their different visual 

appearances and in their subtler differences of behavior, as exemplars of an ingenious 

Creator. However, the blind man questions the accuracy and the usefulness of visual 

observations from afar. Shifting the focus from a Linnaean classification of various 
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human types, to the relationship between black Africans and white Europeans, the blind 

man’s response affirms a monogenist view of human origins, determining that “the 

African and the European” are no more different, underneath the visible contrast in the 

color of their skin, than any other human populations. While Underhill, like the early 

modern travelers that presumed to classify an entire population based on fleeting 

encounters, believes that he can distinguish human races and even individuals from afar, 

by sight, the blind man’s retort suggests a full understanding of the relationship between 

different populations of humankind can only be achieved through examinations that 

illuminate what is invisible to the human eye. 

The account of the blind man foreshadows Underhill’s journey from New 

England to the American South, and from a position on a slave ship to his own 

imprisonment. After Underhill completes his medical training, he moves closer and 

closer, in both proximity and involvement, to the institution that fueled the demand to 

define and circumscribe white supremacy and black African difference. He begins his 

journey much like the early modern traveler, dutifully recording his visual observations 

of various figures and populations in Virginia and London, and on the southern coast of 

West Africa. When Underhill begins to medically examine the bodies of black Africans 

bound for enslavement, however, he gains a fuller understanding of white and black 

populations’ shared humanity, as well as the crucial distinctions in the black African 

populations’ health, character, and responsiveness to treatment.  

Underhill’s first encounter with the American enslavement of black Africans 

occurs when he travels south in search of a town in which to practice. Underhill attends 

an affluent church, where he witnesses a southern parson beating a young enslaved boy. 
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Learning that the preacher has been delayed by the boy who runs the ferry, Underhill 

spies “the parson, in his canonicals . . . who with a switch, called supple jack, in his hand, 

belaboured the back and head of the faulty slave, all the way from the water to the church 

door; accompanying every stroke, with suitable language” (80). The parson is the very 

portrait of Christian hypocrisy: after he has finished thrashing the boy, the parson begins 

a sermon on the dangers of “sins of the tongue,” or swearing, “with his face glowing with 

the exercise of his supple jack” (80). In his encounter with the southern parson, Underhill 

does not actually level any criticism of the institution or of the abuse of the slave; 

nevertheless, the scene becomes an important touchstone for future considerations of 

American slavery in the narrative. 

Underhill’s failure to find employment as a country doctor in Virginia leads him 

to accept a position as a surgeon on a slave ship, aptly named Sympathy. Echoing the 

natural history texts of the era, Underhill provides a detailed account of the ship’s path 

southward down the western coast of the African continent, passing through the slave 

trafficking ports of Senegal and eventually anchoring at Cacongo, in modern day Angola 

(94).79 However, when he is confronted with the realities of enslavement, in which 

merchants “converse upon the purchase of human beings, . . . as if they were contracting 

for so many head of cattle or swine,” Underhill’s detachment is suspended, and he is 

overcome with sympathy (94). Recognizing the chained Africans around him as 

“victims” in “this infamous cruel commerce,” he imagines “the peaceful husbandman 

dragged from his native farm; the fond husband torn from the embraces of his beloved 

 
79 Echoing a common anecdote recounted in many natural history texts that endorsed a climate-based 

theory of degeneracy, Underhill points out “several Portuguese and Negro merchants,” who were “hardly 

distinguishable by their manners, employments, or complexions” (94). 
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wife; the mother from her babes; the tender child, from the arms of its parent, and all the 

tender endearing ties of natural and social affection” being “rended by the hand vicarious 

violence” (95). With the emphasis on “natural” familial bonds and relationships of love, 

Tyler emphasizes Underhill’s recognition of shared humanity with the African people. 

On the slaver Sympathy, Underhill is compelled to take part in what he now 

recognizes as the dehumanizing treatment of Africans in bondage, and he forms an even 

stronger opinion on the shared origins of enslaved Africans and their white American and 

European captors. As ship’s surgeon, Underhill’s job is not to heal but to inspect: “it was 

my duty,” he explains, “to inspect the bodies of the slaves, to see, as the captain 

expressed himself, that our owners were not shammed off with unsound flesh” (Tyler 

96). Despite his regret, the young doctor undertakes this task, aided by a clerk and two 

sailors who proceed with “unfeeling insolence” to subject each chained individual to 

“severe scrutiny” (96). The experience, or as Underhill refers to it, the “transaction,” 

affirms Underhill’s endorsement of Christian monogenism. At the close of the chapter, he 

recounts a prayer to “a merciful God, the common parent of the great family of the 

universe, who hath made of one flesh and one blood all nations of the earth,” seeking 

absolution for “the inhumanity, I was necessitated to exercise, towards these MY 

BREATHREN OF THE HUMAN RACE” (96). 

Though Underhill expresses guilt for the role he played in the dehumanizing 

health examinations, Tyler suggests that the protagonist’s study of black Africans’ bodies 

has a beneficial function. In his assessment of the bodies of African people in bondage, 

Underhill becomes the arbiter of knowledge about their health and constitutions. 

Underhill appeals to his authority “as a physician” to persuade the ship’s captain of the 
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health dangers posed by the confinement of the ship’s hold (99). While the Sympathy’s 

prior surgeons had dealt with disease among the enslaved by “mak[ing] critical search for 

all those who had the slightest symptoms of it,” and “cast[ing] them over the ship’s side,” 

Underhill draws on a newfound knowledge of his patient-slaves’ lifestyles and cultural 

practices: the African people “had been used to a vegetable diet, and pure air of a country 

life,” he explains, and “at home they were remarkable for cleanliness of person, the very 

rites of their religion consisting, almost entirely, in frequent ablutions” (99). As 

conditions upon the ship worsen, Tyler gives Underhill the opportunity to put his insights 

about the bodies of Africans into practice. 

In Underhill’s enactment of the physician’s authority over his patient-slaves, 

Tyler echoes an argument popularized by Buffon about the impact of environment on 

health and character, suggesting that kind treatment will improve the condition of the 

Africans in bondage. In “Varieties in the Human Species,” Buffon testified to the 

responsiveness of black Africans to varying modes of treatment: 

Although the nègres lack intelligence, they are far from lacking in 

emotions; they are gay or melancholy, laborious or lazy, friends or 

enemies, according to the manner in which one treats them; when one 

feeds them well and does not mistreat them, they are happy, joyous, ready 

to do anything, and the satisfaction of their soul is painted on their faces; 

but when one treats them badly, they take their sorrow to heart and 

occasionally die of despair: they are thus very sensitive to kind deeds and 

to affronts, and they carry a fierce hatred toward those who have 

mistreated them; when, on the contrary, they become fond of a master, 

there are no longer limits to what they are capable of doing to show their 

zeal and their devotion to him. (Buffon trans. and qtd. in Curran 115) 

Tyler upholds this account of a natural inclination to servility, affirmed by kind 

treatment, when Underhill assumes the authority to care for the Sympathy’s enslaved 

Africans. Underscoring the threat of lost cargo, Underhill convinces the captain to land 
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the ship so he can treat the sick, and he reports that “[u]nder my direction, they recovered 

surprisingly. It was affecting to see the effect gentle usage had upon these hitherto sullen, 

obstinate people” (100). 

Like Samuel Stanhope Smith, Tyler suggests that kind and compassionate 

treatment of “degenerated”, less civilized, dark-skinned populations will also serve to 

confirm the natural hierarchy of races and supremacy of whiteness. Underhill recounts 

that his kind treatment of the ill black Africans unveiled a natural inclination to servitude. 

For his care, the physician was rewarded: “Their gratitude was excessive,” Underhill 

declares; “happy was he, who could, by picking a few berries, gathering the wild fruits of 

the country, or doing any menial services, manifest his affection for me” (100). 

Significantly, Underhill’s method of care is not informed by the accounts of prior 

travelers, or the advice of the merchants and clerks that surround him. Instead, 

Underhill’s treatment is shaped by a Christian monogenist perspective on shared human 

origins and a deep understanding of the lifestyles, values, and practices of the 

population—both of which have been informed by his active, hands-on examinations of 

bodies. Though he initially disdained his task, Underhill’s medical examinations gave 

him the knowledge to successfully “treat” his African patients, both as a doctor and in the 

greater scheme of human classes and hierarchies. Thankful for his care, the Africans are 

overheard “praying to their God for my prosperity, and asking him with earnestness, why 

he put my good black soul into a white body” (101). This alignment of the black soul 

with kindness further reinforces the arguments of climate-based degeneracy advocates, 

who aligned blackness with feeling and sentiment, and whiteness with objectivity and 

intellect. 
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Tyler’s “textualized Africans” interpret Underhill’s care as a sign of his soul’s 

blackness, correlated with kindness and servitude, while his body signifies the authority 

and mastery of whiteness. In response to Underhill’s authoritative kindness, the black 

Africans’ “unshaken fidelity” continues even as the slave ship Sympathy is captured by 

Algerian pirates. When the Sympathy is captured, the Africans onshore who are under 

Underhill’s care are ostensibly freed; nevertheless, “they manifested their affection 

towards me, . . . clapped their hands, and pointing inland, signified a desire to convey me 

to their native country” (104). While the individuals who have recuperated under 

Underhill’s care offer to protect the physician from the North African privateers, 

Underhill observes that “they were totally ignorant of the way” back to their home (104). 

The dual portrait of kindness and unintelligence recalls the belief, advanced by Jefferson 

and others, “that nature has been less bountiful to [black Africans] in the endowments of 

the head” than “in those of the heart” (Jefferson, Notes 152). Indeed, though they are 

happy to serve him, these black Africans are rendered as utterly helpless without 

Underhill’s guidance: when another slave ship appears upon the horizon, it is Underhill 

who must instruct the freed captives how to hide in the brush and escape (Tyler 104). All 

of the Africans but one finally depart from him, and it is thus that the Barbary pirates 

discover and capture the American physician, “sleeping in my tent with the affectionate 

negro at my feet” (104).  Like the paternalistic slaveholder who will populate later 

fictions of the American South, Underhill earns the allegiance and worship of one who 

has been enslaved by treating him with kindness. Tyler’s version of the grateful slave 

identifies his physician as a savior and father figure, and continues to serve him even as 

Underhill is taken into captivity himself. 
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When Underhill viewed the 250 Africans in chains on the shores of Cacongo, and 

when he observed their despicable treatment on the Sympathy, he was compelled to 

object to the entire institution of slavery. However, after he examines their bodies and 

undertakes a careful and informed course of treatment, grounded in a Protestant ethics of 

care for fellow man, Underhill illuminates the fundamental differences distinguishing 

black Africans from white Americans and Europeans: inherently docile with a proclivity 

for servitude, the black Africans imagined by Tyler are helpless without Underhill’s 

guidance, and they appeal to him as a caretaker and father figure.  

Tyler reinforces the American physician’s innate superiority in his depiction of 

Underhill in captivity. When Underhill is taken captive and transmitted to Algiers, the 

medical insight he has been developing since his training with his preceptor is put to the 

test: as he rises through the ranks from imprisoned captive to respected and trusted 

physician, Underhill becomes a counterexample to the proponents of American 

degeneracy, absolving fears about the performance of Americans on the international 

stage. As he succeeds in spite of bondage and violence, Underhill also reinforces, for 

Tyler, the superiority of whiteness and the assurance that white American Christians are 

both naturally and spiritually intended to be masters, not slaves. 

In Volume 2 of The Algerine Captive, Tyler expands the scope of his argument 

about enlightened Protestant medicine, as Underhill squares off with a Muslim religious 

leader. In Algiers, Underhill faces pressure to convert to the Muslim faith, and Tyler 

stages a series of debates between Underhill and the Mollah, a former captive turned 

religious leader, on the relative merits and detriments of Christianity and Islam. His spirit 

broken by enforced labor and violent treatment, Underhill is, at first, tempted by the 
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appeals of the Mollah, whom Tyler represents not as a regressive zealot but as a worthy 

adversary and representative of rationally-grounded religious faith. Raised a Greek 

Orthodox Christian, the Mollah converted to Islam after his own capture by Algerian 

pirates. Unlike the “church of Rome, and its merciless inquisitors,” which forced 

conversion “by faggots, dungeons, and racks,” the Mollah contends that Islam “disdained 

the use of other power than rational argument” (130). The Mollah also practices kindness, 

and his compassionate care for Underhill frequently renders Underhill overcome with 

emotion. Above all else, the Mollah objects to violence, both in the historical Catholic 

Church and in the contemporary Protestant churches of America. As we have seen, 

Underhill himself is deeply opposed to violence and the dehumanization of others for 

one’s own gain, and it is in response to the Mollah’s critique of the violent institution of 

slavery that Underhill draws closest to renouncing his Christian faith. 

Of all the criticisms that the Mollah levels against Christianity, the accusation that 

silences Underhill is the hypocrisy of slavery in a purportedly Christian nation. With the 

Mollah’s depiction of “christians of your southern plantations,” who “baptize the 

unfortunate African into your faith, and then use your brother christians as brutes of the 

desert,” Tyler recalls, for the reader, the anecdote of the Southern parson who lashed an 

enslaved boy against the doors of a chapel, as well as the dehumanizing treatment that 

Underhill witnessed—and took part in—on board the slave ship Sympathy (135). Like 

Underhill, the Mollah objects specifically to the violence and dehumanization that the 

institution of American slavery had incurred—not to any inherent right to liberty and 

self-governance. Emphasizing the transformation of “brother” to “brute,” the accusation 

of the Mollah suggests that it is the treatment of slaves as less than human that is the real 
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hypocrisy of slavery. And it is this accusation of violence that Underhill cannot deny. In 

response to the allegation, Underhill is, for the first time, rendered speechless: “so 

abashed for my country, I could not answer him” (135). The debate underscores Tyler’s 

continuing emphasis on violence as an obstacle to properly functioning bodies, faith 

practices, and nations.  

Though Underhill is almost persuaded by the Mollah’s case against American 

Christianity, Tyler reveals that what ultimately elevates Underhill’s religion over the 

Mollah’s is the embrace of scientific medicine. After Underhill falls ill in Algiers, he is 

put in the care of “ignorant physicians,” who “had no theory nor any systematic practice” 

and were “more ignorant than those of my own country” (146). Learning that Underhill is 

himself a trained physician, the Mollah recommends that he be transferred out of a 

position of forced manual labor into the hospital, where he can serve as an assistant to 

those providing medical care (147). Underhill is deeply suspicious of the Algerian 

hospital’s quacks, who are not only unknowledgeable, but also, significantly, severely 

lacking in hands-on expertise. With disdain, Underhill observes that “[i]n surgery they 

were arrant bunglers,” and he chides their reliance on outmoded treatments and practices 

(148). He explains that the Algerian physicians still rely on cauterization, the burning and 

blistering of skin to stop bleeding, and are entirely unfamiliar with the modern ligatures 

and tourniquets that have replaced cauterization among scientifically-educated Western 

physicians (149). Tyler emphasizes how the old guard of medical authority in Algeria is 

rapidly eclipsed by the knowledge and technical dexterity of the enlightened Protestant 

physician. The Algerian doctors are in awe when Underhill fabricates and demonstrates 

the use of a tourniquet, which he uses to complete a successful amputation, and when he 
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demonstrates trepanning, the surgical drilling of a small hole in the skull to relieve 

pressure or bleeding (149). Significantly, however, they ultimately reject Underhill’s 

practice of anatomical medicine. 

In their opposition to anatomical dissection, the Algerian medical authorities 

become Tyler’s cipher for retrogressive and superstitious modes of knowledge. Underhill 

conducts an anatomical dissection to demonstrate the process of trepanning, and the act 

causes the Algerian physicians to reject Underhill’s medical capabilities: “having 

performed upon a dead,” he explains, “I never could persuade the Algerine faculty to 

permit me to operate upon a living subject” (149).80 This superstitious rejection of 

dissection leads Underhill to recognize the role of “religious prejudice” in Algeria as an 

obstacle preventing the development of modern, Enlightenment-oriented medicine. 

Though he previously found the Mollah’s embrace of reason to be a convincing merit of 

Islam, the rejection of dissection compels Underhill to conclude that the Muslims of 

Algeria are stubbornly anti-science and overly reliant on classical, outmoded 

epistemologies: “I verily believe,” he declares, “that if the Alcoran had declared that the 

earth was an immense plain and stood still, while the sun performed its revolution round 

it, a whole host of Gallileos, with a Newton at their head, could not have shaken their 

opinion, though aided by all the demonstrative powers of experimental philosophy” 

(149). Significantly, after Underhill distinguishes himself from the Algerine physicians, 

he does not again face the threat of the Mollah’s persuasion to convert to Islam: he has 

 
80 I am indebted to Kate Henry, this dissertation’s Advisory Chair, for drawing this passage to my attention. 
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demonstrated his access to a superior way of knowing, one that holds up to both scientific 

and theological scrutiny.  

Overcoming the threat of religious backsliding, and assured of the supremacy of 

Enlightenment-oriented, American Protestant medicine, Tyler suggests that Underhill 

has, over the course of his transatlantic voyage, become, like his beloved preceptor, a 

“skilful humane operator” and bearer of illuminating truths. That Underhill has taken up 

his preceptor’s mantle is confirmed in the Algerian hospital, when Underhill is presented 

with the opportunity to restore sight to the blind. Through the “couching” of the eyes of a 

young boy who is blind, Underhill follows in his preceptor’s footsteps, restoring sight, as 

well as “life and usefulness,” to one whose path has been darkened. However, unlike the 

preceptor, who operated on an ardent Christian in a Christian nation, Underhill’s surgical 

intervention is ultimately curtailed. Underhill completes a successful couching on the 

patient’s right eye, but the boy’s father refuses to allow him to complete the operation 

when he learns that Underhill is not a Muslim (150). The restriction of Underhill’s power 

of medical enlightenment in Algeria confirms the hostility of this environment to 

redemptive truths. When Underhill escapes Algeria, in contrast, his practice of medicine 

is encouraged to thrive: on the frigate that will restore him to his native land, Underhill 

befriends and assists a Portuguese physician, who gifts him a set of surgical tools (224). 

Underhill never returns to his debate with the Mollah about the merits of 

American Christianity, but by the close of the novel’s second volume, Tyler confirms that 

Underhill has emerged from his captivity with superior insight. Rising naturally to a 

position of leadership and caretaking, Underhill demonstrated in Algeria that unlike the 

black Africans he treated on the Angolan shore, he resisted servitude and fidelity to his 
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captors. Further, Tyler confirms that it is the American physician, possessed of 

enlightened medical insight, who represents the future of Enlightenment progress, while 

the Mollah and his critiques of American hypocrisy are ultimately trapped in a pre-

Enlightened and regressive past.  

When Tyler puts the Enlightenment critique of American slavery in the mouth of 

the Mollah, as opposed to the European intellectuals who raised allegations of American 

degeneracy, it allows him to frame the debate over slavery as a religious concern, as 

opposed to an intellectual or philosophical one. The Mollah’s critique of Christianity 

boils down to an inability to understand the faith—specifically, to distinguish between 

the faulty religious practice of the Southern parson, and the progressive faith informed by 

science that is exemplified by Updike Underhill. In The Algerine Captive, Tyler does not 

avoid waging judgements on the proponents and practitioners of American chattel 

slavery, but neither does he condemn them. Instead, he presents an alternative to the 

hypocrisy and violence of Christian slaveholders through the perspective of the 

enlightened, Christian physician. In Underhill’s cultivation of a new way of knowing, in 

his application of the physician’s authority to the management of racial hierarchies, and 

in his demonstration that the white American will naturally rise above the chains of 

bondage, Tyler affirms that Underhill has become, like his preceptor, a “skilful, humane 

operator,” as well as a sophisticated arbiter of human difference.  

As the eighteenth century came to a close, Royall Tyler and Samuel Stanhope 

Smith each presented a first-person account of an American citizen on the international 

stage, answering the charge of American degeneracy—and each mounted a defense of 

American health and character that was grounded in anatomical knowledge of the human 
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body as well as a Protestant framework of moral virtue. In these writings, Protestant 

ideology and anatomical research are mutually reinforcing discourses, operating in 

defense of the physical and moral health of the young republic. Taken together, these 

texts bear witness to a growing confidence in doctors—particularly anatomists—to 

understand and order human difference, and they demonstrate the continuing rhetorical 

framing of anatomical medicine as a Protestant civic initiative in the decades after the 

American Revolution.  
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CHAPTER 4 

“LIFE, STRENGTH, AND USEFULNESS”: 

RESURRECTION AND REDEMPTION IN SHEPPARD LEE 

 

 

Then, putting the spade into my hands, he bade me dig, exhorting me to 

be of good heart, for I was now to live a new life altogether. But before I 

struck the spade into the earth he drew a mark on the ground, to guide 

me, and the figure was precisely that of a human grave. 

—Robert Montgomery Bird, Sheppard Lee: 

Written by Himself, 1836 

Introduction: “What then shall we say for the corpse?” 

In January of 1832, the London Medical Gazette published a letter to the editor 

titled “Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection,” which advanced the 

argument that anatomical dissection should be understood as a religious practice. Writing 

under the penname Mediculus, the anonymous author challenged the public fearfulness of 

dissection, lamenting the “vulgar superstition” that caused communities to reject 

anatomists’ access to the bodies of the dead and thereby curtailed the expansion of 

anatomical science. “The full blaze of [C]hristianity has not yet dispelled the mists that 

still linger over the last terms of human existence,” the writer declared, “and the 

resurrection of the dead is the source of error” (Mediculus 790). Rather than reject the 

legitimacy of religious beliefs surrounding dead bodies and life after death, the author 

instead proceeded to offer a theological argument in support of anatomical research. 

Recalling the rhetoric deployed by William Shippen, Jr. on the steps of the State House in 

1762, and by Samuel Stanhope Smith in front of the American Philosophical Society in 
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1786, the writer affirmed the truth-giving potential of Christian doctrine, proposing to 

replace false dogma with a more authentic mode of worship through anatomical study. 

Mediculus contended that the contemporary rituals, ceremonies, and superstitions 

surrounding death reflected a flawed understanding of Christian eschatology. In his view, 

the Bible made clear that the physical, decaying body interred in the grave was not the 

spiritual, imperishable body that would be resurrected in the kingdom of heaven: “We are 

assured,” he explained, “that our present bodies of flesh and blood form not a part of 

eternity; that the body that is sown is not that body that shall be” (790). Likening the 

human body to “[a] grain of wheat,” which is sown underground and bursts from the soil 

golden and transformed, the writer alluded directly to the Apostle Paul’s allegory of the 

resurrection body in the Epistles (790). In 1 Corinthians 15, Paul addresses questions 

about the foretold kingdom of God, and Jesus’ promise of the resurrection of the dead to 

eternal life. In response to those who ask “How are the dead raised up? and with what 

body do they come?,” Paul answers that the human body should be thought of like the 

seeds that are planted for wheat: seeds, which bare little to no resemblance to the stalks 

they will become, must die and be planted in order for the plant to grow (1 Cor. 15.35-

37). Like a grain of wheat, Paul explains, the human body dies and is buried—or sown—

in the ground. What rises again is fundamentally transformed, metamorphosed into 

something new and glorious: “It is sown in corruption; it is raised in incorruption. . . . It is 

sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body” (1 Cor. 15.42–44). In “Dissection,” the 

writer used the germination metaphor to argue that followers of the Lord have no reason 

to be protective of dead bodies and protest dissection. It matters not “whether our bodies 

become the dust of the grave, the food of maggots, or the subject of the anatomists; or 
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whether . . . they be lost and wasted in the waters of the ocean”: upon Christ’s return to 

earth in the promised second coming, these fleshly vessels would be discarded, regardless 

of whether or how they had been laid to rest (Mediculus 791). 

The author of “Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection” addressed 

a public audience that was increasingly critical of the orthodox medical establishment. In 

the early nineteenth century, as respected intellectuals across the Anglo-Atlantic world 

continued to champion the power of anatomical knowledge to unlock the secrets of 

human health, character, and racial taxonomy, the spread of institutionalized anatomical 

education also made the delivery of dead bodies to medical schools more visible, and 

more profitable. During this period, the United States and Western Europe saw expansive 

growth in formalized, university-based medical training, with curriculums increasingly 

centered upon offerings in practical anatomy.81 As we saw in the second chapter, 

throughout much of the eighteenth century, surgeons and anatomists in the United States 

and in Europe had commonly, if informally, acquired the corpses of executed criminals 

and individuals who committed suicide for their dissection demonstrations. But with 

growing support for hands-on anatomical training and rising medical school enrollments, 

the supply of explicitly criminalized bodies became increasingly insufficient to meet 

demand. In the early decades of formal anatomical training, anatomists seeking dissection 

subjects could, with minimal damage to their reputations, acquire the bodies of those who 

had died in bondage or impoverished in an almshouse.82 By the early nineteenth century, 

 
81 See Sappol 47-73. 
82 Allegations of bodysnatching from the poor and marginalized did little to tarnish the esteemed careers of 

anatomists like William Hunter and William Shippen, Jr., for instance. Despite ongoing petitions against—

and protests at—anatomical theaters, bodysnatching from the burial grounds of paupers, immigrants, and 
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however, more medical schools were in competition for access to their respective cities’ 

burial grounds and almshouses, and anatomists—as well as the institutions that employed 

them—were coming under increasing public scrutiny (Sappol 117). Records show that 

medical students and even respected professional physicians did not hesitate to turn to the 

black market, to area church cemeteries, and even to murderers to meet the growing 

demand for dissection subjects. During this period, reports of bodysnatchers stealing and 

trafficking corpses from burial grounds, as well as a series of high-profile capital crimes, 

implicated prominent anatomists and institutions and received international news 

coverage.  

In considering anatomical dissection “with Reference to the Resurrection,” the 

anonymous letter writer in the London Medical Gazette not only built upon a tradition of 

rhetoric honed by the religiously-inclined proponents of anatomy in the eighteenth-

century Anglo-Atlantic world; he also played upon the contemporary public derision 

surrounding the illicit acquisition of corpses for dissection. By the 1830s, bodysnatchers 

were commonly referred to in print as “resurrectionists” or “resurrection men,” an ironic 

moniker underscoring the sacrilege and depravity of removing bodies from their graves. 

Describing the work of a bodysnatcher as a “resurrection” parodies the covenantal 

promise of Christian salvation. The miracle of Christ and the work of the resurrectionist 

both empty graves of their dead: while Christ’s power of resurrection is the fulfillment of 

Biblical teleology, the resurrectionist’s work ostensibly usurps that power, threatening to 

jeopardize the death rituals Christians established in response to New Testament 

 
sailors, as well as those of free black communities and slaves, were unlikely to garner much outrage from 

the wealthy patrons of university-trained physicians. See Chapter 2. 
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commands. In “Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection,” the writer of 

summarily dismisses this line of reasoning, offering his own interpretation of Scripture 

and its bearing upon contemporary debates surrounding anatomical dissection. Casting 

anatomy’s opponents as spiritually backward and rhetorically transforming the corpse 

into a sacred text, the writer presents dissection as a new, redemptive enactment of 

resurrection, a spiritually uplifting practice for both the practitioners and the subjects 

under the knife.  

This chapter traces the rhetoric of dissection “viewed with reference to the 

resurrection” in the early nineteenth century Anglo-Atlantic world, as the demand for 

dissection subjects swelled and medical schools came under increasing public scrutiny. 

By the early nineteenth century, the use of theological rhetoric to defend dissection had 

become less common among prominent advocates of the Western medical establishment 

in London, where Utilitarian arguments in support of anatomical medicine were 

dominating debates over anatomy legislation in Parliament. Nevertheless, the depiction of 

dissection as a sacred ritual and redemptive resurrection continued to be powerful in the 

United States, where a second wave of religious revivalism was spurring renewed 

enthusiasm for endorsement of the new republic as a Protestant nation and a city on the 

hill. This chapter will examine how the framing of practical anatomy as a Christian ritual 

of redemption, drawn specifically from the material realities of disinterring dead bodies 

from graves, was used to forge a professional identity for students and practitioners of the 

growing American medical establishment, an identity that was both responsive and 

oppositional to the norms of the Anglo-European profession. 
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The term “resurrection” as a metonym for bodysnatching, as well as the monikers 

“resurrectionist” and “resurrection man,” came into use in the eighteenth century. In 

1728, the anonymous A View of London and Westminster described a “Corporation of 

Corpse Stealers” who “support themselves and Families very comfortably,” pointing to 

“the late Resurrections in St. Saviours, St Gile’s and St. Pancras’ Churchyards, [as] 

memorable Instances of this laudable Profession” (qtd. in Richardson 55). By 1776, 

London’s Gentlemen’s Magazine was reporting that “[t]he remains of more than 20 dead 

bodies were discovered in a shed in Tottenham Court Road, supposed to have been 

delivered there by traders to the surgeons; of whom there is one, it is said, in the 

Borough, who makes open profession of dealing in dead bodies, and is well known by the 

name of the Resurrectionist” (“March 30” 188). Based on the location, the implied 

recipients of those bodies were William and John Hunter, whose well-known Windmill 

Street anatomy studio was located less than 100 meters from Tottenham Court Road. It is 

unclear whether “the Resurrectionist” here referred to one of the traffickers or to John 

Hunter himself, who, as we saw in Chapter 2, was chiefly responsible for securing the 

Hunters’ supply of dissection subjects from hospitals and almshouses, burial grounds, 

and the gallows.83  

This anecdote and others circulated in British and American newspapers and 

magazines, and by the turn of the nineteenth century, reports of bodysnatching and corpse 

trafficking by “resurrectionists” were common. Degenerate bodysnatchers and the 

morally bankrupt anatomists they supplied were decried in news reports and editorials, as 

 
83 By 1785, “Resurrection Men” appeared as an entry in Francis Grose’s Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar 

Tongue, defined as “persons employed by the students in anatomy, to steal dead bodies out of church-

yards” (136). 
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well as in poems, stories, and fictional anecdotes. One joke, which was published in a 

London joke book in 1800 and subsequently reprinted in British and American magazines 

and newspapers, begins by describing the scheme of an enterprising tavern-goer, who 

kidnapped and sold an unconscious drunk man to a “noted resurrectionist” as a dissection 

subject.84 After the victim was deposited, in a sack, at the home of the resurrectionist, he 

slowly began to revive and struggle against his purchaser. Realizing he had been duped, 

the resurrectionist “ran after the man who had deceived him, collared him, and cried 

‘Why you dog, the man’s alive!’ — ‘Alive!’ answered the other, ‘so much the better, kill 

him when you want him’” (“176” 57).  

At the beginning of the joke, the tavern-goer’s identification of an unconscious 

body as a moneymaking opportunity highlights the public’s familiarity with the 

trafficking of corpses to medical schools for dissection. When, knocking at the 

resurrectionist’s door, the tavern-goer shouts, “I have brought you a subject,” the use of 

the word “subject” echoes the coded language commonly used by anatomists in their 

advertisements of dissection demonstrations (57). Anatomists were likely to refer to 

dissections performed on “the fresh subject,” as opposed to identifying or making any 

explicit reference to the identities of the bodies they would be dissecting.85 The joke’s 

punchline underscores the paranoia surrounding the acquisition of bodies for medical 

schools—drunkards at alehouses should be mindful of where they sleep—as well as the 

depravity associated with dissection: when he is delivered an anonymous body in the 

 
84 A version of the joke appeared in, among other sources, Ann Radcliffe’s c. 1800 The Ladies Elegant 

Jester (as “Subject for a Surgeon”), as well as over a dozen American newspapers between 1810 and 1815. 

85 See discussion of William Shippen, Jr.’s anatomy lecture advertisements in Chapter 2. 
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dead of night, the resurrectionist purchases it without hesitation or question of its origins. 

The joke also implies that live bodies are more desirable, for a trafficker, than dead ones: 

the final line, “kill him when you want him,” suggests that a freshly-murdered victim will 

be more valuable to the medical school than a body that has been disinterred and is 

already in a state of decay. 

The resurrectionist joke foreshadows at least two high-profile criminal cases in 

early nineteenth century Britain, which brought fears about the use of dead bodies for 

medical training to the forefront of public consciousness. Almost thirty years after the 

resurrectionist joke began to circulate in the popular press, William Burke and William 

Hare were apprehended in Edinburgh for murdering over a dozen people and selling their 

bodies for dissection. Targeting the tenants of Hare’s lodging-house, as well as paupers 

and travelers lured from a nearby pub, Burke and Hare murdered sixteen people between 

1828 and 1829. They sold each body to Dr. Robert Knox, a well-known Edinburgh 

anatomist who ran a private anatomy school, for £10 each (Rosner 57). After Hare 

testified as a witness for the state, Burke was executed, and his body was publicly 

dissected (219, 240-44). His skin was allegedly tanned and sold as execution 

memorabilia, and his skeleton was displayed at Edinburgh Medical School, where it 

remains today (244). Dr. Robert Knox was not prosecuted, and though his association 

with Burke and Hare critically damaged his career, he continued to teach anatomy—and 

purchase black market dissection subjects—until the passage of the first British Anatomy 

Act in 1832 (246, 265). Two years after the execution of Burke and Hare in Edinburgh, 

Londoners John Bishop and Thomas Williams were convicted of murdering a young 

Italian immigrant and attempting to sell the body to an anatomist at King’s College 
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Medical School for dissection. This time, the anatomist turned the men in, but not before 

they had committed two additional murders (Gasperini 11). Both Bishop and Williams 

were executed, and their bodies dissected.  

In response to public fears of bodysnatching—and of murder—for the sake of 

collecting dissection subjects, anatomy advocates in the early decades of the nineteenth 

century called for anatomy legislation, seeking to legalize and systemize the supply of 

criminal and unclaimed poor bodies to medical schools. Many who advocated for 

anatomical medicine took a rational approach, contending that the theft of bodies would 

only cease if local legislatures would establish a legal supply chains for dissection 

subjects (Sappol 118). Bodysnatching, they argued, was the inevitable, if regrettable, 

consequence of the continuing stigmatization of anatomy and its practitioners, who 

sought the improvement of the science but were forced by public animosity into secrecy 

and crime. Others, however, such as the author of “Dissection Viewed with Reference to 

the Resurrection,” sought to divert public attention away from bodysnatchers, riots, and 

unruly student anatomists, and persuade the public of the virtues of the anatomized 

corpse. 

The writer of “Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection” utilized the 

doctrine of resurrection not only to challenge the view that anatomical dissection 

compromises Christian salvation, but also to position dissection itself as a spiritual act: a 

ritual reenactment of the Biblical resurrection of the dead. After demonstrating that the 

earthly body is not the sanctified body that will rise again in the Second Coming, and 

therefore has no need for protection after death, the writer directed his attention to the 

bodies in the ground. “What then shall we say for the corpse?” the writer declared; “shall 
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not the anatomist dissect the body which must needs of itself melt into putrescence? can 

he profit the living by neglecting to learn from the dead?” (791). Instead of allowing 

these bodies to rot, needlessly concealed, he proposed that human bodies be honored in 

death, much like a holy text or spiritual temple. Through dissection, anatomists could 

practice their reverence, plumbing the depths of death in order to better understand and 

appreciate life, both now and in the world to come: 

In the darkness of the grave we are taught to behold the brightness of 

futurity; and in the passive structure of the corpse, we are led to discover 

the active mechanisms of life in all its functions. The knowledge of 

anatomy is the knowledge of nature, as demonstrable in the noblest work 

of the Creator. . . . In exploring the dead body, the anatomist is in the 

pursuit of truth, and is perpetually endeavouring to ascend from death to 

life . . . (790) 

In this depiction, dissection is figured as a ritual practice of worship. The anatomist 

examines death as a pathway to renew life, thereby echoing the narrative of Jesus, who 

experienced death and was risen, as well as the narrative of Jesus’ followers, who honor 

the death of Christ as the promise of their own new and eternal lives. The vision of sacred 

ritual is reinforced in the description of corpse as a “sanctuary”, a holy and revered space 

of worship: to dissect, according to the writer, is to be “admitted between the veil, and 

behold within the sanctuary the inmost fashion of the temple” (790). This framing recalls 

the Gospel account of the moment of Jesus’ death, when “the veil of the temple was rent 

in twain from the top to the bottom,” and Paul’s subsequent explanation that “the veil” 

represents Jesus’ “flesh,” which was torn in death to reveal the new life and truth of 

salvation (Mat. 27.51, Heb 10.20). The writer suggests here that in dissection, all dead 

bodies are redeemed vessels of truth. In the hands of the anatomist, the corpse is no 
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longer a sign of decay and sinful mortality: it has been resurrected and transformed into a 

vessel of sacred ritual. 

This approach was not a typical one for advocates of the British medical 

establishment in the early nineteenth century: though esteemed eighteenth-century 

anatomists like William Hunter and Alexander Monro had advanced theological 

arguments for the benefits of anatomical medicine, by the late 1820s, the most prominent 

campaigners for increased public and state support of practical anatomy had adopted a 

secular, utilitarian argument for the necessity of dissection (Sappol 118; Richardson 152). 

In the American medical community, however, the Christian argument for advancing 

practical anatomy continued to be prominent. When the Boston Medical and Surgical 

Journal reprinted “Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection” in May of 

1832, its American readers would likely have been familiar with the Biblical argument in 

support of practical anatomy: the framing of anatomy as a conduit of Protestant 

enlightenment not only had been endorsed in the American medical establishment for 

decades, but also had recently been positioned as a central justification for the 

development of American anatomy legislation. The first American anatomy act was 

passed in 1831 in Massachusetts, following rigorous lobbying and a select committee 

report on the current state of anatomical training in regional and European contexts 

(Sappol 121). When the Massachusetts legislative committee assembled their case for 

legalizing practical anatomy, they did not rely on rational, secular arguments for 

preventing bodysnatching and promoting medical advancement. Instead, as we saw in 

Chapter 2, they emphasized the role of anatomical medicine in a progressive narrative of 

Protestant advancement.  
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While the medical lobby for anatomy legislation in Great Britain came to be 

defined by the utilitarian defense of dissection advanced by Jeremy Bentham and his 

followers, the legislators who endorsed the first American Anatomy Act instead 

gravitated toward the arguments of a young Philadelphia physician who was also a born-

again Christian. The Massachusetts select committee report on the value of anatomical 

medicine and its need for state sanction drew upon—and quoted liberally from—the 

works of a Philadelphia anatomist who championed the spiritual benefits of embracing 

dissection as a mode of revelation.  

Between 1820 and his death in 1830, John Davidson Godman became a nationally 

renowned anatomist as well as a highly regarded educator and naturalist. During this 

period, Godman also became an evangelical Christian: in his later writings, he would 

describe a conversion experience that would have been familiar to the religious 

revivalists of the era, in which he was confronted with the wages of sin before being 

powerfully struck by divine wisdom of the Lord’s salvation. Throughout his relatively 

short medical career, Godman focused considerable intellectual attention on positioning 

anatomical medicine as a beacon of enlightened Protestantism—and Protestant 

nationalism—in the new republic. When the Massachusetts legislature determined to 

legalize anatomical dissection and regulate the distribution of corpses to medical schools, 

they relied on Godman’s arguments first to reassure respectable Protestants of their right 

to be protected from bodysnatching, and then to provide a Christian rationale for the 

dissection of the bodies of the poor.  

Today, when the rise of evangelical rhetoric and ideology in the early nineteenth 

century is discussed in relation to the era’s medical communities, evangelicalism is 
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commonly aligned with the era’s growing population of alternative medical practitioners, 

who rejected the “regular” medical establishment’s claims to superior knowledge of 

human health and physiology gained through scientific methods. But John Godman, who 

professed to be a Christian and frequently contributed to religious periodicals, was not an 

eccentric outsider to the Philadelphia medical establishment; he was a nationally 

renowned member of the city’s scientific and medical communities. As a medical 

authority specializing in anatomy during the 1820s, Godman became one of anatomy’s 

chief advocates in the United States. In this chapter, analysis of Godman’s public 

writings and public reputation will serve to illustrate how the vision of anatomical 

medicine as a powerful conduit of Protestant civic progress could be embodied and 

performed as a meaningful public and professional identity in the antebellum North. It 

will also establish a precedent that will be traced in a subsequent work of fiction: a novel 

that similarly explores medical identity through the paradigm of bodily resurrection. 

While John Godman garnered widespread esteem among both religious and 

political authorities with his creative fusion of medical discourse and Protestant ideology, 

another Philadelphia physician would take up these themes less explicitly, but with no 

less complexity, as a writer of fiction. In the 1820s, before he became a novelist and 

playwright, Robert Montgomery Bird studied medicine in Philadelphia under some of the 

nation’s leading authorities in medical education—and was a likely attendee of the 

anatomical lectures of John Godman—at a time when a “mania for anatomy” had reached 

its peak at urban institutions and at least seven riots against dissection had occurred at 

northeastern medical schools (Sappol 59, 106). In a novel he penned a decade later, Bird 
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would engage with some of the era’s most pressing debates about the use of the body 

after death.  

Published anonymously in 1836, Bird’s Sheppard Lee: Written by Himself 

recounts the sensational, satirical, and sometimes gruesome tale of a foolish young man 

who possesses an extraordinary power: his spirit can enter and resurrect dead bodies, 

allowing him to assume a series of different identities and experience various lives. The 

first-person narrative begins with an account of Sheppard Lee’s varied attempts—and 

subsequent failures—to make something of himself and his New Jersey farm. A self-

described layabout, possessing neither the character traits nor the conviction to become a 

great man, Lee lets his farm go to ruin, squandering his family fortune on crooked 

business partners, shaky investments, and slow horses. While hunting for pirates’ treasure 

in the swamp surrounding his farm, Lee accidentally kills himself, and it is thence that his 

adventure truly begins. Awakening, after his death, as a disembodied spirit, Lee discovers 

that his body has been stolen from the swamp by bodysnatchers. Fortunately, this 

discovery is followed by the more fortuitous realization that his spirit can now “jump” 

into any dead body he chooses. Determining that he can find a more advantageous body 

than the one he has lost, Lee jumps from one dead body to the next, dying over and over 

only to be resurrected—or, more accurately, to resurrect himself—in another recently-

vacated corpse.  

After over a century of obscurity, Sheppard Lee was republished in 2008, this 

time credited to its author, Robert Montgomery Bird. Since then, a number of scholars 

have drawn connections between this curious tale of resurrected bodies and Bird’s 

background in medicine. Few, however, have considered how the novel participates in 
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antebellum conversations about the medical appropriation of the body after death, despite 

the fact that Sheppard Lee’s preternatural power of resurrection causes him to become a 

bodysnatcher himself, stealing—or is it rescuing?—corpses from the grave to repurpose 

them for his own advantage. In his various incarnations, Sheppard Lee encounters 

unscrupulous bodysnatchers and depraved medical students, witnesses dissection 

demonstrations, and even has his own body trafficked for medical experimentation—

twice. In these encounters, Bird reflects the popular opposition to bodysnatching and 

dissection that was widespread in the nineteenth-century Anglo-Atlantic world. 

Moreover, as this chapter will demonstrate, he uses the voice of Sheppard Lee to provide 

nuanced critical commentary on the defense of dissection by medical authorities.  

A cursory reading of Sheppard Lee might suggest that Bird uses the novel to 

mount a toothless social critique of a self-important American medical establishment, 

parodying opportunistic doctors and faddish medical experiments while simultaneously 

reinforcing the derogatory pseudo-race science promulgated by medical authorities of the 

era. With closer attention to Bird’s medical allusions and to the journey of his 

protagonist, I suggest, to the contrary, that Sheppard Lee testifies to the complexity of 

antebellum American medical discourse as it crossed paths with European precedents, 

powerful Protestant theologies, and popular literary models.  

As Sheppard Lee jumps from body to body, he repeatedly faces the predicament 

of a corpse shortage himself, and he becomes increasingly prone to wax poetic on the 

forms, functions, and varieties of human material. In these reflections on the uses of the 

body after death, Bird alludes to key texts and figures in the cultural debate surrounding 

on the passage of the 1832 London Anatomy Act, a regulation, championed by the 
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Benthamites, that permitted anatomists to take custody of unclaimed bodies at the city’s 

hospitals and workhouses. As he mimes and critiques the rhetoric of utilitarian anatomy 

advocacy, Bird generates a provocative cultural portrait of institutionalized dissection in 

the Atlantic world, underscoring the political distinctions that ultimately determined 

which corpses should be protected, which should be dissected, and which should be 

preserved. Furthermore, as we will see, Sheppard Lee also registers and questions the 

redemptive rhetoric of dissection that was circulating among American medical 

advocates. As Lee’s perspective on dead bodies—and why to enter them—evolves, Bird 

engages not only with utilitarian reflections on the role of dead bodies in an enlightened 

society, but also with the Protestant argument that dissection is a redemptive practice that 

will promote the advancement of a Christian nation.  

To conclude this chapter, I will contend that Bird ultimately presents Sheppard 

Lee’s body-jumping as a revelatory and redemptive experience. Though Lee may not end 

his journey any wiser than he was at its start, it is undeniable that his situation has been 

quite literally transformed, with his work ethic improved and his failing farm restored to 

flourishing. I suggest that as it recounts the adventures and ultimate advancement of a 

wayward young man who is transformed through his experiences resurrecting the bodies 

of others, Sheppard Lee offers an imaginative and provocative reflection on the impact of 

dissection on the formation of medical student identity. Moreover, as Sheppard Lee’s 

dreams are fulfilled, the novel also demonstrates how resurrection rhetoric participates in 

the imbricated fantasies of liberal Protestant progress. In its final gesture of 

indeterminacy, the collapse of the protagonist’s questionable delusions upon his gospel-
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like account of wish fulfillment, Sheppard Lee ultimately conveys a deep-seated 

ambivalence toward the powerful and persuasive storytelling of medicine’s redemption. 

Bodysnatching, Burking, and Anatomy Advocacy in Great Britain 

In the early decades of the nineteenth century, practical anatomy, and with it, the 

profession of medicine more broadly, became increasingly stigmatized in the public 

press. Medical authorities in the United States and the United Kingdom recognized that 

continuing to rely on bribery and the black market for dissection subjects was 

unsustainable: the future of the medical profession would ultimately depend upon gaining 

the support of legislative as well as public audiences. Highlighting the scientific advances 

and improved treatments that anatomical medicine had generated, individuals and 

institutions criticized the derogatory depictions of anatomists in the popular press and 

called for legal interventions to protect of medical student training in dissection. In 

Britain, these conversations were shaped by the recently-discovered murder plots of 

Burke and Hare and Bishop and Williams (Richardson 132). In the weeks following the 

apprehension of Bishop and Williams in London in 1831, writers for the London Medical 

Gazette described how the activities of “the resurrection-men” could easily lead to 

“burking,” as the act of murder for the purpose of selling a body for dissection came to be 

known: 

a resurrection-man[‘s]. . . employment is a secret, or known but to a few 

ill-trusted wretches of his own condition; it suffices not, with all its 

dangers, for his maintenance; he cannot live by it alone; . . . He has within 

his grasp the fruits without the risks of bodysnatching; the temptation from 

the high premium in view is irresistible, even though the facility of 

concealment were infinitely less. Now comes the victim in his way—some 

solitary wanderer, helpless, or rendered so by the stupor of intoxication:—

the deed is done! —the murderer is familiar with the appearances of 
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death—he hampers up his subject, and hastens for the possession of the 

lucre which he has earned. (“The ‘Burking’ System” 271-72) 

The writers here allude to the case of Burke and Hare, as well as to the more recent 

murder plot in London, both of which implicated the Western medical establishment in 

giving rise to a new breed of murderous villainy. The writers warned their readers that 

burking was not an anomaly, attesting that “we never had the slightest doubt since the 

revolting confessions in Edinburgh, of the more than possible existence of the same 

system in London” (271). In the current climate, they reasoned, such crimes were to be 

expected: if dissection continued to be stigmatized, and medical schools were refused 

access to a legitimate supply of bodies, the illegal body trade—and those willing to 

commit murder to sustain it—would only continue to grow. 

In the aftermath of the second murder plot to be tied to dissection in Britain, 

proponents of the London medical establishment adopted a variety of strategies to 

address growing fears of “resurrection men” and defend the necessity of practical 

anatomy. A week after publishing the article on the “burking system,” the London 

Medical Gazette issued another article addressing the brewing controversy, in which the 

writer argued for the necessity of human dissection to the future advancement of 

medicine. The writer of “An Apology for Human Dissection,” acknowledged that “the 

resurrection-men” had been “the most worthless class in the community” and “the most 

dreadful,” and were now being accompanied by outright murderers. However, the writer 

argued, these threats should not be used as a justification to ban human dissection 

because the dissection of human corpses was indispensable, and irreplaceable, in the 

training of physicians. For the duration of the article, the writer methodically outlined 
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how neither wax or mechanical models, nor drawings, nor textbooks, nor the dissection 

of animals, would offer a sufficient substitute for practical, hands-on examinations of 

human bodies and their systems. One week later, another Medical Gazette article 

similarly addressed—and dismissed—alternative proposals to permit anatomical 

dissections while protecting the public from bodysnatching and burking. Some officials 

had proposed that anatomy schools keep public registers of the bodies they received, in 

order to catch bodysnatchers in the act and deter the resurrection-men from “repeat[ing] 

the practices of Burke and Bishop” (“What Ought” 365). This plan, argued the writer for 

the Medical Gazette, would force medical professionals into continued dealings with 

bodysnatchers for the purpose of launching sting operations. A more honorable and 

straightforward solution would be to dissolve the demand that gave rise to bodysnatching: 

legislation must be enacted to establish a legal supply of dissection subjects, which could 

include the “unclaimed poor,” as well as those who died in prison or by suicide (366). 

Published a month later, the sermon-like “Dissection Viewed with Reference to 

the Resurrection” is both of a piece with, and set apart from, these earlier entries in the 

London Medical Gazette. As in the earlier articles, the author of “Dissection” advocates 

for the crucial importance of dissection to the advancement of medical science. However, 

while the earlier articles acknowledged and drew attention to the rise of “resurrection-

men” and the growing fear of burking, the writer of “Dissection” instead proffered a 

recasting of the relationship between dissection and resurrection.  

Framing the human body as a divine object of Christian worship, the writer of 

“Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection” tapped into a popular 

intellectual disposition in the early nineteenth-century Anglo-Atlantic world. Natural 
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theology, the study of religion and science as mutually reinforcing truths and practices, 

was popularized with the 1802 publication of William Paley’s Natural Theology in 

England (Fyfe 6). In Natural Theology, Paley, an Anglican clergyman, outlined how the 

natural world, and the human body in particular, provide evidence for intelligent design, 

proposing that the natural world could be studied as evidence of God’s Creation. Natural 

Theology particularly encouraged a Protestant-oriented appreciation for the study of 

human anatomy: writing for a non-scientific audience, Paley avoided technical language 

and complex figures, and he encouraged readers to recognize the “human frame” as a 

spiritual object of reverence (Sappol 170).86 This rhetoric was not invented by Paley, nor 

was it restricted to non-scientific writers: as we saw in Chapters 2 and 3, university-

trained anatomists and other men of science made versions of these arguments and used 

them to defend and promote their own research. Whereas in France science was more 

likely to be promoted as a secular exercise, especially in the post-revolutionary era, in 

early nineteenth-century Britain, as well as in the United States, intellectuals and men of 

science were likely to identify themselves as Christians, and many were also members of 

the clergy (Fyfe 18; Sappol 334n84). The scripturally-infused rhetoric of “Dissection 

Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection” is aligned with this tradition; however, the 

article’s use of resurrection theology to defend the use of human corpses for dissection is 

 
86 As Sappol explains, Paley’s Natural Theology outlined the benefits of anatomical knowledge in familiar, 

Protestant terms, and as it was printed and reprinted in England and the U.S. throughout the early 

nineteenth century, it played a considerable role in the popularization of anatomy and anatomical 

frameworks among lay readers (170). 
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also somewhat of an anomaly, at a time when the predominant argument for practical 

anatomy in Britain was premised upon a utilitarian worldview.87 

During this period, one of the most influential writings produced in Britain in 

defense of dissection was London physician Southwood Smith’s essay, “Use of the Dead 

to the Living,” first published in 1824 in the Westminster Review. Like the author of 

“Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection,” Smith argued in “Use of the 

Dead to the Living” against an ill-founded commitment to the preservation of the body 

after death. However, while the author of “Dissection” contended that protectiveness of 

dead bodies was theologically unsound, Smith, a former Unitarian minister, dismissed 

religious opposition to dissection as superstitious and illogical. Smith had become a 

friend and intellectual proponent of Jeremy Bentham in 1821, and his argument for 

anatomy legislation was guided by Bentham’s utilitarian philosophy. While the denizens 

of less enlightened eras may have feared dissection due to “[s]uperstition, and customs 

founded on superstition,” Smith argued that it was “absurd” to regard medical 

advancement with the same suspicion and animosity in the modern era (Smith 25, 27). To 

demonstrate the gains of practical anatomy in recent decades, Smith drew on his own 

anatomical and surgical knowledge, describing in detail the treatment of a series of 

previously fatal conditions. Only through dissection, he argued, had surgeons learned to 

detect and treat aneurisms, stop hemorrhages, and conduct amputations without 

 
87 Ruth Richardson acknowledges the London Medical Gazette’s publication of “Dissection Viewed with 

Reference to the Resurrection” as a sign that the belief in “the importance of the hope of the soul’s survival, 

or future resurrection” was still “potent” in the early nineteenth century “and was felt by some to require 

invalidation” (273). On the whole, however, she concludes from her survey of the era’s pamphlets and 

medical literature that “mention of the potential spiritual implications of dissection was rare” in the U.K., 

and that more focus was ultimately centered upon the social implications of bodysnatching and dissection 

of the poor (93). 
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inadvertently killing their patients (23). If medical trainees were not permitted to dissect, 

more lives would be lost: “Anatomy alone will not teach a physician to think, much less 

to think justly,” Smith explained, “but it will give him the elements of thinking; it will 

furnish him with the means of correcting his errors; it will certainly save him from some 

delusions, and will afford to the public the best shield against his ignorance, which may 

be fatal, and against his presumption, which may be devastating” (23). Nowhere does 

Smith attest to the inherent righteousness or sanctity of anatomical knowledge, or to the 

spiritual contemplations of medical practitioners; instead, he emphasizes the necessity of 

practical, hands-on anatomical training as a safeguard against imprecision and ignorance. 

Smith allowed that it was natural to mourn the death of loved ones, and to 

experience profound emotion when their mortal remains were committed to the earth, but 

he contended that such feelings could not be permitted to compromise the continuing 

improvement of medical practice: “Veneration for the dead is connected with the noblest 

and sweetest sympathies of our nature,” Smith declared, “but the promotion of the 

happiness of the living is a duty from which we can never be exonerated” (24). As 

anatomical knowledge was indispensable to the future improvement of medicine and, 

consequently, to the continuing promotion of human life and happiness, Smith 

determined that it must take precedence over both the emotional attachment to the dead 

and the fear of mistreatment of the poor (Webb; Richardson and Hurwitz 195).  

At the close of his essay, Smith acknowledged the class controversy at the core of 

public opposition to anatomy legislation in Britain. As dissection was necessary to 

successful medical practice, a consistent source of dissection subjects would need to be 

established: Smith endorsed a public measure sanctioning medical institutions’ access to 
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unclaimed bodies from hospitals, almshouses, orphanages, and prisons. He acknowledged 

that some might object to this manner of “making the bodies of the poor public property,” 

but he argued that such legislation was the only alternative to even more inhumane 

treatment: “If the dead bodies of the poor are not appropriated for this use,” he warned, 

“their living bodies will and must be” (36, 37). Smith reasoned that even if public 

opposition to anatomy continued and the practice of dissection was abolished, it would 

not stop wealthy patrons from demanding highly skilled practitioners with extensive 

anatomical training. If they were prohibited from dissection, physicians would be 

compelled to seek their training elsewhere, and the consequence “would be, to convert 

poor-houses and public hospitals into so many schools where the surgeon, by practising 

on the poor, would learn to operate on the rich with safety and dexterity” (38). According 

to Smith, efforts intended to protect the poor after death would, in effect, lead to more 

inhumane treatment in life (Sappol 121).  

Smith’s essay had a formative impact on Jeremy Bentham, who was inspired by 

Smith’s argument to champion anatomy legislation in Parliament. Bentham first proposed 

a bill following Smith’s recommendations in 1826; when it was rejected, Bentham and 

his followers advocated for the creation of a Select Committee on Anatomy, chaired by 

Benthamite Henry Warburton, which produced a report on current conditions 

surrounding dissection and continued to advocate for legislation (Richardson 108-09). 

Opponents of the proposed Anatomy Act argued that consigning the dead bodies of the 

poor to medical schools for dissection was a violation of the rights and dignity of the 

lower classes. To permit doctors’ legal access to the bodies of those who could not afford 

burial, they argued, would effectively criminalize poverty (186). Echoing Smith, 
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supporters of the legislation contended that the proposed system was borne out of 

necessity, and that the ongoing frequency of bodysnatching and burking posed a far 

greater threat to the lower classes than a regulated system of allotting “unclaimed” bodies 

to medical schools for dissection.  

After the convictions of Burke and Hare in Edinburgh in 1828 and Bishop and 

Williams in London in 1831, which heightened public outcry against bodysnatching and 

dissection, Parliament became more receptive to the select committee’s proposal for the 

regulated distribution of bodies to medical schools. The Benthamites’ select committee 

report eventually led to the passage of the 1832 Anatomy Act, which permitted the 

donation of bodies for dissection and gave physicians access to unclaimed corpses at 

hospitals and almshouses (Richardson and Hurwitz 196). Similar debates were being 

waged in the United States; however, the advocates of American anatomy legislation 

were as likely to rely on Protestant ideology as they were on secular philosophy.  

American Awakenings 

The early nineteenth century represented a time of tremendous religious growth in 

the United States. Historian Jon Butler has estimated that more than 10,000 new churches 

were erected on American soil between 1780 and 1820, representing a wide range of 

denominations and belief systems (Butler 270). Accompanying this growth was a swell 

of Christian evangelical enthusiasm, championed by itinerant ministers who encouraged 

personal engagement of scripture and the rejection of traditional church authorities (276). 

This movement is commonly referred to as the “second Great Awakening”—though, as 

Butler and others have emphasized, it was far from a coherent or singular campaign, and 
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the era’s revivalist ethos was neither uniform nor universal. In comparison to the first 

Great Awakening, a mid-eighteenth-century revivalist movement that spurred the growth 

of evangelicalism in British and American mainline denominations, this second wave of 

Christian revivalism was larger and more varied. Historian Daniel Walker Howe suggests 

that the period is more accurately characterized as “a multitude of contemporaneous 

‘awakenings,’” as opposed to a linear or cohesive movement (141). Though the surge of 

religious sentiment in the early republic was diverse and not exclusively Protestant, or 

even Christian, Protestant revivalism did serve to heighten the currency of evangelical 

values in broader American social and political contexts.  

The “awakenings” of religious enthusiasm had wide-ranging impacts. As Howe 

puts it, “when one looks for evidence of religious awakening in this period, one finds it 

everywhere: not only in the astonishing variety of religious sects, both imported and 

native, but also in literature, politics, educational institutions, popular culture, social 

reforms, dietary reforms, utopian experiments, child-rearing practices, and relationships 

between the sexes” (141). Along with fostering new denominational outgrowths and 

sects, the growth of Christian revivalism also prompted backlash from mainline 

denominational leaders, inspiring counter-movements and calls for a return to traditional 

tenets. At the same time, some church authorities sought to harness the popular appeal of 

evangelical Christianity, embracing more emotional modes of worship and placing more 

emphasis on religious conversion as a personal—as opposed to denominational—

commitment to Christ. Revivalist enthusiasm also fostered cross-denominational 

initiatives like Bible societies and reform organizations, and it was marshalled in support 

of a variety of social initiatives, even some that were at cross purposes (Butler 278).  
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Dovetailing with the era’s revolutionary sentiments, this surge of evangelicalism 

was characterized by anti-elitism and the elevation of individual piety over 

denominational leadership, but it was not necessarily democratic. Nathan Hatch provides 

a useful broad overview of the evangelical values of the era: 

[T]he popular religious movements of the early republic . . . denied the 

age-old distinction that set clergy apart as a separate order of men, and 

they refused to defer to learned theologians and traditional orthodoxies. 

All were democratic or populist in the way they instinctively associated 

virtue with ordinary people rather than with elites, exalted the vernacular 

in word and song as the hallowed channel for communicating with and 

about God, and freely turned over the reigns of power. (9-10) 

The affective and populist sentiments of evangelical Protestantism shaped popular 

discourse about political leadership, ethics, and even popular culture. However, while 

Hatch interprets this movement as one imbued with a “profoundly democratic spirit,” 

Butler and others have cautioned against equating evangelicalism with liberal democracy: 

“the Christian contribution to a developing American democracy,” Butler asserts, “rested 

as fully on its pursuit of coercive authority and power as on its concern for individualism 

or its elusive anti-authoritarian rhetoric” (287). As Tracy Fessenden adds, it was largely 

through “acts of aggression, intolerance, and triumphalism” that Protestantism was 

positioned as the only appropriate belief system for the American liberal democracy: 

“even as nine in ten African Americans were then in bonds, Native Americans were 

being forcibly driven from their lands, white congregations in the South had begun to 

secede from their national communions in defense of slavery, and native-born Protestants 

in northeastern cities rioted in the streets against the Catholic immigrants who would 

soon outnumber them” (17). The evangelicalism of the early nineteenth century Anglo-
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American world may have been populist in spirit, but it was by no means inclusive or 

egalitarian. 

This period of evangelical enthusiasm served to reinforce American 

exceptionalism. Many Christian denominations’ worldviews were shaped by beliefs 

concerning the Christ’s Second Coming and the millennial age, a thousand-year period in 

which the Kingdom of Christ would be fulfilled on Earth, which was promised in the 

book of Revelation (Howe 209). Interpretations of the millennial age varied; while some 

denominations believed that the return of Jesus Christ would usher in the millennial 

golden age of peace, others believed that the efforts of humankind would bring forth this 

period of global Christian faith and prosperity, and that Christ would return at the end of 

this period to bring His followers to heaven. This latter view, known as 

postmillennialism, became a characteristic belief of many American evangelical 

Protestant denominations. Postmillennialist rhetoric built upon longstanding Puritan 

mythologies of the British American colonists as God’s chosen people, a new Israel in 

the wilderness, while incorporating contemporary ethics and values. The era’s surge of 

evangelical sentiment, as well as the ongoing civic and political developments of the 

early American republic, fostered the belief that the millennium was coming soon: as 

Howe explains, “material improvements, political democratization, and moral reform all 

provided encouraging signs that history was moving in the right direction,” and American 

evangelicals believed that they would be responsible for ushering in the golden age by 

continuing to champion moral, intellectual, and political progress in the young republic 

(210). This view was not restricted to fringe groups or itinerants. In the early decades of 

the nineteenth century, a postmillennialist worldview was “typical of the middle-class 
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mainstream intellectual life,” becoming “the capstone to an intellectual structure 

integrating political liberalism and economic development with Protestant Christianity” 

(Howe 212). 

Though historians tend to agree that evangelical values were not uncommon 

among early republican and antebellum Anglo-American intellectuals, many also 

maintain that the growing American medical establishment operated in opposition to 

these values. As a number of scholars have contended, there are significant continuities 

between the evangelical resistance of doctrinal authority and the rise of alternative 

medical practitioners such as botanics and homeopaths in the early nineteenth century.88 

These scholars rightfully emphasize how the growth of alternative medicine was 

facilitated by a backlash against orthodox medical practices and standards, much as the 

growth of evangelical religion was fueled by suspicion of orthodox religious hierarchies, 

and how homeopaths and other alternative practitioners utilized evangelical Protestant 

 
88 Howe contends that the era’s growth of “popular medicine”—in other words, medical practice outside of 

the tradition of institutionalized training—was aligned with the era’s evangelical sentiment: both 

represented an embrace of “the free marketplace of ideas” and a suspicion of doctrinal authority (334). 

Hatch likewise explains that the tradition of botanic—or Thomsonian—medicine established by Samuel 

Thomson grew out of “[p]opular disillusionment with orthodox medicine”: “The rise of Thomsonian 

medicine,” he declares, “suggests the affinity in the early republic between sectarian medicine, republican 

politics, and religious dissent” (29). Decrying drastic medical interventions and rejecting anatomical 

dissection, Samuel Thomson established a system of herbal and folk treatments that he positioned in 

opposition to the practices of “regular” practitioners. In an era when orthodox medical treatments were 

themselves often dangerous and imprecise, Thomson’s botanic system was appealing to many prospective 

patients and practitioners, and it inspired a new school of medical training and practice. As Michael Sappol 

outlines, Thomson strategically deployed the era’s politically-attuned evangelical rhetoric in defense of his 

cause: “Thomson denounced medical orthodoxy as an anti-democratic cabal whose ‘diplomaed’ members 

aped the effeminate foppery of European elites,” Sappol explains; “Just as the Roman Catholic priesthood 

concealed knowledge of scripture in Latin, the regulars, he warned, concealed ‘the knowledge and use of 

Medicine, ‘in a dead language’” (138). According to Thomson, his system was derived “directly from ‘the 

book of nature,’ from God, not anatomy books or the examination of cadavers” (Sappol 139). Thomson 

described his own methodology as a kind of general revelation, in contrast to university-trained physicians’ 

reliance on dead words and dead bodies, which was suspiciously reminiscent of the Old World religious 

authority many Protestants associated with Catholicism. 
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rhetoric to position themselves in patriotic opposition to the regular medical 

establishment. But it is important not to underestimate the continuing impact of 

Protestant ideology, and specifically revivalist ideology, on the rise of American 

orthodox medicine. As we have already seen, evangelical rhetoric was not the sole 

purview of alternative practitioners: university-trained physicians relied on evangelical 

Protestant rhetoric in defense of scientifically oriented medical curriculums, and in many 

ways they were just as successful in their utilization of this rhetoric as their homeopathic 

counterparts. 

In the 1830 Massachusetts select committee report on the regulation of anatomical 

dissection, state representative John Davis repeated many of the arguments and anecdotes 

advanced by secular anatomy advocates: he recounted a history of anatomical research 

from the ancients to the present, described medical treatments and discoveries that would 

not have been possible without anatomical knowledge of the human body, and reviewed 

legislation and provisions for anatomical study that have been enacted in other countries. 

Unlike the legislators advocating for anatomy protections in Britain, however, Davis 

consistently made a theological case for the necessity of dissection. Davis echoed 

Southwood Smith and Henry Warburton in describing the favorable conditions of 

practical anatomy instruction in Paris, where public hospitals were mandated to supply 

medical schools with bodies for dissection. Like the Benthamites, Davis contended that 

the adoption of such a system would effectively ensure that medical schools were 

provided with dissection subjects, while diminishing the threat of bodysnatching and 

destigmatizing anatomical medicine (Davis 69-70). Where Southwood Smith praised the 

French system for its utility, however, Davis imbued the Paris model with eschatological 
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significance: “This system is a philosophical, liberal and truly-Christian one,” he 

declared, for “it makes the mortal and earthly frame what it ought to be — subservient to 

the intellectual development, improvement and power of man” and “does not attempt to 

cast around it a sort of superstitious awe — to subdue and render the soul subject to a 

mere form of inanimate nature — in a manner which religion does not require and which 

reason cannot justify” (70). Davis praised the Paris system for establishing a relationship 

to dead bodies that was theologically appropriate and indicative of the present 

enlightened age of American Protestantism. Situating anatomical dissection in a new and 

enlightened dispensation of Protestant progress, he contrasted the present United States 

from “those earlier nations, whom the infinite wisdom of the Almighty permitted to grope 

in darkness . . . and who were denied that full effulgence of Revelation, which 

Christianity has made to beam upon us” (44).  

While Davis was neither the first, nor the most prominent, advocate of American 

institutionalized medicine to advance a Christian justification for anatomy legislation, his 

deployment of this rhetoric in legislative writing helps to illustrate how powerful 

Protestant arguments were in both jurisdictive and public contexts. Historically, the 

passage of the 1831 Massachusetts Anatomy Act is most commonly associated with the 

secular arguments of Harvard anatomist John Collins Warren and his associates at the 

Massachusetts Medical Society. Echoing the reasoning of their British counterparts, the 

Massachusetts Medical Society mounted a rational—and largely secular—argument for 

the necessity of sanctions protecting and promoting dissection, which they outlined in 

their 1829 Address to the Community, On the Necessity of Legalizing the Study of 

Anatomy. They lobbied extensively for anatomy legislation, and John Collins Warren was 
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instrumental in drafting the bill itself (Waite 720-721). However, when the state 

representatives’ select committee produced their report on the status of anatomical 

training and the need for legal protections, they did not rely exclusively on the arguments 

of the medical society. Instead, principal author John Davis would make a Protestant 

argument in defense of dissection, and he would draw considerably from the arguments 

of Philadelphia anatomist—and born-again evangelical—John Davidson Godman. 

 “An Interesting and Uncommon Personage”: Born-again Body Trafficker  

John Davidson Godman 

By the end of the 1820s, John Davidson Godman was a nationally recognized 

anatomist, naturalist, and physician. From 1823 to 1826, he presided over the 

Philadelphia School of Anatomy, an auxiliary training center for students practicing 

medicine in the city. While director of the its anatomy and surgery coursework, Godman 

established the school’s library, published his own texts in the fields of natural history 

and human anatomy, and co-founded The American Journal of Medical Sciences. Before 

his death in 1830, he also served as a professor of anatomy at Rutgers Medical College, 

and excerpts from his lectures on anatomy, as well as his medical treatments and essays 

in theology and natural science, were routinely published in newspapers and magazines 

across the Mid-Atlantic.89 Unlike many of his predecessors in the medical elite, who 

came from distinguished families and were educated at preeminent European medical 

 
89 For example, in 1827 alone, passages from Godman’s anatomy lectures, natural history essays, and other 

various medical writings were reprinted in Philadelphia’s National Gazette and Literary Register, the New 

York Evening Post, the Rochester Telegraph, the New-Hampshire Gazette, the Connecticut Herald, the 

Baltimore Gazette, the Rhode Island Republican, the Brattleboro Messenger, the New-York Spectator, and 

the Baltimore Patriot. 
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schools, Godman was a self-made man: orphaned young, he first trained in medicine by 

apprenticeship, after serving as a printer’s apprentice and a sailor in the Navy (Sappol 

64). Eulogies to the young doctor, published upon his death from tuberculosis at age 35, 

amplified his Franklinesque qualities: “Thrown thus upon the world with no resources but 

his own talents and industry,” reads a eulogy in Philadelphia Quaker magazine The 

Friend, Godman continually exhibited such “eagerness and success,” along with 

“enthusiasm and eloquence” and “an unwearied industry and quick perception,” to make 

his rise through the ranks of institutionalized medicine seem inevitable (“Dr. John” 249). 

Dozens of such eulogies to “the lamented Dr. Godman” appeared in newspapers across 

New England, testifying to the young doctor’s widespread public esteem.90  

It is in the period of Godman’s rise to eminence as an anatomist that he also 

reportedly became a Christian. The conversion experience, the moment in which one 

became a follower of Jesus, played an important role in the life of eighteenth and 

nineteenth century evangelicals. In many denominations, as Howe explains, “[a]n 

identifiable conversion experience, accompanied by a once-and-for-all decision for 

Christ, was the central event in [one’s] spiritual life” (131). Modeled after the conversion 

of the apostle Paul described in the New Testament, the conversion experience was a 

central ritual component of the American Protestant experience from the Puritan colonial 

period onward. For nineteenth-century evangelicals, the conversion experience became a 

series of specific phases that reflected revivalist values:   

 
90 One search of the America’s Historical Newspapers database suggests that eulogies to Godman were 

printed or republished in over 50 newspapers in April and May of 1830. As the National Gazette’s eulogy 

put it, Godman was recognized as “one of the most accomplished general scholars and linguists, acute and 

erudite naturalists, ready, pleasing and instructive lecturers and writers, of his country and era” (“Dr. 

Godman”). 
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The decision for Christ that the revivalists demanded had to be made 

voluntarily and responsibly. Having taken this decision, the believer, 

regardless of denomination, should accept self-discipline while also 

engaging in long-term moral self-improvement, sometimes called 

‘sanctification.’ The preachers urged people to search the scriptures for 

themselves and to apply the lessons they found there in their own lives. In 

short, the believer was expected to remake himself or herself into a new 

person—to be ‘born again.’ The new personal identity thus attained was 

both follower of Christ and rational, autonomous individual—paradoxical 

as that may seem. (Howe 142) 

As described in the eulogy published in The Friend, John Godman’s conversion 

experience followed the evangelical currents of the era. The young doctor was “an 

established infidel” before an exchange with a dying Christian medical student in 1827 

inspired him to seek “a candid perusal of the New Testament” (“Dr. John” 249). In search 

of solace and of an explanation for death, “[h]e opened his Bible, and the secret was 

unfolded.” Subsequently, Godman “applied himself assiduously to the study of the New 

Testament,” an endeavor which not only spurred his “full conversion” but also 

presumably enabled the doctor to navigate scripture—as well as the language of spiritual 

enlightenment—deftly in his future lectures (249).  

In the Massachusetts select committee report on the legalization of dissection, 

John Davis reinforced the portrait of anatomical science as a Protestant discipline with 

extended excerpts from someone he refers to as “[a] distinguished physician” and “most 

eloquent writer” (31, 54, 55, 56). Davis never names the “eloquent writer,” but the 

passages he excerpts come from the writings of John Godman.91 In the lectures he 

 
91 Davis inserts one passage from “Anatomy Taught By Analysis”, Godman’s introductory lecture to his 

1825-26 private anatomy course, as well as three from the 1827 Rutgers lecture, “Arguments in Favour of 

the Dissection of the Dead.” Both of these lectures appeared in Addresses Delivered on Various Public 

Occasions, a collection of writings that Godman published in 1829, so it seems likely that Davis or a 

committee member had access to this volume while collecting resources for the select committee report. 

The lectures were also reprinted in a number of Mid-Atlantic and New England newspapers. 
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delivered to his anatomy students and subsequently published for a broader reading 

public, John Godman drew upon his esteem in the medical community as well as his 

grasp of evangelical Protestant ideology to redress the stigma surrounding dissections and 

those who performed them.  

In 1827, Godman delivered an introductory lecture to his anatomy course at 

Rutgers titled “Arguments in Favour of the Dissection of the Dead,” which challenged 

the presumed opposition between spiritual reverence for the dead and the bodily 

desecration incurred by anatomical dissection. The lecture began with a narrative account 

of the “rise, progress, decline, and decay of the human body . . . from the cradle to the 

grave” (Godman, “Arguments” 63, 69).92 This account set the stage for Godman’s 

critique of contemporary attitudes surrounding death, specifically the notion that 

dissection represents a “disturbance” of death’s repose (72). Like the author of 

“Dissection Viewed with Reference to the Resurrection,” Godman asserted that the 

presumed spiritual imperative to protect the bodies of the dead from disruption was 

theologically unsound: 

as to the repose of the tomb—the disturbance of the dead—it is a mockery 

of common sense and totally absurd: it impugns the verity of the religion, 

we believe most holy; it is an indignity offered to the character of the 

Supreme! What avails your profound interments—your six feet of earth—

or iron coffins or leaden shrouds? The moment life departs, every breeze 

that blows wafts myriads of insects to the feast: they deposit their eggs 

unseen by the friends who watch at the side of the corpse; committed with 

the body to the earth, they are dormant only till sufficient heat is evolved 

by putrefaction to call them into activity; then they feed to fatness on the 

rankling corpse; and when ready to assume their perfect shape, work their 

way to the surface, and wing their flight to repeat a similar process upon 

other dead. Tell us then of the repose of the tomb—when the bodies we so 

 
92 Apparently, this portion of the lecture was particularly memorable and compelling, as it was reprinted in 

a number of newspapers across the Northeast. 
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carefully deposit in earth are not only dissolved by the chemical affinities 

of their own elements, but serve as food to myriads of insects, and are, 

sooner or later carried abroad upon the four winds of heaven. (73) 

Describing in vivid detail how buried corpses rot and decompose, Godman emphasized 

the futility of attempting to protect and preserve the bodies of the dead, suggesting that 

those who protest dissection as a desecration of the body are ignoring the fact that the 

corpse will inevitably be disturbed and desiccated by decay. With phrases like “feed to 

fatness on the rankling corpse,” the invasion of insect larvae into the decomposing corpse 

is rendered viscerally to evoke disgust, accentuating the contrast between the natural, 

nauseating process of decay and what he will later frame as the illuminating and virtuous 

post-mortem examinations of the physician dissector.  

According to Godman, dissection was not a violation of sacred ritual; it was an 

act of spiritual liberation and deliverance from an oppressive past, “a time when, at the 

peril of life and liberty, students of medicine stole a trembling glance at that glorious 

book, which is opened to them in the construction of the human body” (“Arguments” 81). 

In the hands of the medical student, the dead body becomes a sanctified text, illuminating 

the path of Protestant progress. Buried, the mass of fleshly decay threatens to become 

another erroneously venerated icon: the corpse as false idol. 

With his depiction of the dissected body as “that glorious book,” Godman alludes 

to the evangelical Protestant emphasis on individualized faith practice. Advanced by 

Protestant leaders since the Reformation, the practice of religious faith sola scriptura, “by 

Scripture alone,” became a nationalized incentive in the early American republic. As 

Howe explains, the belief that “the Bible contained all things necessary for salvation and 

could be properly interpreted by any conscientious believer” played an important role in 
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religious as well as social and political spheres, emphasizing the primacy of personal 

access to truth over unthinking allegiance to tradition or dogma (447).93 Godman 

underscores this value when he describes physicians in the pre-anatomical age being 

content to merely treat the symptoms of disease, instead of seeking causes, and thereby 

“substituting the shadow for the substance” (“Arguments” 78). Summoned in countless 

sermons and religious writings in the period, the phrasing conjures Biblical imagery—

specifically, the apostle Paul’s letter to the Colossians in the New Testament, in which 

Paul guides his readers to abstain from legalistic preoccupation with Old Testament laws, 

for they “are a shadow of things to come; but the substance is of Christ” (Col. 2.17). 

Rejecting the Colossians’ attachment to tradition, Paul asks them to recognize the laws 

passed down in Jewish heritage as “shadows” heralding and reflecting the shape of the 

Son of God, the true “substance” of the new covenant. With the allusion Godman makes 

an appeal not only to the truth-revealing power of anatomy, but also to a specific kind of 

spiritual authenticity.  

In contrast to the repugnance of decay, Godman recontextualizes the corpse under 

the anatomist’s knife as a source of revelation, with life-giving potential for those who 

study it as well as their patients (Godman, “Arguments” 81). Recalling Jesus’ declaration 

to his followers in the gospels, that “the truth shall make you free,” Godman describes 

medical students as “those who would annihilate their shackles by seeking after the 

treasures of knowledge commonly buried in the grave” (John 8.32; “Arguments” 81). 

Though unearthing the “treasures of knowledge” would be redemptive, the disciples of 

 
93 According to Howe, the principal of sola scriptura “conditioned national identity, social criticism, natural 

science, the educational system, and the interpretation of authoritative texts like the Constitution” (318). 

See also Cohen and Franchot 3-12. 
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medicine must, like the disciples of the Bible, anticipate persecution. In preparation to 

“minister to the afflicted,” Godman explains, students of medicine would face assaults 

upon their health and character (74). To face these challenges, they must study anatomy 

with the solemnity and asceticism of a theologian: 

We come with the respectful and serious earnestness of men aware of 

whose presence we are in: we study the instruments of motion, that we 

may prevent it from being suspended; we associate with death, that we 

may preserve life; we submit to a sad and solitary silence, that we may 

speak peace and health to the diseased; we breathe noisome, sepulchral 

vapours, and drive the lifeblood from our pallid cheeks to stagnate round 

our hearts, that we may gain the only knowledge which can efficiently aid 

us in warding off the thousand ills that frail mortality is heir to. (74) 

Here Godman reverses common assumptions about the moral character of medical 

students, conjuring a theological model in which suffering presages redemption and 

weakness signals power.94 Situating his medical student audience in the role of the 

persecuted apostle, he inverts the conflict between medical institutions and the public that 

protested against depraved resurrectionists.  

Emphasizing the theological spuriousness of protections for the dead and the piety 

of student dissectors, the passages discussed above were quoted in their entirety in John 

Davis’ select committee report on legal protections for dissection. How did Davis know 

of Godman? Given Godman’s status as “one of the most distinguished American 

anatomists of the 1820s and 1830s,” whose writings frequently appeared in the public 

press both before and after his death, it is likely that the legislators petitioning for the 

 
94 In the Apostle Paul’s oft-quoted figuration of this paradox, “I take pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, 

in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for Christ’s sake: for when I am weak, then am I strong” (2 Cor. 

12.9–10). 
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nation’s first anatomy act would have come across his work (Sappol 64). But Godman 

had an even more direct connection to the anatomy advocates of Boston.  

As Sappol recounts, in 1824, while anatomist John C. Warren was publicly 

advocating for anatomy legislation in Massachusetts, he was also more privately seeking 

a more consistent supply of dissection subjects for his growing student body at Harvard 

(114). After consulting with the University of Pennsylvania’s William Horner, Warren 

was eventually referred to John Godman, who connected Warren to an interstate network 

that fostered the illegal disinterment and trafficking of corpses for medical schools across 

the Northeast (115). Godman also wrote Warren a letter explaining how the bodies were 

acquired. In both New York and Philadelphia, Godman explained, anatomists bribed 

officials and groundskeepers for unmitigated access to the cities’ potter’s fields. The 

overseer of New York’s potter’s fields divided bodies into two pits: one for those whose 

family were likely to come look for them, and another for individuals who died with little 

in the way of connections or resources. Anatomists were permitted to remove bodies 

from the second pit at will. In Philadelphia, in contrast, the potter’s fields were not 

regulated at all, due to a network of support for organized bodysnatching in Philadelphia, 

which extended from the city’s medical institutions to its news outlets and government 

officials. Acting under the authority of the city mayor, Philadelphia’s medical schools 

coordinated with city-appointed groundskeepers of public burial grounds to acquire any 

and all corpses that they wanted (115-16). In his letter to Warren, Godman boasts about 

the efficiency of what he calls “The Philadelphia method”: “there is never the slightest 

danger from popular tumult,” he explains, “as nothing can ever be seen by papers, that 
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would lend to suspicion, and few persons in the city have the slightest idea of the manner 

in which the schools are supplied or even that they are supplied.”95 

Godman, it appears, had mastered the art of public appearances. As he earned the 

esteem of Philadelphia and New York’s religious communities, who upon his death 

celebrated his magnanimity, loyalty, and “unstudied” devotion to truth, he was also 

working with a network of bodysnatchers to facilitate the delivery of stolen bodies to 

medical schools across the northeast. This balance of public and private relationships 

appears to be one of the lessons that he passed down to his medical students, as well. In 

1856, one of Godman’s former Rutgers students would recount the graveyard exploits of 

his student days for the periodical The Scalpel, recalling with humor the “laughable 

combination of accidents” that often befell him and his fellow students as they dug up 

bodies from a naval burial ground (Dixon 96). Edward Dixon described how the Rutgers 

and NYU medical faculty would vie for the opportunity to bribe night watchmen at the 

potter’s field to “get drunk, and go quietly to bed” so they could “monopolize the pauper 

bodies” (Dixon 94).96 When Rutgers was outbid, Dixon and his fellow students would 

“turn resurrectionists for ourselves” (95). The students made sure to target “common 

clay” and they had a preference for “Uncle Sam’s men”: as Dixon explained, members of 

the Navy had a “fine development of muscle” and, in an era before the establishment of 

protected militia cemeteries, they were “planted in a very convenient place, in rows, on a 

 
95 Godman’s 1829 letter to Warren is quoted in Harrington 657. Historian David C. Humphrey concurs with 

Godman’s assessment of the public awareness of the bodysnatching network in Philadelphia: “Rarely did 

the papers inform their readers of the extensive grave robbing in the black burial grounds and potter’s 

fields, or of the bodies that disappeared from hospitals, prisons, almshouses, mental institutions, and 

morgues, or of the bodies of slaves that owners delivered to anatomists” (Humphrey 822). 

96 See Sappol 116 for further contextualization and analysis of Dixon’s account. 
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certain side hill, somewhere in a place which it would at present be difficult to recognize” 

(94, 95). On one occasion, their wagon fell into a ditch, and after the young men repaired 

the cart and “bagged the game,” which was the body of a “six foot fellow,” Dixon tripped 

and tumbled down the hill, ending up on his back, next to the stolen body, into the middle 

of the road (96).  

When Godman lectured in the Rutgers anatomy studio, he spoke of the 

“respectful and serious earnestness” of pious anatomists, who sacrificed their health and 

livelihood in order to one day be able to “speak peace and health to the diseased” 

(Godman, “Arguments” 74). If Dixon’s account is any indicator, Godman’s medical 

students appeared to have a considerably less reverent relationship to the bodies they 

dissected. Nevertheless, these students also seem to have absorbed Godman’s arguments 

about the redemptive purpose of practical anatomy. After recounting his madcap 

graveyard exploits, Dixon challenges his readers to reconsider the prejudice against 

bodysnatching. “What think you . . . of resurrectionizing?” he declares; “Who was hurt?” 

(100). The body he and his fellow students had disinterred, he reasoned, had belonged to 

someone who was “trained” to die, a seaman who had left no one to mourn him: this was 

a body “the living were glad to hide . . . from view, as a loathsome, worthless thing” 

(100). Emphasizing the futility of burial ritual, Dixon declares that he and his fellow 

medical students had “the pleasing consciousness” that “we made use of the body far 

more acceptable to God and our own conscience, then had it been embalmed in the spices 

of Arabia, and entombed in the most costly mausoleum of affection” (100).  

Godman’s redemptive resurrection rhetoric was clearly persuasive to medical 

students as well as state legislators. The appeal of Godman’s arguments can perhaps be 
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attributed, at least in part, to his strategy of framing the practice of medicine as a 

progressive civic initiative aligned with white Protestant nationalist values. As Godman 

describes the anatomy student’s individual examination of the corpse in his lectures, he 

sets up a distinct Old World/New World contrast between older traditions of physicians’ 

training and the new curriculum of anatomical medicine. When Godman frames the 

corpse as a “glorious book” and direct source of revelation, he specifically positions it 

against perceived Roman Catholic threats to the Protestant nation. While the new medical 

apostles of anatomy bask in the “meridian splendour” of the “dawning” anatomical age, 

Godman proclaims that the doctors who practice without the anatomist’s knowledge of 

the body are remnants of an antiquated, impotent order of spiritual authority:  

Then, it was a body of doctrine dependent upon peculiar theoretic views, 

drawn too often from partial and restricted experience, and the system 

taught, in great degree, depended upon the ingenuity or eloquence of 

teachers. Then it was almost sacrilege to differ in opinion from the popular 

leader, whose dogmatical or fanciful absurdities, clothed in all the pomp 

of words, usurped the place of fact and truth and nature. (“Arguments” 78) 

Godman’s “Then/now” structure, his characterization of previous medical practitioners 

dispensing “dogmatical” propaganda “clothed in the pomp of words,” and the “sacrilege” 

of resisting established authority, all build toward an image of exoticism and excess that 

would, at the time, more commonly have been directed at Roman Catholicism than at the 

physicians of the past.  

The maneuver draws upon the era’s evolving Protestant ethos as well as anti-

Catholic paranoia—value sets that, as scholars of American religious history have 

demonstrated, reinforced nativist anxiety about the changing cultural landscape in 1820s 
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and 1830s Philadelphia.97 Tracy Fessenden has argued that though the First Amendment 

separation of church and state was ostensibly established to prevent the establishment of 

mandatory state religion, it effectively functioned to enforce “the dominance of an 

increasingly nonspecific Protestantism over nearly all aspects of American life, a 

dominance as pervasive as it is invisible for exceeding the domains we conventionally 

figure as religious” (61). Protection against state-enforced religion was itself seen as an 

endorsement of evangelical Protestants’ anti-authoritarian values, and many Protestants 

in the early republic continued to regard the United States as a nation that was socially 

and culturally Protestant, ordained from its founding as a new Israel and “city on a hill.” 

Those who regarded themselves as members of this chosen nation perceived continual 

threats from the anti-Protestant forces of the Old World, which were heightened by 

increasing numbers of Roman Catholic immigrants following the War of 1812. By the 

early nineteenth century, Fessenden suggests, it was common among Protestants to 

interpret the Bill of Rights’ church-state division as “the division between the implicitly 

Protestant state and the Catholic Church,” which threatened to compromise religious 

liberty with coercion and dogmatism (64).  

With his depiction of dissection as an individual, enlightening practice that frees 

students from the tyranny of obsolete teachers and textbooks, Godman positions practical 

anatomy as a weapon in the spiritual warfare against clerical dogmatism and popery. 

Originating in the rhetoric of the Protestant Reformation, the association of Catholicism 

with intolerance gained traction among white Anglo-American Protestants in the early 

 
97 See Fessenden 61–65 and Franchot 5–12. 
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nineteenth century. As Jenny Franchot explains, facing increasing populations of Catholic 

immigrants from Ireland and Germany, American Protestant leaders drew upon 

Reformation ideology to establish a united Protestant front against the threat of Catholic 

takeover. Consolidating the ideologies of Reformation and Revolution, Protestant writers 

frequently depicted the contrast between Old World and New as a theological battle 

between Catholic trappings and Protestant freedom. The narrative of “Protestant victory 

over a Catholic past” was characterized by a rejection of all forms of tyrannical and 

authoritarian governance in favor of the personal liberty to read and interpret the Bible 

for oneself (Franchot 5). Framing the superstitious resistance to dissection as a relic of 

antiquated adherence to clerical authority, Godman encourages the embrace of new 

medical knowledge and technologies as the true fulfillment of the Protestant mission in 

the new nation.98  

The growing force of Protestant nativism in northeastern Protestant communities 

would play an important role in the Massachusetts Anatomy Act. As discussed in Chapter 

2, John Davis’ select committee report led to the passage of the 1831 Massachusetts 

Anatomy Act, officially titled An Act More Effectually to Protect the Sepulchres of the 

Dead, and to Legalize the Study of Anatomy in Certain Cases, which systematized the 

allotment of bodies of the poor in Boston to the city’s medical schools and set the stage 

for subsequent anatomy bills in other states. In design, the Act targeted newly-arrived 

 
98 John Godman’s investment in this rhetoric seems to have extended from medical lectures to theological 

writings. In an 1827 letter that was later published in The Friend, Godman asserted that he had “as great an 

aversion to priestcraft as one can entertain,” and in the 1829 “What is Christianity,” he lamented the 

ongoing damage that “priestcraft” continued to do to the Christian faith (“For the” 52; “What is”). He 

argued that the threat of priestcraft to “true” faith could only be combated through diligent, individual study 

of Scripture (“What is”).  
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European immigrants. As Ray Madoff explains, the law referred to bodies in the 

almshouse as “unclaimed,” instead of “indigent” or “poor,” and it included stipulations 

that prevented “longtime residents of the area (called ‘town paupers’)” from being 

eligible for dissection. Of all the bodies that would “be required to be buried at the public 

expense,” those of the newly arrived immigrants from the Old World were most likely to 

die without “kin, friend, or acquaintance” to claim them (An Act 3). When implemented 

in Boston, therefore, the Anatomy Act had the greatest impact on Irish Catholics. 

Between 1825 and 1835, increasing numbers of Catholic Irish immigrants, many of 

whom were impoverished, caused the Catholic population in Boston to quadruple, from 

5,000 to almost 30,000 (Hirota 50-51). Nativist opposition to this wave of immigration 

was plentiful. However, coupled with the Anatomy Act, the increasing numbers of Irish 

Catholic poor were a boon to the city’s medical schools. In praise of the new legislation, 

anatomist John C. Warren confirmed that “an ample supply was obtained for the medical 

school afterwards, particularly in consequence of the influx of Irish paupers, and the great 

mortality among them,” while a colleague weighed in, “The supply has not been, 

perhaps, as great as could be wished; but, with the increase of population and pauperism, 

this objection will pass away” (qtd. in Hartwell 29). 

In “Arguments in Favour of the Dissection of the Dead,” Godman heralded a new 

age of medical authority, drawn in contrast to the dogmatic traditions of the past and 

explicitly foregrounded in a resurrected body. As he championed the redemptive potential 

of dissection, Godman mapped an argument for anatomy upon nativist claims to 

Protestant national unity, which was subsequently mobilized to advocate for anatomy 

legislation. Robert Montgomery Bird performs an analogous maneuver in his novel 
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Sheppard Lee: much like a Philadelphia medical student, the young man at the center of 

his narrative begins the story as a cultural outcast and ends it as a thriving and virtuous 

citizen, and his progress is made possible by his ability to enter corpses.  

Raising the Dead in Sheppard Lee 

Published anonymously in 1836, the novel Sheppard Lee: Written by Himself 

recounts the tale of a foolish young man who discovers that he can resurrect the dead. 

Sheppard Lee is a lackadaisical farmer who, after losing his fortune and letting his New 

Jersey farm fall to ruin, goes digging for pirates’ treasure on the swampy banks of the 

Delaware river. With an overzealous swing of his pickaxe, Lee knocks himself 

unconscious, only to awake and discover that the blow was fatal: he has died, and his 

spirit now floats free of his body. What is more, in his initial terror at learning he is, in 

fact, a ghost, Lee flees the swamp, leaving his former body unattended. By the time he 

returns, the corpse has been stolen by enterprising bodysnatchers. After this unfortunate 

series of events, Lee makes an auspicious discovery: his spirit can jump into other dead 

bodies and reanimate them. All he must do is find a corpse, make a wish, and his spirit 

will dive into the body—through the nostrils—and revive it. Determining that he can find 

a more advantageous body than the one he has lost, Lee dies multiple times in the novel, 

only to be resurrected—or, more accurately, to resurrect himself—by jumping into 

another corpse. Sheppard Lee’s power is metempsychosis, the transmigration of the soul 

into a new body after death, and it not only allows Lee to survive his own accidental 

demise, but also gives him a second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh lease on life. 

For Lee is not content to find one new body and be done with it; rather, he jumps 
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continually from body to body, discovering in each a new set of difficulties and hardships 

that compel him to seek yet another new form.  

Sheppard Lee is at once a strange tale of revived corpses and a picaresque comedy 

of manners. After Lee discovers his bodyjumping power, the narrative takes the form of a 

series of first-person vignettes, each skewering the character and social role that Lee must 

now occupy. As Christopher Looby observes, Sheppard Lee’s bodyjumping allows Bird 

to “provide a map of the American society, and a taxonomy of American social types and 

roles, that would take in a wide range of social factors: religion, region, nation, age, 

condition, profession, moral constitution, race” (xxix). While in Philadelphia, Sheppard 

Lee jumps into the bodies of a wealthy businessman saddled with gout and a miserable 

marriage, an extravagant urban dandy saddled with debt, a miserly loan shark with 

vindictive children, and a Quaker philanthropist, whose kindness leads him to be 

kidnapped and shipped to the South, in punishment for his alleged abolitionism. When 

Sheppard Lee lands in Virginia, he enters the body of an enslaved black man who is 

swept up in an insurrectionary plot, and then he becomes a wealthy Southern aristocrat 

suffering from hypochondria. At the close of the narrative, Lee recovers his original 

body, which, he is surprised to learn, was chemically preserved and has since been 

touring the country as the main attraction in a traveling exhibit of medical curiosities. 

After jumping back into his original form, Sheppard Lee is restored to his New Jersey 

farm, where his family refuses to believe his tale: the entire time, they insist, he has been 

at home, raving of imagined adventures from his bed. Despite their disbelief, Lee 

resolves to learn from his journey, resolving to make better use of the body he has been 

given, “and never again seek to exchange it for another” (Bird 425). 
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After Sheppard Lee was republished in 2008, scholars began to trace the 

connections between this curious tale of resurrected bodies and author Robert 

Montgomery Bird’s background in medicine.99 Though he would remembered primarily 

as a novelist and playwright, Bird began his career in Philadelphia as a physician, trained 

at the University of Pennsylvania Medical School. Bird practiced only briefly before 

turning his attention to fiction and drama, but he maintained a lifelong enthusiasm for 

science and medicine: he remained close friends with a number of physicians, and he 

returned to the University of Pennsylvania Medical School as an professor of “materia 

medica,” or pharmacology, in the 1840s. As Bird biographer Curtis Dahl notes, even 

when working as a writer or journalist, the author was always “spoken of as Doctor Bird” 

(16). Some Sheppard Lee critics have suggested that Bird drew upon his own training and 

continuing investment in the developing medical sciences to parody the pomp and 

ignorance of the growing American medical establishment, while others have illustrated 

how Sheppard Lee’s depiction of a transmigrating spirit reflects nineteenth-century 

medical understandings of the physical body and its impact on consciousness and 

character. What has received considerably less attention, however, is the novel’s 

persistent attention to dead bodies, and how Bird’s rendering of corpses—and those who 

enter them—responds to contemporary anxieties about the use of dead bodies in medical 

education.  

 
99 After two unsuccessful publishing runs in the 1830s, Sheppard Lee was not republished until the 2008 

reissue by the New York Review of Books. The novel’s republication was championed by literary scholar 

Christopher Looby: after reading Edgar Allan Poe’s review of the novel, Christopher Looby discovered a 

first edition of the text in a Philadelphia archive in 1996, and subsequently located Bird’s notes on the 

novel at the University of Pennsylvania. For original publication details, see Foust 94. For Looby’s 

rediscovery, see Sullivan. 
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As a medical student in Philadelphia in the 1820s, Robert Montgomery Bird 

would have been well acquainted with the controversies surrounding anatomical 

dissection in American cities and abroad. Bird entered the University of Pennsylvania 

Medical School in 1824, graduating with a doctorate of medicine in 1827. Though he did 

not specialize in anatomy, he was known to be “fastidious. . . in dissection,” and 

throughout his medical career, he continued to be surrounded by anatomists and key 

figures in the ongoing development of practical anatomy curriculums (Kilman 37). 

During his medical school training, Bird studied anatomy under Philip Syng Physick and 

William Horner, and he became close friends with George McClellan, who ran a private 

anatomy studio in Philadelphia before founding Jefferson Medical College in 1824 

(Kilman 28-29).100 In 1824, the first year of Bird’s enrollment, the University of 

Pennsylvania Medical School acknowledged that a critical shortage of bodies for 

dissection had reached a state of crisis: after a faculty committee determined that the 

medical school lacked the resources to accommodate even half of their students in hands-

on dissection, they appealed to the university to invest in the construction of additional 

anatomy studios (Baatz 210). Two of the principal members of this committee were 

William Horner and Bird’s mentor, Nathaniel Chapman (215).101  

 
100 During this period, Physick served as the chair of anatomy while Horner assisted in dissections as an 

adjunct professor. Horner replaced Physick as chair in 1831, a position he held until 1852. As we saw 

above, Horner was responsible for acquiring the university’s dissection subjects: one year after Bird 

graduated, Horner would draw up a secret contract outlining a fair distribution of the city’s corpses between 

Philadelphia universities and private anatomy lecturers, and in 1831 he was the first person John Collins 

Warren consulted when seeking to establish a corpse supply network at Harvard (Sappol 116). Bird and 

Horner later became colleagues on the University of Pennsylvania Medical School faculty from 1841-1843. 

101 The improved dissection accommodations were included when the medical school was rebuilt in 1829 

(Baatz 210). Some critics, such as Sari Altschuler, have contended that Nathaniel Chapman “was less 

concerned with . . . empirical problems” and “committed to using humanistic tools to know medical 

phenomena” in his own medical research, citing Chapman’s disinterest in empirical methodology as 
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In the university’s offseason, it is likely that Bird would have enrolled at the 

Philadelphia School of Anatomy, where John Godman directed anatomy and surgery 

coursework from 1823 to 1826. During this period, as Penn Medical College “lacked the 

facilities to teach dissection to all its students,” faculty encouraged students to pursue 

training in practical anatomy at the Philadelphia School of Anatomy, which enrolled 

approximately 100 students a year between 1825 and 1835 (Rothstein, American Medical 

Schools 57). Bird might also have encountered Godman at the Academy of Natural 

Sciences, where they were both members from 1826 until Godman’s death in 1830, or 

through his mentor Nathaniel Chapman: Godman and Chapman were co-editors of the 

Philadelphia Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences from 1824 until 1827. After 

1826, Bird became close with Samuel Morton and Richard Harlan, both of whom 

lectured in anatomy and became known for collecting human skulls (Kilman 35; 

“Samuel”)102. Throughout the 1830s, Bird also maintained his close friendship with 

McClellan, who conducted the anatomy coursework at Jefferson Medical College from 

1828 until 1830. As discussed above, this was the period when Penn’s William Horner 

drew up a secret treaty between Penn, Jefferson, and the private anatomy schools to 

regulate the distribution of the city’s corpses to the city’s anatomy lecturers (Sappol 116). 

 
evidence to support the assumption that Robert Montgomery Bird, Chapman’s mentee, was likewise 

distrustful of empiricism and more invested in philosophical modes of knowledge (132-33, 158). However, 

as a principal member of the committee designated to advance the University of Pennsylvania’s anatomical 

offerings, it seems clear that Chapman was committed to ensuring his students received ample training in 

practical anatomy. At least in his capacity as an educator, Chapman was invested in anatomical medicine, 

and it does not seem likely that Bird would have been ignorant of or disinterested in those conversations. 

102 In the late 1820s, Harlan was also embroiled in “a bitter feud” with John Godman over their competing 

publications in natural history. See the Academy of Natural Sciences’ “A Bitter Feud.” 
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When discussing the relationship of Bird’s background in medicine to his fiction, 

scholars often cite the author’s departure from medical practice as evidence of his 

disenchantment with the field, pointing to an inaugural lecture that Bird delivered at the 

University of Pennsylvania in 1841, titled The Difficulties of Medical Science, as 

evidence of Bird’s belief that medical science was ultimately constricted by its practical 

shortcomings and imprecision (Altschuler 1-2; Looby xlii). However, Bird’s ongoing 

involvement in Philadelphia’s medical community throughout the 1830s is significant. 

He may have “despaired when he couldn’t cure a patient’ and “regretted the necessity of 

charging fees” during his year of medical practice (Looby xxiii). Nevertheless, despite 

such misgivings, Bird maintained close personal relationships with prominent members 

of the city’s medical establishment, and he was well-known and respected enough as a 

physician to be invited back to the University of Pennsylvania as a medical professor 

over a decade after he ceased to practice. Read within the context of a narrative tradition, 

particularly in Penn inaugural medical lectures, of jeremiad-like accounts of the medical 

establishment’s perseverance against oppression, Bird’s Difficulties of Medical Science 

lecture might be seen less as a jaded doctor’s relinquishment of his calling and more as a 

reinforcement of the oft-championed values of steadfastness and personal sacrifice in 

medical training.103 Further, it can also be seen as a testament to his interest in cultural 

debates surrounding dissection. In “The Difficulties of Medical Science,” one of the 

difficulties that Bird identifies is the public stigma surrounding dissection, and the lack of 

legislation protecting institutions that offer anatomical training. Bird laments the fact that 

 
103 See Sappol 77 for more on this narrative tradition. 
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anatomists are compelled to either operate with little access to dissection subjects, or 

work “in almost constant fear of the penitentiary” if they turn to bodysnatchers to 

increase their supply of dead bodies (Bird, The Difficulties 17).  

As the lurid anatomy studio was a common setting in antebellum gothic fiction, 

critics perhaps too quickly dismiss Bird’s references to bodysnatchers and medical 

experimentation on the corpse in Sheppard Lee as either a sensationalist trope or a 

straightforward critique of the medical establishment that Bird himself had left behind. 

By taking the novel’s persistent attention to dead bodies and those who enter them both 

more seriously and more literally, I suggest that we can gain a fuller sense of the novel’s 

stakes in crucial nineteenth-century medical debates. Further, we can better understand 

the novel’s central mechanism of transformation. 

Focusing on Sheppard Lee’s depiction of the relative powers of body and mind, a 

number of scholars have posed connections between Bird’s materialist depiction of 

identity and the philosophical and medical discourses of the era. The theme of 

metempsychosis was a familiar one for Sheppard Lee’s most famous reviewer, Edgar 

Allan Poe, who reviewed Sheppard Lee for the Southern Literary Messenger in 1836 

after penning two of his own tales of metempsychosis, 1832’s “Metzengerstein” and 

1835’s “Morella.” Poe found Sheppard Lee to be “a very clever, and not altogether 

unoriginal, jeu d’esprit,” but he took issue with the novel’s depiction of metempsychosis, 

which he found to be confusing and inappropriately flippant (Poe 402). In Sheppard Lee, 

the protagonist’s point of view changes, depending on the body he is occupying. He still 

recognizes himself as Sheppard Lee, but he also takes on the personality and concerns of 

the individual whose body he has revived. Poe objected to Bird’s shifting, comic 
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narration, believing that the consciousness of one who transmigrated in a new body 

should stay consistent. 

Though they generally have less of a stake in the logistics of transmigrating souls, 

recent scholars have nevertheless shared Poe’s interest in how Sheppard Lee depicts the 

relationship between body and spirit. In his introduction to the 2008 edition of Sheppard 

Lee, Christopher Looby observes that “the relationship between soul and flesh” was “a 

question that obviously preoccupied [Bird]” (xx). Aligning Bird’s portrait of 

metempsychosis with his reading of the skeptical philosopher David Hume, Looby 

observes that Bird seems to share Hume’s disbelief in the notion of a consistent, stable 

human identity or “self,” but deviates from Hume in his “rather materialist conviction 

that identity is largely determined by embodiment (a belief that probably derived from his 

training and practice as a physician” (xv). As Sheppard Lee’s spirit jumps from body to 

body, Looby points out, Bird consistently “give[s] the upper hand to the body’s influence, 

conceiving of the soul as a relatively passive occupant of the flesh, changed and affected 

by its physical container” (xx). Looby astutely emphasizes how Bird’s depiction of 

unwieldy identities and inevitably misguided convictions undermines altruistic 

conceptions of selfless national citizens: identifying Sheppard Lee as “an identity thief” 

and perpetrator of “thefts of personhood,” Looby suggests that Bird’s narrative of 

metempsychosis offers an arch and ironic commentary on the fantasy of civic 

disembodiment in the early national political sphere (x, xxxvi). However, neither Looby 

nor other contemporary critics have considered how Bird’s depiction of physical, material 

dead bodies shapes the novel’s reflections on identity. 
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Echoing Looby, Samuel Otter determines that “Bird’s materialist account of 

character stemmed from his medical training,” suggesting that Bird “invokes the 

associationist psychology of John Locke, George Berkeley, David Hartley, and Thomas 

Brown” in his depiction of how “having a body gives substance to thought” (Otter 95, 

100). Otter situates Sheppard Lee in a nineteenth-century tradition of “Philadelphia 

stories,” works of literature produced in and around Philadelphia that register and 

interrogate the city’s status as an “experiment,” “the place where racial status was 

disputed and civic identity forged, while the country, and a transatlantic audience, 

watched” (14). Like Looby, Otter pays particular attention to Bird’s rendering of 

Sheppard Lee occupying the body of Tom, a Virginia slave who professes being content 

in his bondage. Both scholars recognize Bird engaging with the republican ideology of 

civic disembodiment—the notion that individuals should set aside their own bodily 

realities and demands and instead promote what is best for the “body politic” as a 

whole—while activating common white Anglo-American views about the physiological 

impossibility of black Africans achieving such detachment from bodily desires (Looby 

xxxiv-xxxvi; Otter 104-07).   

More recently, scholars have offered more in-depth examinations of Sheppard 

Lee’s engagement with contemporaneous political and physiological discourses of health. 

Justine Murison reads Bird’s rendering of bodily transmigration as a meditation on the 

physiological and psychological concept of sympathy. Murison focuses on Bird’s 

representation of hypochondria in Sheppard Lee’s second volume, demonstrating how the 

rhetoric, diagnosis, and treatment of the nervous disorder reinforced regionalized 

perceptions of racial sympathy. Drawing early nineteenth-century medical writings about 
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nervous disorders into conversation with the era’s anxious writings about the political 

threats posed by abolitionism, Murison emphasizes Bird’s rendering of psychological 

continuities between the enslaved character Tom and the slaveholding hypochondriac 

Arthur Megrim. Murison ultimately suggests that Sheppard Lee “clarifies [how] early 

nineteenth-century nervous health was, in part, defined by guarding against sympathetic 

confusions with the environment and culture,” presenting “a critique of philanthropy and 

abolitionist rhetoric” as well as “a parody of the nervous body” (45). Like Murison, Sari 

Altschuler reads Sheppard Lee through the lens of contemporaneous physiological 

discourse, homing in upon the intersecting medical, political, and social significances of 

the concept of sympathy. Altschuler takes as her starting point the Difficulties of Medical 

Science lecture delivered by Bird in 1841, in which the author and professor outlined the 

imperfections, shortcomings, and impossibilities of present medical science; in his 

writing, she determines, Bird confronted and sought to overcome “the limitations of 

medical philosophy and physical experimentation,” and he ultimately utilized the 

picaresque novel form as a means of “imaginative experimentation” (4, 6). “Dissatisfied 

with medical philosophy and empirical experiments,” she explains, “Bird uses the spirit 

of his fictional protagonist and the range of his own imagination to explore sympathy and 

pain as the governing instruments of health” (9).  

Murison’s and Altschuler’s works testify to the range of complex social, political, 

philosophical, and physiological considerations upon which a writer like Robert 

Montgomery Bird would have brought his medical education to bear; however, they—

and other contemporary critics—do not consider that one of the medical issues to capture 

Bird’s attention in this period may have been the public debates over the allotment of 
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corpses for medical education. Altschuler draws attention to the obstacles and difficulties 

that hindered examinations of human bodies in the period, acknowledging that 

physicians’ “[a]ccess to bodies was limited” and suggesting that the  Sheppard Lee 

registers Bird’s discomfort with an increasing reliance, in the medical field, on physical 

experimentation (22n19, 6-7). However, she ultimately determines that Bird was less 

interested in surmounting these difficulties than he was in finding an alternative outlet for 

ruminations on sympathy. Through imaginative fiction, Altschuler suggests, “Bird 

imagines life into corpses, animating them to know human difference more intimately 

than epistemologies such as dissection and quantitative calculation made possible” (146). 

Rather than see the picaresque novel form as a superior alternative to medical 

epistemologies, I suggest that Bird may have used his fantastical narrative—which 

ultimately functions as both a picaresque and a bildungsroman—as an avenue through 

which to interrogate the rhetoric surrounding the creation of medical knowledge, and 

particularly the role of anatomical dissection in the advancement of medical science and 

the medical profession.  

In Sheppard Lee, Bird makes a number of direct and indirect references to the 

controversies surrounding the use of dead bodies for anatomical dissection. In his various 

incarnations, Sheppard Lee encounters unscrupulous bodysnatchers stealing bodies both 

dead and alive, and he also witnesses depraved medical students and charlatans 

conducting bizarre bodily experiments. On two separate occasions, he even suffers his 

own corpse being trafficked for medical experimentation. In these encounters, it seems 

clear that Bird is registering the popular opposition to bodysnatching and dissection that 

was widespread in the nineteenth century Atlantic world. However, as this reading will 
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demonstrate, Bird does not merely offer a sensationalist parody of a corrupt medical 

establishment: he also uses his protagonist’s evolving perspective on corpses to offer a 

critical commentary on the defense of dissection by medical authorities. 

In contemporary readings of Sheppard Lee, scholars have paid particular attention 

to Bird’s thorny depictions of racial difference, chattel slavery, and abolitionism. One of 

the bodies that Lee occupies is that of Zachariah Longstraw, a Quaker philanthropist in 

Philadelphia who is kidnapped by slavecatchers and sold on a Southern auction block to 

be lynched as an “famed abolitionist”—despite the fact that, as Longstraw stridently 

insists, he has never endorsed any abolitionist sentiments (Bird 320).104 Just as Longstraw 

is about to be killed in Virginia, Lee jumps into the body of Tom, an enslaved African 

man who was assisting in the lynching and accidentally died in a fall from the hangman’s 

tree. As critics have underscored, Lee’s passage into the body of Tom marks a distinctive 

narrative shift in which Lee no longer remembers the journey that brought him there, nor 

his past series of consciousnesses, and sinks into a state of complacency and contentment. 

Scholars have emphasized how Bird’s depiction of Tom’s ignorance reflects the era’s 

racist conceptions of black inferiority, and how the rendering of Lee’s consciousness in 

Tom’s body interrogates contemporaneous medical conceptions of interracial 

 
104 Bird’s characterization of the abolitionist Longstraw may have been shaped by the pro-southern interests 

that were prevalent in Philadelphia institutions in the 1820s and 30s. In his analysis of the surge of southern 

students at Philadelphia medical schools in this era, Daniel Kilbride contends that Philadelphia universities 

appealed to southerners because opposition to abolition was so prominent in the city: “the degree of the 

city's hatred for antislavery activists was both well-known and distinctive,” he contends, and the “disdain 

for radical slavery reform” was complemented by a strong current of prosouthern conservatism in the ruling 

classes (“Southern” 713). 
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sympathy.105 Equally important to an understanding of the novel’s racial politics, I 

suggest, is its representation of white identity—and of white superiority.  

By focusing particularly on the original body and perspective continuity of 

protagonist Sheppard Lee, as opposed to the transformations that occur when he enters 

into new bodies and assumes new personas, this analysis will propose that Lee’s journey 

functions as an analog for the development of medical identity and authority through 

institutionalized anatomical training. Just as the medical student’s dissection subjects 

were framed discursively as vessels of post-revelation and redemption, while they were 

physically being dug up, dragged about, dismembered, and discarded, each of Sheppard 

Lee’s resurrected bodies is first admired, and then dumped, cast off for a new body with 

new revelations to discover. At the end of the journey, it is only Sheppard Lee himself 

who emerges, alive, whole, and, though delusional, ultimately thriving. Paying more 

attention to Sheppard Lee’s role as a corpse thief and a literal resurrectionist, and 

considering how Lee’s bodysnatching is connected to and also contrasted from the work 

of other bodysnatchers in the narrative, this reading will illuminate not only how the 

novel participates in the era’s debates surrounding the character and cultural authority of 

medical professionals, but also how it functions as a fantasy of liberal white Protestant 

progress. 

 
105 See Looby xxxv, Otter 104, Murison 19, and Altschuler 143. 
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“Why, cut him up, blast him, and made a raw-head-and-bloody-bones of him”: Bird’s 

Depiction of Medicine in Sheppard Lee  

An initial reading of Sheppard Lee might suggest that Bird aims to censure 

institutionalized medicine, particularly in his portrait of bodysnatchers and the doctors 

that they supply. Sheppard Lee is terrified of bodysnatchers, and with good reason: of the 

seven bodies Bird’s narrator inhabits, two are physically trafficked. Lee’s original body is 

stolen from the swamp near his farm by hired resurrectionists, and the body of Tom, the 

black man enslaved in Virginia whose body Lee occupies towards the close of his 

narrative, is likewise stolen, this time by “young doctors of the village, who were 

desirous to show their skill in anatomy” (Bird 371). While occupying the body of 

Philadelphia Quaker Zachariah Longstraw, Lee is abducted by two kidnappers who also 

moonlight as bodysnatchers, and he learns, as luck would have it, that these two 

troublemakers were responsible for the theft of his original body. As they recount the tale 

of smuggling Lee’s corpse from the New Jersey swamp, the bodysnatchers speak in a 

rough dialect about their “reggelar business” of “snatching for the doctors,” and they 

speculate that the doctor who bought Lee’s body must have “cut him up, blast him, and 

made a raw-head-and-bloody-bones of him” (317). The resurrectionists also explain that 

their first target was the body of a young man who had committed suicide, though they 

decide that the unburied, abandoned body of Sheppard Lee would just as well suit their 

purposes (316). The medical students in Virginia, for their part, steal the bodies of three 

slaves who have been executed for conspiring in an insurrection.  

Sheppard Lee interprets dissection as mutilation and spectacle, a savage 

exploitation of his former material habitat. When Lee learns that his original body was 
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stolen and sold to a doctor, he laments the prospect: “what an ending for poor Sheppard 

Lee! his body subjected to the knife of an anatomist, his bones scraped, boiled, bleached, 

hung together on wires” (316). Both the body of poverty-stricken Sheppard Lee and the 

body of Tom are delivered to doctors who are more likely to perform bizarre experiments 

on a body than they are to dissect it in a course of medical training. Sheppard Lee’s body 

is embalmed by an eccentric German physician who tours the country with a traveling 

exhibit of medical curiosities, and Tom’s body is reanimated with electrical currents for 

the entertainment of Southern gentlemen. In both cases, doctors are more interested in 

entertaining their audience than in advancing medical science. As we will see, however, it 

is significant that Bird displaces both scenarios to locales outside of the Northeastern 

orthodox medical environment, and that he attributes the experimentation to practitioners 

who operate outside of the respected Philadelphia establishment.  

Bird’s depictions of bodysnatching and depraved, selfish doctors in Sheppard Lee 

are undoubtedly satirical, but they also reflect Bird’s attention to the specific dimensions 

of antebellum debates surrounding the use of corpses for dissection. At the beginning of 

the narrative, Bird imagines a protagonist whose body would be a prime target of 

anatomy legislation. Sheppard Lee is a penniless farmer whose own laziness has led to 

the loss of his inherited property and the alienation of his community. Acknowledging the 

contempt he garners from former friends and acquaintances, he determines, “I had got 

into the criminal stage of poverty, for all men were resolved to punish me” (Bird 24). 

Sure enough, the ill treatment he perceives extends from his life to his death, for when 

Lee accidentally kills himself in the swamp outside his farm, his body is almost 

immediately stolen by bodysnatchers. Situated outside of the church cemetery, the 
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swamp that becomes Lee’s grave is, like the historical potter’s field, outside the bounds 

of community protection. The resurrectionists, themselves, also register the realities of 

the corpse trafficking market: they target the corpses of suicides, the poor, and the 

enslaved, and they recognize the seasonal nature of the trade. When one of the 

resurrectionists wonders aloud “[w]hat the devil-be-cursed the doctor wanted a body in 

summer,” it confirms his awareness, as any antebellum bodysnatcher would know, that 

courses in practical anatomy were always conducted in the winter (316). Bird’s selection 

of the bodysnatchers’ names also seems to allude to the ironic Biblical parody behind the 

moniker of “resurrectionist”: the bodysnatchers are called Samuel and Joshua, recalling 

the Old Testament prophet and leader of the Israelites.106 

In Sheppard Lee’s caricatures of rough resurrectionists, grave-robbing doctors, 

and wanton medical experimentation, Bird appears to condemn the complicity of the 

medical establishment in both the bodysnatching trade and the use of corpses for selfish 

and depraved ends. Such a gesture aligns with a longstanding literary tradition of mining 

 
106 The bodysnatcher’s pronouncement that a doctor would “cut [Lee’s body] up, blast him, and made a 

raw-head-and-bloody-bones of him” also has a particular currency in antebellum debates surrounding 

dissection. A name for a children’s bogeyman dating back to the sixteenth century, the phrase “raw head 

and bloody bones” may seem like a relatively indiscriminate selection of colorful slang, but it was 

commonly used in the age of anatomical medicine to emphasize the desecration of dissection (“Bloody 

Bones, n.”). The Massachusetts Select Committee report on anatomy legislation illustrates this usage. To 

illustrate the importance of resisting the stigmatization of the dissected body, John Davis cites a 1799 letter 

penned by Thomas Jefferson, in which Jefferson writes, “I am for encouraging the progress of Science in 

all its branches: and not . . . for awing the human mind by stories of raw head and bloody bones, to a 

distrust of its own vision, and to repose implicitly on others; to go backwards, instead of forwards to look 

for improvement” (Davis 51). Davis uses the quote to inspire his audience of legislators, to “let not, in this 

enlightened land, any wise man be deterred by ‘raw head and bloody bones’ stories, from taking those 

steps, which shall give a proper impulse to anatomical science, and cause it to go ‘forwards’ to the most 

honorable results” (51). This alignment of dissection with mutilation, the report suggests, is not only 

erroneous but also illogical, for decay—the dissolution of the corpse into its “raw head and . . . bones”—is 

the inevitable condition of all biological bodies. Recalling Godman, Davis asks, “Who would not prefer . . . 

to be useful even after death to his survivors, rather than to fester and decay — to feed the numerous worms 

and to undergo the slow and disgusting process of chemical decomposition?” (54). 
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the exploratory, often exploitative and violent, practices of the developing medical 

sciences for frightening effect—and social critique—in gothic fiction. In the decades 

when public opposition to anatomical dissection was prominent, accounts of premature 

burials, mad scientists, medical experiments, and grave robbers were common in Anglo-

Atlantic fiction.107 These narratives registered popular sentiments against the medical 

establishment, highlighting the immorality of medical students and institutions that 

pilfered cemeteries for subjects as they capitalized on the titillating effects of stolen and 

stripped—and primarily female—bodies.108 Though Sheppard Lee would seem to align 

with this tradition, there are crucial distinctions setting Bird’s narrative apart from the 

era’s more sensational gothic depictions of anatomical medicine: while other writers 

represented dissection as a source of lurid entertainment and social critique, Bird 

ultimately imagines the repurposing of the body after death as a meaningful, and possibly 

even religious, personal and social practice. 

Decomposing, desiccated, and dismembered corpses are a common feature in 

antebellum gothic stories featuring anatomists. Originally published anonymously in 

1818, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus, depicts an anatomist 

who fashions a monster out of body parts filched from “the dissecting room and the 

slaughter-house” (Shelley 43).109 In Philadelphia, George Lippard would protest the 

 
107 In recent decades, scholars have evinced increasing attention to the historical context and social effects 

of medical apparatuses in gothic fiction. See for example Hughes, Andrew Smith, Kennedy, Mangham, and 

May. 

108 See Sappol 212–37. 

109 For more on Frankenstein in the context of debates surrounding the use of dead bodies for anatomical 

dissection, see Marshall. 
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greed and depravity of the city’s medical institutions in the 1845 novel The Quaker City, 

or the Monks of Monk Hall, which featured an urbanized Gothic castle populated with 

degenerate medical students who murdered and stole bodies in order to ogle and flay 

them (Sappol 223).110 As Gary Laderman explains, though dissection was popularly 

regarded as an offensive manner of bodily desecration, “when the corpse was imagined 

and graphically represented in a genre of writing known as ‘sensational literature,’ it 

became a thrilling, engrossing symbol that enhanced the entertainment value of these 

narratives and added to their popularity” (Laderman 78). In the case of Lippard’s The 

Quaker City, for example, “the graphic, and highly titillating, scenes of body parts and 

decomposing cadavers added to the outrage surrounding its publication” (221). In one 

memorable scene, Lippard describes the Dissecting Hall that has been constructed in the 

temple-castle of his antagonist, the evil sorcerer Ravoni, where medical students gather to 

gleefully mangle corpses together: 

Bending over each table was a young man, whose long hair and 

characteristic look of frankness and recklessness combined, betrayed the 

medical student of the Quaker City . . . And on each table, sweltering and 

festering in the sunlight, lay the remains of woman and child and a man. 

Here was a grisly trunk, there an arm, there a leg . . . Rare relics of the 

Temple which yesterday enshrined a Soul, born of the Living God! Here a 

ghastly head, placed upright, with the livid lips parted in a hideous grin . . . 

there a mass of flesh and sinews and bones, shone in the beams of the 

morning, as corruption only can shine . . . (Lippard 370)  

In Lippard’s depiction of the anatomy studio, corpses are not a window into the 

miraculous human form, made in God’s image; they are defiled, fearful relics that have 

been voided of their spirit and sanctity. Imagining dissection as a process by which decay 

 
110 For an extended analysis of the historical context of conflicts over anatomy in The Quaker City, see 

Sappol 220-32.   
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is expedited, not slowed or reversed, Lippard’s imagery explicitly counteracts the rhetoric 

of anatomists who attempted to represent anatomy as progressive and spiritually edifying 

force.111  

Lippard’s textual mutilation of corpses in The Quaker City presents a sharp 

contrast to the persistent interest in bodily preservation in Sheppard Lee. Though two of 

the bodies that Sheppard Lee occupies are stolen by bodysnatchers, neither is submitted 

to an anatomical dissection like the ones rendered in The Quaker City’s Dissecting Hall. 

Instead, each is manipulated in an experimental procedure intended to preserve or extend 

the life of the body. Lee’s original body, we learn, is chemically preserved in a kind of 

proto-embalming process by an eccentric German physician named Dr. Feuerteufel, 

while the body of Tom, the slave who was executed for an insurrection plot, is submitted 

to electric revivification experiments by Southern medical students. Both of these 

treatments are enabled by the theft of a body, and both are undoubtedly violent and 

exploitative, capitalizing on the disenfranchisement of marginalized populations. The 

treatment of Tom, in particular, is unquestionably degrading, and reflects the author’s 

low esteem and flippant disregard for the treatment of enslaved black Africans. 

 
111 It also seems likely that Lippard recognized and aimed to critique the tendency of members of the 

Philadelphia medical establishment to align anatomical medicine with a postmillennialist vision of 

enlightened Protestant progress. Echoing the anatomists who lamented misguided religious superstition as 

the enemy of anatomical progress, Lippard imagines a despotic sorcerer-anatomist, who stands in the 

Dissecting Hall of The Quaker City and proclaims himself the messiah of a “new Faith”: one that would 

“arise over the ashes of the creeds and superstitions of this day,” overcoming “the grim ruins of fable and 

superstition” to make “the dead arise!” (Lippard 375). As Sappol observes, the evil sorcerer’s creed 

“promises a boundless expansion of human agency, fusing reason, desire, and revelation” in a new, 

millennial “triumph of anatomical Will” (232). Advancing the rhetoric of redemptive dissection to a 

sensational and terrifying conclusion, Lippard aligns the advocates of anatomical medicine with defilement 

and sorcery. 
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Nevertheless, it remains significant that neither of these bodies are actually dissected—

and moreover, that neither body is submitted to medical experimentation in Philadelphia.  

Unlike George Lippard, Bird does not indict the medical students or anatomists of 

Philadelphia and New Jersey for their complicity in the illegal body trade and wanton 

disrespect for the sanctity of the dead. In fact, Bird does not include any representatives 

of the northeastern medical establishment in Sheppard Lee. When he does portray 

reckless medical experimentation, it occurs in the South, and it is perpetrated by regional 

and ethnic outsiders, who are less interested in advancing medical knowledge than they 

are in producing faddish preservation methods and superficial entertainments. Bird’s 

depiction of debased Virginia medical students reflects regionalist stereotypes that were 

common during his own medical training. In the 1820s, due to the growing eminence of 

Philadelphia’s medical institutions, the enrollment of southerners at the University of 

Pennsylvania Medical School surged, and local students frequently expressed contempt 

for their southern classmates as slaveholders and anti-intellectuals (Kilbride, An 

American 82, 89-90). In the case of the eccentric German doctor Feuerteufel, 

furthermore, it seems likely that Bird aimed to depict a charlatan showman, not an 

orthodox medical professional.  

When Sheppard Lee recovers his original body, it is in the hands of Dr. 

Feuerteufel, a peculiar Germanic physician whom Lee remembers from his days in New 

Jersey: at the beginning of Lee’s account, Feuerteufel had recently arrived in his village 

and taken to rambling in the swamp that surrounded Lee’s farm, “collecting plants and 

weeds, stones, animals, and snakes, which he seemed to value very highly” (Bird 37). 

Lee crosses paths with Feuerteufel again in Virginia, while occupying the body of the 
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hypochondriac plantation heir Arthur Megrim. Lee-as-Megrim is coaxed by Tibbikens, 

Megrim’s doctor, to attend a traveling exhibit: “a remarkable exhibition, or show, as our 

people called it, which had for two days kept the whole village in an uproar” (399). 

Instead of historical artifacts, scientific replicas, or demonstrations of technological 

marvels, the exhibit features a display of embalmed body parts. Described by Tibbikens 

as “wonderful proof of the strides that science is making,” the exhibit consists of “an 

infinite variety of fragments from the bodies of animals and human beings,” which “were 

surprisingly natural to behold” (399, 400). When the show’s pièce de résistance, a statue 

made of a whole embalmed body, is revealed, Sheppard Lee is startled to discover that 

the statue is his own original body, preserved in a lifelike state. At the exhibit’s helm is 

Dr. Feuerteufel, who, despite his reassurance—in Bird’s rendition of a thick German 

accent—that he is “no mountepank or showmans, put a man of de science . . . and a 

zhentleman of de medical profession,” is represented as an outsider to the medical 

establishment (401). Lee-as-Megrim observes that Feuerteufel presents his exhibit as “a 

grand show,” and he observes how the doctor “worked himself into a fit of eloquence” to 

address the crowd, relying on “antic gestures,” “roll[ing] and snapp[ing] . . .his eyes,” and 

“grimaces and contortions” of the mouth to enhance the effect of “every particularly 

bright idea or felicitous word” (401, 402). Bird represents Feuerteufel principally as an 

entertainer, more akin to an itinerant revivalist minister than a physician with any 

investment in advancing medical knowledge. 

Tapping into the era’s medical discourse about the unfounded public animosity 

toward desecration of the body after death, Bird’s depiction of Dr. Feuerteufel and his 

cabinet of curiosities positions the German doctor as an opponent of anatomical medical 
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advancement. In his address to the crowd attending his exhibit, Dr. Feuerteufel declares, 

“I have discover de great art to preserve de human poddie; . . . I can make him shuse as 

he is, dat is flesh—put flesh vat is never corrupt” (403). He associates decay with 

corruption, aligning a lifelike appearance with goodness and purity: “How mosh petter,” 

he declares, “to have de great man as de great man look in de flesh, mit his eyes shining, 

his skin and his colour all de pure natural!” (403). Feuerteufel imagines that his 

preservation techniques will not only preserve a paradoxically “natural,” lifelike 

appearance in dead bodies, but also protect the living from “de effluvium from de decay 

animal and vegetable,” as “dere shall be no more rot of man’s flesh in de swampy 

ground” (404). His suggestion that the preservation of the body is “natural,” while bodily 

decomposition is both sacrilegious and dangerous, echoes the public sentiments that were 

decried by early nineteenth century advocates of practical anatomy. As John Godman 

attested in his medical lectures, and John Davis affirmed in the Massachusetts select 

committee report on anatomical dissection, the public anxiety over dissection as a form of 

post-mortem desecration was “absurd,” given the fact that the natural and inevitable fate 

of every corpse buried in the ground was to enter a state of rotting decay (Godman, 

“Arguments” 73). Feuertefel’s invention of “flesh [th]at is never corrupt,” and his 

insistent celebration of a body that is impervious both to rot and to the surgeon’s knife, 

represents a disavowal of both the natural decomposition of the body after death, and the 

use of the corpse to advance medical knowledge and train physicians. 

Bird’s writing of Sheppard Lee predates the widespread adoption of advanced 

chemical embalming technologies in medical contexts, as well as the establishment of the 

funerary embalming industry, but the notion of displaying preserved human corpses was 
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not without precedent in Bird’s context.112 In 1792, famed artist and museum proprietor 

Charles Willson Peale distributed a pamphlet at the American Philosophical Society in 

which he declared, “There are other means to preserve, and hand down to succeeding 

generations, the relicks of such great men, whose labours have been crowned with 

success . . . The mode I mean, is the preserving of their bodies from corruption and being 

the food of worms: this is by the use of powerful antisepticks” (Peale 24). Peale lamented 

that he had not been able to pitch this kind of bodily preservation to the late Benjamin 

Franklin, but he assured his readers that he had “already collected some other objects 

belonging to this class, and have in prospect the obtaining of others, either in whole or in 

part, that will be a notable part of this Museum” (25). An examination of Bird’s travels in 

the 1830s further suggests that the author’s model for Dr. Feuerteufel and his cabinet of 

embalmed body parts was not a physician but another museum proprietor and showman, 

one who fabricated fantastical waxworks that he advertised as embalmed human bodies.  

While traveling in the fall of 1835, Bird made the acquaintance of sculptor Hiram 

Powers, with whom he would form a lasting friendship (Dahl 23). As Bird biographer 

Curtis Dahl reports, Powers had not yet crafted the figure that would bring him 

international renown—The Greek Slave (1843)—but was working during this period as 

“the proprietor of a wax-work museum in Cincinnati” (23). The institution to which Dahl 

 
112 It is also not unlikely that Bird would have been familiar with cutting-edge developments in chemical 

embalming. By 1840, “the practice of embalming had become current for the U.S. medical community,” 

and was “was of interest to those professionals associated with medicine, including physicians, anatomists, 

chemists, pharmacists, and druggists” (Laderman 113, 114). Instigating this new focus of medical attention 

was the English translation of Jean-Nicolas Gannal’s The History of Embalming, published in France in 

1838 and translated in English—in Philadelphia, by Dr. Richard Harlan—in 1840. Harlan, as we saw 

above, was a close friend of Bird’s, and he was pursuing European research in embalming throughout the 

1830s. Gannal had gained widespread European acclaim in the 1820s and 30s for his new embalming 

technique, which was adopted by teaching hospitals and medical schools in the 1830s in what was 

described as an “embalmment mania” (DeBlon and Wils 59). 
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refers is the Western Museum, a regional natural history collection that, like many other 

history museums in the Midwest, slowly devolved into a penny spectacle in the latter 

decades of the antebellum era (Dunlop 524, 534). According to M.H. Dunlop, the figure 

who was largely responsible for the Western Museum’s transformation was Joseph 

Dorfeuille, the museum’s proprietor from 1823 to 1839, who first hired Powers to repair 

a collection of waxworks that had been damaged in transit. A charlatan showman with 

mysterious European origins and a confirmed “fascination with the grotesque,” 

Dorfeuille is notable for advertising Powers’ “lifesize wax figures” as “the actual 

embalmed bodies” of famous subjects (Dunlop 529, 537). By 1829, Dunlop explains, 

Dorfeuille’s “attention had turned definitively from scientific regionalism to popular 

entertainment,” and he began to supplement the initial collection of waxworks he had 

purchased with wax figures of Powers’ own creation (Dunlop 532). In a later interview, 

Powers recounted being enlisted by Dorfeuille to redesign the wax figure of famed 

itinerant evangelist Lorenzo Dow, which Dorfeuille then advertised as an embalmed 

monster body:  

I proposed to take Lorenzo Dow’s head home, and convert him into the 

King of the Cannibal Islands. The Frenchman was meanwhile to make his 

body—‘fit body to fit head.’ I took the head home, and, thrusting my hand 

into the hollow, bulged out the lanky cheeks, put two alligator’s tusks into 

the place of the eye-teeth, and soon finished my part of the work. A day or 

two after, I was horrified to see large placards upon the city-walls, 

announcing the arrival of a great curiosity, the actual embalmed body of a 

South-Sea man-eater, secured at immense expense, etc. I told my 

employer that his audience would certainly tear down his museum, when 

they came to find out how badly they were sold, and I resolved myself not 

to go near the place. But a few nights showed the public to be very easily 

pleased. (Powers qtd. in Bellows 404) 
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As the creator of “the King of the Cannibal Islands” wax figure, Powers does not appear 

to be put off by the invention of a fantasy creature itself but rather fears the consequences 

of Dorfeuille’s artifice—that is, until he sees that the audience will willingly acquiesce to 

the fraud. 

Dorfeuille’s display of waxwork “embalmings,” amidst cases containing 

“thousands of rocks, coins, insects, and fossils” collected in early American history 

across the Ohio landscape, offers a compelling precedent for Sheppard Lee’s Dr. 

Feuerteufel, who, before he gained notoriety as a showman and embalmer, spent most of 

his time “collecting plants and weeds, stones, animals, and snakes, which he seemed to 

value very highly” (Dunlop 537, Bird 37). In fact, there are a number of parallels between 

Dorfeuille, who Bird likely encountered on his 1835 visit with Powers in Cincinnati, and 

Bird’s hyperbolic German embalmer Feuerteufel. Both were of questionable European 

origin: Feuerteufel is identified variously as German and Dutch, while Dorfeuille attested 

vaguely to a European upbringing that was never substantiated (Bird 400, Dunlop 529). 

Like Feuerteufel, Dorfeuille “liked to be called a man of science,” while explaining to 

museum guests that all of his major scientific achievements were recorded in European 

texts “too expensive to publish in America” (Dunlop 529). Perhaps most significantly, 

Bird’s depiction of Feuerteufel’s cabinet of curiosities echoes the motley collection of 

Dorfeuille’s Western Museum. Feuerteufel displays “fragments from the bodies of 

animals and human beings” that Lee presumes are “in wax,” though “Tibbikens assured 

me they were real specimens” (399). Dorfeuille, as we saw above, had Bird’s friend 

Hiram Powers create wax figures which he did not hesitate to advertise as real embalmed 

bodies. The centerpiece figure that Powers created for Dorfeuille’s inaugural wax 
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display, “A Lovely Female crowning with Laurels the Hero of Orleans,” also bears 

similarities to the statue that Feuerteufel makes of Sheppard Lee: while Powers depicted 

Andrew Jackson in a Roman scene of honor, Bird depicts Feuerteufel displaying the 

embalmed body of Sheppard Lee clad “in a sort of Roman garment” (Dunlop 535; Bird 

405).  

A closer examination of Sheppard Lee’s portrait of a European showman who 

calls himself a doctor reinforces the notion that Bird did not intend to deliver a broad-

brush indictment of an entire medical profession; rather, informed by his own insider 

perspective as a once and future member of the orthodox medical establishment, he 

aimed to satirize and critique various, particular dimensions of contemporary medical 

debates surrounding the use of the body after death. In his account of employment with 

Dorfeuille, Hiram Powers was critical of the museum proprietor’s willingness to pass off 

spectacle as science, and of the public’s willingness to celebrate spectacle itself instead of 

seeking historical veracity or appreciating the sculptor’s artistry. Bird offers an similar 

critique in his depiction of the preserved bodies of Dr. Feuerteufel: though it masquerades 

as a miraculous deliverance from various perils of death, thwarting the specters of 

mutilating dissection and inevitable decay, Dr. Feuerteufel’s exhibit of preserved body 

parts is antithetical to the ideology of anatomical medical research, illuminating how the 

resistance to operationalizing the dead body, combined with the paradoxical desire for the 

body’s preservation after death, renders the body into an empty spectacle. 

Unsurprisingly, Feuerteufel’s body preservation methods are especially 

appreciated by Bird’s protagonist, who not only fears dissection but also finds himself in 

the curious predicament of requiring fresh dead bodies to occupy. Before he had learned 
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of his body’s true fate, Sheppard Lee had lamented the prospect of “[h]is body [being] 

subjected to the knife of an anatomist, his bones scraped, boiled, bleached, hung together 

on wires, and set up in a museum” (Bird 17). In this imaginative projection, Bird 

underscores Lee’s fear of the violent dismemberment of the body, and the assembly of a 

new and anonymous object, the skeleton, set forth for public display. These specific 

objections become significant at the story’s close, when Lee rediscovers and reclaims his 

original form. While he equates dissection with violent mutilation, and earlier expressed a 

strong objection to the idea of his skeleton being displayed in a museum, Lee is now 

delighted to discover that his body has used in a scientific experiment in preservation: 

“This, then, was its fate—not to be anatomized and degraded into a skeleton… but 

converted into a mummy by a new process, for the especial benefit of science and the 

world” (406). At the sight of his own corpse, “for all the world looking entirely like a 

living being,” Lee is brought to tears, and so moved by the memories of his former life 

that he resolves to jump back into his original body and never seek another identity again 

(406-407).  

When Sheppard Lee delights at the discovery of his original body preserved and 

on display, he is not merely a member of the public registering the common paranoia 

surrounding anatomical dissection and the fate of human bodies after death. Like Dr. 

Feuerteufel, and the Virginia medical students who submit the bodies of slaves to 

galvanic experiments, Lee is on a quest that requires the acquisition of corpses. Lee’s 

bodyjumping is not unlike Dr. Feuerteufel’s embalmings, which prevent the “rot of man’s 

flesh in de swampy ground” (404). Instead of resulting in desecration or dismemberment, 

the particular nature of Lee’s body acquisition ensures the body’s survival after death. 
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When he jumps into a recently-vacated corpse, Lee not only escapes the ostensible fate of 

a disembodied spirit, to haunt the site of his death for all eternity, he also thwarts the dead 

body’s inevitable putrefaction. Despite these affinities in their values and corpse 

preservation methods, however, Bird makes a crucial distinction that distinguishes 

Sheppard Lee from the novel’s irresponsible practitioners and aligns him with the 

ideology of the orthodox medical establishment.  

Unlike the Virginia medical students aiming to entertain their friends and the 

showman physician aiming to capitalize on the fear of postmortem decay, Sheppard Lee 

experiences the invasive appropriation of the corpse as a profoundly regenerative 

encounter. In the beginning of the novel, after he dies in the New Jersey swamp and 

discovers that his body has been smuggled away, Lee’s spirit comes across the recently-

expired corpse of wealthy Philadelphia landowner Squire Higginson. Lamenting the 

disappearance of his own body, Lee wistfully reasons, “Why might I not, that is to say, 

my spirit, take possession of a tenement which there remained no spirit to claim, and 

thus, uniting interests together, as two feeble factions unite together in the political world, 

become a body possessing life, strength, and usefulness?” (52). Though Lee’s motives for 

taking possession of Higginson’s body are admittedly self-interested, his rationale 

emphasizes utility and, significantly, new life. Lee’s bodyjumping preempts the bodily 

preservation mechanisms that will be enacted later in the narrative, the galvanized and 

embalmed corpses that can only present hollow, superficial mimicry of life, strength, and 

usefulness. From a narrative perspective, the discovery of Sheppard Lee’s original, 

perfectly preserved body is undeniably strategic, for it allows Lee’s tale to come to a 

convenient close. A closer look, however, suggests that Lee’s embalmed “mummy” 
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corpse is not merely an opportune deus ex machina; rather, it reflects important 

dimensions of the ongoing, transatlantic debates about the use of corpses for medical 

education. 

Protected, Dissected, or Preserved 

As we have already begun to see, in Sheppard Lee Bird is concerned not only 

with the preservation of dead bodies, but also with the various methods of preservation to 

which corpses might be submitted, as well as the uses to which they might be put. As he 

hunts for new bodies to occupy, Lee tries out a range of epistemic positions on the dead 

body: folkloric and superstitious beliefs about the corpse’s supernatural powers, capitalist 

speculation on its economic value, utilitarian philosophizing on its potential uses, civic 

reflection on its political symbolism, and religious exegesis on its scriptural consequence. 

This multi-faceted ode to the corpse illuminates the network of cultural conflicts 

surrounding anatomical dissection as well as the diverse rationales with which dissection 

would be defended by medical authorities. 

Bird foreshadows the discovery of Sheppard Lee’s embalmed corpse statue in a 

brief chapter titled, “In Which It Is Shown That a Man May Be More Useful after Death 

Than While Living.” In this reflective interlude, Sheppard Lee bemoans the limited 

availability of dead bodies for him to occupy and imagines a variety of transformative 

afterlives for corpses on earth. With a quick dig at bodysnatching medical students, Lee 

begins his treatise lamenting that so many bodies are “consigned to miserable holes in the 

earth, where they could and would be of no service to any person or persons whatever, 

the young doctors only excepted” (227). As a solution to this wastefulness, Lee proceeds 
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to describe the various ways that corpses could be put to use. He imagines corpses 

converted into a variety of materials, such as manure, candle wax, looking glasses, and 

iron, whose selection would be based on the individual’s behavior and occupation in life. 

For instance, while the large majority of people could be converted to manure to “enrich 

the soil from which they draw their sustenance,” he also suggests that the bodies of lovers 

could be converted into jewels, and those of soldiers rendered into iron (230). At the 

close of the chapter, Lee turns to the preservation of the body as a statue. This process, he 

determines, would be explicitly reserved for the cruel and insensitive, for “[n]one could 

with greater justice claim to have their bodies turned into stone, than those whose hearts 

were of the same material” (230). The preserved, or petrified, corpse, he suggests, is the 

very antithesis of usefulness after death, a monument to those who selfishly make use of 

others during life. This conclusion is made all the more ironic at the conclusion of the 

text, for it is as a corpse statue that Lee rediscovers his original body.  

In its emphasis on the wastefulness of burial and its catalogue of different kinds of 

preserved bodies, this chapter foreshadows Dr. Feuerteufel’s cabinet of curiosities. 

Feuerteufel positions his embalming techniques as an antidote to the “rot of man’s flesh 

in de swampy ground,” and he also describes a range of different preservation techniques 

on display, each of which he is prepared to offer at a particular different price point (404). 

First, there is “de shtone mummee” intended for permanent display, created in a process 

which is “de most costly, de most expense, and derefore only for de great, great mens in 

de Congress vat makes de pig speech” (403). His slightly less expensive option, intended 

for temporary display, renders the body like “plaster-Paree” (403).  Finally, there is “de 

sheep [cheap] plan”: “in zheneral, vat vill not go to rot in de ground like de horse and de 
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dog—de style of de flesh unshange—vat I call de flesh and plood mummee” (403). 

Costing “no more dan de price of de funeral,” this is the process Feuerteufel gears to the 

common populace, “vich do always love to pe sheep” (403). Despite his disclaimer that 

“vat I make dese tings for is not for show, nor for pastime, nor for de money, but for de 

utilitie of de world,” Feuerteufel’s process is developed expressly for commerce (401). 

When Sheppard Lee fantasizes about the creation of a body preservation industry that is 

then realized, albeit superficially, in the exhibition of Dr. Feuerteufel, Bird underscores 

the shared investments of the two corpse thieves, and, significantly, he situates their 

shared reflections in the context of contemporary debates about anatomy legislation. 

Sheppard Lee’s contentions in the “In Which It Is Shown That a Man May Be 

More Useful after Death Than While Living” echo the rhetoric of anatomy advocates of 

the period, who argued against what they saw as an ill-founded and superstitious 

commitment to the preservation of the body after death: recall, for example, John 

Godman’s declaration that the very idea of “the repose of the tomb—the disturbance of 

the dead… is a mockery of common sense, and totally absurd” (“Arguments” 73). More 

specifically, the title, “In Which It Is Shown That a Man May Be More Useful after 

Death Than While Living,” alludes to a treatise penned by one the leading advocates of 

anatomical dissection in London: Southwood Smith’s 1824 “Use of the Dead to the 

Living.” As we saw above, Smith made the case that anatomical knowledge was 

indispensable to the future improvement of medicine, and, therefore, that doctors must be 

given access to bodies from which to learn. He reasoned that physicians should be given 

legal access to the bodies of those who died without family or capital, and he proposed a 
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public measure allotting all unclaimed bodies from the hospitals and almshouses to 

medical schools.113 

Read in the context of Smith’s essay and the ensuing debate about anatomy 

legislation, Bird’s “In Which It Is Shown That a Man May Be More Useful after Death 

Than While Living” chapter presents a satirical take on the utilitarian arguments put forth 

by London’s anatomy advocates. While Smith’s title signals a reflection on the “Use of 

the Dead to the Living,” Sheppard Lee’s title establishes a definitive stance and 

argument, determining that “Man May Be More Useful after Death Than While Living.” 

The title hyperbolizes the callousness popularly attributed to doctors and their supporters. 

Opponents of the Anatomy Act argued that consigning the dead bodies of the poor to 

medical schools for dissection was a violation of the rights and dignity of the lower 

classes. For decades, the only bodies that were publicly dissected in London were those 

of criminals convicted of murder, and dissection was thus widely regarded as a form of 

postmortem punishment. To permit doctors’ legal access to the bodies of those who could 

not afford burial, they argued, would effectively criminalize poverty (Richardson 186). 

When Sheppard Lee argues that bodies could be more useful as postmortem commodities 

than they were as human beings, he echoes the unspoken central assumption of the 

Anatomy Act: that some people—read, the lower classes—could and should repay their 

debt to society by becoming medical subjects.    

 

 
113 See Richardson and Hurtwitz 195–98. 
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Bird’s engagement with the London Anatomy Act debate is reinforced in the 

novel’s epigraph. Sheppard Lee’s tale begins with a prophetic declaration in verse: 

“Let these shine now that never shone before,  

And those that always shone now shine the more.” 

- Advertisement to Hunt’s Blacking 

While the quoted verse alludes to Sheppard Lee’s magical power of transmigration and 

the privileged insight it gives him into the lives and perspectives of others, it also sets the 

stage for a conversation between London’s anatomy advocates and their detractors. 

Attributed as an excerpt from an advertising jingle for Hunt’s shoe-blacking, the verse 

presents an allusion to shoe-blacking tycoon Henry Hunt, who was one of England’s 

most vocal advocates against the Anatomy Act (Richardson 201).114 Hunt attempted to 

defeat the bill in Parliament, arguing that it endorsed class stratification by promoting the 

abuse of the bodies of the poor for the benefit of the living. Ironically, in the jingle for 

shiny black shoes, the call to “[l]et these shine now that never shone before,” echoes the 

anatomy legislation rhetoric that Hunt adamantly opposed. According to anatomy 

advocates like Smith and Bentham, it was logical for those who could not afford burial to 

donate their bodies to medicine, for they were reliant on state-funded medical services in 

life. In the selection of this epigraph, Bird attributes words to Hunt only to turn them on 

their head, demonstrating the power of evocative rhetoric and the different uses to which 

such appeals can be put—including uses that are antithetical to one’s intentions.  

 
114 John Strachan finds this jingle in an 1831 advertisement for a different shoe-blacking concern, “Child’s 

Superlative Blacking and Superlative Polish” (137). The advertisement for Child’s Superlative Blacking 

featuring the lines “Let them shine now, who never shone before, And those who always shone, now shine 

the more!” appeared in at least one 1831 issue of the daily London newspaper Poor Man’s Guardian 

(“Advertisements & Notices”). It is uncertain whether Hunt’s Blacking had adopted the same jingle at any 

point, or if Bird deliberately misattributes it; however, if Bird did deliberately invoke Hunt here, it 

reinforces the notion that he intended to allude to Hunt’s argument against anatomy legislation. 
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While Bird’s title clearly gestures to Smith’s essay, a text that became formative 

in shaping Jeremy Bentham’s advocacy for anatomy legislation in Parliament, Sheppard 

Lee’s reflections on the various uses to which bodies could be put also appears to be in 

conversation with a lesser known follow-up essay written by Bentham himself. Following 

Southwood Smith’s proposal, Bentham drafted a bill that ultimately led to the passage of 

the 1832 Anatomy Act, which permitted the donation of bodies for dissection and gave 

physicians access to unclaimed corpses at hospitals and almshouses (Richardson and 

Hurwitz 196). Before Bentham’s death, the Anatomy Act was still facing popular 

opposition, particularly among the poor and working-class. In a gesture of advocacy for 

the legislation, Bentham bequeathed his own body to Smith for dissection, and in the 

1832 writing “Auto-Icon; Or, Farther Uses of the Dead to the Living,” he outlined his 

own ideas about the uses of corpses for the public good.115   

In the “Auto-Icon” essay, Bentham highlights the social dangers surrounding the 

current treatment of the corpse, from the diseases spread by improperly disposed-of 

corpses to the “depredation” spread by “undertaker, lawyer, priest,” and all who earn 

money from the legal and cultural ceremonies surrounding death (Bentham 1). 

Dismissing religious protestations against the use of the body after death as baseless 

superstition, Bentham reconceptualizes the corpse in the name of utility, imagining two 

applications of the dead body to the benefit of society. First, dead bodies can be of 

 
115 For additional background and context on the essay and Bentham’s role in the anatomy agitation in 

England in the 1820s and 1830s, see Crimmins’ Introduction to Bentham’s Auto-Icon and Related Writings. 

Crimmins suggests that the fragment was not taken seriously or circulated widely after Bentham’s death 

because its often humorous tone belies the impact of the anatomy conflict on Bentham’s thinking—and 

because Bentham’s vision of his own self-icon conveyed an “inflated sense of his historical place in the 

debates of the western philosophical tradition” (lv). 
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“transitory” use as subjects for anatomical dissection, and he refers readers to Smith’s 

“On the Use of the Dead to the Living” in the Westminster Review for advocacy on this 

point. Second, corpses can be of “permanent use” as statues, which Bentham names 

Auto-Icons (2). Bentham conceives of eleven categories of corpse statues, including 

“Moral, “Economical,” “Commemorational,” and “Lucrative.” The projected benefits of 

replacing traditional statues and monuments with preserved corpses range from the 

facetious—imagining varnished corpses replacing trees that line a country estate—to the 

philosophical. Reasons Bentham, “in the progress of time, instruction has been given to 

make ‘every man his own broker,’ or ‘every man his own lawyer:’ so now may every 

man be his own statue” (2). The prospect of the corpse on display, he suggests, will 

inspire individuals to free themselves from undue reliance on the past. Instead of one who 

bows to the authority of historical precedent or religious covenant, the Auto-Icon will 

represent “a man who is his own image” (2).  

Though ostensibly motivated by the need to advocate for anatomical dissection, 

the “Auto-Icon” essay is predominantly focused on the marvelous potential of corpse 

statues. As Richardson and Hurtwitz have suggested, Bentham seems less interested in 

the capacity of corpse statues to fulfill a utilitarian purpose than he is in their potential to 

enact a “secular resurrection”: the notion of a “man who is his own image” indulges a 

“fantasy of immortality” premised on the lifelike preservation of the body after death 

(197). Bentham’s ambitions for the corpse statue are undergirded by a mistrust of artifice 

and a glorification of what is “natural,” or “real.” In “Auto-icon,” he declares, “Names 

may be invented—can be forged . . . But Auto-Icons cannot be invented, cannot be 

forged” (Bentham 5). As the purchasing of false titles and the performances of 
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confidence men reveal, representations of any kind are always undercut by the possibility 

of forgery. According to Bentham, the auto-icon strips away the representational aspect 

of statues and monuments. In the case of the preservation of the body after death, “real” 

is opposed not only to what is artificial but also to death and dissolution. What the auto-

icon seems to offer for Bentham that man-made statues cannot, is a visual, tangible 

confirmation of the body’s triumph over the forces of death. Bentham explains that the 

auto-icon “would diminish the horrors of death, by getting rid of its deformities: it would 

leave the agreeable associations, and disperse the disagreeable” (7). Individuals could 

cease to fear death, he suggests, if death no longer meant that they were truly gone: the 

auto-icon ensures that both the body and the identity of an individual would be preserved; 

neither would be forgotten or dissolved.  

While Bentham’s tone throughout the essay is fairly tongue-in-cheek, he was 

serious enough about the concept of corpse statues to stipulate that his own body be made 

into one. As outlined in Bentham’s will, his body was to be dissected in a public 

demonstration and oration delivered by Southwood Smith. Following the dissection, 

Smith was directed to reassemble his skeleton, dress it in his clothes, and top it with 

Bentham’s head, which would be preserved through a head-drying process that he 

attributed to indigenous New Zealanders. The body would then be put on display in a 

glass case. Smith carried out all of Bentham’s instructions, save for the head, which he 

felt was too expressionless to display after being dried. Smith commissioned a new head 

to be made out of wax, and Bentham’s preserved head was subsequently stored in the 

auto-icon’s ribcage (Richardson and Hurwitz 196). 
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In the motions of his final will, Bentham sought to destigmatize dissection and 

encourage the wealthy classes to support anatomical training, if not by donating their own 

bodies, then by backing legislation that would create a legal source of bodies for 

physicians to dissect. However, a closer look at the public climate surrounding dissection 

in London at the time suggests that Bentham’s auto-icon ultimately undermined support 

for the proposed anatomy legislation. As Richardson and Hurwitz point out, “Bentham 

must have been aware that his body would have been a prize specimen in any anatomical 

or phrenological museum,” for he “was an intellectual giant, and his craniological 

dimensions would have been of great interest” (197). By the 1820s, the Royal College of 

Surgeon’s Hunterian Museum was widely known for its collection of anatomical 

specimens and bodily curiosities, most of which had been collected by the renowned 

anatomists William and John Hunter in the late eighteenth century. One of the most 

notable items in the Hunters’ collection was the skeleton of the “Irish Giant,” the 7’7” 

Charles Byrne, who, after he gained fame in a traveling curiosities exhibit, became 

terrified that his body would be stolen by John Hunter, who was notorious for seeking 

anomalous bodies to dissect. To avoid this fate, Byrne directed that when he died, his 

body should be placed in a lead coffin and sunk in the sea. Hunter got the body anyway; 

he managed to bribe one of Byrne’s friends and had the coffin filled with weights while 

he absconded with Byrne’s corpse (Doyal and Muinzer 1290). Hunter hid his possession 

of the body for years, but it later became a fixture of his collection, and was the first thing 

nineteenth-century visitors would see upon entering the Hunterian museum.  

Bentham was no doubt familiar with this particular specimen, and with the more 

recent testimony of anatomist Sir Astley Cooper in an 1828 hearing with the 
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Parliamentary select committee on anatomy legislation: Cooper declared, “There is no 

person, let his situation in life be what it may, whom, if I were disposed to dissect, I could 

not obtain” (qtd. in Richardson and Hurwitz 196). As Richardson and Hurwitz suggest, 

Bentham’s instructions for his auto-icon helped him to escape such a fate: “Bentham 

avoided becoming the anatomical victim of his own fame; at the same time he escaped 

the anonymity of anatomical obliteration” (196). Bentham resisted the two most common 

outcomes of an anatomical dissection, for a dissected subject. The famous and infamous, 

such as Charles Byrne, could anticipate being reduced to a physiognomic label—like the 

“Irish Giant”—and displayed as a skeletal symbol of the anatomist’s cunning. On the 

other hand, the most common dissection subjects, those whose bodies could be most 

easily trafficked from hospitals, workhouses, or burial grounds, might be reduced to 

nothing at all: an anonymous pile of bones and other bodily material, burned or buried 

with no identifiers or connection to their former community. The corpse statue rendered a 

body impervious to such a fate. 

By comparing Bentham’s auto-icon with the more common fate of a dissected 

body in the early nineteenth century, we can clarify Sheppard Lee’s distinction between 

“be[ing] anatomized and degraded into a skeleton” and “converted into a mummy by a 

new process, for the especial benefit of science and the world” (Bird 406). Instead of his 

corpse being used in the service of anatomical demonstration and then buried according 

to common practice, Jeremy Bentham mandated what can be seen as a visual reclamation 

of his pre-death image. For Bentham and for Bird’s Sheppard Lee, the preserved corpse 

promises a measure of control over one’s post-mortem fate: whether that fate is to be 

strung up as a skeleton, to be dissected and discarded, or to be buried and submit to the 
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inevitable forces of decay. While Bentham, naturally, could not ensure the future of his 

corpse would meet his wishes, Bird could imagine a fictional narrator who benefits from 

the preservation of his own corpse. Through this depiction of a disenfranchised spirit 

returning to claim his host, Bird questions the desire for bodily preservation after death. 

In the disjuncture between Lee’s negative assessment of corpse statues in the “Man May 

Be More Useful after Death Than While Living” chapter and his subsequent celebration 

at discovering his own corpse statue, Bird illustrates the ease with which the preserved 

body, of real use to no one, could be naturalized as a signifier, however hollow, of 

cultural respect and esteem. 

In his response to the London anatomy debate in Sheppard Lee, Bird seems to 

offer up two critiques. First, in his satirical rendition of the utilitarian argument for 

anatomy legislation, he suggests that such arguments are motivated primarily by 

callousness and opportunism. Then, in his depictions of corpse statues and Sheppard 

Lee’s shifting response to them, he underscores the hypocrisy of supporting the 

dissection of other, lower class bodies, while desiring bodily preservation and wholeness 

for oneself. The corpse statue underscores how the ideals of medical advancement could 

rapidly recede in the minds of wealthy citizens willing and able to pay any price to 

protect their bodies from post-mortem destruction.  

“life, strength, and usefulness”: Bird’s Portrait of Transformative Resurrection 

Throughout Sheppard Lee, Bird presents caricatures of bodysnatchers, faddish 

medical experimentations, and obsessive investment in the preservation of corpses. 

Nevertheless, he represents one particular appropriation of the dead body that is 
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revelatory and redemptive. The corpse experiments performed by the novel’s quackish 

doctors provide a cheap simulation of renewed life: the Virginia medical students’ 

galvanic experiments cause their subjects to move as though they were alive, and 

Feuerteufel’s embalmed bodies offer a “lifelike” appearance after death. Sheppard Lee’s 

resurrection of corpses, in contrast, is fundamentally life-changing.  

Within each new body that Sheppard Lee occupies, Lee’s personality, or spirit, 

mingles with the lingering sensations and emotions of the deceased: whenever Lee jumps 

into a new body, in other words, his Lee consciousness blends with the leftover residue of 

whatever spirit had previously animated it, like a fresh cut of meat seasoned by the 

residual flavors of an unrinsed pan. Or as Lee puts it, “A man’s body is like a barrel, 

which, if you salt fish in it once, will make fish out of every thing you put into it 

afterward” (Bird, 209). Each body he revives is therefore not only rescued from decay, 

but also occupied by a slightly different consciousness than it had before. As we saw 

above, Edgar Allan Poe considered this very mechanism to be the novel’s central flaw, 

criticizing how “the hero, very awkwardly, partially loses, and partially does not lose, his 

identity, at each transmigration” (Poe 401). Looby, for his part, suggested that the 

Sheppard Lee residue that accompanies each transmigration might be “a novelist’s 

necessary expedient”: after all, “if there were no continuity at all,” he points out, “how 

would Sheppard Lee tell us the whole story afterward?” (xx). Rather than flawed 

storytelling or a convenient narrative mechanism, however, I suggest that Bird’s model of 

metempsychosis can productively be interpreted as a reciprocal event, an interaction 

between two entities that is mutually transformative.  
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In Sheppard Lee’s rendition of metempsychosis, Bird imagines the resurrection of 

the corpse as a powerful empathetic exchange that transforms both the living spirit and 

the dead body. Sheppard Lee’s initial reasons for entering the corpse are, perhaps like 

those of a fledgling medical student, entirely self-interested, and his experience in other 

bodies is certainly unpredictable and dangerous. But while entering dead bodies presents 

substantial risks, it also ultimately yields considerable rewards. Lee’s bodily occupations 

do not merely result in new situations; they force Lee to see and understand the world 

anew, as he navigates between his own consciousness and the persistent sentiments of the 

deceased. With every jump through the nostrils, a corpse that will inevitably decay is 

given new life, and thereby imbued with limitless potential. 

Bird’s portrait of transformative resurrection not only reflects the ideology of 

anatomy advocates but also draws explicitly on Biblical narratives of calling and 

redemption. In the early pages of the novel, Sheppard Lee is given the first indication of 

his magical post-mortem powers in a prophetic dream modeled on paradigms of New 

Testament discipleship. In this “extraordinary dream,” which is repeated over the course 

of three nights, Squire Higginson, a wealthy businessman with whom Lee had previously 

skirmished, appears as a dead man. Shrouded in a winding sheet, Higginson instructs Lee 

that “[t]he sheriff is coming to levy on your property; get up, therefore, and follow me” 

(34). Accompanied by a pet truffle pig, Higginson directs Lee to a plot of land in the 

swamp surrounding his farm, indicating that Lee will find pirate’s treasure there: 

Then, putting the spade into my hands, he bade me dig, exhorting me to be 

of good heart, for I was now to live a new life altogether. But before I 

struck the spade into the earth he drew a mark on the ground, to guide me, 

and the figure was precisely that of a human grave. (34) 
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Lee is instructed to follow the risen corpse to the swamp, where he receives the promised 

treasure, an iron coffin full of gold. At the end of the dream, Lee returns home with the 

treasure to discover that “my house, which I had left in ruins, was standing up more 

beautiful than that it had ever been, newly painted from top to bottom, and the pillars of 

the porch were gilded over, and shining like gold” (36). After Lee has this dream three 

times, he embarks to the swamp, and in the light of a full moon, accidentally strikes 

himself in the head with a pickaxe. As a disembodied spirit, he discovers the body of the 

real Squire Higginson, recently deceased, and finds that he is able to wish his spirit into 

it.  

Resonating with Gospel language, the dream positions Lee’s occupation of 

corpses to be read as a model of Christian prophecy and discipleship. During the course 

of the dream, the corpse of Squire Higginson tells Lee, “The sheriff is coming to levy on 

your property; get up, therefore, and follow me,” promising Lee that he “was to live a 

new life altogether.” In the Gospel account of Jesus gathering his disciples, Jesus 

instructs each follower to “deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me,” 

promising that “whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life 

for my sake shall find it” (Mat. 16:20-25). When Lee awakens from his own prophetic 

dream, he receives the treasure that was promised by his corpse prophet: he is given the 

power to perform miraculous resurrections. Like the disciples of the Gospel, he leaves the 

life he has known behind, literally losing it in order to find another.  

Though Sheppard Lee’s body-jumping is, quite literally, a spiritual experience of 

repeated self-sacrifice, the narrator certainly never approaches anything resembling a 

Christian conversion, and Lee’s resurrection and occupation of corpses may seem more a 
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parody than an homage to New Testament models of transformation. At the close of the 

novel, Bird offers the suggestion that Lee was delusional all along, and that he dreamt his 

adventure while insensible and committed to bed. Whether his adventure was reality or 

fantasy is left to the reader as a matter of faith.116 What is not left open to question, 

however, is how Lee’s journey led to the dramatic improvement of his property, his 

disposition, and his happiness. 

At the beginning of the narrative, Sheppard Lee’s life is characterized by 

deterioration and rot. After years of neglect, which Lee readily ascribes to his shiftless 

and lackadaisical disposition, his 40-acre farm is in “the most wretched condition 

imaginable” (18). In Lee’s lengthy depiction of his sorry estate, Bird’s emphasis on 

material decay is oozy and palpable. From the “old, rotten, or worm-eaten” orchard trees 

to the farmhouse “rotted” and “suffering from decay,” the estate’s dilapidation is 

rendered as a rotting corpse. The decomposition continues as Lee’s “ruined meadows” 

become a gelatinous quagmire: a brook “oozes from a turfy ledge” into the bog, 

composed of mud and “vegetable jelly” (28). Reinforcing the connection to bodily decay 

is the “solitary and mournful appearance” of the swamp, which is “made still more dreary 

and even sepulchral by the appearance of a little old church . . . now in ruins . . . and the 

graveyard around it” (28). The novel thus begins with a rotting corpse of a farm, and a 

protagonist who, in his own death, faces the inevitable decomposition of his body. By 

finding new bodies to occupy and performing transformative resurrections, Sheppard Lee 

is able to transform the condition of both. 

 
116 For a discussion of Lee’s questionable sanity, see Murison 45. Sheppard Lee, for his part, continues to 

deny that his adventure was a delusion. It is ultimately up to the reader to determine how this psychiatric 

analysis of the narrator should shape the narrative that precedes it. 
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Regardless of the veracity of his spirit’s experience, Lee’s life is unequivocally 

transformed by his errand into the wilderness. When he reclaims his original body and 

returns home at the novel’s close, Lee discovers his house has been restored, the land 

cultivated, and the entire property “prosperous and flourishing” (414). Further, his debts 

have been repaid and his finances restored to order. Inspired by the work of a capable 

cultivator—his brother-in-law had restored the rotten farm in his absence—as well as his 

own experiential learning, Lee resolves to “bid adieu to indolence and discontent,” and to 

apply himself diligently to the health of his farm (416). Having benefitted from the labor 

of others while he was on a magical journey of possible delusion, Sheppard Lee is hardly 

an altruistic convert to a life as a productive member of society. Nevertheless, his 

personal transformation from lackadaisical loafer to contented farmer resounds with the 

transformation proposed by the anatomist’s possession of the vacated body, depicting a 

redemptive post-mortem journey that culminates in productive citizenship 

When Sheppard Lee stands over the dead body of Squire Higginson and asks, 

“Why might I not, that is to say, my spirit, . . . take possession of a tenement which there 

remained no spirit to claim, and thus . . . become a body possessing life, strength, and 

usefulness?”, Bird echoes the rhetoric of anatomists who proposed to rescue bodies from 

decay, transforming the corpse from a testament—or “tenement”—of sin, into a hallowed 

medium, a temple promoting “life, strength, and usefulness” (52). Sheppard Lee 

experiences the magnificent potential of the living body by entering into dead ones, and 

through his series of bodily occupations he learns to comprehend the usefulness of his 

original form. Resolving, at the end of his journey, to make better use of his life and 

become an upstanding citizen, Sheppard Lee is not unlike the medical students of 
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Philadelphia, who were often expected to dig up their own dissection subjects, and who 

were taught to regard dissection as a redemptive and spiritually edifying practice.  

Despite the triumphant restoration of Sheppard Lee’s life and home, however, 

Bird’s depiction of his protagonist’s transformation is ultimately ambivalent. When Lee 

declares, at the close of his story, that “I am now a changed, I hope, a wiser man—

disposed to make the best of the lot to which Heaven has assigned me,” he addresses 

family members who are sympathetically playing along with his recounting of his 

adventure (415). After Lee resolves to write his story for publication, his brother-in-law 

endeavors to persuade him that the entire adventure was the invention of an unbalanced 

mind: 

He attempted to assure me that during the whole two years . . . of my 

wandering, I had never once been off the forty-acre farm; that I had never 

been in any body besides my own; and that the whole source of the notion 

on my part lay in a hallucination of mind which had suddenly attacked me, 

filling me with ridiculous conceits of various transformations, such as 

never had happened, and could never happen, to any human being. (419) 

Reframing Sheppard Lee’s fantastical adventure as the delusions of a sudden onset 

mental disorder, Bird undercuts the notion that Lee has undergone a miraculous 

transformation, calling into question the veracity of Lee’s storytelling as well as the true 

import of his revelations about bodies and their relationship to spirit. The gesture 

suggests that Bird, unlike optimistic advocates of the medical establishment such as 

Royall Tyler, harbored misgivings about the positioning of anatomical medicine as an 

instrument of Protestant civic progress—or at the very least, aimed to poke holes in the 

triumphalist rhetoric of Philadelphia’s medical authorities.  
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Though he undercuts the credibility of Sheppard Lee, Bird does not discount that 

the wayward young man has benefitted from his journey. Bird imagines a protagonist 

who is consistently ridiculous and less than admirable, but he does not challenge the 

expectation that a white male inheritor of a sizeable family estate would, despite his own 

propensity for failure, somehow blunder his way into success. Further, he suggests that 

this character ultimately achieves prosperity by raising the bodies of the dead. Just as 

Francis Hopkinson used his 1789 poem An Oration Which Might Have Been Delivered to 

the Students in Anatomy to both challenge the framing of anatomy as a Protestant mission 

and illuminate the power of such rhetoric to uphold a ruling class, Bird destabilizes his 

narrative of redemption through resurrected corpses while also testifying to his narrator’s 

unwitting triumph.  

What drops out of this story, and out of Bird’s novel, is the role of those who are 

purportedly redeemed when their bodies are resurrected after death. After all, it is only 

Sheppard Lee, the wayward yeoman farmer, who is ultimately restored—with some 

assistance—to his property, and to a body “possessing life, strength, and usefulness.” All 

of the other bodies that Lee required to get to this place are cast aside, each summarily 

discarded as Lee turns to his next subject. At the conclusion of Sheppard Lee’s journey, 

the disappearance of the narrative’s non-temperate, non-industrious, non-generous, non-

astute, non-wealthy, non-free, and non-white bodies becomes a final testament to the 

success of a white Protestant narrative of exclusionist progress.117  

 
117 There is one non-white, non-free character present at the close of Lee’s story, who is also depicted as 

undergoing a transformation. Sheppard Lee tends to his family farm alongside Jim Jumble, a slave that he 

inherited with his family estate, and Dinah, a free black woman that Jim took as his wife. At the beginning 

of his story, Lee describes Jim as “a crabbed, self-willed old fellow, whom I could never manage” (20). 

When Lee, having “some scruples of conscience about holding a slave, . . . resolved to set him free,” Jim 
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In the lecture “Arguments in Favor of the Dissection of the Dead,” John Godman 

described medical students as “those who would annihilate their shackles by seeking after 

the treasures of knowledge commonly buried in the grave” (“Arguments” 81). When 

Sheppard Lee is in despair and in debt to the state, he has a prophetic dream about his 

swamp, and the graveyard that surrounds it, in which dead bodies are represented as 

treasures: Lee’s ghostly prophet guide points him to a grave, and an iron coffin “full of 

gold and silver,” promising Lee he will “live a new life altogether” (34). At the end of the 

dream, Lee returns home with the treasure to discover his house “standing up more 

beautiful than that it had ever been, newly painted from top to bottom, and the pillars of 

the porch were gilded over, and shining like gold” (36). In this dream and in Lee’s 

bodyjumping adventure, the treasure that is discovered in the grave is not only a source of 

immediate fulfillment, but also a promise of future estate both heavenly and stately. In 

Sheppard Lee, Bird animates Godman’s rhetoric of dissection as redemption, 

representing exchanges between living bodies and corpses that are revelatory and 

transformative—if only for the young men bestowed with the privilege to resurrect them. 

A return to the persistent medical presences and attention to dead bodies in 

Sheppard Lee offers a transformed portrait of Bird’s bungling protagonist: rather than a 

merely egotistical, vacant, or singularly delusional subject, Sheppard Lee becomes a 

harbinger of a triumphant new dispensation of medical progress. In the Author’s Preface 

to his narrative, Sheppard Lee determines, “The psychologist (I hate big words, but one 

 
refused, as, according to Lee, he intuited the benefits of living under a lazy master that would require no 

work (20). When Lee returns from his journey, Jim has become “so faithful, industrious, and, as I might 

add, so happy to see his master once more prospering in the world,” that “[h]e and Dinah are singing all 

day long” (424). No longer threatening challengers to Lee’s authority, these two black characters have 

become two-dimensional caricatures of peaceful, paternalist bondage. 
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cannot do without them) and the metaphysican will discover in my relation some new 

subjects for reflection; and so perhaps will the doctor of medicine and the 

physiologist”—though Lee himself is more concerned with how “the common reader 

may weigh in on the value of what is, at least in appearance, more natural, simple and 

comprehensible” (7). While Sheppard Lee’s tale of dis- and re-embodiment is both 

fanciful and farcical, hardly a “natural, simple” narrative or one imbued with objective or 

scientific perspective, Bird distinctively positions Lee as a proponent of the body’s utility 

after death, calling the reader to consider, if not to interrogate, the rhetoric by which 

medical authorities defended their use of dead bodies for the training of physicians.  

Rather than engage with the complex moral complications of gender, race, and 

class stratifications, the rhetoric of dissection as resurrection speaks of bodies in which 

such categories have been dissolved—a condition that was only possible for the white 

male anatomists and students, not for the bodies that they targeted for dissection. 

Resurrection rhetoric postulates the creation of a new and redeemed body, which not only 

diverts attention from the violent ways the bodies typically submitted to anatomical 

research were racially and economically coded but also endorses a fantasy of raceless and 

classless progress, in which anatomists, if not their subjects, can become model American 

citizens. 
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